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Preface

The economic and financial instability that has rocked Europe and North America since 2008 has been a disaster for millions of people who have lost jobs, homes, and savings. We are very conscious of the consequences of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) on the lives of our fellow citizens. Unraveling the consequences of the GFC is a fascinating intellectual puzzle but we never want to forget that for the unemployed or newly homeless, the GFC has been far more than an academically interesting event.

The GFC came after a long period of economic growth in both our countries. Withstanding the economic consequences of terrorist attacks, the advanced democracies enjoyed some sixteen years of success. That success was not shared equally; income inequality increased as many middle- or low-income people saw their incomes stagnate while higher income groups, particularly the very highest incomes groups, made dramatic gains. Nor did governments take full advantage of these years of plenty. In particular, both the United Kingdom and the United States ran large deficits in their public sector budgets creating massive levels of government indebtedness at a time when balanced budgets and deficit reduction should have been the goals. In consequence, the United Kingdom and the United States entered the GFC encumbered with deficits and debts that constrained the ability of their governments to respond effectively to its challenges. However, while terrorism and wars preoccupied governments in the first decade of the century, the economy seemed blessedly to be taking care of itself.

Clearly in retrospect, governments were mistaken in this. Failures to regulate effectively allowed financial institutions to build houses of cards that would soon collapse. Governments tolerated the creation of a bubble in the housing market sustained by vast amounts of easy credit, perhaps linked to global financial imbalances. The determination of the Chinese government to hold down the value of its currency by recycling trade surpluses into vast purchases of US Treasury bonds was probably linked to this oversupply of easy credit. However, it was more attractive to governments to think that economic prosperity was due to the wisdom of their policies. In particular, the long period of growth coincided with and therefore could be seen as being due to
the neoliberal, “Washington consensus” orthodoxy that dominated economic policy thinking in this period. Its prescription of facilitating market forces through less regulation, lower taxes, and reduced government intervention in the economy seemed to be demonstrably effective. In particular, the United Kingdom, once derided as the sick man of Europe, economically moved ahead of the continental economies in terms of per capita incomes because, it seemed, it had adopted neoliberal economic policies under Thatcher and continued a version of them under Tony Blair’s “New Labour” government.

This book originated in discussions between us in which we assumed that the GFC would prompt a wave of new thinking. It seemed reasonable to assume that the GFC would cause a reconsideration of the neoliberal policies that had either failed to prevent or arguably caused the crisis. A combination of criticism of lax regulation and the adoption of policies such as the nationalizations of banks and auto companies decidedly at variance with neoliberal approaches suggested that a fundamental reconsideration of public policy thinking might be under way. The fact that these policy changes were made by the most unlikely people—a conservative Republican President in the United States and Prime Minister Gordon Brown who had been one of the architects of “the New Labour Project” in the United Kingdom, strengthened the plausibility of our expectation of new approaches in public policy. We also thought that the dramatic initial responses of governments, such as the nationalizations of General Motors and Royal Bank of Scotland, and the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), would prompt a reconsideration in academic circles of categorizations of political economies which seemingly made these policy developments in the United Kingdom and the United States impossible. In particular, the fashionable view that the “Anglo Saxon” economies had a variety of capitalism in which the state was aloof and non-interventionist in market forces seemed difficult to reconcile with events. We therefore sort to examine what the GFC had done to established thinking in both government and academic circles about economic policies and political economies.

In the event, we have found much more stability than change in public policy. Given the extent of the shock to the world economy that the GFC constituted, this is a surprising outcome that we have tried to explain. It is impossible to use yet again the Sherlock Holmes question: Why didn’t the dog bark? Why did a crisis that began in the United States under a Republican administration dedicated to lax regulation not result in a sharp shift toward the left in politics and activist government in policy? We remain convinced that our expectation of change was warranted and its absence is therefore to be explained.
The book follows attempts to provide that explanation. It is the product of cooperation between the University of Warwick in the United Kingdom and Boston University in the United States. This cooperation is truly organic. Unaided by the governments of either country, it represents a realization that both institutions will gain in strength by working together. This project brought together people with complementary expertise most of whom did not know each other previously. Workshops were held at Warwick University in December 2009 and at Boston in 2010. We wish to thank the people in both institutions who made this cooperation possible, particularly Vice President and Associate Provost Andre Ruckenstein, Professor Kevin Smith and Dean Virginia Sapiro at Boston, and Richard Higgott at Warwick. More generally, we also wish to point to the strength of the academic ties between the two countries. It is commonplace for commentators in the United Kingdom to deride the “special relationship” between the United States and the United Kingdom; most Americans give it little thought. However, the frequency and ease of interaction between British and American academics is an important aspect of the ties that bind the two countries. It is our hope that these ties not only between the University of Warwick and Boston University but between British and American universities more generally will be ever stronger.

Wyn Grant
Graham K. Wilson
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Introduction

Graham K. Wilson and Wyn Grant

The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) has been the most severe international economic crisis since the Great Depression. Bringing an era of increasing prosperity and growth to an abrupt halt, the GFC has resulted in a recession that has led to stubbornly high levels of unemployment in the United States and most European countries. The economic cost of the GFC is staggering. Ultimately, this translates into enormous human costs resulting from unemployment, homelessness, and the social ills that result. While there had been financial crises and scandals previously such as the savings and loan fiasco and Enron in the United States or the collapse of Barings in the United Kingdom, not since the Great Depression has there been a situation in which those supposedly in the best position to know (central bankers, Treasury officials, CEOs of financial institutions) thought that the entire international financial system might collapse. Previous financial disasters had largely been limited to particular firms or sectors of the financial industry such as savings and loans in the United States in the 1980s or the (then much smaller) secondary banking sector in the United Kingdom in the 1970s. The GFC was a much broader and more dangerous crisis; it popularized the phrase “systemic risk” to acknowledge the potential impact of the collapse of some firms on the entire economic system.

This book explores the consequences of the GFC that began in 2008 and whose effects are still being felt. It does not seek to explain the origins of the crisis although several of the contributions have implicit or explicit explanations embedded in them. Instead, we seek to examine the impact of the GFC on nation-states and their policies and international financial arrangements. The impact of the GFC can be studied from a variety of perspectives. Economists could assess the impact in terms of lost employment, production, and in terms of the differential hardships, while sociologists could explore the extent and distribution of the hardships that individuals have suffered in consequence.
Our focus as political scientists is primarily on the policy and political consequences of the GFC. We ask how governments responded to the challenge and what the political consequences of the combination of the GFC itself and policy responses to it have been.

The GFC, as noted at outset, has been a sufficiently important event to merit attention in its own right. However, the policy reactions to it and their political consequences also have important theoretical implications. The GFC inflicted a shock on almost all of the major economies of the world. Of course, the shock was not equal in magnitude or nature in every country. Countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom in which the financial sector is a particularly large sector of the total economy faced a very different challenge from those in which finance is less central to the economy as a whole. In the extreme case of Iceland, the financial sector dwarfed the national economy and its failure was potentially catastrophic. Nonetheless, the GFC was of such magnitude that the emerging countries such as China as well as mature economies such as the United States experienced a common shock. In contrast, political scientists building on the pioneering work of Shonfield now half-a-century old have analyzed and categorized the important differences that exist between advanced economies. Political scientists have distinguished neocorporatist countries with high degrees of organized collaboration between business, labor, and government from more pluralist systems. Others have emphasized the distinctive leadership role of the state in countries such as Japan, South Korea, France, and China and have contrasted this with the less directive role of the state in the United States and the United Kingdom.

The perspective on differences between capitalist systems that has had the most impact in recent decades has been the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) school that distinguished between liberal market economies in which economic coordination is achieved through market forces and coordinated market systems in which organizational linkages between employers and governments are also crucial. The VoC perspective has been heavily criticized, for example, by Schmidt who argues that it compresses into too few categories the varied capitalist systems. However, it has been very influential and whatever its failings states clearly an argument that there are major differences in the ways that capitalist systems are organized and therefore how they will behave. The VoC school would therefore predict that we would see substantial and systematic differences in how countries experienced and responded to the GFC. One of the motivations for this book was to explore whether or not these expectations have been borne out. At least in the early stages of the GFC, some countries behaved in ways that much of the political science literature would not have predicted; the nationalization by the US government of the insurance giant AIG and the largest American automobile manufacturer, General Motors, is a case in point.
Against this backdrop, in its early stages the GFC seemed to offer the prospect for a major shift in policy paradigms. One of the central issues in political science is when and under what conditions does policy change, when a punctuation occurs in the equilibrium that usually characterizes most policy areas. Long periods of relative stability are followed by very significant changes (Baumgartner and Jones, 1993; Hall, 1993). Using different research approaches, a common conclusion of these scholars is that the discrediting of an established approach, a conspicuous failure to deal with pressing problems, clears the way for major changes in policy approaches and dominant paradigms.

Economic crises have provided examples of such changes. Most famously, the Great Depression created the setting for the development of Keynesian economics and the spread of the welfare state. The Keynesian welfare state (KWS) dominated policy discourse for three decades. At the heart of the KWS was a pledge to secure full employment, but this in turn made possible the provision of a range of welfare benefits which would have been too expensive to sustain in the absence of high levels of employment. Governments were expected to manage the economy achieving steady growth and low unemployment through adroit use of fiscal policy to boost demand when recession threatened and reducing demand when inflation was a danger. Simultaneously, citizens were to be protected by a social safety net reducing the costs to them of illness, old age, and unemployment. Countries developed more or less complete and generous versions of the KWS but there was little doubt that it was the prevailing international standard from which deviations (the United States, Japan) would need to be explained and to some extent justified. The United States was viewed as a laggard that would one day catch up with the other advanced democracies completing untidily and incrementally its own version of the KWS. Trends in both economic and social policy supported expectations of convergence on the KWS model. Although resisted by some conservative politicians, Keynesianism became dominant in the United States. Almost all major economics departments in the United States taught Keynesian macroeconomics by the 1960s and the dominant textbook (Samuelson) certainly took a Keynesian approach. In political terms, however, “Opposition to Keynesianism in the United States stemmed not only from its identification from planning but also from the fear that Keynesianism would lead to extensions of the welfare state” (Weir, 1989: 77). The distinction between “freshwater” (Chicago) and “saltwater” (east and west coast ones) economists identified by Waldmann (Waldmann 2011) remained significant in the United States and provided the basis for an intellectual counterattack against the prescriptions of Keynes (Skidelsky, 2009). Nevertheless, in 1970, the Republican President Nixon said, “I am now a Keynesian in economics.” Similarly, the US welfare state, incomplete and dependent on private though government subsidized provision of benefits such as health insurance, could
be thought of as gradually catching up with the KWS paradigm. The creation of Medicare and Medicaid in the 1960s was (wrongly) thought by many to lead inexorably to universal health insurance. Thus, even countries such as the United States, most resistant to the KWS model, seemed to be converging on it. What was distinctive about the US case was that public expenditure expanded to levels that in some respects resembled a European model but that revenue raising lagged behind, creating a chronic budget deficit.

The crisis of “stagflation” and governance in the 1970s also resulted in major change in policy thinking and the emergence of a different, internationally dominant policy paradigm. Whether Keynesianism failed in some objectively verifiable manner may be questioned. However, the combination of inflation and economic stagnation made it seem as though it had failed. Keynesianism was accused of being not only unable to supply answers to stagflation but also of being one of its causes. Keynesian economic policies in practice, even if not in theory, tended to produce ever-increasing inflation as politicians were willing to stimulate demand by raising taxes or expenditures but not to raise taxes or cut expenditures in good times.

The school of thought with the readiest answers to the problems of the 1970s was the monetarists, most notably Milton Friedman. Their prescription of switching to monetary policy also conveniently addressed another prominent concern of the 1970s, the governance crisis sometime referred to as overload. Governments, it was said, were expected to do more and more but in practice were able to do less (Brittan 1975; King 1975). Switching to monetarism eased the governance crisis by placing economic policy in the hands of unelected, often autonomous central bankers rather than in the hands of elected politicians. Part of the intellectual background to this was the rules versus discretion debate in economics with the premise being that it was better to leave decision-making to technocrats guided by supposedly impartial rules rather than allow politicians to make discretionary decisions based on short-term political calculations. The counterpart of this in political science was the debate on depoliticization, which, although advanced as an analytical concept, led to different normative conclusions from those implied by economic analysis (Hay, 2007). Attempts to operate KWSs at high levels of employment without inflation had incurred high political costs. In particular, these efforts frequently resulted in attempts to control wage increases, which in turn meant KWS governments were frequently dependent on a significant measure of partnership with trade unions, a phenomenon often referred to as neo-corporatism. These efforts worked well for a while in smaller European countries such as Austria and Sweden and even for a while in the then West Germany under the banner of “concerted action.” However, at times, as in the United Kingdom in the 1970s, it seemed as though this partnership made trade union leaders people of enormous power in governance. Monetarism
ended this dependence; the consent of union leaders was not necessary to changes in the money supply or interest rates.

The triumph of the monetarists encouraged skeptical analysis of many of the key policies of the KWS. Welfare policies (like all government policies) had unintended and unwelcome consequences such as dependence and extended unemployment. Well-intentioned government policies intended to produce benefits such as a better environment often resulted in costly, intrusive, and ineffective regulations. Government-owned enterprises and industrial policies tended to reward the politically influential rather than producing economically efficient outcomes. These shifts in policy thinking were also accompanied by apparent shifts in the attitudes of ordinary citizens. Voters in a variety of countries, Denmark as well as the United Kingdom and the United States, for example, were attracted to anti-tax politicians. Arguably a variety of factors such as class decomposition, globalization, and increasing racial diversity were weakening social solidarity and therefore voters “willingness to pay for a generous welfare state.” Politicians notably Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan developed packages of policies that capitalized on this shift in attitudes and embodied much of the critical thinking about KWS policies. While their policies were never as coherent as academic theorists might suggest, politicians such as Reagan and Thatcher pushed public policy away from the KWS paradigm. Keynesianism itself was abandoned along with a commitment to maintain full employment. Governments around the world comprising different political parties, Labour/Social Democratic as well as Conservative, moved toward a new paradigm, this one based on policies of lower taxes, central bank autonomy, privatization, reductions in welfare benefits, and deregulation. Markets were wiser than governments, less prone to inefficient misallocation of resources, and, in the efficient markets theory, believed to be self-correcting and stable.

Subsequently, this policy approach was codified and extended into packages that commanded support from social democratic governments as well as conservatives, from international bodies such as the IMF and World Bank as well as political parties. These packages included deregulation, lower tax rates, and reliance on monetary economics, privatization, and welfare reform. Policies known as the Washington consensus or the neoliberal paradigm were propagated by international organizations such as the OECD, IMF, and World Bank, and were required for countries seeking loans and encouraged as best practice for others. The policy packages had important political consequences. They provided conservative politicians such as Reagan and Thatcher with the means to make appeals to the aspiring, skilled working class. They reduced the power of labor unions whose collaboration had been ever more necessary to operate the KWS at full employment. They changed the thinking of the center-left as well as the right. And these policies were
internationally dominant when the GFC hit. As Morgan notes in his chapter, the degree of profitability of the financial sector in the years between 2002 and 2007 created a coalition of insiders to the industry, supporters of free markets inside the economics profession and the regulatory bodies, and governments content with the tax taken from these rich institutions and individuals.

The dominance of the neoliberal, Washington consensus policies at the onset of the GFC was not, in the view of many, mere coincidence but rather the GFC was a result of them. Inadequate regulation, fostered by the neoliberal critique, left financial institutions free to engage in risky practices with high systemic risks. The Washington consensus had promoted measures such as the abolition of capital controls that now allowed the financial crisis to spread around the world. In brief, the plausible explanations of the GFC as a consequence of the neoliberal approach to policy seemed to discredit that approach at least as thoroughly as the stagflation of the 1970s had apparently discredited Keynesianism. The consequent recession and associated hardships would surely drive the lesson home forcefully. We could also anticipate that just as the neoliberal policies were associated with changes in political coalitions, so the anticipated demise of neoliberalism would also result in political change. The strategies used by politicians promoting neoliberalism (Reagan, Thatcher) or coming to terms with its dominance (Clinton, Blair) would surely need revision.

We therefore expected to find that the GFC had resulted in major changes in policy thinking and political strategy. The immediate responses to the crisis encouraged this expectation. In 2008, suddenly everyone was a Keynesian; increased government expenditure and tax cuts to boost demand were back in favor; and the monetarist argument that governments should confine themselves to providing a steady, stable increase in the money supply consistent with long-term growth was abandoned. The faith in markets that had been so strong in preceding decades now seemed naïve. Those countries that had been more resistant to the policy fashions of monetarism and neoliberalism (notably Germany) seemed to be better placed than those, such as the United Kingdom, which had embraced them. Astonishingly, the United States acquired a substantial government-owned share of the economy as its leading automobile manufacturer (General Motors) and one of its largest insurance companies (AIG) were nationalized.

However, initial reactions to the GFC may have proved temporary. Countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom developed complicated measures to reform the financial sector but none of the proposals involved major changes, although the proposals of the Vickers Commission in the United Kingdom to “ring fence” retail and investment banking, although seen insufficiently radical by some, caused the banks discomfort. Dramatic proposals to break up banks that had been “too big to fail” or to return to the
post-New Deal separation of ownership of investment banking from ownership of retail banking quietly disappeared off the political agenda. The recently unpopular banks regained political strength particularly in the United States, winning votes in Congress and encouraging President Obama to sue for peace with a sector his reforms and rhetoric had offended. Neoliberalism also recovered its dominance. The extension of government ownership that resulted from the GFC was seen as an unfortunate, anomalous development that should be ended quickly rather than as a means through which governments could exert economic leadership or pursue other policy goals. There was, however, a call both within the press and academic literature for a return to industrial policy (Bianchi and Labory, 2011; Wighton, 2011), even though it had not been conspicuously successful in the past. Within three years of the onset of the GFC, politics in the United Kingdom and the United States was focused on cutting budget deficits largely through expenditure cuts even in the face of stubbornly high unemployment. British efforts won the support of international bodies such as the IMF, which, in partnership with the European Union (EU), sought to impose budget austerity on countries such as Greece and Portugal facing fiscal crises. As Wilson notes in the chapter on the United States, someone losing contact with events in January 2009 and regaining it in 2011 would have been astonished by the disappearance of critiques of markets, corporate behavior, and weak regulation, and the return of a discourse based on the premise that cutbacks in government spending and power were essential. As Schmidt notes, even in those countries such as France with a strong statist tradition, early moves to return to a more dirigiste approach soon petered out, partly because of the firm opposition of the Competition Directorate of the EU to any measures that discriminated in favor of a nation’s own firms or, by extension, workers. Thus, moves to concentrate cutbacks in employment in French-owned car companies in their plants in Eastern Europe were soon squashed by the EU. In contrast to events in the 1930s, the liberal global trading system was dented by developments particularly in China but not broken.

The debate about regulatory innovation in relation to financial services has often tended to focus on improving the resilience of individual banks or other financial intermediaries to shocks rather than concentrating on the stability of the financial system as a whole. Prior to the financial crisis, the new arrangements created in the United Kingdom after 1997 in terms of a tripartite system involving the Treasury, the Bank of England, and the Financial Services Authority failed to identify systemic risks to the financial system because each body was focusing on its particular tasks and the Standing Committee supposed to coordinate their work was insufficiently high powered. In the UK case, a new Financial Policy Committee has been created within the Bank of England which has been given lead responsibility on financial stability.
These new UK arrangements are not without their critics, but of far greater significance are attempts to coordinate an international response to the regulation, supervision, and risk management of the banking sector through the Basel III process which is intended to improve the banking sector’s ability to absorb shocks arising from financial and economic stress, whatever the source. The Basel Committee was originally established by the central bank governors of the Group of Ten countries in 1974. Its role developed, first through the provision of a capital adequacy framework and since the GFC through more assertive attempts to promote sound supervisory standards worldwide.

Under the Basel III rules, all banks are expected to raise their minimum core capital to 7 percent of their assets by 2019, although some would argue that is too low. In June 2011, it was agreed to make the most important global banks, the so-called systematically important financial institutions (SIFIs) hold an additional 1–2.5 percent of equity. As with any set of financial regulations, there is a concern about the distortion of competition, both between different institutions and competing countries. For example, designation as a SIFI could in effect create a list of institutions that are certified as too important to fail and hence might be able to borrow more cheaply.

Whatever the defects of the regulations themselves, the real problem is one of implementation. As the Basel Committee itself freely admits, “The Committee does not possess any formal supranational supervisory authority… it formulates broad supervisory standards and guidelines and recommends statements of best practice in the expectation that individual authorities will take steps to implement them through detailed arrangements… which are best suited to their own national systems” (http://www.bis.org/bcbs/history.htm, accessed July 13, 2011). But the very phrase “best suited to their own national systems” opens the door to lobbying to affect the way in which the regulations are applied within a particular entity. For example, an EU draft document leaked in May 2011 envisaged that EU banks would be able to count more of the capital in their insurance subsidiaries than the global rules call for (Masters and Tait, 2011). Several banks, particularly in Asia but also in Europe, should be left off the list of SIFIs.

Paradoxically, if one tightens rules on conventional banks, one could increase the displacement of the shadow banking system which is more difficult to regulate and arguably inherently more likely to be a source of difficulties given its association with “capitalism without capital” (Brown, 2010: 83). These shadow banks take a variety of forms but all are “defined by the fact that, unlike formal banks, they had no access to central-bank liquidity or public-sector credit guarantees, but had built up huge liabilities” (Brown, 2010: 85). This in turn created a race to the bottom so that “In order to compete, practices and instruments that had grown up in shadow banking were… copied and used almost as extensively by the formal banking system”
(Brown, 2010: 86). The tighter the regulatory screw is turned on conventional banks, the greater the risk that less controllable instruments will flourish.

Derivatives originally had a useful risk protection function. Over time, they became “little more than the vehicles for speculative activity. Instead of being the hedge against risk, they became the risk” (Brown, 2010: 85). The Dodd–Frank legislation in the United States attempts to tackle these nontransparent concentrations of risk by using clearing houses with higher capital and margin requirements for contracts that have not been cleared. The EU is moving in the same direction, but more slowly and with lower margin and capital requirements, leading to a fear in the United States that derivatives business will shift to leading European banks.

Credit rating agencies attracted considerable criticism during the financial crisis for their entanglement with the entities they rated and for getting their structured credit scores completely wrong. As Sinclair notes in his chapter, little has been done to change the regulation of the credit rating agencies despite their identification as suitable culprits. As the crisis entered a potential second phase in the summer of 2011, the agencies again attracted political criticism. At the beginning of July, Moody’s downgraded Portugal’s rating to junk, leading the president of the European Commission José Manuel Barroso to talk about bias. A complex French plan to roll over as much as €30 billion of Greek debt was torpedoed when Standard & Poor’s said it would probably declare Greece to be in selective default if the plan was to be implemented, arguing in effect that “if it looks like a default, we’ll call it a default.” The credit rating agencies were still calling the shots ahead of coalitions of bankers, nation-states, and the EU.

Both a conclusion and a puzzle is why the GFC did not result in significant change in policy and policy thinking. “We are All Socialists Now” proclaimed the cover of the American magazine Time in January 2009. How do we explain the fact that two years later the question was more whether long-standing, popular policies of government intervention such as Social Security and Medicare in the United States would survive or not? The contributions to this book are therefore more often concerned with trying to explain why change did not occur as much as explaining what did. Martin’s chapter in this volume suggests that stability also characterizes the Scandinavian countries which have been able to retain and adapt their distinctive political economies to challenging circumstances. Some might argue that these countries have used arrangements that once fostered welfare state development and power of unions to pursue greater competitiveness and adaptation to globalization. A similar argument has been made about Germany’s use of its structured wage-bargaining process to achieve low unit labor costs and strong economic recovery. A question our contributors address is therefore whether these countries are to
be seen as pursuing different goals or similar goals as are countries such as the United Kingdom through different means.

One of the issues that needs consideration is why parties of the center-left have not benefitted more from the crisis. First, it should not surprise us that parties of the populist right (or factions within parties such as the Tea Party in the United States) should benefit from a recession. It happened in the 1930s because such parties are able to offer a comprehensive and compelling if dangerously flawed account to those who see themselves as victims. Within Europe, there has been an upsurge of support for existing or new parties of the populist right, even in those Nordic countries that are seen as redoubts of social democracy. Take the case of the True Finns party which enjoyed a surge of support in the 2011 general election in Finland. There have been losers in Finland from processes of globalization and Europeanization, for example, those working in the forest products industry in smaller towns where there is little alternative employment and such a party can appeal to them. More generally, such parties can appeal to fears that inward migration drives down wages or deprives indigenous workers of jobs, as well as making use of other concerns about changes in culture or supposed increases in crime.

However, even in countries like Denmark and the Netherlands where government depends on the tacit support of such populist right parties, they still attract a minority of voters. Center-right parties have, however, prospered in the recession. The CDU/CSU remains in government in Germany, albeit with FDP support, and the Conservatives entered government in Britain, although again in coalition with the Liberal Democrats. The Conservatives might have won outright if they had placed less emphasis on an austerity narrative (Clarke et al., 2011). As Gamble points out in his chapter, public spending in the United Kingdom will actually increase in real terms over the life of the Parliament to 2015. Even though its share of GDP will fall, it would only be back to the same level as 2007. Of course, one change is that more of that money is being spent on the private provision of public services.

What is noticeable, however, is that the traditional social democratic parties have not been able to develop a convincing response to the crisis. As a result, some of their supporters have defected to parties perceived to be more radical, such as the Greens in Germany. The challenge for the social democratic parties is that their usual policy mix consists of more public expenditure and more regulation and this is generally agreed even by those parties themselves not to be a viable approach. Indeed, the Labour Party in Britain, while accepting that reductions in public expenditure need to occur, has merely argued that they should occur more slowly and less extensively than the Coalition Government has proposed. As far as more regulation is concerned, business interests have called for less regulation to allow the market economy to respond to the crisis. There is a widely held view that more effective regulation
of the financial system is needed, but as several of our chapters demonstrate, this may not be achieved in practice and needs to occur to a large extent at an international level which is beyond the immediate reach of national social democratic parties. Social democracy thus lacks an alternative convincing narrative to the neoliberal one. The “Blue Labour” narrative advanced by Lord Glasman and Jon Cruddas, the MP for Dagenham, effectively urges a return to the past and a reliance on a shrinking blue-collar electoral base, albeit with a greater emphasis on protection for communities against economic forces and mutual forms of economic organization which may have their merits but are not an answer to the immediate imperatives of the economic crisis.

The dilemma for critics of neoliberalism is that “the Anglo-liberal growth model is broken and we lack a perceived alternative” (Hay, 2011: 3). As Morgan notes in his chapter, in spite of the massive delegitimation which has taken place as a result of the crisis, private actors still have been able to limit the degree of legal and regulatory constraint to which they have been subject. In the past, analysts such as Gamble have suggested that the further integration of the EU might offer a way forward and others have suggested that such regional forms of governance might be replicated elsewhere in the world through the development of, for example, ASEAN or Mercosur. However, the response of the EU to the initial crisis was not speedy or impressive and the eurozone is under increasing threat. Given that a fiscal government cannot be constructed in the limited time available, the outcome may be a much smaller eurozone. Indeed, there were those in Germany who originally wanted such a narrower zone without the “Club Med” countries. Nevertheless, the return of competitive devaluation would undermine the single market which, although still imperfect, has been the single greatest economic policy achievement of the EU.

Both the origins and consequences of the GFC were indeed global. The triggering event for the crisis was the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers and the refusal of the US authorities to rescue it—a bankruptcy heard around the world. AIG was destroyed by a unit within the American firm employing just over 300 people based in the City of London. A flood of Chinese money into the United States intended to hold down appreciation of the Chinese currency surely contributed to the easy credit that produced lax lending standards and ultimately the crash. Similarly, the consequences of the GFC have been global. In particular, though not directly caused by the GFC, the crisis has been seen as a defining moment in which economic and financial power shifted, primarily to Asia but also with gains for Brazil. The rise of China, a fascination with the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) as a new power group in world affairs, contrasted with uneasy feelings of decline in Europe and the United States. Several chapters in this book address these issues with one devoted to China itself, and others (Grimes) assess the degree to which strong regional
institutions have arisen in Asia that can provide alternatives to the traditionally Western-dominated IMF and World Bank. Perhaps one useful conclusion arising from these chapters is that we should be wary of unilinear projections of Asian economic success that suggest that Western decline is already here. We do not understand the nature of the Chinese political economy sufficiently well to be able to predict its limitations; we may be uncomfortably aware that we continued to describe and explain the inexorable rise of Japan right up to the stagnation of the Japanese economy starting in the 1990s.

Perhaps the most basic question looking forward that can be asked about the GFC is whether it might recur, triggered by a sovereign debt crisis in Southern Europe, even though the EU repeatedly took steps to shore up the Greek economy and avoid contagion in 2011. Our contributors are generally pessimists in this regard as is implicit in the emphasis on limited change following the GFC in chapters on individual countries. Wilson takes the view that American reform efforts, ostensibly among the most comprehensive, have amounted to little change. Morgan takes a similar view in reviewing the success of banks in avoiding a ban on over-the-counter trading. “What is remarkable is that all this has happened within three years of a massive financial crash, significantly attributable to trading in these instruments and secondly where banks are extremely unpopular. Nevertheless, they have been able rescue and retain some key parts of the business model which contributed to all this. In spite of all the contestation, law has been reshaped to only a minimal extent and the power of the financial institutions, despite its weakening in the aftermath of the crash, has been reasserted.” This is not to say that the GFC will recur; presumably even financial institutions have some capacity to learn from the past. However, the policy response to the GFC has been remarkably limited.

No doubt there are many reasons for this including fear of disadvantaging one’s own financial institutions compared with overseas competitors, the complexity of the issues, and the political power of financial institutions. Earlier we cited the literature on policy change as suggesting that the discrediting of an established paradigm creates the opportunity for change. However, the literature on policy change does not suggest that events discrediting the currently dominant policy paradigm are sufficient to cause change. In a famous formulation, John Kingdon (1984) linked major policy changes to the confluence of three developments—recognition of a problem, political circumstances, and the availability of new policy ideas. It is perhaps the last of these—new policy ideas—that has been conspicuously absent. Writing on the United Kingdom, Gamble argues that the policy paradigm dominant before the GFC has shown extraordinary capacity to recover from it. “Neoliberalism however has showed much more resilience than some expected, and has crept back so that three years after the crash you could be forgiven for thinking that it had never been away.”
It is tempting to suggest that the GFC drove countries back into their own traditional paradigms with the United Kingdom and the United States clinging to neoliberalism while countries with different traditions moved in opposite directions. Martin’s conclusion that “the Nordic high level of coordination, positive attitudes toward the state and solidaristic policies endure. Social democratic, continental and liberal countries seem to be learning rather different lessons from the crisis; thus while the new British government is moving to cut spending to the bone, the Scandinavians believe that Keynesian anti-cyclical spending continues to be the appropriate course of action... model countries will continue to diverge into their chosen paths after the crisis in much the same way that they did before.” On the other hand, studies of the countries with strong statist traditions do not support this conclusion. Thus, Schmidt argues that “As for his dirigisme, Sarkozy was no de Gaulle, not even a pre-1983 Mitterand. Even though his denunciations of free-market capitalism were a U-turn in terms of discourse, they did result in sustained dirigiste policies. This is not because his discourse was mere rhetoric. It is because he was constrained in his policy initiative.....” Schmidt sees these constraints as being the “elimination of policy instruments of the past” used in dirigiste policies and the watchfulness of the EU for any policies that undermined the “level playing field” of the internal market. Clift, while emphasizing the continued ideational power of dirigisme, also concurs in the view that old style dirigisme is dead. “Gone are the days of the French state as dirigiste ‘gatekeeper’ of strategic finance pulling the strings and inducing big French industrial firms to do its bidding.” We are still unsure what the Chinese variant of capitalism is. As Breslin notes, “Identifying what the China model actually entails is a difficult exercise that generates conflicting conclusions” (this volume). It is therefore premature to ask whether the GFC forced China back into a traditional policy approach.

At the onset of the GFC, it seemed reasonable to suppose that there would be widespread reconsideration of neoliberalism. That reconsideration may have occurred in academic circles particularly among those always critical of it. It is the enduring strength of neoliberalism that is now impressive.
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The Theory and Practice of Global Economic Governance in the Early Twenty-First Century: The Limits of Multilateralism

Richard Higgott

Introduction

In the aftermath of World War II, a number of powerful institutions were created which have influenced the course and nature of global economic policy over the past sixty or so years. The so-called Bretton Woods institutions—the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)—and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (which eventually became the World Trade Organization (WTO)) have become central parts of an international order that purports to be multilateral in form and global in scope. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine quite what “globalization” might look like without the existence of international organizations generally or of the international economic (financial and trade) institutions (IFTIs or IFIs) in particular. And yet recent events, especially the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and its aftermath, have caused some observers to question whether the international economic institutions are any longer suitable for the challenges they face in the contemporary age: if they are unable to prevent (increasingly recurring) crises or facilitate a more general process of long-term economic collective action problem solving, what are they for? This kind of analysis misses the point. For all their apparent failings the need for such institutions is unlikely to disappear in an era characterized by higher levels of economic interdependence. Global economic governance may still be imperfect and, in contrast to the global economy, underdeveloped. But if global governance is to evolve,
multilateral economic institutions of one kind or another must be at least one of the key elements of the process.

In order to develop this argument, this chapter firstly provides some initial clarification of terms and concepts. Secondly, it outlines the role of the original Bretton Woods institutions and the GATT and explains how their missions have changed over time. Thirdly, it describes some newer multilateral activity such as the evolution of the G20 (note the word “activity” not institution) and suggests why issues of authority and accountability have become increasingly important but contested as—often unelected—policy-makers (public and private) and economic actors accrue greater decision-making authority through the evolution of transnational, if often state-sponsored, policy networks. Finally, the chapter assesses the ability of multilateral institutions to participate in the management of the complexity and uncertainty that seems an endemic part of the current world order.

Globalization, Global Governance, and the State of Multilateralism

The Demand for Global Economic Governance

Let me start by saying something about what I think the literature tells us about the global governance as an analytical concept. For some it is a conceptual oxymoron, a contradiction in terms or at best the fantasy of scholars. Realists, or more precisely neorealists if we are thinking of scholars like Ken Waltz (1979), accepted no understanding of governance beyond the level of the state; the principal characteristic of the international system has been, and remains, “anarchy.” Liberal interdependence scholars of both the North American variety (pace Keohane and Nye, 1977) and the Anglo-Australian variety of Bull and the pretentiously entitled “English School” argue that we can do better (Bull, 1977). We may, they argue, live in an anarchical society, but one with recognized norms and rules of behavior. Current-day cosmopolitan democratic theorists, pace David Held, more optimistically, argue that the seeds of a global society are emerging. I accept that such crude distinctions can hide more than they reveal. All understandings are prefigured from wider competing political, epistemological, and ontological assumptions about international theory, not just global governance. But what they exhibit is an understanding of global governance as an increasingly salient, albeit contested, political concept.

Moreover, the debate is now no longer just the play thing of scholars, especially since the global financial crises of the last few years. The whole debate over the governance or, as more frequently described, “regulation” of the global economy of the last few years is really rather a recognition that the
overdevelopment of the global economy has been accompanied by the under-
development of the global polity. The integration of the global economy
through the liberalization of the trade regime, the deregulation of financial
markets, and the privatization of state assets have led to what we now com-
monly call “globalization.” But this has not been accompanied by a compar-
able development of the global polity and it is increasingly recognized in policy
circles that without the development of appropriate norms, institutions, and
processes to manage globalization, it could be undone by a failure to mitigate
its excesses and negative consequences (especially for large sections of the
world’s poor) that emanate from it.

This is no longer the position of just the “alter” or antiglobalization move-
ment but also the credentialed defenders of globalization in the economics
profession from the likes of Jagdish Bhagwati (2004), Jo Stiglitz (2002), and
Paul Krugman through to powerful pundits such as Martin Wolf of the Finan-
cial Times and former Head of the FSA Adair Turner. Writing even before the
GFC of 2008, Wolf identified the growing impact of “… [t]he dilemma of
global governance” (January 14, 2007: 7). Salient prior to the GFC, a need to
understand the dynamics of how we govern the global economy casts even
longer policy shadows now. The GFC has merely reinforced these views. All
recognize that without proper processes of regulation, globalization has
within it the seeds of its own downfall.

This is now, somewhat belatedly we might add, a well-understood conun-
drum for advocates of globalization. The case has never been clearer since the
end of the Cold War that some degree of institutional control is a necessary
prerequisite for rational global economic management. Doubts about our
abilities to provide an appropriate multilateral regulatory framework for the
management of the economy at the global level abound in the wake of the
great recession of 2007–9. It is not clear, however, whether the crisis at the end
of the first decade of the twenty-first century will lead to major changes in the
existent system of regulation. Does it represent a crisis of multilateralism or,
through the evolution of the G20 process, the evolution of a new stage of
multilateralism? Precisely the same arguments were heard after the Asian crisis
when there were widespread calls for institutional reform and tighter control
of the activities of banks and financial markets (Kenen, 2001; Armijo, 2002).
In reality, little of substance changed between the two crises. Indeed, many of
the restrictions that had formerly been put in place to control the activities of
banks at a national level were repealed, as policymakers in the Anglo-Ameri-
can economies became locked in a competition to provide “light touch,”
business-friendly regulation (Glass Steagall, let us not forget, was only re-
pealed in 1999).

This trend probably represented the high-water mark for the ascendancy of
the market in the dialectical interaction, broadly conceived, between states
and markets in the evolution of the international economy, and the institutions that have sought to manage it, for the last sixty years. Since the GFC of 2008, the institutions which manage the global economy have sought, fitfully at least, to show greater coherence and sense of purpose and develop a greater sense of legitimacy in the eyes of both ordinary people and national governments.

**Continuity and Change in Multilateral Economic Governance**

We must ask what we might understand by the idea of global governance in an era of increasingly “contested globalization.” Most global governance for much of the second half of the twentieth century, especially in the economic domain on which I focus, is still predominantly seen as effective and efficient collective action problem solving undertaken by or within international organizations. Proponents claimed that “effective” and “efficient” governance was not a normative but an empirical matter and international organizations, with states acting as the agents, were the principal vehicles within which it occurred when necessary. This view is increasingly deficient on two grounds I would argue.

1. First, it presents an excessively one-dimensional view of global governance institutions. Most scholars and practitioners today increasingly recognize that the privileging of effective and efficient decision-making has important normative implications and consequences, and the international economic institutions must address questions of accountability and democratic legitimacy as much as effectiveness and efficiency and certainly much more than they have done in the past. This disconnect has led to the debate about “legitimacy deficits” in major international organizations.

2. Second, it overestimates the role of international organizations in global public policymaking at the expense of both emerging state actors and non-state actors operating in other ways and in other regulatory contexts that, in their *modus operandi,* depart from a traditional understanding of international economic diplomacy. It is an empirically outdated view of how the world works—or more importantly does not work—when it comes to collective action problem solving in the economic domain.

Vertically, state power is increasingly constrained by the presence of numerous non-state or extra-state actors—MNCs, banks, markets, civil (and uncivil) society, the media, international organizations regions, and regulatory networks. Horizontally, power, without overstating the case, is undergoing a process of diffusion from the west and the north to the south and the east. New (and new–old) great powers compete with the United States and Europe.
The reemergence of Russia and the rise of China and India especially are dramatically changing our understandings of global power. This is not to assume, however, that the flattening out of global relationships, especially between China and the United States, axiomatically leads to a new era of bipolarity in global politics, captured in discussions of the emergence of a G2. G2 activities are only ever likely to be de facto arrangements within wider contexts in which both the United States and China opt for them to be embedded in a wider grouping, such as the G20, as the G20 moves, if indeed that is to be its trajectory, from being concerned with crisis exit strategies to more substantive questions of structural and institutional reform in, and of, the global economy (Garrett, 2010).

In many respects, the balance of power today in the major global institutions still largely represents the (modified) balance of power from 1944 to 1945. The permanent (veto holding) members of the UN Security Council are still the five “victors” of World War II (even if China that holds the seat today is not the same pro-Western China that the West assumed would rule after 1945, and Russia has slipped into the seat created for the Soviet Union). The IMF and the World Bank, despite some changes in their mission and some realignment of the voting patterns of the IMF, still carry the imprint of Harry Dexter White and reflect the power secured by the United States in return for underwriting post-World War II economic recovery in Europe and underpinning the financial security of postwar international order (Ikenberry, 2001). Of course, global economic decision-making has undergone change since the end of the Cold War. This is happening at both a specific institutional level and in a broader systemic sense.

*International Economic Institutional Change 1945–2007*

From its initial origins, the IMF has undergone a substantial mission change. Originally established to manage and oversee a system of more or less fixed exchange rates, the IMF’s mandate was fundamentally undermined by the wider, evolving geopolitical context in which it was embedded after World War II and which led to the closing of the gold window and an era of floating exchange rates (Gowa, 1983). The 1970s saw its mission transformed from one of arbiter of global monetary stability to that of arbiter of developing countries’ macroeconomic rectitude (Elliott and Hufbauer, 2002). This mission evolved throughout the 1980s and 1990s as the IMF became primarily associated with the promotion of a “neoliberal” agenda of economic liberalization—and especially policies to enhance asset privatization, government rollback, and capital account liberalization that overtime put the IMF at the center of controversial interventions in the domestic affairs of some of its members.
The Consequences of the Global Financial Crisis

The East Asian crises of the late 1990s marked the apogee of IMF interventionism (Wade and Veneroso, 1998). From that time, criticism of its role in crisis management saw the IMF’s influence come under increasing criticism. In effect, the IMF’s desired role as the arbiter of global macroeconomic rectitude, especially in the developing world, had largely disappeared in the wake of its suboptimal performance in the financial crises of the late twentieth century. By the time of the 2006 Singapore Ministerial Meetings, the question of its longer term viability was being widely raised only for it to be saved by its identification as a vehicle for supporting global financial policy in the wake of the 2007–9 crises and the London 2009 G20 summit.

Like the IMF, the World Bank over its lifetime has undergone a process of mission change that has seen a transformation from its initial role as a vehicle for European reconstruction in the post-World War II era into a vehicle for supporting neoliberal reform in developing countries. This transformation had a natural logic to it in the era of decolonization. Indeed, one of the reasons the Bank attracted so much critical attention in the 1970s to 1990s was because its “structural adjustment” policies complemented IMF policy. Since that time the Bank has undergone a process of self-evaluation and reform reshaped by a changing international environment in which strategic factors and ideas about development changed over time. The postcolonial era preoccupation with “modernization” and the pursuit of massive, often inappropriate, development projects gave way in the late 1990s to a more technocratic approach that stressed its role as a “knowledge bank” with an emphasis on institutional reform, the provision of “good governance,” and a rhetorical commitment to greater inclusiveness and engagement (Stone, 2001; Stone and Wright, 2006).

The Bank’s intellectual and practical transition, although more widely accepted and less controversial than that of the IMF, has not been without its internal governance failures and critics (see, e.g., Woods, 2006; Weaver, 2008). Concerns about both the Bank and the Fund’s often unaccountable forms of internal organization, especially with regards to voting rights, continue to reflect the limits of democratization and the entrenched nature of the political influence of the major powers, as indeed is the case in many international organizations more generally (see Keohane et al., 2009). Consequently, despite the Bank’s efforts to differentiate itself from the IMF and respond more effectively to criticisms from “global civil society” and client states over the decade 1998–2007, there remained, as we entered the latest round of economic crisis in 2008, much dissatisfaction with both the ideational and practical roles of the two principal IFIs.

The original mandate of the third leg of the post-World War II international multilateral economic architectural triangle, the GATT, was to reduce the barriers to trade (principally then tariffs) seen to have played a destructive role in causing and prolonging the Great Depression. The GATT, through a
series of seven post-World War II multilateral trade negotiation rounds, successfully and substantially reduced the role of the tariff as an instrument of protection and instilled a series of norms and principles into the multilateral trade regime (see *inter alia*: Hoekmann and Kostecki, 2001; WTO, 2007: 179–201). It also fulfilled some of the generally implicit Cold War, geopolitical goals that underpinned its rationale, along with that of the IMF and the World Bank. As the post-World War II era progressed, the GATT developed major capacity constraints which, with considerable US prompting, eventually provoked a willingness to contemplate a new trade round which ended in the creation of the WTO, a new organization including not only GATT but agreements on services (GATS), and intellectual property (TRIPS) that reflected the interests of the most economically developed countries, especially the United States (see Croome, 1995; Narliker, 2005).

As with the IMF and the World Bank, the life of the WTO has not been without difficulties in the contemporary era. Criticized by analysts across the political spectrum, from “right-nationalists” in the United States and parts of Europe to the left-developmentalists and the antiglobalization movements of the South, both groups, albeit from their different perspectives, see the WTO as an excessively intrusive, sovereignty challenging, back door to global governance and would have it abolished. The right nationalists resent what they see as the challenge to sovereignty. The left-developmentalists and antiglobalizers see it crowding developmental “policy space” (see Chang, 2002). Support ranges across a spectrum from market privileging neoclassicists to interventionist Keynesians. But they too recognize that the WTO faces serious problems in maintaining its global economic institutional salience in the early twenty-first century.

**System-Level Structural Change from GFC to G20**

Discontent over the roles of the IFIs, in both the analytical and policy communities, has been a continuing theme in the post-World War II period. The East Asian crisis of the late 1990s brought dissatisfaction with the so-called “international financial architecture” to something of a head. Observers felt that if the IFIs were not in some way responsible for the crisis by encouraging premature economic liberalization, they were certainly culpable in failing to manage the impact of and recovery from the crisis. Indeed, one of the big lessons that East Asian economic and political elites drew from the crisis was that the region rapidly needed to develop its own economic institutions if it wanted to be able to respond more effectively to future crises (Higgott, 1998; Grimes, 2009). As a consequence, there have been accelerated efforts to develop new, regionally based economic mechanisms (Deiter and Higgott, 2003). One of the great paradoxes of globalization has been a noteworthy
proliferation of institutions to either encourage regional integration or to generate regional responses to specific problems of a global nature. Indeed, the growth of regional multilateral economic institutions must be seen as the other side of the coin of global multilateralism.

Continuing doubts about our abilities to provide an appropriate multilateral regulatory framework for the management of the economy at the global level exacerbated in the wake of the great recession of 2007–9. At the time of the GFC, the international economic and trade institutions, especially the IMF and the WTO, were languishing. The IMF was in search of a new role; the WTO was proving incapable of completing the Doha MTN. At the systemic level, even if “the West” in general (to use our old categories) and the United States in particular remain the dominant loci of power in the global order, they will need to find new ways of accommodating to the interests and values of others. A (relative) loss of both moral authority and material power now constrains the US’s abilities to set and implement the global economic policy agenda for the rest of the world. Neither the West collectively nor the United States individually can exclusively hold the moral high ground occupied, for example, during the first Gulf War on the one hand and during the Asian financial crises of 1998 on the other. Practices in the security domain, and perhaps even more so practices in the recent global financial context, have eroded key elements of the West’s moral authority. The development of the G20 can be read as much as an attempt to address this problem as much as a response to the GFC.*

Although an idea developed from an earlier Canadian initiative (see Higgott, 2005), the G20 failed to gain momentum until the crises of 2007–9. In institutional form the G20 certainly addresses some of the problems inherent in the other international economic bodies. It is not as exclusive as the G7/8; it has a balance of developed and developing countries including key actors such as Brazil, China, and India. It accounts for 90 percent of total global market capitalization, 80 percent of global trade, and two-thirds of the world’s population. Hence, the prominence achieved by the G20 in the wake of the recent crisis should be seen as part of a genuine push to develop a more representative multilateralism. As Ramesh Thakur notes (2011), it is the obvious institutional meeting point, between the extremes of the G8 on the one hand and the UN on the other, for a form of global governance capable of being seen as legitimate (judged by inclusiveness and representation) while at the same time offering the best chance of effective and efficient decision-making.

And yet, it remains far from clear how effective such a group might be in the long term. The frenzied short-run analysis that emerges around each summit (see the activities of CIGI) offers little to our longer term substantive thinking on the global governance issue. Notwithstanding all the hype, there clearly remains a reluctance on the part of the major powers, especially the United...
States and declining major powers in Europe, to develop the G20 institutionally or share power in any meaningful manner with the new actors from the South (see Beeson and Bell, 2009). The key question is whether the G20 can retain the positive attributes it developed as a crisis buster at the height of the GFC to become the hub, or what Cooper and Bradford (2010) call the “steering committee” of an increasingly networked system of global governance. Can the G20 fill a role not currently played by a selective but increasingly unrepresentative group like the G8 on the one hand and a UN struggling to remain relevant as a negotiating forum in the wake of unedifying exercises such as Copenhagen 2009 on the other?

To turn the G20 into the preeminent multilateral forum for global economic decision-making would require a process of demolition and building the major developed countries are not willing to contemplate. The G8 would need to be demolished and a permanent secretariat (as opposed to management by troika) created with a mandate wider than just financial and economic matters. But the commitment to multilateralism is more rhetorical than real. For example, regardless of its stated desires to underwrite and reinforce multilateralism as the principal modus operandi of what its foreign policy elites sees as the multipolar era (Higgott, 2010), the EU has yet to show that it is willing to assist the institutional enhancement of an initiative like the G20 by pooling its multiple voices to allow greater representation of the emerging powers in what many of them still perceive as essentially Western state-led activities. In the absence of this major kind of substantive change, the G20 is likely to be seen less as an attempt to modify multilateralism to twenty-first century conditions, especially in the face of economic crisis, rather than as an extended consultation group for the old G7 with the emerging actors—perhaps “the last gasp of an old fashioned concert of great powers” (Woods, 2010: 51), albeit one with some degree of global authority.

Indeed, on one reading, the empirical evidence from the financial crises of 2007–9 would suggest that it is the traditional powers that still set the agenda of global governance reform in the economic domain. At the global, as opposed to national, level, the creation of the G20, and especially the Financial Stability Board (FSB) as its first major institutional innovation, supports this view. While the rhetoric of G20ism prevails, such moves and initiatives such as Basel III should be seen less as a genuine desire for reform and more as a reactive, crisis driven, policy response forced on decision-makers in part by a political imperative to signal action to a range of national and international political constituencies. Contrary to the claim of US Secretary of the Treasury Tim Geithner, the FSB has certainly not achieved the status as the “fourth pillar” of the architecture of global economic governance.
States, Non-State Actors, and Contingent Multilateralism in the Twenty-First Century

One effect of the crises of the early twenty-first century is that the state has made a major comeback as the principal stakeholder and actor in the unfolding process of economic reform. The G20 is a very statist initiative. Although it is too soon to know what the long-term impacts of the current crisis will be, it has challenged the credibility of the hands-off, light-touch style of neoliberal-inspired economic regulation that characterized the last two decades of the twentieth century and the early years of the twenty-first and which justified and actively encouraged the growing role of self-regulation by the private sector in the Anglo-American economies (see Gamble, 2009).

Even before the GFC had done so much to undermine confidence in neoliberal forms of governance and regulation, political legitimacy was an issue for the IFI’s and some of the new institutional actors in the global domain. Notwithstanding the argument that some forms of regulation are so specialized that only a handful of experts, practitioners, or other insiders can claim to understand their intricacies, the fundamental problems that flow from a legitimacy deficit are not overcome (Hurd, 1999). For all their shortcomings, the saving grace of democratically elected polities is that they can claim a popular mandate for their actions. This has never been the case with the multilateral institutions as agents of global governance. They still draw their legitimacy only indirectly from the legitimacy of their member states.

Theoretical endeavors to enhance legitimacy at the global level have invariably assumed an extension of the “domestic analogy” to the extraterritorial, or global, context. That is, the extension of the model of democratic accountability that we have come to accept in the advanced countries of the developed world to the wider global context. The weakness of the domestic analogy is that only the most minimal of democratic constraints present within a domestic polity are present at the global level (Dahl, 1999.) There is no serious institutionalized system of checks and balances at the global level. Institutional constraints that do exist have little purchase on the behavior of a major power, should it choose to ignore them. To speak of a global public sphere or global polity, in a legal or a sociological sense, has little meaning (see Ougaard and Higgott, 2002).

There are of course sophisticated cosmopolitan democratic theories which have qualified and reformed the domestic analogy in the attempt to elaborate which elements of “traditional” democratic theory—that presuppose a national demos (people) and a nation-state context—are feasible and desirable on the global level of politics (Archibugi, 2000; Archibugi et al., 2000; Held, 2002, 2005). But in these theories, which are principally normative, feasibility tends to give way to desirability. Liberal cosmopolitan theorists start from the
individual as a member of humanity as a whole, rather than the state, and the idea that we as members deserve equal political treatment. They emphasize the importance of individual rights claims and wish to replace the state-based system of international relations with a new set of cosmopolitan principles, laying out a moral standard that sets limits to what people and political authorities are allowed to do through international institutions (Held, 2002: 23–4). According to David Held, these principles, accompanied by a subsidiarity principle, constitute an overarching cosmopolitan law for a multilayered system, specifying the organizational basis of a legitimate public power. Sovereignty, the idea of rightful authority, is thus divorced from the idea of fixed territorial boundaries (Held, 2002: 32).

Such a sophisticated normative theoretical argument notwithstanding, contemporary multilateral institutions, and multilateralism as practice, do not operate with these assumptions. Functioning multilateralism, as both principle and practice, is embedded in shared norms (usually of elites, rather than wider national publics) and is underwritten by judicial instruments (such as the ICC or the Dispute Settlement Mechanism of the WTO). Contrary to many assumptions in both the scholarly and some quarters of the policy world—that excessively privilege an increasingly dynamic role for civil society and non-state actors (see the Ford Foundation Building Global Democracy project http://www.buildingglobaldemocracy.org/)—effective, quasi legitimate, multilateral governance at the global level remains with states as the principal (although not exclusive) actors. Events in the first decade of the twenty-first century, in both the politico-security and the economic domain, have done little to advance the cause of this essentially cosmopolitanism view of legitimacy. Ascribing to states the major role does not dismiss the normative importance of cosmopolitan theory through whose lenses we can identify and articulate the hard questions about the legitimate status of intermediate institutional actors, such as the WTO, for example, in the provision of global public goods in the twenty-first century especially with regards to the value of multilateralism and institutions as venues and vehicles for global policymaking. This is important coming at a time when the utility/principles of institutions as vehicles for information sharing, transparency, and building trust and compliance seem to be coming “unlearned” in early twenty-first century global economic cooperation by some of the major players.

But in the increasingly crowded global policy space of the twenty-first century, characterized by the growing activity of private sector actors (MNCs, NGOs, and issue-specific transgovernmental regulatory networks), international organizations as Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye note “. . . must be political not technocratic.” By “political” they do not mean politicized or ideological, but rather that international organizations must institutionalize links to constituencies within the wider emerging global polity. Only through
the development of links between international organizations and domestic publics will the legitimacy of the international organizations be enhanced.

Multilateral institutions... will only thrive when substantial space is preserved for domestic political processes. In this regard, the practices of the WTO in allowing domestic politics to sometimes depart from international agreements without unravelling the whole system of norms provides a helpful model. Putting too much weight on international institutions, before they are sufficiently legitimate to bear that responsibility, is a recipe for deadlock, disruption and failure. (Keohane and Nye, 2001)

What Keohane (2006) calls the increasingly “contingent” nature of multilateralism has meant that the multilateral aspirations of the second half of the twentieth century are muted in the twenty-first. What can be done multilaterally (in an inclusive sense of the word) is being recast in more restrictive terms. This is clearly a factor behind the emergence of alternative approaches to, and exercises in, collective action, especially (a) the growing dynamic toward regional economic cooperation, the rise of preferential trading arrangements, and minilateralism around the world; and (b) the growth of global networked-based activity.

1. The growth of regionalism in recent years has clearly been suboptimal in systemic and political terms in a number of ways. Specifically, regionalism has diverted attention from multilateral negotiations. Governments may believe, or be lulled politically into the conviction, that they can acquire all they need by way of trade policy through regional arrangements. This has led to, and is likely to continue to lead to, neglect of the relative costs and benefits, especially over time, of regional versus multilateral approaches to trade relations. As a consequence, some recent theorizing in the trade domain, for example, has also led scholars to identify the need, in the words of Richard Baldwin and his colleagues, to “multilateralize regionalism” (see Baldwin, 2006; Baldwin et al., 2007). These calls reflect the reality that while regional preferentialism in trade might be suboptimal to acting multilaterally through the WTO, it will not be going away; hence the exhortation to multilateralize it.

Another manifestation of diversification of collective action decision-making away from multilateralism is to be found in what Moise Naim (2009) calls a growing interest in “minilateralism.” Like regional preferentialism, minilateralism is a response to a growing recognition that large-scale multilateral agreements—whether they are, for example, in pursuit of trade liberalization, the attainment of Millennium development goals, or the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs)—have all seen deadlines missed and policy execution stalled. The recognized limits of multilateralism are leading to the advocacy and practice of more targeted approaches at collective action.
problem solving. In minilateralism, the correct number in any given problem area is “the smallest possible number of countries needed to ensure the largest possible impact.” This number will, of course, vary from issue area to issue area.

2. The last striking aspect of what passes for global economic governance at present is the growth of increasingly decentralized and network-based activity. From the closing decades of the twentieth century, we have seen a proliferation in the number of non-state, specialist agencies and organizations playing an increasingly prominent role in international standard setting. Inherently elitist, the principal claim for inclusion in these new informal and often uncoordinated networks of governance is technocratic competence or specialist expertise. The development of the BIS prior to the crises of 2007–9 is a classic example of what we might call a transnational executive network (TEN) and reflects a more generalized ideological preference for light-touch regulation on the parts of many OECD governments—in this case, as they delegated responsibility for monetary policy to (unelected) central bankers (Tsingou, 2004, 2010). Similar processes of regulatory diffusion are occurring in the private sector as different actors develop a responsibility for setting regulatory standards for codes of conduct, production standards, and the like (Braithwaite and Drahos, 2000).

The interesting normative question posed by these developments is the degree to which these actors are contributing to the delivery of global public goods (as public goods theory would have it) or whether they are in fact engaged in the provision of club goods for their respective clientele. Certainly, the empirical evidence from the financial crises of 2007–9 would suggest that private interest has prevailed over public good. For some observers the growth of TENs is predictable and appropriate, and marks a functional response to demands for regulation and governance that can no longer be met by states in an era of globalization (Slaughter, 2004.) For others, this is part of a long-running debate between those who see states as taking part in a process in which they have voluntarily ceded power to other actors, and those who view state authority as being inexorably undermined by technological developments and intensifying transnational economic and political processes. What is novel and potentially important now, however, is the possibility that the very nature of the “knowledge economy” is generating new patterns of governance in which informal ties and expertise are in turn generating new networks that help explain the way in which policy is made at the global level.

Scholars identify this emerging global policy space in different ways. For Dryzak (1999), it is the “global public sphere”; for Drache (2001), the “global public domain”; for Nanz and Steffek (2004), the “trans-national public space.” Developing some of these conceptual tropes, Diane Stone talks of the emergence of a “global agora” defined as:
...a growing public space of fluid, dynamic, and intermeshed relations of politics, markets, culture and society... shaped by the interaction of its actors—that is multiple publics and plural institutions... The global agora is also a domain of relative disorder and uncertainty where institutions are underdeveloped and political authority unclear, and dispersed through multiplying institutions and networks. (Stone, 2008: 21)

The advantage of Stone’s definition is that it carries none of the normative or communicative assumptions of the other definitions, especially those of a cosmopolitan or Habermasian persuasion intent on extending the domestic democratic analogy to the global context. The global agora may have characteristics of publicness but, as she notes, as in its Athenian original, it is elite rule and limited participation that is invariably the order of the day (Stone, 2008: 22). The many state and non-state actors (regulators, networks, NGOs, and other elements of civil society) that make up the burgeoning community of quasi public, quasi private global public policy networks still face significant barriers in the translation of “voice” into policy.

Of course, some groups have more influence over the global policy process than others however. Joining states and international organizations as increasingly influential actors are the growing numbers of internationalized public sector officials (legislators and regulators) who (pace Slaughter, 2004) operate *inter-governmentally* through a variety of TENs, rather than as international public servants acting multilaterally through the international organizations. The former group is engaged in deliberation and rule making by virtue of the authority vested in them by their official positions within their home state. The latter are not state delegates, but international civil servants who deliberate and make policy by virtue of their expertise and routinized position within the international organizations (see Xu and Weller, 2004). It is this group, for obvious vested material and political reasons one could cynically add, that remain the principal champions of multilaterialism.

**Conclusion**

The dramatic rise of globalization in general over the last three decades, and the economic crises of the early twenty-first century in particular, has challenged the efficacy and legitimacy of multilateralism as both a set of principles and institutional practice as they emerged in the second half of the twentieth century. It has also raised more general meta-theoretical questions too. Moreover, one of the most important long-term successes of the twentieth century had been to make market principles an accepted and authoritative part of everyday existence (Hall, 2007). A consequence of the most recent crisis has been to damage the authority of both the actors and...
agencies that had assumed responsibility for managing economic processes, and—more fundamentally—the stability of and, if only temporarily, the normative support for markets themselves. The rapid transformation of the terms of the debate over economic management in the wake of the crises of 2007–9 must remind us that the processes and practices of governance remain both temporally and politically contingent. The economic crises of the early twenty-first century have once again highlighted Harold Lasswell’s perennial questions (1935) of modern politics: who gets what and how; governance for whom; and in whose interest. As political philosophers know, but as economists all too frequently forget, these remain essentially contested, never permanently settled, concepts and questions.

The struggle between power- and rules-based behavior continues to be one of the hallmarks of the present system of global economic governance. The challenge of marrying the two in a meaningful and legitimate manner remains the perennial research question of international political economy. Radical transformation of the system is unlikely. A reformist approach to the current system remains difficult but it may not be out of the question, as attempts to marshal a G20 approach toward global economic cooperation, the growth of minilateralism, multilateral regionalism, and emerging transnational regulatory network activities identified in this chapter attest. But we are not yet at a stage where the major players will easily share power with emerging actors or indeed with various and increasingly active strata of an emerging global civil society. The generic challenge is to adapt multilateralism to the dynamics of a world battling to come to terms with changing power balances and emerging policy agendas that do not lend themselves easily to the approaches to collective action problem solving that prevailed in the second half of the twentieth century.

Note

1. We should note that the GATT, in contrast to the IMF and the World Bank, was initially a set of bargained agreements rather than an organization. It was its metamorphosis into the WTO that finally established organizational structure.
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The Consequences of the Global Financial Crisis


The United Kingdom: The Triumph of Fiscal Realism?

Andrew Gamble

The financial crash of 2008 brought to an end a long period of growth and stability in the British economy, the longest since 1945, and on some reckonings the longest in the previous 200 years. Following the forced exit of sterling from the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) on “Black Wednesday” in September 1992, the economic outlook looked unfavorable. The economy which had just experienced a long and painful recession, with many home repossessions, a sharp rise in unemployment, and an acceleration of inflation, was just beginning to experience what the Chancellor termed the green shoots of recovery. The ERM crisis forced the Government to announce emergency spending cuts and tax increases. Following immediately upon the dramatic events of Black Wednesday itself when for a few brief hours the Government raised interest rates to 15 percent (up from 10 percent that morning), all trust in the Government’s ability to manage the economy evaporated, and the Conservatives reputation for economic competence plummeted. For the first time for almost twenty years they were less trusted than the Labour opposition to manage the economy, and did not regain that trust until 2008.

Yet paradoxically, the UK economy at the end of 1992 was just about to embark on fifteen years of continuous expansion, which only ended with the financial crash. The Conservatives had presided over booms before, such as Anthony Barber’s dash for growth in 1972 and Nigel Lawson’s expansion between 1983 and 1988. But each had been short-lived and the problems of maintaining economic growth and financial stability had returned. Few would have predicted that the period after 1992 was going to be any different. The reason why first Nigel Lawson and then John Major had been so keen on
Britain joining the ERM in the 1980s was that it offered the external financial anchor which they thought the British economy so badly needed (Stephens, 1996). The collapse of that policy in a few short hours in September 1992 seemed to leave the British economy dangerously exposed once more. But in fact the outcome proved benign; economic growth was at a modest but still significant rate and was accompanied by financial stability. Securing low unemployment, low inflation, and economic growth simultaneously had been the goal of British governments since 1945, but none had managed to achieve it for more than a few years (Brittan, 1969; Grant, 2002). The fifteen-year success after 1992 was remarkable in the light of previous British economic history (Crafts, 2011), and made the triumphalism which accompanied it, such as Gordon Brown’s boast to have abolished boom and bust, understandable, if in retrospect a trifle unwise.

In part, the UK economy and its governments were lucky. The period of the 1990s and 2000s was a period of substantial upswing in the international economy, powered from a number of sources, including the very rapid growth occurring in the new market economies, particularly China; the impact of the ending of the Cold War; the low price of oil and other commodities; and the increasing success of the financial growth model which had its origins in the United States but for which the United Kingdom economy was highly suited (Glyn, 2006). Yet in the past there had been long periods of sustained boom in the international economy, and the British economy had only partially benefited, being subject to chronic internal weaknesses. In the 1990s and 2000s, there were a series of financial shocks and setbacks. The United Kingdom was caught up in the ERM crisis, but was not seriously affected by either the Asian financial crisis in 1997 or the bursting of the dotcom bubble in 2000. Bubble succeeded bubble but the general movement of the markets continued upward, and sentiment remained on the whole optimistic, although there were some who warned of disaster to come.

Underlying the buoyancy was the complementarity which developed between the export-led growth economies of the rising powers, and the consumption and finance-led growth models of the established powers (Frieden, 2006; Thompson, 2009). A flood of cheap imports kept inflation low, while ever-more ingenious financial innovation developed new forms of credit and ever-more sophisticated financial instruments to finance the purchase of the imports, and to handle the growing imbalances in the international economy which arose as a result. Big asset bubbles developed, particularly in the housing sector in several countries, but while market sentiment stayed optimistic, the dominant view was that the boom would continue, and that the air could be let out of asset bubbles in a gradual and controlled manner without damaging the overall growth of the economy (Greenspan, 2008).
This extended period of economic advance and financial stability in the United Kingdom helped embed the market economic reforms of the Thatcher era, while developing policies which were more attuned to social justice and fairness. The combination of economic efficiency and social justice realized under the New Labour Government after 1997 was the culmination of a long search by both Left and Right for a political formula which could unite the two, and provide both legitimacy and prosperity. It helped Labour win three consecutive election victories with substantial parliamentary majorities—the first time Labour had managed to stay in office for more than six years, and govern for more than one full Parliament. A measure of the transformation of British politics which it marked was the reaction of the Conservatives. After their third election defeat, unprecedented in their modern history, they elected David Cameron, a modernizer. Under David Cameron, the Conservatives committed themselves to match the spending commitments which Labour had announced, particularly in areas such as health and overseas aid (Bale, 2010). Just as Labour had been transformed by Thatcherism, so it appeared that the Conservatives were themselves transformed by New Labour. The developing consensus in British politics as to where the center ground was located and the policies needed to appeal to it was shaped by both Right and Left.

The Crash

The events in 2007 and 2008 brought an abrupt change. At first the problem took the form of a credit crunch, the drying up of lending, as banks and financial institutions became increasingly concerned about their balance sheets and the value of their assets. But in 2008 during the dramatic events of September and October, it became a major financial crash, on a scale which recalled the Great Crash of 1929 (Mason, 2009). Governments struggled to contain it, and were forced to resort to bailouts, nationalization, and fiscal stimulus, as well as dropping interest rates close to zero. The medicine worked and the financial system did not collapse, as at one stage looked possible. The cost however of the rescue was very high, and the underlying problem that the crash revealed had not been solved, only transferred somewhere else (Gamble, 2009). It also precipitated a major recession, but as in previous financial crises, the recession was not universal. It struck hardest in Europe, North America, and Japan. Many other countries, particularly China, India, Brazil, and Australia, did not suffer recession and were able to continue growing. The check to their expansion was remarkably little considering the scale of the dislocation in financial markets.

This raised the question of how far 2008 was a global crisis rather than a North Atlantic crisis. Was it comparable to those in the 1930s and 1980s,
which had led to protracted periods of political and economic restructuring of the major capitalist economies? Or was it simply a local financial crisis, even if a particularly severe one, created by asset bubbles in one part of the international economy, and able to be contained there? The question of diagnosis was important because it affected the policy solutions that could be put forward. Did a great deal have to be changed or would some minor adjustments suffice?

In the immediate aftermath of the crash there was considerable reflection and debate on these questions. One issue was whether there had been too much or too little regulation of the banks. Everyone agreed that the banks had played a central role in the crisis, and that it was their lending practices and the way in which some financial institutions had used the new financial instruments which had been developed since the deregulation of the banks in the 1980s which was at the root of the problem. The deregulation was blamed for creating a permissive atmosphere which had encouraged lending practices and a financial culture which were directly implicated in the causes of the crash. The fashionable neoliberal doctrines which had risen to prominence in the 1980s and 1990s and had been proclaimed as the new common sense were seen to be rather threadbare, and many of the economic ideas which were associated with them, such as the efficient markets hypothesis, appeared to have been falsified, or at the very least the models on which they were based required some rectification (Skidelsky, 2009; Eatwell and Milgate, 2011).

A counterargument however suggested that the real failure was not the banks but the regulatory system and the policies which government had adopted to run the economy. The regulatory authorities had failed to restrain the lending practices of the banks, and had failed to spot the systemic risks which bank behavior was creating. The tripartite system of regulation introduced after 1997 diffused responsibility and failed to supervise the system effectively. Furthermore, governments and regulators had often been complicit in the bubble and in promoting the euphoria around it. In many countries, for example, they had relaxed regulation of the housing sector and had encouraged the extension of lending to wider groups in the population. A prime example of this had been the encouragement given by the US Congress to Freddie Mac and Fanny Mae to lend to poor families. These groups were given the loans designated as subprime but it was thought the risks could be so diffused through the financial system that they would not cause a problem. Some other defenders of the financial system go further in arguing that the crisis actually vindicates the efficient markets hypothesis, by showing that there was still too much interference by governments (Pennington, 2011). The markets crashed because there was too much government, not too little.

Some of this debate assumes an answer to a different question. Could the regulators have possessed greater foresight, or does the nature of modern
markets and financial systems make this impossible? Even if they had had 
greater awareness that a crisis was impending, there is a further question of 
whether they would have had the political capacity to do anything about it. 
The knowledge that was available to policymakers through econometric mod-
els was plainly inadequate on its own. They were not able to model the 
economy in a way which identified the systemic risks it was running. Other 
models which policymakers could draw on included those from individual 
thinkers like Hyman Minsky (Minsky, 1982), or historical analysis of the 
nature of crises in capitalist economies developed by Charles Kindleberger 
(Kindleberger, 1978). What seems clear is that the available knowledge from 
whatever source was not utilized, at least not in the phase leading up to the 
crisis. Some commentators have suggested as a result that the crisis was inevit-
able, rooted in the forgetfulness of each new generation of politicians and 
regulators of the lessons learned so painfully from the last crisis. Ben Bernanke 
was a student of the 1930s Great Depression and the policy errors which led 
up to it (2000), but it did not make it easier for him to understand before the 
event the kind of risks that were unfolding. What it did do was to alert him to 
the dangers once the crash began, and this knowledge of what happened in 
1931 helped spur the decisive action which the Federal Reserve and other 
Central Banks and governments took to avert disaster in 2008.

It has been suggested that the reason why it appears so difficult to anticipate 
crises and take avoidance action beforehand is because of the widespread 
belief that develops that “this time is different” (Rinehart and Rogoff, 2008). 
The perception is correct insofar as every time is different, which means there 
are always reasons for believing that the crash is not imminent and that the 
boom still has some way to go. What makes that belief still more plausible are 
political factors, such as competition between financial jurisdictions, which 
makes it hard for any single jurisdiction to act unilaterally and impose restric-
tions on the banks under its control, if the action is not followed universally. 
Before the 2008 crash there were beliefs held by some of the regulators, 
notably Alan Greenspan, that as a result of the reforms introduced in the 
1980s the economy had really become more resilient. The markets, he argued, 
possessed a higher intelligence than regulators and could be trusted spontane-
ously to solve any problem that arose, without the need for regulators to 
intervene (Greenspan, 2008). That was one theory that did not survive the 
reality test of October 2008. Greenspan later admitted he had been mistaken, 
this time at least. No doubt there will be Greenspans in the future who will 
persuade themselves otherwise.

Other commentators have argued that the bubble could have been 
contained if the regulators and the politicians had not made some very serious 
mistakes. Anatole Kaletsky, for example, has argued that Hank Paulson’s 
decision not to bail out Lehman in September 2008 started the stampede
which forced the government to intervene and bailout large parts of the banking sector to prevent collapse (McDonald and Robinson, 2009; Kaletsky, 2010; Williams, 2010). If Paulson had taken a different decision, there might have been a much more orderly management of the banks that had become overexposed without requiring the drastic interventionist measures, which have set up problems of their own. Against this view, many observers think that some kind of crash was almost inevitable by September 2008. The system had gone too far to be pulled back.

Aftermath of the Crash

Britain participated fully in the bailouts and all the other measures taken to stabilize the financial system, including quantitative easing, fiscal stimulus, and zero interest rates. These measures did not stop a very sharp recession taking hold in 2009 but they did avoid the risk of it becoming a depression, with a spiral of deflation setting in, as had been the case in the United States after 1929. What this response did, however, was to create very large public sector deficits, which swelled even larger, both absolutely and as a proportion of GDP, once the recession took hold. The tax base shrunk and the number of claimants began to rise. During the course of 2009, the way the crisis had been dealt with ended the banking crisis, but did so primarily by transforming it into a sovereign debt crisis.

The Labour Government at first attracted some support for its leadership in the financial crisis. Gordon Brown was prominent in pressing the case for concerted international action to shore up the financial system, and prevent something much worse from occurring. But this was soon eclipsed by the dawning realization of the size of the debt Britain had incurred in bailing out the banks, and by the gloomy economic prospect created by the recession and the austerity that would be required to keep the deficit under control and eventually pay it down. The contrast with the previous fifteen years of increasing prosperity and financial stability was sharp, and the Conservative Opposition moved quickly to exploit the position and emphasize its differences with the Government.

The Conservatives, as soon as the crash happened, opposed the extent of the bailouts of the banks which the Government implemented. They were not opposed to all interventionist measures, and many suspected that in Government they would have followed the same path, but they did strongly object to the open-ended nature of the help that was being offered to the banks. The Conservatives chose to stress the need for fiscal responsibility, and for the banks to shoulder their responsibility for the mess they had created. This developed over the next eighteen months in the run-up to the general election.
in 2010 as a distinct difference between the Conservatives who wanted the
deficit to be contained, and a plan introduced for reducing it much more
quickly than the Government thought was sensible. All parties agreed that
the deficit would need to be reduced in the medium term, but ahead of the
general election none of them was willing to give much detail on how that
should be done.

The Conservatives also began to develop what was to become a very effec-
tive line of attack upon Labour—the argument that the state of the public
finances was Labour’s fault and a result of its stewardship of the economy over
the previous ten years. It had not mended the roof while the sun was shining
in George Osborne’s words, but had actually continued to spend above trend,
leading to a growing gap in the public finances which was funded by increas-
ing borrowing. This meant, according to the Conservatives, that Labour had
already created a structural deficit in the public finances before the financial
crash. It was spending more in its current consumption than it was raising in
taxes and was having to resort to additional borrowing as a result to cover the
shortfall. The Conservatives claimed that the public finances were out of
control, and that when the financial hurricane hit, Labour was not only ill
prepared but made the situation much worse by going overboard in its pledges
to the banks and in the size of its fiscal stimulus, which had the effect of
swelling the deficit to dangerous proportions.

This account was strongly contested by Labour and by some economists,
who pointed out the technical difficulties of deciding when a deficit is struc-
tural, and when it is just a deficit which arises quite normally and can be
managed without difficulty. The Treasury was partly at fault in appearing to
confuse a cyclical increase in tax revenues with a structural increase. But
beyond this dispute about the structural deficit, there was a more profound
disagreement about the right policy stance in a financial crash and the
subsequent recession. Labour accused the Conservatives of using the crisis
as an excuse to roll back the state for ideological reasons, although they
have struggled so far to make the charge stick. In 1930 and 1931, the two
sides in this debate were forcibly represented by two leading economists, John
Maynard Keynes and Friedrich Hayek, and there are echoes of both positions
today (Skidelsky, 1967; Skidelsky, 1992; Clarke, 2010). The Hayekian argu-
ment was that fiscal deficits are a barrier to recovery and should be removed as
quickly as possible, whereas the Keynesian argument was that in a recession
government should run deficits to facilitate the quickest possible recovery. In
practice, this can amount to no more than a difference of emphasis, although
still a significant one in terms of policy choices. In 1930 and 1931, the
consequences of a form of Hayekian reasoning being dominant in the US
Treasury led to the severe deflation, when prices and wages dropped by one-
third and unemployment rose to 20 percent (Galbraith, 1955).
In Britain in 2009–10, the argument centered on timing. Over what period should the budget deficit be eliminated? Should it be over the lifetime of one Parliament or longer? Labour wanted longer, and they proposed not to start to cut the deficit until there were clear signs that the recovery was under way and well established. The Conservatives argued that restoring financial stability and the confidence of the bond markets in the Government’s intentions could not wait. They wanted the deficit to be eliminated entirely in the space of a single Parliament (five years).

What was noticeable in the debate as some commentators pointed out was that no party was prepared to advocate a thorough-going Keynesian approach to the deficit, which would have been to make no plans to cut the deficit at all until the recovery was firmly established. Keynes had dismissed the doctrine at the heart of the Treasury view, the idea that public spending crowds out private spending. Hayekians argued that it always did so, Keynesians that it only did so when there was full employment of resources. It was a measure of how powerful the discourse of fiscal responsibility still remained in British politics that as in 1931 few mainstream politicians were prepared to put the Keynesian case.

The Coalition Government’s Deficit Reduction Plan

The result of the 2010 UK General Election was indecisive as the polls had predicted. The Conservatives won the most seats (306) but fell short of an overall majority (326). Despite a sharp drop in its share of the vote, the Labour party’s share of seats (258) was protected by the electoral system. The Liberal Democrats won fifty-seven seats and other parties twenty-nine. It was widely expected that the Conservatives would seek to form a minority administration, on a confidence and supply basis, and hold a further general election as soon as possible in the hope of winning a majority. David Cameron on the morning after the election invited the Liberal Democrats to discuss the formation of a full coalition Government, with Liberal Democratic Ministers in the Cabinet, and after a frenzied weekend of negotiation this was agreed, with Nick Clegg, the Leader of the Liberal Democrats, becoming Deputy Prime Minister.

This was the first formal coalition in peacetime between two major parties since universal suffrage. The National Government of 1931 had members from all three main parties, but did not have the official endorsement of either Labour or the Liberals. But the reason why David Cameron made the offer of a coalition in 2010 was not dissimilar from the reason that Stanley Baldwin agreed to serve in a National Government led by Ramsay Macdonald. It meant the Government could be presented not as a partisan Tory Government but as a government formed in the national interest to deal with the economic
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situation. During the election campaign, the Liberal Democrats had been much closer to Labour in their analysis of the deficit and the timescale over which it should be reduced. Detaching the Liberal Democrats as part of a center-left opposition to the Conservatives, and getting them to support the deficit reduction program which the Conservatives wanted to introduce from the government benches, was a great potential political benefit. Some Liberal Democrats were surprised during the negotiations which resulted in the formal Coalition agreement at the readiness of the Conservative negotiators to accommodate so much of the Liberal Democrat manifesto, and put it down to the inexperience of the Conservatives at Coalition negotiations. But the Conservatives were careful to keep their red lines on the economy, defense, and Europe, and were quite happy to make concessions for the greater strategic prize of having the Liberal Democrats inside the tent and defending deficit reduction and blaming Labour for the mess they had inherited (Quinn et al., 2011).

The Coalition lost no time in announcing its plans for dealing with the deficit. George Osborne delivered an Emergency Budget in June 2010, which, apart from some immediate spending cuts, also laid out the Government’s intentions, in particular its plan to eliminate the budget deficit in one Parliament. It also established the Office for Budget Responsibility to provide independent forecasts and audit of the Government’s fiscal plans. This continues and has extended the trend of recent governments to seek to depoliticize key parts of economic policy (Burnham, 2001). It was followed by a Comprehensive Spending Review over the summer which reported in the autumn and laid out in detail the Government’s plans for fiscal reductions.

From the start, the Government was very concerned with how to present its deficit reduction plan. It was determined to win the political argument that the deficit was largely Labour’s fault, and showed once again that Labour could not be trusted to manage the economy. The severity of the cuts that were necessary to eliminate the deficit, Osborne argued, were not because the Coalition wanted to cut for its own sake, but because Labour’s profligacy in spending and incompetence in regulation of the financial system had made these cuts inevitable. The Government’s propaganda offensive was carefully choreographed, with every Minister required in every interview on whatever subject to mention the “mess” inherited from Labour, and how the Coalition Government was acting in the national interest to clear it up. In 1931, the National Government had claimed a doctor’s mandate to deal with the financial crisis. The Coalition Government in 2010 retrospectively claimed something similar.

A second argument which was deployed to great effect, particularly by Liberal Democrat Ministers explaining why they had changed the policy on which they had campaigned in the General Election, was that the external situation had suddenly worsened because of the spread of the problems in the eurozone to Ireland. Ministers argued that if Britain did not take decisive
action to reassure bondholders that it had a credible deficit reduction plan, the credit agencies might downgrade UK’s credit rating, and Britain could end up having to apply to the IMF for a bailout. There was no firm evidence for this view, indeed considerable evidence to the contrary, notably the long-dated bonds which the markets were happy to subscribe, indicating that there was confidence in the markets in the ability of the UK Government to service its debt because the composition of the debt was mainly long-term. There was certainly no immediate problem in May and June 2010. But the idea that Britain faced its own sovereign debt crisis that summer, and that it was only defused by tough and resolute action by the incoming Government was a narrative too good to miss, and it was duly deployed on every possible occasion.

The Government benefited from the understandable confusion in the public mind between the debt and the deficit. The figures for the overall national debt sounded alarming, until put in the context of the national debt of other countries, and in the context of Britain’s national debt in the past (250 percent after the Napoleonic Wars and again after World War II). In 2010, it was a rather modest 60 percent of GDP forecast to peak at 79 percent in 2014. On the budget deficit, the numbers were large, but a large part was cyclical, and the amount that was genuinely structural was disputed. However, it was clear that unless the Government wanted Government spending to consume permanently a larger share of GDP, it needed to reduce public spending at least in line with the reduction in GDP caused by the recession (6 percent in 2009) (Wolf, 2011).

This still translated into large cuts. The deficit reduction plan was more stringent than the one which had been set out by the last Labour Chancellor, Alastair Darling, but not by much. The Comprehensive Spending Review suggested that cuts would be needed of between 20 and 25 percent in most departments, and up to 40 percent in others. Some programs, in particular health and foreign aid, would be protected, and others like defense, partially protected. These headline figures however were slightly misleading because the cuts were to be spread over four years, and the Government’s own red book showed that public spending in real terms would continue to increase over the period of the Parliament, while falling back as a percentage of GDP from 45/47 percent in 2009/10 to 40/41 percent in 2014/15. If achieved, this would be the same level as 2007 (Office for Budget Responsibility, 2011).

This deficit reduction plan, as many critics pointed out, was heavily dependent on assumptions about growth and in particular about export growth which were considered heroic and very unlikely to be achieved, since they were considerably higher than had been achieved in any previous postwar recovery, and were obviously very vulnerable to external shocks and what was happening in other countries. If the growth targets could not be met and the rebalancing of the economy away from the public sector to the private sector was not achieved on a scale sufficient to deliver the expanding tax base on
which the plans depended, then something else would have to take the strain. Since the Government would not wish to raise taxes as the election approached, the most likely consequence if the fiscal targets began to be missed would be an acceleration of inflation.

The UK experience in 2010/11 confirms that decisions which governments take on the scale and scope of the public sector are generally more significant than external pressures. The IMF crisis in the United Kingdom in 1976 has entered into British political mythology as the time when the British Chancellor of the Exchequer, Denis Healey, was forced to go “cap in hand” to the IMF to secure a loan to prevent the continuing fall of sterling on the foreign exchanges. The condition of the loan was that the Government push through major spending cuts, on which the Cabinet could not agree. This episode is regularly cited as an example of how the markets constrain the choices of democratically elected governments, but the truth is rather different. Initial analysis by Steve Ludlam (Ludlam, 1992) has now been confirmed by work in recently available archives by Chris Rogers, showing that much of the IMF package was suggested to the IMF by the British Treasury and Treasury Ministers. The IMF was used as a convenient cloak for policies which a significant part of the British Government wished to pursue independently. Invoking the IMF helped resolve the deadlock within the British Cabinet (Rogers, 2010).

The position appears even more clear cut in 2011. The austerity program on which the Government has embarked reflects certain deep-seated choices about the appropriate scale and scope of the public sector in Britain. The history of public spending in Britain since 1945 shows it passing through regular cycles. The bias is for expansion, and this is interrupted by periodic bouts of cuts. These slow the upward rise of spending but they do not reverse it, and so far no postwar government has been successful in shrinking the state, moving the state back to a much lower level of activity. On the other hand, governments find cuts packages and the atmosphere of crisis which surrounds them extremely useful as a means of restraining the pressures for ever greater spending. These pressures arise both from the cost of providing public services and the demand for them in competitive democracies, as well as changing demography.

The Coalition has been insistent from the beginning that it wants to cut spending more than it wants to raise taxes to bring down the deficit. George Osborne has suggested that the total cuts package aims at reductions in spending of 78 percent and increases in taxes of 22 percent. These figures are somewhat misleading because some of the cuts in spending, such as the cuts to university budgets, will be experienced by citizens as in effect increases in taxes, through the increase in tuition fees. One of the problems for governments is that while tax increases are generally unpopular, they are often easier to achieve than cuts in spending. This is because spending cuts are easy to announce but hard to implement. Many of those needed to implement them
may be unwilling to do so, and may obstruct or hold up the implementation in various ways. Public spending cuts, such as the closure of libraries, often have a direct impact on particular groups who mobilize to resist them. The benefit that other citizens enjoy from having an overall reduction in spending is much more widely diffused.

The Coalition like many governments before it has used the language of fiscal consolidation to make great play of the productive private sector and the unproductive public sector. Only the former is considered to be wealth creating. This has always been a staple of the Treasury view. But it is a serious misconception as numerous social scientists have pointed out. There is a powerful symbiosis between the public and private sectors, so that neither could exist for long without the other. Much of the public sector is actively involved in supporting and sustaining wealth creation; that is the reason why it has expanded so much. The Coalition Government has demonstrated the truth of this by pressing ahead with plans for high-speed rail links, despite the severity of the cuts and considerable opposition from Conservative MPs whose constituents are affected. Modern states are intimately involved in fostering the conditions under which the long-term health of the economy can be assured, and this requires major investment in infrastructure, in the science base, as well as more generally in health and education. In the circumstances of contemporary politics, these are never simply private consumption goods.

Progress on achieving the deficit reduction program has so far been mixed. The Government has suffered significant reverses, sometimes on relatively small matters such as selling off state-owned forests, sometimes on much bigger issues such as reorganization of the National Health Service. Health has not been targeted for reductions, although efficiency savings are being applied. Ministers are aware that just to keep the health budget constant they need to find major economies over the next few years. Since it is the largest spending program, any small failure could lead to major spending overruns. The climbdown the Coalition was forced to announce in 2011 is likely to make the containment of cost pressures in the NHS much harder. The Government in its first year acquired a reputation for backing down if sufficient pressure was exerted, and this pressure is likely to intensify as the cuts start to bite over the next two years. The area where the Government seems least likely to back down however is local government, even though at the moment most councils are controlled by the Conservatives. It is council services of all kinds which are likely to feel the toughest squeeze, in part because Ministers can distance themselves from the decisions and blame them on local councils. Even here, however, the Government has shown it is not immune to pressure. It has backed down on its demand that waste bins should be emptied once a week, once it became clear of the additional expenditure that would be required to achieve it, and it also appears to be retreating on recycling schemes.
The Debate on Growth

The triumph of fiscal conservatism in the United Kingdom after 2010 followed a well-worn pattern. The ground was prepared by the Labour administration, and in the end there was surprisingly little resistance. It became a debate about timing and scale rather than a serious debate about alternatives. One cloud did hang over the discussions, however. The period of growth and stability had been based on a particular growth model, a financial growth model, which had brought significant success to the British economy. It reflected a particular kind of political economy, both in doctrines and in institutions and policy, often dubbed Anglo-Saxon capitalism, but in the aftermath of the crash this model appeared shattered beyond repair. There was briefly talk that neoliberalism had been discredited by the crash, that Keynes and Keynesianism had been rehabilitated, and that nothing would ever be the same again.

Neoliberalism, however, has showed much more resilience than some expected, and has crept back so that three years after the crash you could be forgiven for thinking that it had never been away. Bankers began receiving bonuses again and all the talk became of restoring the structures and the links which had been sundered in 2008. There has been considerable discussion of reform to international financial institutions and to domestic regulatory systems, but so far little action. The rhetoric is still “Never Again,” and there is much talk about the need to rebalance the economy, one aspect of which is to stop relying on the financial services quite so much. But this runs up against the problem in the United Kingdom that for the previous twenty years, financial services has been a leading sector, and one of the major sources of jobs and taxes and exports for the UK economy. If the consequence of fiscal conservatism is to push the City off its pedestal and hedge its operations around with restrictions, then some other source of growth has to be found, especially since the medicine prescribed by fiscal conservatism will only work if there is robust growth in the economy. Only that can make the burden of austerity tolerable by expanding the tax base and making the burden of debt easier to carry.

British policymakers are aware of the importance of growth for the success of their stabilization plan, and indeed fiscal conservatism contains an implicit growth model, which is the laissez-faire model of nineteenth-century liberalism, memorably articulated in recent times by Nigel Lawson (Lawson, 1992). It assumes that fiscal contraction will clear the way for new growth to emerge spontaneously in the private sector. In the old formulation, if prices fell far enough and fast enough, all artificial values would be wiped out, and only true values would be preserved. These would form the basis of the recovery, which would restore profits and with them employment. The economy is diverse
enough and flexible enough to generate new activities, new demands, and new markets. Two obvious objections are that in the context of the contemporary economy countries like Britain have not followed the prescriptions of fiscal conservatism and allowed their banks and a large proportion of their industries to fail; instead, they have bailed them out. Secondly, the main prospect for growth depends on what happens elsewhere in the global economy, and in particular what happens to the rising powers. The assumption in liberal political economy has always been that the entry of new countries into the global market is a positive-sum game. They have remained optimistic, contrasting with those who take a more mercantilist perspective, believing that the next phase of the global economy will see a redistribution toward the rising powers. This is bound to be so in relative terms; the question is whether it might also be so in absolute terms.

The optimistic scenario for the fiscal consolidation under way is that any check to the growth of income and wealth proves temporary; the UK economy is able to adjust and a strong recovery becomes established. This hope has been voiced by previous Conservative Chancellors including Norman Lamont and Nigel Lawson. During the first six months the signs were mixed, with some employment growth, but also continuing sluggishness in consumer demand which depressed output figures. Given the uncertainties in the international economy and the weaknesses in the UK economy which the crash once more exposed, nobody is expecting a very fast recovery, but a slow modest recovery would probably be sufficient for the Government’s needs and would be taken as vindicating their strategy on the deficit. The opposition has called for a Plan B, arguing that George Osborne’s Plan A is not working. They want the cuts to be phased in over a longer period, and more attention given to nurturing the recovery. Many commentators think that the Government’s course is risky.

The optimistic scenario may be justified however, partly because the fiscal consolidation is not as fierce or as inflexible as both its supporters and its critics sometimes make it appear. There are many ways in which its impact can be changed without the Government announcing that it has moved to a Plan B, which would represent a major political defeat. The Government is able still to make full use of the Keynesian automatic stabilizers, and its numerous retreats on many specific cuts mean that the overall effect of its cutbacks may prove less drastic than supposed. If the outcomes diverge too much from the plans this may be pointed out by the Office for Budget Responsibility, which would be embarrassing, but the Government would survive and no doubt plead external circumstances in mitigation. If it is in a position to deliver tax cuts ahead of the next election, and paint a more optimistic future, voters are likely to be forgiving.
Critics on the right worry that the Government is not doing enough to make this optimistic scenario come true. They see the backsliding and fear that the Government does not have enough political will to impose the level of austerity needed to wipe out the artificial values of the old boom and the toxic debts and create the conditions for a new boom. They suspect that the Government is too half-hearted and may end up presiding over a slow recovery and slow growth, which will narrow its choices. The still more pessimistic scenario is that the Government finds it very hard either to revive the old growth model or to develop a new one. This is because the crash has exposed the strategic weaknesses of the UK economy, particularly the underinvestment in skills, the small size of manufacturing, and the continuing dominance of financial services. The most pessimistic critics think that another crash is possible or at least a long period of stagnation.

The big question for the next stage of development of the British economy is whether the experience of the last twenty years has given the economy a new resilience and flexibility which will allow it to develop in new and perhaps unexpected ways in the next decade, or whether the long-term structural weaknesses are about to reassert themselves, leading to an uneven recovery with marked North–South differences. There is a significant policy disagreement here, since the first diagnosis would suggest that cutting taxes, rebalancing the economy by reducing the public sector, and promoting both deregulation and free trade will do the trick. The second diagnosis suggests that what is needed is strategic investment in skills, technologies, and infrastructure, with protection for particular spheres of development, and the search for new sectors such as green industries which can provide the basis for a new growth model (NEF, 2008). Many are skeptical. All these strategies make assumptions about the continuing openness of the British economy to the international economy, and whether the liberal world order can be sustained through deals between its most significant players, particularly China and the United States. More close to home the British have to worry about the eurozone, the market which takes so much of British exports, and what its future is going to be. The fiscal consolidation in Britain is still in its early stages, and it is too soon to say how successful it will be either in securing its immediate objectives or in contributing to a broader economic recovery. But it has already confirmed certain deep-rooted features of the British political economy.
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The United States: The Strange Survival of (Neo)Liberalism

Graham K. Wilson

Short-Term Consequences

A significant number of Americans—about a third—believe that unidentified flying object (UFOs) visit the earth (Associated Press/Ipsos Public Affairs Poll, October 2007) and abduct people from it. Were an American to have suffered this fate in March 2009 but to have been returned to earth in 2011, he might well have been astonished by the outcome in the United States of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). The fall of 2008 had seen what looked like a critical turning point, a punctuation in the equilibrium of both public policy and politics, one of those rare moments when decisive change is possible. The GFC provided immediately two of Kingdon’s three criteria (1984) necessary for policy change. People recognized that there was a problem (the GFC) and the 2008 elections seemed to provide the necessary political context for change by creating large Democratic majorities in the House and Senate in addition to holding the Presidency.

The most important changes, however, appeared to be in public policy and public policy discourse. Even before the Bush Administration ended, the extent of the GFC had compelled a number of policy developments that were astonishing not only in terms of expectations about how a conservative Republican Administration would behave but in terms of what types of policy were possible in the American “variety of capitalism.” These surprising policy developments included the nationalization of one of the world’s largest insurance companies (AIG), the acquisition by the government of a huge automobile company (General Motors), the government-sponsored takeover of another (Chrysler) by a foreign manufacturer (Fiat), and the government-sponsored mergers of
major investment banks. The Federal Reserve Board not only pumped vast quantities of money into the economy in a program of “quantitative easing” but bought vast quantities of “toxic assets” from banks as well; the Fed’s program was about ten times the size of the better known and controversial similar program carried out by the US Treasury under the controversial Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) approved by Congress in the last months of the Bush Administration. The Fed in theory is independent but in taking these steps worked extremely closely with the Bush Administration (Sorkin, 2010). This policy package of nationalization and deep involvement in restructuring finance and the auto industry conflicted sharply with Republican rhetoric about free markets and the dangers of government control. It also conflicted with the conventional wisdom in political science that, in what some term the “Anglo Saxon” and others the market-coordinated variety of capitalism, the role of the state is minimal and noninterventionist (Hall and Soskice, 2001). The American “liberal state” in particular was not expected to behave in the manner just described. Those who subscribe to the view known as American exceptionalism have argued that the United States differs from other advanced democracies because the role of government in the United States is smaller and more restricted than in most democracies (Lipset, 1996). That was emphatically not true in the aftermath of the GFC.

The perceived necessity for these policies prompted reconsideration of the policy nostrums that had been accepted by both Democrats and Republicans in recent decades. The nostrums included beliefs in the “efficient markets” doctrine supported by many economists which argued that markets set prices and values appropriately and effectively and the belief that government regulation had been excessive and should be scaled back. It was a Democrat, Senator Schumer of New York, who was most prominent at the turn of the century in opposing more government regulation of trading in the derivatives that lay at the heart of the origins of the GFC. It was under the Clinton Administration that New Deal restrictions on the ability of banks to engage in speculative activity were swept away and the decisions were made not to regulate trading in derivatives. The Clinton Administration as well as the Bush Administration accepted that excessive government regulation was burdensome to the economy. In the immediate aftermath of the GFC, these beliefs were questioned even by those most closely linked to them such as the former Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Alan Greenspan. Given the important role that toxic assets had played in causing financial instability, it was hard to argue that, as the efficient market credo held, markets always valued assets appropriately. The collapse of the financial sector raised awkward questions about whether deregulation had been a success. Indeed, the entire “neoliberal project” of deregulation and faith in the efficacy of market forces was in question.
The political developments of 2008 were less surprising although also dramatic. The election of a comparatively liberal northern Democrat to the Presidency for the first time since 1960 (and the first nonwhite President for good measure) was accompanied by the election of large Democratic majorities in the House and Senate. In theory, the Democrats had a sufficiently large majority in the Senate to overcome the numerous opportunities such as the filibuster provided in that chamber for minorities to control public policy. Although these political developments were striking, they were easily explained. The Republicans had held the White House and Congress during the onset of the GFC and subsequent recession; the party in power is usually punished for poor economic conditions. The unpopular war in Iraq with which the outgoing Republican President was so closely associated seemed ever less easy to justify, and other policy missteps such as the slow, inept response to Hurricane Katrina may also have contributed to the Republicans’ heavy losses. It seemed reasonable to assume that as with the Republican defeat in 1932, it would be long before they recovered. Some of the interest groups that had been associated with the Republicans ran for cover; Wall Street invested strongly in Obama in 2008 with Goldman Sachs, for example, giving him nearly three times as much money as it gave the Republican candidate, John McCain (data from Opensecrets.org). Both bankers and automobile executives were very unpopular with the general public, both being derided for arrogance while depending on handouts from the taxpayer.

That was Then, This is Now: Longer Term Consequences

Our notional UFO abductee would notice one enormous change when returning to the United States a mere two years’ later. In politics the Republicans had bounced back almost unbelievably strongly. Their gains in the 2010 midterm elections, the largest gains in a midterm election since either the 1930s or 1920s depending on the measure used, gave them a large majority in the House of Representatives (Campbell et al., 2011). The Republican recovery was associated with a resurgence of conservative political energy. In particular, a movement known as the Tea Party received considerable attention. While its membership—predominantly older, white, self-identifying conservatives—was scarcely a new phenomenon, it provided a degree of passion and ideological commitment to Republican politics not seen for some time. Conversely, Democrats were much gloomier about their prospects and as his approval ratings particularly on the handling of economy were low, President Obama’s prospects for reelection were uncertain. Interests weakened politically by the GFC also staged a remarkable recovery. In particular, banks, which had been everyone’s favorite whipping boy in the immediate
aftermath of the GFC proved politically effective shortly thereafter. In June 2011, for example, banks were able to secure a clear majority (fifty-five) of Senators to support a resolution preventing the Fed from limiting the high “swipe charges” levied on retailers for debit and credit card transactions. The charges in the United States are very high by international standards and normally retailers, a presence in every state and district, could be expected to be politically effective. Thus, the banks demonstrated political strength in winning majority support in the Senate, strength that seemed unlikely in the immediate aftermath of the GFC. (The limit on charges survived because as is so often the case in the Senate, a supermajority of sixty Senators was required for it to take effect.) By the summer of 2010, President Obama himself was courting Wall Street trying to reestablish ties with supporters endangered by his support for Dodd–Frank and some unkind words about bankers’ large bonuses (Nicholas Confessore, “Obama Seeks to Win Back Wall Street Cash,” *New York Times*, June 13, 2011). Thus, in as little as two years, the political landscape has been reconfigured.

Our imaginary UPFO abductee would have had much more difficulty on his return in seeing what changes had taken place in public policy as a consequence of the GFC. This at first glance may seem a harsh and incorrect judgment. Congress passed a voluminous piece of legislation, the Dodd–Frank Act in 2010. The Act has some far-reaching provisions many of which seem to address core issues in the GFC. Some of the most important are as follows. First, the Act creates a Financial Stability Council that pulls together the heads of the major financial regulatory agencies (the Fed, the Treasury, the OCC, SEC, CFTC, FDR, FHFA, NCUA, and the new Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection). The Council would enable regulators to share information and identify gaps in regulation. Institutions creating securities (Securitizers) have to retain 5 percent of the product and therefore the risk. In general, “swaps” (e.g., Credit Default Swaps or CDSs) have to be cleared, that is, sold on exchanges rather than “over the counter” (OTC), thus ending the possibilities for excessive profits based on limited information as described by Morgan (this volume). Significant exemptions to this requirement were included in the Act, however. Important sections of the Act address the problems of imperfect or inadequate information that contributed to the GFC. The SEC was empowered to issue regulations on fiduciary standards and separate legislation (the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act) was required to reveal their methodologies, changes to ratings and must separate rating activities from their marketing departments. These reforms reflected the belief that inadequate work by the credit rating agencies and their attempts to win clients by issuing overly favorable evaluations had caused overconfidence among investors in risky financial instruments. Very controversially, Dodd–Frank banned banks from trading on their own behalf (“proprietary trading”)
in securities and derivatives. This reflected both the belief that the GFC had been caused by banks speculating wildly and also resentment that taxpayers had been obliged to pick up the tab when this speculation failed because the government guarantees banks. This provision is known as the Volker Rule after the one-time chair of the Federal Reserve Board who proposed it. Finally, Dodd–Frank required the Federal Reserve to set capital requirements and impose other safeguards (e.g., conducting stress tests) on larger banks and other financial institutions that pose risks to the entire system (systemic risk) if they fail.

Even the brief summary above of Dodd–Frank’s major provisions indicates that it is an ambitious piece of legislation. Why then is it possible for critics to contend after its passage that little change has occurred in the US financial system? For example, Wall Street Journal reporters recently remarked in passing that the United States has “a financial-regulatory system that is in some ways largely unchanged since the 2008 financial crisis” (Deborah Solomon and Jamila Trindle “New Financial Rules Delayed,” Wall Street Journal, June 15, 2011, A1). As Solomon and Trindle reported, part of the problem was that Dodd–Frank required a multiplicity of rules to be adopted but that “Regulators are so mired by the process of writing rules triggered by Dodd–Frank that some of the most vulnerable areas of the financial system haven’t been addressed.” By June 2011, regulators had missed twenty-eight crucial deadlines for writing rules under the Act. Whereas part of this failure was due to the enormous complexity of financial issues, the delay also resulted in part from industry opposition and an eagerness to delay the process in the hope that a more sympathetic Republican President would be elected in 2008. Thus, it was unclear what effect the Act would have because its implementation required the adoption of over 200 regulations that could be challenged politically (as with the “swipe charges” described above) before taking effect. Meanwhile, the industry could be adept at finding its way around new regulations. The process of developing regulations in the United States is a highly political and complicated process, a second chance for interests that dislike the initial legislation to reshape it generally once the glare of publicity has subsided. The balance of power in the process of drafting regulations is generally more favorable to well-organized, well-financed interests with specialist knowledge; financial interests obviously fit this description. Even if effective and strict regulations were developed, their practical consequences might be slight. For example, while Dodd–Frank required trading in derivatives to be conducted in exchanges rather than “OTC,” most observers thought that the financial industry in which innovation is constant would soon find ways around this limitation.

A more fundamental criticism is that for all its scale, complexity, and the irritation it caused banks, Dodd–Frank did not resolve the deeper structural
issues connected to the origins of the GFC. While many held that the GFC illustrated the dangers of having relatively few banks that were “too big to fail,” in the aftermath of the GFC the failure of some firms (Lehman) and mergers (Bear Stearns, Wachovia, Wells Fargo) meant that the financial system was composed of even fewer banks than before the GFC. Presumably, the failure of these even bigger banks was even less allowable. Proposals to break up the banks into units small enough not to cause systemic problems if they failed were soon discarded. Although Dodd–Frank brought together the heads of the numerous regulatory agencies in the Financial Stability Oversight Council, the legislation did not end the problems that resulted from having numerous weak, often competing regulatory agencies. These under-resourced regulatory agencies compete with each other in persuading financial institutions to choose them as their regulator—and pay them the associated fees as often minor legal changes can shift corporations from one agency’s oversight to another’s. A politically resurgent industry continues to face relatively weak and divided regulators. The Republican majority in the House remained implacably opposed to Dodd–Frank, seeking its repeal, hindering its implementation, and making impossible what all agreed were necessary detailed amendments to correct the inevitable flaws and errors in such a complex statute. Republicans’ opposition to the reforms complicates the creation of the regulations required to give it effect and emboldens obstruction from the financial industry.

The bailout of the auto industry shows every sign of being a successful, focused, and, in that sense, limited policy. Strictly, there were two bailouts: one in the last months of the Bush Administration and the second in the early months of the Obama Administration. The second involved the planned bankruptcy of General Motors (GM) and Chrysler as part of a restructuring of the corporations that involved writing down their debts and major concessions by the workforce. Chrysler was sold (largely to the Italian manufacturer, Fiat) and the federal government assumed ownership of a large majority of GM’s stock.

Throughout the period of government ownership, the Obama Administration has emphasized the limited scope of its goals. In particular, the Administration emphasized that it would not use government-owned stock to influence the behavior of corporations it owned and would return them to the private sector as rapidly as is possible. Critics of the automobile bailout focused on whether its terms were tough enough, for example, in terms of wage reductions and whether a dangerous precedent had been set in which the federal government would aid failing businesses. By early 2010, the Obama Administration was able to claim that the policy had been a huge success (Michael D. Shear, “Obama Touts Success of Auto Industry Bailout,” Washington Post, April 24, 2010). Up to a million jobs had been saved, most of
the money loaned to GM by the government had been repaid and both GM and Chrysler were participating in the revival of the American automobile industry (though not to the same degree as Ford which had escaped government ownership). Perhaps the only detailed interventions in the affairs of the corporations were a Congressional initiative to halt the reduction in the large number of dealerships both Ford and Chrysler had created and to encourage the preexisting initiative to create electric cars. In general, however, detailed political intervention (e.g., to insist on GM using a supplier in a powerful legislator’s district) or to pursue broader industrial policy goals have been avoided. It would be wrong to overlook the importance of federal government ownership of major corporations in defiance of the expectations of both the varieties of capitalism and American exceptionalism schools of thought. However, it is also important to note that these accidental nationalizations have shown no sign of being associated with or resulting in any new general policy goals such as an industrial policy or commitments by the rescued corporations to wider policy goals. The nationalization of the automobile firms was dramatic; its consequences have been minimized.

Making Sense of the Contrast: From Democratic Bliss to Democratic Nightmare

Thus, the expectations that the large gains politically for the center-left would be enduring and that major policy changes would result proved to be ill founded. How had the GFC, a crisis of capitalism, come to hurt the center-left politically so dramatically and have so little impact on public policy? The explanation lies in three factors. The first is the damaging political costs of the GFC for the Democrats once they were in power exacerbated by Obama’s political strategy in 2008. The second is the absence of one of the crucial requirements for policy change identified by John Kingdon (1984). The third is the continuing struggle over whether or not the United States will provide its citizens with an array of services comparable to those enjoyed by citizens of other advanced democracies or will be an “exceptional” nation and fail to do so. We examine each in turn.

The most common explanation of the Democrats’ disaster in 2010 was, to quote of context a famous Democratic campaign manager, “It’s the economy, stupid!” In this scenario, the Democrats were doomed to suffer losses in 2010 because unemployment remained very high just as the poor state of the economy in 2008 had doomed the Republicans. This interpretation portrays the electorate as automatically punishing the party in the White House when times are bad. While it has been common in electoral research to take a dim view of the electorate’s competence, it is still startling to take such a
mechanistic view that leaves no room for politicians or other political forces to shape interpretation of events. As it is inconceivable that the worst economic crisis since the 1930s could have been resolved in less than two years, it would seem perverse of the electorate to punish the Democrats for the GFC. Moreover, the history of midterm elections shows considerable variation in results including some examples of the party in the White House making gains during adverse economic circumstances, 1934 being the most obvious example. Perhaps the explanation lies in the fact that whereas most political leaders would have emphasized their predecessor’s responsibility for the economic mess that they had inherited, President Obama was precluded from doing so by his commitments to being a new kind of President, one who would rise above the partisan clamor that had come to dominate Washington. This strategy of being a “post-partisan President” worked brilliantly in the 2008 campaign but also meant that once Obama was in office he could not use the partisan device of repeatedly reminding voters of the Republicans’ responsibility for the GFC. Obama did attempt this strategy in the late summer of 2010 as the extent of the Democrats’ disaster became apparent. However, shifting to a partisan attack mode was particularly unconvincing after a long period of affecting to rise above such a tactic. In brief, Obama’s self-presentation in the 2008 campaign left him unable to blame his predecessor for bad economic circumstances. Quite naturally, in consequence, many voters had no trouble blaming him for the economic situation.

What made this vulnerability all the more important was that as the President recognized in his 2010 State of the Union address, the measures essential to containing the disastrous consequences of the misdeeds of the financial sector were bound to be unpopular. The “bailouts” for the “fat cats” of Wall Street and the arrogant if incompetent executives from GM and Chrysler were inevitably resented by average citizens. The large government deficit, in large part inherited from the previous Administration but worsened by the GFC, caused genuine alarm. It was true that in the aftermath of the GFC, the American state did more than ever before to rescue failed corporations and less than since the Great Depression to help unemployed citizens. While the bailouts were almost certainly essential, this was not likely to promote political popularity. Thus, the Democrats suffered politically both from an economic crisis they did not create and from the essential but unpopular measures to contain it.

Another consequence of the GFC that has cost the Democrats support is fiscal policy. Fiscal policy has an unusual character in the United States. In most democracies, the size of the government’s deficit and borrowing is a technical issue. In the United States, promises of balanced budgets always draw applause even though balanced budgets are rarely achieved in practice. The Obama Administration inherited a sizable deficit rooted in decisions to cut taxes without correspondingly reducing spending made well before the
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GFC. However, the GFC added to the deficit by reducing tax revenues and necessitating in the view of most economists a fiscal stimulus to contain the growth in unemployment. Many moderate Americans viewed government budget deficits with concern, perhaps appropriately as it approached 10 percent of GDP which is surely unsustainable. Again, the Democrats paid a political price for a situation that was not of their own making.

Explaining Modest Policy Change

We noted earlier that Kingdon had identified a problem and propitious political circumstances as necessary for policy change. His third condition for change was the availability of a solution. The argument advanced earlier was that the first two conditions were met. The Democratic triumph of 2008 and the economic catastrophe of the GFC seem to meet those conditions clearly. Arguably, the conditions were met less clearly than would appear at first sight. The Democratic ranks included legislators such as Senator Ben Nelson (D. Nebraska) whose political inclinations were often more with the Republicans than his colleagues. The Democrats had a large majority in the Senate but their hopes that they had a reliable “super majority” capable of overcoming the numerous arcane opportunities for obstruction in that chamber proved illusory. Similarly, the degree to which the GFC was an obvious problem might be exaggerated not so much in terms of its catastrophic consequences but its causes. Opinion polls show that Americans blamed a wide variety of people for the GFC including not only greedy bankers but also government regulators, Congress, the President, and irresponsible borrowers. Conservative think tanks rapidly generated arguments that the GFC was not the fault of much maligned bankers but resulted from failed government enterprises (Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac); inappropriate regulation; and other governmental, not market, failings. Both analyses of the causes of the GFC as well as proposals to resolve it became highly politicized. Voters’ partisanship influenced strongly their understanding of who was to blame for the GFC as well as their attitudes to proposals for reform. (Within weeks of his inauguration, a substantial group of Republicans blamed President Obama for the GFC which had started months before his inauguration!) Influenced by partisanship and ideology, Americans gave no clear answer as to who had caused the GFC and therefore no clear, consistent support for proposals for reform; in this diversity, the public echoed the experts.

If there was more ambiguity than appeared at first glance about two of Kingdon’s conditions, there was absolute clarity about the third. There was no alternative vision of economic management or political economy that provided a basis for policy change in the aftermath of the GFC. As noted
earlier, individual Democrats such as Schumer had been tied closely to the financial industry. More generally, the “New Democratic” strategy followed successfully by Clinton had rested on the idea that the party should foster close and friendly ties to business interest and especially to finance. As with New Labour in Britain, the strategy broadly was to encourage business success and economic growth while retaining a portion of the proceeds to advance a progressive policy agenda. While this strategy had many practical and political advantages while capitalism thrived, it left Democrats ill prepared to provide an alternative economic vision once it faltered. The corporate bailouts had no conditions attached to them such as commitments to youth training or investing in disadvantaged areas that might have promoted progressive goals. Far from using the bailouts for social or industrial policy purposes, the Obama Administration promised not to involve itself in the affairs of corporations the government owned and to liquidate its holding in AIG and GM as soon as possible even if that required taking a lower price for the stock.

The third factor has been the continuing struggle in the United States over whether it should be an “exceptional” country in which the role of government is substantially different—smaller and more limited—than in other advanced democracies. American conservatives have never fully accepted the legitimacy of policies going back to the New Deal that have provided the basis of the modest American welfare state. The aftermath of the GFC provided the American right with its best opportunity in years to roll back the modest extent of the American welfare state. This was a surprising development. After all, there is an assumption based on the Great Depression that widespread hardship is likely to result in an expansion of the welfare state. Certainly, the GFC produced considerable hardship. The official unemployment rate of around 10 percent masked its full extent, at least 17 percent using internationally accepted measurements. Reductions in the American welfare state in previous years including the “welfare reforms” of the Clinton era left the unemployed with meager support. And yet ironically, political debate has been dominated by discussions of cutting government programs, especially those such as Medicare at the heart of the American welfare state.

This apparently surprising development is a result of a combination of the impact of the considerable deficits, partly the result of the GFC and partly the fact that the American right had never accepted the legitimacy of the expansion of the role of the state since the New Deal. Conservative organizations such as the Federalist Society accentuated discussion of American exceptionalism suggesting that the founding traditions of the United States required a less extensive role for the state. In the view of nearly all serious economists, the GFC required extensive government deficit spending in order to halt economic collapse; it also reduced government revenues as the economy sagged. Appropriate concern over the extent of government deficits provided
the right with a long-awaited opportunity to demand severe cuts in even the most popular of welfare state policies such as Medicare. The conservative strategy of shrinking the American welfare state had been evident since the Regan years; known as “starving the beast,” it encouraged tax reductions in full knowledge that unsustainable government budget deficits would result. In theory, the Democrats could have countered with proposals to shrink the deficit by raising taxes, as President Obama did to a modest degree with proposals for higher taxes for those earning over $250,000. In general, however, Democrats were unwilling to demand serious tax increases and were therefore trapped into a political debate focused on the precise extent of budget cuts required. Only the ability of President Obama to veto (if he was prepared to pay the political price) and of the Democrats in the Senate to obstruct (if they were willing to pay the political price) stood in the way of a major shift to the right in public policy.

A Comparative Dimension: The Crisis of Capitalism and the Downfall of the Left?

The story so far has been cast in purely American terms. It might be familiar, however, to people in several other countries including the United Kingdom. A crisis of capitalism resulted in a crisis for the center-left. The extent of the crisis was dependent in part on local circumstances, especially the degree (as in the United Kingdom, the United States, Spain, and Greece) to which fiscal mismanagement produced large government deficits before the effects of the GFC were felt. There were, however, connecting themes. Few voters in any country have been enthusiastic about bailing out banks. The recession caused by the GFC made governments unpopular everywhere. Perhaps most importantly, center-left parties have faced the same conundrum as the Democrats. Saving capitalism has required unpopular measures and large increases in government deficits and debt. These increases imposed severe limitations on the ability of center-left parties to pursue their traditional goals through government programs that required increased expenditures. In general, the center-left parties of Europe have been as incapable of generating alternative approaches as have been the Democrats. The “Third Way” generated interest in several countries in the 1990s precisely because it was a seemingly coherent and promising response to problems that were widespread including popular resistance to high tax rates and the perceived need to offer a favorable business environment in a era of globalization.

The United States has played a mixed role in relation to the generation of new approaches to economic management. Roosevelt famously experimented with what became known as Keynesian demand management without
understanding the economic theory underlying it—or even liking Keynes himself. However, Republicans remained very dubious of Keynesianism until ironically it was in its twilight. It was in 1970 at the opening of the decade that undermined Keynesianism that Richard Nixon proclaimed that everyone—including himself—now accepted Keynesianism. The radical changes in policy that were prompted by the governance and economic crises of the 1970s had less impact in the United States than, for example, in Britain, precisely because the policy paradigms established in the 1980s—privatization, deregulation, cutting taxes, etc. constituted a move toward the American model of capitalism. The neoliberal turn therefore reinforced strong traditions. The contribution of the United States was to pioneer the “New” center-left strategy as in New Democrats, New Labour, and ultimately the Third Way. As is well known, Tony Blair was an avid student of this strategy as set forth by Bill Clinton. While the “Third Way” is now a phrase of limited historical interest and is seen by many as discredited, no alternative strategy for the center-left that addresses these issues plausibly has been developed. There have been calls for reviving manufacturing (including from President Obama) with some proposing achieving this through renewed use of industrial policy. However, industrial policy, widely seen as discredited in the 1970s, is also subject to significant constraints that WTO rules and, for member nations, EU competition policy impose. Industrial policy alone, however, is not a strategy for pursuing equality, redistribution, environmental policy, or any of the other traditional goals of the center-left. Indeed, industrial policy historically has been practiced successfully at least as much by center-right governments (the Japanese Liberal Democrats, the French Gaullists) as by the center-left. There is nothing intrinsically left-wing about selectively subsidizing either industry in general or specific enterprises.

The GFC is often said to show the limitations of the “third way.” The “Occupy” movements that swept through US cities in the fall of 2011 had limited policy impact because they did not have clear policy demands or goals. In practice, however, the GFC has shown the left to be bereft of ideas on how to respond. The ideas of American conservatives such as Sarah Palin with a longing to return to a simpler era of small government, the gold standard, and unfettered markets are easily mocked. However, they constitute a bolder, clearer vision than anything advanced by the center-left in the United States—or elsewhere.

Some Wider Implications of the GFC for the United States

The focus of this chapter so far has been on the policy areas most closely associated with the GFC, particularly financial reform and on its consequences for the political balance of power. The GFC and the subsequent recession have raised more fundamental questions about the United States and its position in
the world. The United States had enjoyed a period of ascendancy and triumph in the last decade of the twentieth century. The collapse of the Soviet Union left the United States as the world’s only superpower. Thinking about public policy and good governance internationally could be read as an affirmation of the value of the American way. The United States had long practiced policy approaches such as central bank independence, reliance on market forces to steer economic development, and a preference for private sector provision of goods and services. These policy approaches were now widely accepted internationally as hallmarks of good governance and were propagated by international organizations such as the World Bank and IMF as part of the appropriately named “Washington Consensus” on public policy. The 9/11 terrorist attacks challenged this triumphalist mood but the aftermath in some ways also demonstrated American might—the capacity to fight two wars simultaneously while maintaining military supremacy in unrelated areas such as the waters off China and Japan.

The GFC also displayed in some limited respects the power of the United States. The role of the Federal Reserve in propping up not only American corporations but those from other countries (e.g., Barclays Bank) was unmatched by any other central bank. In general, however, the GFC dealt a major blow to American self-confidence. The proportion of Americans thinking that their children’s future will be better than their own has fallen substantially. The argument that the American approach to economic policy is a model that other countries should emulate has taken a severe blow. As Grimes (this volume) notes, the GFC has strengthened the skepticism and self-confidence of those countries that thought that the American approach placed too much faith in markets. The GFC illuminated the dependence of the United States on other countries, most importantly China for purchases of US Treasury bonds to cover its budget deficit. The apparent inability of the American political system to make long-term plans to address the budget deficit through either drastic expenditure cuts or through higher taxes gave an unflattering picture of the capacity of the United States for self-government. The willingness of some American politicians to score political points by taking huge risks with the global financial system most notably by arguing that it would be acceptable for the United States to default on its debts undermined confidence in US leadership. The only part of the US government that came out of the GFC well was the least democratically accountable agency involved in economic policy, namely the Federal Reserve whose chair, Bernanke, consistently showed a capacity for calm, pragmatic action.

It has long been possible to make a good living in the United States predicting American decline. So far, the predictions of these Cassandras have not been borne out by events. The United States has shown a capacity to recover from periods of apparent decline, most obviously after the economic stagnation and political scandals of the 1970s. In consequence, predictions of
decline have seemed ill founded. One of the most successful contributions to
the decline literature, Paul Kennedy’s *Rise and Decline of the Great Nations*,
appeared shortly before the period of extraordinary US dominance in the
1990s (Kennedy, 1987). Presumably, at some point in time, the United States,
like all previously dominant powers, will decline in relation to other powers
and the GFC has seemed to many Americans to signal that moment. Aided by
a tendency in the United States to exaggerate China’s power (and to under-
estimate Europe’s), it has been common to anticipate the United States ceas-
ing to be the world’s largest economy.

The last period in which Americans feared decline was followed by the
election of Ronald Reagan. The current period of anxiety also gives a great
opportunity to the American right including the Tea Party. An understanda-
ble response to anxiety is to favor a return to tried and tested traditions including
balanced budgets and a shift away from social welfare policies that are por-
trayed as alien, even worse, European, intrusions into American government.
The anxieties about American decline combine with the practical need to
address the budget deficit to create a potential moment for fundamental
policy decision in the United States. Arguments that the United States is an
exceptional nation that should eschew a larger role for government had
seemed quaint echoes of the past as government expenditures and regulations
increased even during Republican Administrations. George W. Bush was
responsible for a significant expansion of the American welfare state, the
Prescription Drug benefit of Medicare. It is now possible, however, that key
elements of the American welfare state such as Medicare, Medicaid, and Social
Security could be cut back significantly. The American political system with its
numerous veto points always makes fundamental policy change unlikely.
While generalized rhetoric about smaller government plays well, substantial
support remains for specific policies such as Medicare. Proponents of balan-
cing the budget through expenditure cuts face formidable challenges in over-
coming the opportunities that the American system provides for blocking
change and the popular support for policies such as Medicare. Whether the
conservative surge evident in the prominence of the Tea Party in 2011 can be
sustained long enough to effectuate massive policy change can be doubted.
Moreover, even Tea Party supporters support many government benefits such
as Social Security and Medicare that they believe decent, hardworking citizens
have earned (Skocpol and Williamson, 2011).

It is, however, remarkable, that the GFC has had such a potential for a
populist conservative shift in public policy. Many Americans believe that
the GFC has shown the results of undemocratic collusion between “big gov-
ernment” and “big business.” Fear of such collusion has a long history in the
United States and was a key component in the Jacksonian politics in the
nineteenth century. Jackson’s emblematic policy was abolition of the Bank
of the United States but the underlying message—that big government would collude with big business to the disadvantage of the common man—has had more general and lasting implications for US politics (Meyers, 1957). In the United States, in contrast to Europe, opposition to the expansion of the role of government has had a democratic flavor to its appeal. Part of the resentment of government in the aftermath of the GFC is a revival of the fear that big government and big business colluded not only in the policies that caused the GFC but in policies to tackle its aftermath. Whereas the banks were rescued at the great cost to the taxpayer, ordinary home owners facing foreclosure received almost no support. One response is to return to the Jacksonian view that the interests of the average citizen are better served by restricting the size and scope of government.

Conclusion

The Democrats in the United States have paid a high price for the GFC. It obliged them to take unpopular measures, produced a recession that lowered their support in the electorate, revitalized their opponents, and resulted in large government deficits that will constrain policy choices for years to come. In common with center-left parties in other advanced democracies, the Democrats have no set of policy ideas available to them allowing them to generate attractive and coherent alternatives to the right’s calls for cutting back the state. For Democrats in November 2008, “Joy was it to be alive”: the joy was fleeting. More generally, the GFC prompted unease and uncertainty among Americans about their country’s future and opened up the possibility of a major move to the right in public policy. Surprisingly, the GFC brought about no significant change in public policy relating to the regulation of capitalism. To the degree that thinking on economic policy changed, it changed in the direction of reviving American traditions on limited government.
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Constructing Financial Markets: Reforming Over-the-Counter Derivatives Markets in the Aftermath of the Financial Crisis

Glenn Morgan

Introduction

Financial markets have been highly innovative over the last two decades. The number of new products and variations on products which have been launched over this period has been immense (see the discussion in Engelen et al., 2010). Newly invented products such as credit default swaps (CDS) and collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) went from zero transactions to transactions that were calculated to place billions of dollars at risk, all within the space of a few years. The speed of diffusion of these products across actors, institutions, and countries was dramatic and illustrated a basic problem in law and regulation. As the actors themselves were aware, if all such products had to be subject to regulatory approval or, even worse, had to be explicitly allowed for in law, the speed of innovation would slow to a crawl. This would have a variety of disadvantages to the originators of such products, for example, nobody would be able to accrue first-mover advantage and the possibility of rapidly establishing scale and reputation for these new products would be more difficult to achieve.

It is important to note that this represents a massive break from the way in which financial markets were conceived and regulated previously. At least since the New Deal, it has been recognized that financial innovation is not an unalloyed benefit to society. On the contrary, during the heyday of the Bretton Woods system, fixed exchange rates, controls on flows of capital, varying levels of state management of fiscal and monetary matters, and legal prohibitions on certain forms of activity and organization all inhibited
financial innovation in order to reduce the possibility of volatility, turmoil, and financial booms and busts. The collapse of this system as described in numerous accounts of the rise of neoliberalism (e.g., Blyth, 2002; Krippner, 2011) and the gradual establishment of deregulated financial markets, particularly in the United States and the United Kingdom, changed this situation. Much of the literature within political economy concentrates on these macro-processes. However, this broader change still required activities at a more micro-level in terms of particular markets, products, and firms if the potential was to be realized. The space for financial innovation still has to be made and imposed in contexts where there are competing actors with different interests and power capacities. How markets work in practice and with what effects requires attention to the details of those markets and not just the facilitating role which institutional and ideological change plays.

In this respect, the financial crisis gives us a useful opportunity to examine the interplay between the macro-level of regulation and government and the micro-level of markets and private actors. It reveals the limits of hegemony, that is, the degree to which the taken-for-granted structures in particular sectors of the financial market can be revealed as the outcome of distinctive forms of power and politics. The financial crisis shows starkly who benefits and who loses from a particular structure and then reveals to us how public and private actors struggle to build a new order in a new context.

This chapter focuses on a specific sector of the financial markets, which is concerned with Over-the-Counter (OTC) derivative products. What makes this a particularly interesting object of study is that in the run-up to the financial crisis, OTC products grew to a huge extent and were integrally involved with the overall expansion of CDOs, subprime mortgages, and the subsequent balance sheet difficulties encountered by many financial institutions. Early analyses of the collapse of 2008 identified OTC derivatives as the fundamental cause of the crash. How these markets operated became subject to more detailed scrutiny and what emerged was a complex interplay of politicians, regulators, financial institutions, and intermediaries struggling to shape and reshape law and regulation by using various resources, theories, and technologies.

The chapter has three parts. In the first part, the struggle over the legality of OTC derivatives is discussed and it is shown that in spite of resistance, the combined power of industry insiders and supportive federal officials led the United States to legitimate these products in a way that was particularly advantageous to those trading them. The result was that industry insiders (in the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, known as ISDA) created their own framework for managing these products. In the second part, the products themselves are discussed in more detail to show how and why they were capable of producing the sorts of profits that further...
augmented the legitimacy of the market and the power of the institutions which were trading them. In the third part, the impact of the financial crisis on this market is discussed and in particular how issues of law and regulation surfaced again. This shows how in spite of the massive delegitimation which had taken place as a result of the crisis, private actors have still been able to limit the degree of legal and regulatory constraint to which they have been subject.

**Over-the-Counter Derivatives and the Growth of Credit Default Swaps**

From the early 1980s, an alternative way of trading derivatives emerged to challenge regulated exchanges such as the Chicago Board of Trade and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the existence of which went back over a century. Regulated exchanges were, as their name suggests, regulated by national regulators, in the United States, the Commodity and Futures Trade Commission (CFTC). They traded in standard contracts and the exchange itself mediated between contracting parties. Membership required a firm to pay a fee to the exchange and to deposit margin with the exchange, which varied on a daily basis depending on price movements in the market. Margins at the level of particular deals, particular participants, and at the level of the exchange itself in principle provided a buffer against the collapse of one dealer bringing down the whole system. In order for such exchanges to work, it was important that contracts had to be standardized—by amounts, by duration, by risk category. Prices were transparent, so participants knew what was happening across the market and made money through the speed of their response to market movements and the degree of risk which they were willing to take on as well as through the fees they earned by providing hedging facilities for their clients.

Over-the-Counter trading grew as an alternative to exchange trading and in quantitative terms soon outstripped it. For example, measured by amounts outstanding in US dollars, the OTC derivatives market in June 2009 was worth approximately $604 trillion dollars compared to around $72 trillion dollars outstanding on organized exchanges (Bank for International Settlements, 2009a, 2009b). Why did this occur? This is a complex question which requires much further research. However, there are two elements that are relevant. The first is the nature of OTC contracts and in particular their flexibility and profitability. The second element is the nature of regulation of these contracts—or more precisely the lack of regulation.

In relation to OTC contracts themselves, as invented in the 1980s, they were bilateral—between two parties who determined the nature of the product
traded and the price of the product. A theme which is continuously empha-
sized by proponents of OTC trading is its flexibility. This refers to a number
of features of the relationship between buyer and seller. The actual content of
the trade is determined by the two parties to the contract. This means that
there are no fixed terms to contracts and no fixed units; parties to the contract make
deals for as short or as long as they want, as big or as small as they want.
Similarly, there is no general transparency in the OTC market which would
allow a buyer to compare the price of the product easily across different deal-
iers. Because deals are negotiated bilaterally, information on the nature of
the contract such as price is only shared between the two participants in the
contract, not more widely. This makes the price opaque and opens up the
potential for information asymmetries between buyers and sellers (a point
developed further later in the chapter). The parties to the OTC contract can
create whatever sort of underlying assets they wish—a crucial point when in
the period from 2001, CDOs based on packages of asset-backed securities
(particularly those associated with subprime mortgages) and backed by CDS,
a particular type of OTC-traded derivative was being developed in investment
banks at a rapid rate.

Key to this was the regulatory position of OTC markets which developed in
the 1990s up to the financial crash. In the United States, the OTC derivatives
market had developed during the 1980s and 1990s in a state of legal uncer-
tainty about the enforceability of the contracts through the courts (Stout,
1999, 2009; Awrey, 2010), which potentially left US derivative traders at a
competitive disadvantage compared to those based in the United Kingdom
where the situation was more regularized.

By 1998, it was clear that there was going to be some sort of clearing up of
the legal position on OTC markets with Brooksley Born, head of the CFTC
proposing an end to OTC and OTC traders themselves supporting the legal
enforceability of the contracts. According to an article in the New York Times
(Goodman, 2008), Born’s efforts in 1997–8 to institute regulation over OTC
derivatives were fiercely opposed by key figures such as Alan Greenspan at the
Fed, Robert Rubin and Larry Summers in the Clinton Treasury department,
and Arthur Levitt at the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) who in
turn were strongly supported in their opposition by the industry. Born’s
original proposal to include the banning of OTC markets in a new law was
rejected and she left the CFTC in 1999. A report from the President’s Working
Group on Financial Markets (consisting of Summers, Greenspan, Levitt, and
Rainer) was published in November 1999 (President’s Working Group on
Markets, 1999). This report argued in favor of clearing up the legal position
of OTC derivatives in the US system and, further, of legally taking them out of
the purview of any of the US regulators, particularly the CFTC; both of these
recommendations were followed in the Commodity Futures Modernization
Act (CFMA) 2000. Stout states that “the CFMA not only declared financial derivatives exempt from CFTC or SEC oversight, it also declared all financial derivatives legally enforceable. The CFMA thus eliminated in one fell swoop, a legal constraint on derivatives speculation that dated back not just decades, but centuries. It was this change in the law—not some flash of genius on Wall Street—that created today’s $600 trillion financial derivatives market” (Stout, 2009). Glass also describes this Act as a “famous victory” for swap dealers who “have historically opposed increased regulation of OTC derivatives” (Glass, 2009: S85). Tett states that CFMA specifically “stressed that ‘swaps’ were not futures or securities and thus could not be controlled by the CFTC or SEC or any other single regulators. ‘Congress nailed the door shut in 2000 [on unified regulation], with the passage of the Commodities Futures Modernization Act’ observed ISDA lobbyist Mark Brickell. The derivatives sector was jubilant” (Tett, 2009: 87).

It is important to note that while public actors had given up any role in regulating these markets, private actors knew perfectly well that there needed to be a collective framework to facilitate the scale of trading that was developing. This collective framework was constructed by the industry body, known as the ISDA (for detailed accounts of the development of ISDA, see Flanagan, 2001; Morgan, 2008, 2010; Awrey, 2010). The membership of ISDA consisted of all those engaged in the trading of OTC contracts though its most powerful group were the large investment banks. ISDA produced what was termed a model agreement which was to be the agreed basis for any OTC contract between its members. ISDA aimed to ensure that this private “model agreement” was enforceable in any national jurisdiction where OTC contracts were traded, by lobbying legislators and jurists and changing laws if necessary. Where problems arose or new types of products required the rethinking of the model agreement, ISDA committees would come up with solutions satisfactory to the market insiders. ISDA would also represent the industry in discussions with governments and intergovernmental organizations. Thus, the regulatory vacuum was filled by the private actors in the industry creating an international framework for market stability and lobbying governments and others to ensure that control remained with them and did not become in their view “politicized.”

**Markets, Products, and Power**

It is important to identify the effects of this process in terms of politics and power. Effectively, what occurred was that the largest institutions in the financial sector became hugely more profitable (and more risky) as a result of their ability to trade these sorts of products without regulatory oversight. The
degree of profitability of the financial sector in the golden years between 2002 and 2007 created a coalition consisting of insiders to the industry, supporters of free markets inside the economic profession, and the regulatory bodies and governments content with the tax taken from these rich institutions and individuals. The cognitive and normative narratives of the advantages of free markets went along with powerful isomorphic forces as expressed by the Citicorp Chief Executive, Chuck Prince, who said in July 2007 “When the music stops, in terms of liquidity, things will be complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing.” Alongside this, there was a more prosaic instrumental narrative. In the United States and the United Kingdom, in particular, it was not just the bankers who were “dancing.” What Crouch (2009) has described as “privatized Keynesianism,” that is, the debt financing of personal (as opposed to state) consumption, was essential to providing consumers with a sense of increasing prosperity (Langley, 2008), particularly at a time when real incomes were stagnating for a large proportion of the population. For governments, expanding consumption and an expanding financial sector raised tax revenues while personal tax rates could be held steady or decreased thus providing both a political and an economic payoff. Neither governments nor the main financial institutions were willing to heed the warnings of isolated individuals betting against the market (Lewis, 2010) or more importantly the worries of institutions such as the Basel Committee about the degree of leverage and risk in the financial system.

These dynamics worked themselves out in a variety of ways across different parts of the financial markets. To take, for example, OTC CDS which were so central in the subprime crisis, at their peak in December 2007, CDS constituted almost 10 percent of the total notional amounts outstanding on OTC derivatives. CDS were “invented” very recently. Tett (2009: ch. 1) describes how in 1994 JP Morgan bankers first put together the concept of a contract which would protect it against the default of loans which it held on its books. Over the following few years, they worked through some of the technical details of such a product, first selling it in late 1997 (Phillips, 2008). The first separate entry for CDS contracts in the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) quarterly reports on the OTC derivatives market occurred in 2005 and it stated that notional amounts outstanding on these contracts were approximately $10 trillion by mid-2005. By December 2007, the notional amount outstanding on OTC CDS was around $58 trillion, an almost sixfold increase in the space of just over two years (Bank for International Settlements, 2007).

From the perspective taken in this chapter, it is important to understand how this market worked and where power, profitability, and risk lay. OTC CDS deals depended on a supply side in which there had been initial high levels of investment in expertise, model building, calculating systems, back-office, and
IT support. Because of the complexity and scale of these investments, only the largest financial institutions were capable of being “producers,” particularly of the more exotic OTC derivatives. It was they who built the products and proceeded to market and sell them to other financial institutions. However, once they had made such investments the marginal costs of selling more contracts was practically zero in “production” terms. There was no “production” limit to the market; the only limit was how many such contracts the markets could absorb at the prices which the producers wanted to charge.

These large financial institutions aided by interdealer brokers who sought to intermediate between potential buyers and sellers of these products brought into existence this particular market and constructed it in a way which was highly profitable to them. Broadly conceived, one of the counterparties would be willing to take on the risk of default on a particular bond in return for a steady flow of income; the other party would be willing to pay a regular fee in return for the possibility of being repaid in full if the bond defaulted. The main purchasers of risk in the period included AIG (Financial Products division), parts of the big banks themselves, and the monolines (specialized insurance companies that had traditionally provided financial guarantees to buyers of municipal bonds but who extended that to buyers of CDOs in the period up to 2007–8). The other counterparties to the contract included those institutions engaged in genuine hedging as well as hedge funds speculating on defaults and/or changes in spreads on the contracts. Where the large financial institutions and the interdealer brokers intermediated between the two counterparties by negotiating two separate back-to-back contracts, they aimed to squeeze the payments to the risk taker as low as possible and push the payment obligations of the risk seller as high as possible. Because the markets were not transparent and prices were not visible across the trading community and more particularly among the ultimate buyers and sellers of the contracts, there was little price competition pressure. In 2009, an FT (Financial Times) article commented that “dealers had every incentive to keep the market opaque and bespoke, which boosted margins—and profits” (Bullock et al., 2009).

The intermediating financial institutions had the highest chance of collecting the most relevant information on particular buyers and sellers, on spreads being offered and accepted, on the specifics of risk in contracts and adjusting their spreads, and their willingness to hold risk themselves. They used this information to set prices that were highly profitable to themselves. They also used it toward the end of the boom period to readjust significantly their market position in OTC CDS as they began to perceive the fragility of the boom and the likelihood of the coming crisis.

Traders in these financial institutions became so powerful (and so wealthy) since it was their job to find the buyers and the sellers, to make the market, and in this way to create profits (and their own bonuses) through a combination
of fee income and spread differentials on contracts that had varying durations. In theory, if not in practice, the systems were in place to process as many deals as the traders could push through. OTC CDS markets were therefore strongly driven by the supply-side organizing the market, creating the products, and drawing in other actors.

Having a strong and powerful sell-side does not, however, guarantee an equally extensive buy-side in the market. What was crucial for OTC CDS was that the buy-side was not restricted to those hedging risk on bonds which they held in their portfolio. Under English and US law, there was no requirement for Company A to have an actual “insurable interest” in the bonds issued by Company B; that is, it did not have to own any of the bonds. Clearly, from the point of view of a holder of bonds, to be able to hedge the credit risk was potentially useful depending on the spread. But this was a relatively limited market. The fact that it was not necessary to hold the bond to take out a CDS contract on it was crucial to extending the market dramatically. That this was successfully achieved is reflected in the fact that the total amount of CDS contracts outstanding far outweighed the total amount of bonds issued and the value at risk in the original assets. Zabel, for example, calculated that the “corporate bond, municipal bond and structured investment vehicles market totaled less than $25 trillion” and therefore $20 trillion of the total $45 trillion notional value of CDS contracts in 2007 were speculative “bets” on the possibility of a credit event of a specific credit asset not owned by either party to the CDS contract (Zabel, 2008). Stout states that “by the end of that year [2008], the notional value of the CDS market had reached $67 trillion. At the same time the total market value of all the underlying bonds issued by US companies outstanding was only $15 trillion” (Stout, 2009).

This reflects the fact that the demand-side of the CDS market was not simply a way of hedging risks that had been taken on as a result of a credit deal. It was also a way of speculating on price movements in the markets both in terms of the value of the underlying asset and in terms of the changing spreads of the CDS contract. Using CDS for speculation involved taking a short position on the asset in the belief that the odds on a form of credit default were not being estimated properly by the holders of the risk. Subsequent to the crisis, the identity of some of the individuals, hedge funds, and traders within financial institutions who took on these bets, against the market as a whole, have become identified, for example, most notably John Paulson (Lewis, 2010). CDS became classic instruments for taking short positions because they had known and limited costs (the premium which was being paid) but with the potential of a huge upside. For much of the period between 2002 and 2007, CDS contracts were being sold at a relatively low spread because the buyers of risk thought the probability of default was very low. Even with low costs, however, hedge funds betting against the market had to endure a long period
when they were hemorrhaging funds and receiving no returns. As risk and uncertainty started to be revealed in 2007, spreads widened, changing the nature of the market and who was willing to participate and on what terms. It was in this period that some of the key decisions were made that ultimately led to the variable effect of the 2008 collapse across financial institutions. Thus, Goldman Sachs, for example, began to reduce its own holdings of risky assets in the belief that the market had peaked; on the other hand, it continued to produce such assets and tried to sell them into the market implicitly and explicitly stating to its clients that this was still a good investment. It is this sort of conflict of interests that has brought Goldman into conflict with the regulators since and has led to fines and potential litigation. In July 2010, the SEC fined Goldman $500 million for omitting “key facts regarding a synthetic collateralized debt obligation (CDO) it marketed that hinged on the performance of subprime residential mortgage-backed securities. Goldman failed to disclose to investors vital information about the CDO, known as ABACUS 2007-AC1, particularly the role that hedge fund Paulson & Co. Inc. played in the portfolio selection process and the fact that Paulson had taken a short position against the CDO via a CDS product issued by Goldman” (SEC Press release available at http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-123.htm).

A further crucial feature of this market related to the lack of regulation regarding the posting of collateral. Insurance companies work on the basis of matching assets to calculable risks. Insurance supervisors specify the reserves that are required to cover the risks taken by the insurance company and to link this to the premiums to be paid for cover. Insurance companies are therefore relatively low on leverage, high on reserves, and unspectacular in terms of profit and pay. A CDS contract, however, was explicitly not defined as an insurance contract and therefore not subject to insurance regulation. A CDS was created as a contract on a financial market which was constructed on the basis of finance theory and the mechanisms of these markets (Huault and Rainelli-Le Montagner, 2009). The guarantee that a risk holder of a CDS contract could meet the obligations of this contract was not vested in any state regulator but in the mechanisms of the market and in particular in the system of collateral depositing. Rules on collateral depositing were the province of ISDA and embedded in the Master Agreement and the various guidelines issued by ISDA. In principle, the seller would deposit with the buyer collateral (usually cash and government securities) as a demonstration of its ability to meet the terms of the contract. ISDA set out rules concerning how the level of collateral should move up or down depending on changing market conditions (Morgan, 2008).

How the collateral system developed in practice over the decade before the financial crisis reveals a rather complex and changing picture. One particular group of companies which were selling CDS products on ABS CDO, the so-called “monolines” (the biggest of which were Ambac and MBIA), posted no
collateral at all on the contracts which they struck. Monolines had emerged initially as insurers of municipal bond issuers and were regulated by the New York Insurance Department. The rules of this regulator would have made the posting of collateral prohibitively expensive but rather than not enter the market, the monolines, in Glass’s words, “for years fought pitched battles with the risk departments of the swap dealers and when the dust settled the rule was established that AAA-rated monolines did not post collateral on CDS” (Glass, 2009: S88). The AAA rating was given to the monolines by the rating agencies on the grounds that they had never defaulted and their financial underpinnings were sound. A similar rating was given to AIG FP, the London-based arm of the large US insurance group which sold large numbers of CDS contracts. Therefore, AIG FP also did not post collateral working on the basis that its parent company had sufficient funds to back up any potential problems.

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the BIS became increasingly concerned about the threat to financial stability arising from the growth of the OTC CDS markets. In a series of reports beginning in 1998 and continuing through to the period just before the Lehman collapse, BIS and the associated Basel Committee on Banking Supervision probed the problems of the OTC markets including issues concerned with the back office such as collateral, settlement, and clearing (BIS, 1998, 2007; Basel Committee, 2005, 2008). The cautious approach of BIS and the Basel Committee was not sufficiently direct to lead to action by national governments but it did appear to coincide with a concern within ISDA to firstly track the amount of collateral being posted and secondly to encourage members to post more. ISDA began, from 2000, to conduct regular Margin and Collateral Surveys which were published on the ISDA website. These surveys indicate that there has been a gradual rise over the period in collateral agreements from an estimated 12,000 in 2000 to around 150,000 in 2009 (ISDA, 2009: 2). Up until 2007, the total estimated collateral in the whole OTC market according to ISDA was approximately $1.3 trillion, though since then it has tripled, an indication of the more cautious attitude to collateral which has emerged after the crisis. This compares to a total notional commitment for CDS contracts alone of $57 trillion and a total of $516 trillion for the market as a whole according to BIS data (Bank for International Settlements, 2009b: 7). The ISDA Margin Survey in 2009 shows that in the period from 2004 to 2007, the total reported collateral went up from $1.017 trillion in 2004 to $1.209 trillion in 2005 to $1.329 trillion in 2006 and to $1.335 in 2007 (ISDA, 2009). At the same time, the OTC global market had more than doubled from $251.823 trillion in December 2004 to $595.341 trillion in December 2007 (Bank for International Settlements, 2009b: 7). As the crisis revealed, collateral levels were far too low when the underlying assets began to fail on a systemic basis and sellers of protection were called on to recompense the purchasers of CDS contracts.
However, contracts did contain conditionality clauses on the posting of margin and collateral. While under normal conditions these postings were very low, should conditions change they could rise steeply. As well as linking the scale of collateral requiring to be posted to the value of the underlying assets (so that as this fell and the likelihood of the CDS seller having to recompense the CDS buyer rose, so more collateral was required), the level of collateral to be posted was linked with the credit rating of the CDS seller since this indicated to other actors in the market whether the seller had the capital to meet any obligations potentially arising from defaults in the assets which underlay the CDS. If the rating of a seller was lowered, the seller would suddenly become subject to a potentially heavy call for collateral (as eventually happened to AIG in September 2008, leaving a huge hole in AIG’s balance sheet and requiring a massive injection of capital from the US government; AIG, 2009; Boyle, 2011). This potential for collateral shift would be exacerbated because institutional investors would have to sell off the underlying assets (i.e., the CDO) if the rating changed down from Triple A. Such sell-offs clearly led to a further fall in their value, requiring further posting of collateral by the CDS sellers to meet the gap between the guaranteed price and the market value.

The OTC CDS market was therefore a very particular type of market. It was dominated by a small number of CDS market makers for whom it was highly profitable, feeding a large number of market participants (both buyers and sellers) with different requirements. This feeding process was structured by an opaque pricing system where what was actually being sold also became increasingly complex and difficult to understand, particularly in terms of the interdependencies of risk. Ultimately, the scale of profits was so large because risks were underprovisioned and underpriced; risks were underprovisioned because regulation was absent and it was left to the private actors to set their own levels of provision, which they set very low; risks were underpriced for reasons that related to sustaining and growing businesses in an environment where external monitoring of pricing was nonexistent. Thus, when the underlying risky assets (i.e., the subprime mortgages) lost value, the consequences were magnified because of the lack of adequate provisioning and the degree of speculative activity drawn to the area by the underpricing of risk.

The Financial Crisis and the Response of Regulators and Politicians

The previous section has identified what was at stake in the boom period. The lack of regulation and law enabled the investment banks to build a model of superprofitability in the sphere of OTC trading in CDS products with very little monitoring or supervision. From early on in the financial crisis, a
A consensus emerged across the most important governments and regulators (the United States, the United Kingdom, and the EU, working through the G20) that failure to regulate OTC markets had been central to what had happened. The key regulatory mechanism to attack the problems arising from OTC derivatives and CDS contracts in particular was the forcing of more of this business onto regulated exchanges and central clearing houses (Helleiner et al., 2010). The Obama Administration through the Treasury Secretary, Geithner, pledged to pursue legislation to require clearing of all standardized derivatives through regulated central counterparties (CCPs) as well as requiring what are described as robust margin requirements. Under the proposed system there would be more recordkeeping and reporting requirements including an audit trail on all OTC derivatives as well as pressure to move as many contracts as possible not just into CCPs but if possible into regulated exchanges. The EU also supported the idea of CCPs. This agreement was the basis of intensive international cooperation through the G20 in April 2009 which declared that “we will promote the standardization and resilience of credit derivatives markets, in particular through the establishment of central clearing counterparties subject to effective regulation and supervision” (G20, 2009). This was reinforced at the September 2009 meeting of the G20 in Pittsburgh.

What the governments and regulators particularly wanted to achieve was a situation where the failure of a counterparty could be contained and would not spread out and contaminate the system as a whole. One obvious route in this direction would have been to ban OTC products and insist instead that derivatives be traded on regulated exchanges. In the United States, this argument was briefly pushed by Barney Frank in the House, but in spite of the crash and in spite of the clear role of OTC CDS contracts in the crash, this argument did not garner significant support. To force everything onto regulated exchanges would have closed down large areas of business for big banks. In spite of the strong words at the G20 April 2009 summit, no major political leader has actually pushed for this complete ban. The anticipated push-back by the financial institutions, the interdealer brokers, and some of the clients, together with the support of many economists and commentators for the idea that the OTC market was efficient, seemed too powerful even in the immediate aftermath of the crisis to take on directly.

This was reinforced in part by the speed of response of ISDA and some of the key private actors to the Lehman collapse. ISDA’s position as the collective voice of the industry and its organizational capacities (which included its strong links into government and policymaking as well as its effective committee structure of technical expertise) meant that, even within the chaos and fear that gripped the finance industry in the immediate aftermath of Lehman’s collapse, it was able to be proactive in some areas. This was most
obvious in the way in which within a month ISDA had organized a meeting whereby CDS contracts on Lehman’s were netted out among those holding them. This reduced dramatically the overall notional at-risk value of these contracts (for more details, see Morgan, 2010). ISDA followed this up by what it termed its Big Bang, an effort to put in place procedures and committees across the world that could deal rapidly with credit events. It also pursued “compression,” an effort to net down contracts, reducing duplication, and ensuring that at-risk totals did not look as huge and dangerous as was previously the case. Thus, private actors began a process of regularizing the market again as soon as they could.

Public actors focused on a series of interlinked proposals. The first was that most OTC transactions should be standardized so that they can then be moved onto CCPs. Standardization in itself was to prove highly controversial because OTC business had so much emphasized customization; now regulators were telling them to create standard categories of contract like on regulated exchanges. The purpose of the CCP was, again as with regulated exchanges, to place a buffer between the two sides of a contract so that if one side could not fulfill its obligations, this would not immediately contaminate the capital position of the other side. Instead, the CCP with a strong capital position would organize the netting out of contracts and bring an orderly end to the problem. CCPs would also serve another function in that they can provide details of contracts to the regulators. The aim of this is to ensure that risks in the system are visible and action can be taken by regulators to relieve pressure.

Associated with CCPs, though distinct from them, is the issue of electronic trading platforms (ETPs). These ETPs or Swap Execution Facilities (SEFs as they are described in the United States) provide multiple participants with the ability to execute or trade standardized derivatives. In theory, these entities can provide pre-trade transparency on price (though this is being hotly contested) as well as post-trade transparency on the price, volume, and time of the transactions executed under their systems. Once a deal is done on a platform, it is completed by being cleared through a CCP. Taken together, these reforms are meant to reduce systemic risk and increase transparency and efficiency in the market.

In terms of private actors, it is possible to identify a range of different responses as well as the emergence of a rather different array of financial institutions positioning themselves in this new market structure. Firstly, there are those actors who are most integrally embedded in the OTC markets such as interdealer brokers. This group is most vociferous in its efforts to defend the viability and utility of OTC contracts in some areas of business. It resists the idea that the bulk of OTC contracts can be standardized. For example, Terry Smith, chief executive of Tullett Prebon, one of the brokers...
in the market, wrote in the FT that OTC market products are “of necessity bespoke instruments and contracts, traded in large amounts between professional participants: and as such, they are the antithesis of an exchange-traded product. If OTC business is driven to these unsuitable venues, markets will become less efficient, which is an outcome we should seek to avoid” (Smith, 2009). In his analysis, Glass also argues that “the intrinsic complexity of some OTC credit derivatives is likely to prevent electronic confirmation and CCP clearing from taking hold for those products” (Glass, 2009: S95; see also Johnson, 2009; Jones, 2009; Das, 2011; Huault and Rainelli-Le Montagner, 2011). Support for OTC trading has also come from nonfinancial firms such as the 160 firms represented in the letter of the European Association of Corporate Treasurers who wrote to the European Commission requesting that any new regulation not require them to put down collateral. Banks have supported this and continue to argue in favor of OTC markets, particularly in the area of currency and interest rate derivatives because CCPs are perceived as incurring cost and reducing flexibility compared to OTC markets. Even after two years of discussion, there is no agreement (at the time of writing July 2011) either in the United States or Europe as to exactly what can be standardized and what cannot.

A related element of this debate concerns what will happen to those contracts which it is deemed cannot be standardized and can therefore continue to be traded OTC. The regulators wish to create increased capital requirements for these but this is being strongly resisted not least by the buyers of these contracts who purchase them to hedge risks in various markets. Large multinationals and others claim this will increase their costs and penalize them when their type of business (particularly in interest rate and foreign exchange swaps) has been relatively stable and had no role in the financial crisis. Proponents of OTC also argue that the CCPs which are being created may concentrate risk and would become another set of institutions that would be “too big to fail” requiring government rescue.

The second group of private actors who have become more significant are those who are going to benefit from proposals to push more trading into a transparent format. These are not traders, buyers, or sellers but the organizations which construct the different sorts of platforms on which markets exist, prices are posted, exchanges take place, clearing occurs, contracts registered, and potential liabilities monitored and adjusted. Trade depositories, such as DTCC, have been developing for some time and are now aiming to become more highly involved with OTC business. Other organizations have predominantly provided clearing facilities for exchanges and they too are aiming to extend that perhaps into running exchanges themselves (such as LCH. Clearnet). Others have been based primarily in the running of exchanges with some having long expertise in derivatives trading (such as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange with its various markets overseas). Others were founded
much more recently. For example, Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) was founded in 2000 to deal in energy futures but following its IPO and the recent pressures to extend CCP and exchange coverage for derivatives, it has expanded in this area. In March 2009, ICE acquired The Clearing Corporation (TCC), which provides the clearing technology for ICE’s CDS clearing house, ICE Trust. On March 10, 2009, ICE Trust became the first clearing house to process North American CDS. In July of the same year, ICE introduced clearing for European CDS through ICE Clear Europe CDS.

ICE has also become involved in the broader merger and acquisition movement in stock exchanges which has been stimulated by the potential massive growth arising from the shift out of OTC markets. This is reflected in the bid for NYSE Euronext by Deutsche Borse in early 2011 which was accepted by the NYSE Euronext board but subsequently challenged by an alternative bid from a consortium of ICE and NASDAQ that in the end failed. A similar effort to increase scale and opportunities to benefit from these regulatory changes is reflected in the agreed merger between the London Stock Exchange group and TMX, the biggest exchange operator in Canada, though again this has been challenged by a bid from Canada-based banks and pension funds and has now collapsed. Although the merger and acquisition activity in this area is still in process, the basic logic is clear—to build massive exchange capabilities that can be adapted to new areas (such as OTC) and new regulatory requirements. Such large-scale organizations can maximize the scale and utilization of back and middle offices in order to cut costs and attract business as well as providing access to multiple products and services. They can set up ETFs, SEFs, and CCPs in various contexts leveraging their existing assets in terms of building and running exchanges, clearing and settlement systems. Although these organizations have diverse origins and different sorts of assets, they share a common interest in pushing OTCs into CCPs.

It is interesting to note that this reflects the introduction of a powerful new set of interests into the debate on changes in regulation to OTC markets. In the previous era, there was a clear demarcation between the regulated exchanges such as CME and Euronext and the OTC markets. Defending the OTC border, that is, the territory in which OTC can operate untrammelled may still be of concern to some providers but the bigger issue now is about the territory the other side of that line, that is, where various forms of market transparency and regulation are being proposed. The spur to the mergers is initially the recognition that this will be where the expansion will come and even if the exact parameters of these markets are yet to be agreed, it is important to get in a position to compete for that business. In effect, then, the regulators find themselves with a new and powerful set of globally organized allies (the exchanges) to make this new system work.

Where does this leave the big financial institutions that were so central to the previous system? In September 2009, a group of the largest banks...
(subsequently formalized into what is now known as the G-14 and including Barclays Capital, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, and Morgan Stanley) had promised the Fed to clear the majority of interest rate derivatives and CDS through CCPs by the end of the year. This reflected the Fed’s concern that financial institutions were dragging their feet and trying to limit their usage of CCPs in order to keep their costs down, their flexibility high, and their trades opaque. On April 5, 2011, Bloomberg reported the New York Fed Chairman, William Dudley, as stating that Wall Street’s largest banks and money managers had failed to fulfill their commitments to put more than 90 percent of eligible trades onto clearing houses by 2010. This followed a letter from the G-14 and industry associations which expressed concerns about achieving the end-2012 target because of potential inconsistencies, failure to take into account potential for operational risk, and market disruption if implementation proceeded at an unrealistic, expedited pace. This reflects a growing confidence among the banks that they can resist the tighter definitions of standardization and mandatory clearing which had appeared early in the crisis (see e.g., Huault and Rainelli-Le Montagner account of the responses of the industry to the recent EU consultation on CCPs; Huault and Rainelli-Le Montagner, 2011).

As well as resisting standardization, the large banks and ISDA sought to ensure that they were the most powerful influences in the CCPs. Thus, ISDA’s response (ISDA April 29, 2011) to SEC proposals on the clearing houses has been to be critical of the SEC for setting a $50 million minimum for an entity to become a member of a clearing house. ISDA argues that (a) this is too small to deal with potential risk and (b) since the rule is ambiguous about whether the same $50 million can count for membership in multiple clearing houses leads to the potential for cross-contamination. Instead, ISDA proposes a far larger minimum capital requirement of $1 billion, a figure which has operated previously in such markets. It also argues that clearing members should not be able to circumvent these rules by arranging credit lines with larger organizations. These and other aspects of the G-14 proposals push the advantages of scale to the new market structure and can be seen as ways of reducing competition beyond the large players and sustaining the existing oligopolistic structure.

It seems that the US regulators and the Dodd–Frank Act have been successful in reshaping aspects of the terrain of OTC markets. The momentum for CCPs has been built and the large banks have begun a process of restructuring away from the previous opaque bilateral model into a more transparent era. New exchange-based entities have emerged to make CCPs a reality. However, as Wilson notes in his chapter in this book, “the devil is in the detail.” Fights are continuing over a whole range of key issues as the big financial institutions try to revive aspects of their pre-crash model of OTC trading while making some adaptations to the new political environment by engaging with the creation of ETPs, SEFs, and CCPs.
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Looked at from an international perspective, there are even more problems. In a Progress Report on Implementation of OTC Derivatives Market Reforms (April 2011), the Financial Stability Board (FSB) reported on its survey of country members. It stated that “the responses show substantial variation across jurisdictions in the pace of implementing the recommendations in the October Report and the resulting progress toward achieving the G-20 commitments on standardisation, central clearing, exchange or platform trading and reporting to trade depositories” (FSB, 2011: 1). The United States was reported to be furthest along in terms of implementation while in the EU the report stated that “legislation has been proposed and is expected to be adopted by end-2011 with respect to clearing and reporting to trade repositories and is in the pre-proposal consultation stage regarding trading” (Ibid.: 2). The clear problem among public actors is the potential that rules in different jurisdictions allow firms to pursue strategies of regulatory arbitrage, shifting to the countries with the lower standards.

This is a particular issue with regard to the United Kingdom which in the period leading up to the crisis had overtaken the United States in terms of OTC activity and where the government and companies have a strong interest in preserving their market position. In its 2009 report, the UK FSA was cautious about the whole idea of “mandatory clearing” arguing that “the clearing of all standardized derivatives could lead to a situation where a . . . CCP is required to clear a product it is not able to risk manage adequately, with the potential for serious difficulties in the event of a default” (FSA, 2009). This view is not shared in the EU where recent consultations on a new directive to compel CCPs and to minimize OTC contracts have been ongoing. This clearly feeds into a wider concern that there will be significant differences between regulatory regimes in how they define “standardized” contracts, how they monitor CCPs, and following this the degree of variation in the structure of CCPs, particularly over rules concerning the capital to be committed to margins, etc. For example, Das states that “LCH.Clearnet chief executive Roger Liddell recently criticised newer US rival International Derivatives Clearinghouse for ‘reckless’ behaviour in setting low margin to win business” (Das, 2011: 16).

Conclusions

Overall, therefore, there has emerged more law and regulation around OTC trading in the aftermath of the crisis. Private actors rapidly saw off efforts to outlaw altogether such trades. Instead, they have been lobbying governments to provide themselves with some room for maneuver in the new context. They have also been relatively successful in undermining the argument that CDS could go entirely on to regulated exchanges. Exchanges are commodified...
businesses; they offer high transparency and associated with that high competition and low profits (compared to the OTC markets), particularly where entry requirements to the exchange are set at a relatively low level (compared, e.g., to the $1 billion capital requirement suggested by the G-14). CCPs offered a hybrid solution that has in effect become the accepted goal of the private and public actors; because of their requirements for standardization, they reduce the ability of dealers to produce new customized versions of products though because they lack price transparency, they continue to offer higher levels of profitability than regulated exchanges. The CCP model, however, comes alongside the argument that nonstandardized products must be able to continue, an argument strongly pushed by the large banks and brokers. While regulators have responded by insisting on more stringent reserve requirements for any continued OTC-traded contracts and by demanding that all such deals be centrally registered, where the distinction between standardized and nonstandardized will exist is still being discussed and will make a significant difference both to the rate of expansion of CCPs and the adjustment required by the financial institutions to their own models of trading. Private actors have sought to keep some space for OTC trading; they have supported the development of CCPs which allows them to continue with bilateral trading and some opacity in pricing. What is remarkable is that all this has happened within three years of a massive financial crash, significantly attributable to trading in these instruments and in a context firstly where banks had to be bailed out by governments and secondly where banks are extremely unpopular. Nevertheless, they have been able to rescue and retain some key parts of the business model which contributed to all this. In spite of all the contestation, law has been reshaped to only a minimal extent and the power of the financial institutions, despite its weakening in the aftermath of the crash, has been reasserted.

On the face of it there has been broad consensus between private and public actors that OTC derivatives should move onto CCPs. However, with each category, there have emerged new struggles. The most important new feature among private actors has been the emergence of exchanges and other back-office organizations as central actors in this shift. The potential of CCPs for OTC trading has stimulated a further bout of reorganization among the platform providers and these have now become an important constituency in the progress of these reforms. The powerful actors in the old system—the banks, represented by the G-14 and ISDA—are engaged in a struggle to make sure that they retain as much of the new business as they can, at least in part through supporting rules which restrict the ability to become a member of a clearing house—and therefore to take part in trading OTCs—to highly capitalized institutions.

Looking at public action on a global scale, there is a large amount of activity among industry associations, ad hoc committees of supervisors and regulators,
together with committees and organizations based around BIS to create a coherent response. However, national responses are affected by national priorities, and in the case of EU countries by the emergence of a new level of EU supervisory authority. They are also affected by national concerns to have a share of the business and not to see a limited number of CCPs concentrated in just a couple of countries. It is too soon to see how these different national contexts may affect the distribution of the CCP business but it is certain that this will be highly competitive, another reason why exchange mergers are being pushed to maximize economies of scale and scope.

These different outcomes of reform impact differentially on the actors involved. As the response to the financial crisis has shown, private actors move quickly to repair markets (Morgan, 2010)—and within this it is the most powerful that move quickest and with most deliberation and calculation. Public actors have moved more slowly, and because of how the issue of national regulation and regulatory boundaries has become so strongly linked to issues of reform, gaining agreement on the detail of the reform to markets—as opposed to the principle of reducing OTC trading—has proved difficult. In the United States, the Obama Administration and the Dodd–Frank Act is pushing more derivatives business onto regulated exchanges and CCPs and at a faster speed than elsewhere. While offering support for this, the main European governments and the EU itself have not yet legislated for such changes. In London in particular, where cross-border OTC trading was so strong, there is the most opposition to CCPs and the most effort to keep nonstandardized contracts as a viable option.

In conclusion, even the most abstruse and technical of markets (as OTC may appear) are subject to social processes. This is not surprising; vast amounts of money changes hands in these markets and setting the rules in ways which suit the powerful actors while hiding behind technocratic and expert-driven discourses about market efficiency is an expected response. Politicians and regulators often find it difficult to respond coherently and this creates unevenness and uncertainty and with it the possibility of regulatory arbitrage. By studying these markets in more detail, it is possible to reveal the choices that are being made and, at least in part, to get behind discourses of efficiency to an understanding of the interests being served.
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The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2008–10 was an enormously important event for the world economy. It led to serious slowdowns and massive loss of wealth around the world, temporarily reversed the growth of world trade, and forced financial rescues on an unprecedented scale, involving the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the European Union (EU), and the world’s major central banks. It may have been even more momentous from an international political economy point of view. Various analysts have observed the loss of legitimacy of the US–UK vision of self-regulating financial markets, a loss of confidence in developed country economic governance and financial institutions, the relative rise of emerging market economies (whether China or East Asia as a region or the BRICs), and the weakening of the legitimacy and effectiveness of eurozone institutions. On the other side of the ledger, states have also demonstrated cosmopolitan tendencies, including efforts at increased international cooperation through the creation of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the G20; also, governments by and large resisted urges toward protectionism in the face of domestic dislocation and pain.

Importantly, the effects of the crisis varied considerably across countries and regions. The effects were greatest on the United States and western Europe, as well as Europe’s near peripheries (e.g., Iceland, Estonia, Turkey), that were most tightly entwined in globalized finance. Elsewhere, the main effects were transmitted through real economy channels, as developed country economic slowdowns led to reduced demand for manufactured goods produced by emerging markets (although there were also temporary problems related to emerging markets’ difficulty in obtaining trade financing).
And then there was East Asia, where governments and central banks responded so effectively that the emerging markets of the region actually saw positive growth for most of the crisis period. While China’s massive monetary and fiscal stimulus packages got most of the attention of the Western media, prompt and effective stimulus packages were seen throughout the ASEAN + 3.\(^5\) A variety of observers contrasted the economic resilience of China and its neighbors in the crisis with the economic weakness of the United States, Europe, and Japan, leading some to argue that the global economy’s center of gravity was shifting decisively across the Pacific. The strong economic performance of East Asia (ex-Japan) coincided with and accelerated efforts to strengthen regional cooperation, particularly in the financial realm. In the midst of the global crisis, the ASEAN + 3 agreed to a significant expansion and institutional enhancement of their signature regional bailout fund, the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI), creating a $120 billion reserve pooling arrangement (CMI Multilateralization, or CMIM) that some observers predicted would displace the IMF in future East Asian crises.

The GFC and differential economic growth patterns have contributed to a renewed focus on regional solutions to common problems not only in East Asia but elsewhere as well. The failure of global standards to prevent the crisis has reinforced discomfort with US leadership at the same time that emerging economies around the world have been accumulating greater and greater amounts of foreign currency reserves. The sheer scale of bailouts in the wake of the GFC has also contributed to the need for cofinancing in many of them, increasing the role (and thus influence) of regional groupings.\(^6\)

Despite the apparent triumph of a regionalist approach to financial crisis management in East Asia, however, a number of questions remain unanswered. CMIM and other regional arrangements face significant challenges in terms of monitoring and enforcement, managing rivalries over leadership, and charting an appropriate relationship with the IMF and global governance mechanisms.\(^7\) Political and economic developments during and after the GFC highlight two other potential challenges to East Asian financial cooperation that will be explored in this chapter: the increasing uneasiness of East Asian governments other than Japan about the rise of China, and the expanded participation of ASEAN + 3 participants (China, Indonesia, and South Korea, in addition to G7 founding member Japan) in global financial governance via the G20.

In this chapter, I will argue that the GFC has not fundamentally shifted regionalist preferences in East Asia, despite the weakened legitimacy of US-led global institutions and standards and the increasing weight of East Asia in the global political economy. While the crisis has undoubtedly hastened CMIM and the decision to move forward with efforts at regional surveillance, the problems of political leadership in the face of fundamental collective action
problems remain. New opportunities for East Asian states at the global level are unlikely to reinforce regional cooperation. Meanwhile, the “rise of East Asia” itself—particularly that of China—will make it even more difficult to create functional regional autonomy in terms of surveillance and balance of payments crisis management.

Analytical Approach to Understanding East Asian Regionalism

Much of the analysis to date of East Asian regional cooperation has been dominated by functionalist or constructivist writers. This chapter, in contrast, follows a realist paradigm in which power and interests are paramount. This approach will be explicated following a brief review of the other approaches.

The “functionalists” are primarily economists and technocrats who have focused on how to create institutions of cooperation. For example, economists affiliated with the Asian Development Bank Institute have devoted considerable attention to devising effective surveillance mechanisms and governance rules to ensure that the twin goals of ensuring credibility and reducing moral hazard can be met. A key technical challenge for these writers has been to devise means of measuring the risk of balance of payments crises based on macroeconomic policies and supervision of domestic and cross-border finance. The political challenge is how to minimize moral hazard—in other words, how likely creditors can ensure that governments that have brought crises on themselves will be required to accept strict policy conditionality in order to receive bailout funds. All of the solutions depend on some sort of institutional delegation by the participating states to an autonomous body. The problem, of course, is that delegation is difficult, especially in the context of a small group without a clear single leader. I have argued elsewhere that this problem is essentially insurmountable except through an IMF trigger.

Constructivists have focused their attention instead on how ideas have made regional cooperation more or less effective. On one side sit the majority, who argue that East Asia has increasingly become a coherent region that has a sense of commonality of interest and has sharply distinguished itself from a US-led “West” whose interests are represented by market fundamentalism, global financial conglomerates, and an IMF that supports and embodies those elements. As former Singaporean Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew is often quoted as saying, the aspiration for a meaningful East Asian regional identity is “the idea that would not die.” Calder and Ye, writing in a related vein about Northeast Asia, argue that regional cooperation

... involves at its core an increasing economic and psychological connectedness within Northeast Asia that is ultimately replete with political implications. Visions
of a common Northeast Asian identity, with positive historical roots obscured by bitter memories of war and colonialism, have re-emerged, after lying dormant for more than half a century…those visions gained renewed life and credibility following the 1997–98 financial crisis.\textsuperscript{11}

In contrast, a minority profess skepticism about many if not most regionalist efforts, on the basis of enduring animosity and mutual suspicion among East Asian countries.\textsuperscript{12}

While both the functionalist and the constructivist approaches can provide valuable insights into the direction and pace of development of regional institutions, I have argued that power and interests are the key factors in the development (or lack thereof) of East Asia’s regional financial institutions. Three power games are particularly relevant.\textsuperscript{13} First, a basic characteristic of emergency liquidity facilities is that likely creditors have an advantage over likely borrowers in the design and functioning of those facilities. In East Asia, this focuses our attention on the power asymmetries between Japan and China on the one hand and the ASEAN-4 countries on the other.\textsuperscript{14} Second, there is the contest between East Asia as a region and the global system as personified by the United States and IMF. This contest has been memorably characterized by Richard Higgott as the “politics of resentment” and draws on the experience of the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997–8, in which regional governments felt that the US/IMF view of how to handle the crisis proved injurious to the region.\textsuperscript{15} The third power game has been the contest between Japan and China for regional leadership, which has been driven in turn by mutual distrust.

The GFC has shifted the terms of these power games, both by accelerating China’s relative rise in power and confidence and by providing a new set of venues for contestation. Even such a sober-minded observer as Martin Wolf of the Financial Times wrote in the spring of 2011: “The centre of the global economy is shifting towards Asia…The speed and scale of China’s rise is breathtaking.”\textsuperscript{16} Raising the apparent stakes further, Ambassador Charles Freeman, a leading expert on US–China relations, stated in a speech to the Naval War College: “In some disturbing ways, Sino-American competition is beginning to parallel the contest between us and the Soviet Union in the Cold War. This time, however, the United States is in the fiscally precarious position of the USSR, while China plays the economically robust role we once did.”\textsuperscript{17}

While I believe that much of the press coverage and commentary has been exaggerated, it remains an inescapable fact that China’s economy is growing more rapidly than its developed country rivals and that corporations and governments around the world are looking increasingly to a future in which they will be dealing with Chinese suppliers and consumers. There is evidence that China is taking advantage of that position by implementing an increasingly mercantilist
set of economic policies. Meanwhile, China has been continuing its two-decade-long military modernization campaign, and by some estimates will have denial capabilities vis-à-vis even the US Navy (albeit in limited theaters of conflict) within another ten years. China’s improvements in economic and military power have been accompanied by increasing assertiveness in its relations with trading partners and—especially—with regard to territorial disputes.

Meanwhile, China has formally ascended to the top ranks of global policymaking—not just in the UN Security Council but also in terms of economic governance, as seen in its membership in the G20, FSB, Basel Committee, International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), and others. China’s growing role is also personified by the appointment of individuals to key positions in leading international organizations, including central banker Zhu Min as a special advisor to the managing director of the IMF and Justin Yifu Lin as chief economist of the World Bank. China’s expanded role in global governance is clearly justified by its increasing role in world politics and the global economy. It also accords with the professed desire of the US government to promote Chinese involvement in global governance as a “responsible stakeholder.” Naturally, though, China will sometimes differ in its preferences from what the United States or other governments may consider to be “responsible.”

Realists see multiple challenges—to say the least—to regional cooperation. While the more dire warnings in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War that Asia was “ripe for rivalry” in a military sense have fortunately not come to pass, the rise of China as a regional (and now global) power has created a series of challenges for its neighbors, particularly Japan. Japan is in the uncomfortable position of being drawn ever closer economically to China, the country that is the main, and growing, potential threat to the security of its territory and sea-lanes of communication; meanwhile, its economic interdependence with the United States has been on the wane even as it increases its reliance on the US–Japan alliance as a guarantor of its long-term security. Japan’s long-time presumptions of regional leadership are also fraying, as China takes an ever more central role in regional economic interdependence. The power transition, although peaceful so far, has contributed to mounting anxiety among the Japanese people.

As I have argued elsewhere, this dynamic has led to a contest for regional leadership between China and Japan, with considerable ambivalence regarding the role of the United States. In terms of regional financial cooperation, the situation is further complicated by China’s financial backwardness (balanced somewhat by its massive reserves); Japan’s combination of financial sophistication and market stagnation; the ever-present global influence of the United States; and the suspicions of Japan, China, and their Asian neighbors about US-advocated policies.
The Creation of the G20 and the Prospects for an Asian Bloc

President Bush’s decision to create a G20 Summit and elevate it (at least rhetorically) to a position of primacy in global economic cooperation and governance was a clear statement that the GFC had hastened the arrival of a post-G7/G8 world. Much attention has been paid in Europe and the United States to the G20’s expanded representation of developing economies and previously neglected regional powers, including Brazil, China, India, and South Africa. In East Asia, a point of greater interest has been the inclusion of no fewer than four members of ASEAN + 3 and CMI (China, Indonesia, Japan, and South Korea) plus two potential CMI members (Australia and India).

The G20 thus recognizes in a very concrete way the economic rise of Asia and the need to better incorporate the region’s increasingly important economies into global governance. It also raises the possibility of new coalitions of states working together within the G20 to shift global rules to their advantage. In East Asia, one obvious such grouping was the CMI countries, which (even without adding potential members Australia and India) represented fully one-fifth of G20 membership. Indeed, one possibility often mentioned in regard to the CMI even prior to the GFC was that participating states might form an effective voting bloc within the IMF. That in turn could strengthen cooperation within the region, and thus contribute to increasing the functional autonomy of CMIM and the ASEAN + 3 Macroeconomic Research Organization (AMRO) as a regional regime.

Regional–Global Interactions: Virtuous Cycles, Venue Shopping, and the Rise of China

The broadened inclusion of East Asian economies in the G20 process thus offers opportunities for the ASEAN + 3 (or ASEAN + 6) countries to present a unified front and thus increase the regional input into global decision-making. This certainly seems to accord with the way in which European countries have behaved in a variety of international forums and organizations, from the G7/G8 to the IMF to the Basel Committee. (Indeed, in some cases, the commonality of interests among European countries is further supported and ensured by the additional participation of an EU representative, as in the case of the G20.) In thinking about the general implications of relationships between regional regimes and global governance, it is easy to envisage a self-reinforcing cycle, in which regional solidarity in a global institution helps to shape the global institution’s rules and activities to the benefit of the regional institution, which contributes to regional solidarity within the global institution, and so on.

In some ways, the ASEAN + 3 countries might appear to have excellent prospects for presenting such a unified regional front. ASEAN itself has been...
effective at doing so in global forums despite often significant differences in interests and perspectives among member countries. Turning to the ASEAN + 3, the participating states have reached a considerable level of consensus on the shape of regional cooperation, as well as having been consistently skeptical of the US-supported “Washington Consensus” (often characterized in East Asia as “excessive market fundamentalism”). In this sense, the high degree of ASEAN + 3 representation in the G20 suggests opportunities both to carve out policy space for regional efforts and to increase solidarity within the region.

There is, however, an alternative logic to the relationship between regional cooperation and global representation: venue shopping. The starting point here is that states that consider themselves to be underrepresented at the global level (which, at least until the GFC, clearly held for China, Indonesia, and South Korea, but not Japan, among the ASEAN + 3 states) have few options for affecting decisions made at the global level. One option in principle is simply to opt out of a given regime (“exit” in Hirschman’s terminology), but this is not practical for globally integrated economies when it comes to financial rules. Fairly or unfairly, minor financial markets have little choice but to be rule-takers if they wish to participate in global financial transactions. If simply accepting the status quo (“loyalty”) is unsatisfactory to the underrepresented state, its only other option is to cooperate with relatively like-minded states to exercise voice through a state that is able to participate. In East Asia, that state has been Japan, almost exclusively, as a function of its membership in every major global financial decision-making body, from the G7 to the Basel Committee to the former Financial Stability Forum and even to the IMF (where it has the second largest voting share and was, until recently, the only Asian country with its own executive director and one of its nationals as a deputy managing director).

In this model, regional cooperation is encouraged by the lack of representation of most regional states at the global level. Differing interests and preferences are overcome by the lack of alternatives for participating in consequential global discussions. In contrast, access to new opportunities for voice, such as through expansion of membership of existing regimes or the creation of new ones, will have the effect of reducing the costs of disagreement with regional partners. This implies that regionally based balancing against global powers in the new order would become less attractive unless preferences happen to cohere more on a regional basis than on other bases (e.g., level of economic development, regime type, relationship with other participants in the forum). That is not the case for East Asian participants in the G20.

The variable that drives the differing results of these two models is the value that regional states place upon collective action at the regional level. To operationalize this a bit more clearly, it is worth thinking about where various
countries’ interests lie in a policy space. If regional preferences tend to cluster within the policy space, additional opportunities for voice should lead to an approximation of the first model. Since we are dealing with functional cooperation, the core of this analysis should rightly focus on the policy space surrounding the relevant issue-areas, but it is also important to bear in mind that there can be spillovers from other issue-areas. The EU is an excellent example, in which the multiple and overlapping sets of mutual interests and cooperative measures can help to maintain a common front at the global level even in issue-areas in which there is considerable disagreement among EU states. That justification for regional solidarity is less salient in East Asia, however, where it is generally agreed that the regional “architecture” is fragmented and inconsistent.27

While new opportunities for voice can offer opportunities for greater or lesser cohesion, depending on regional governments’ proximity in terms of preferences within a multidimensional policy space, changes in relative power within the region can actually change governments’ preferences for cooperation. There are two modal cases, which have opposite results. The first story points to the attractiveness of having a rising power in the neighborhood. In this case, the increasing capabilities of the rising power can be used to provide regional public goods (or to enforce provision of regional public goods by states that might otherwise free-ride). In this case, regional participants in the global processes have greater incentive to act as a regional unit, even if their interests do not align perfectly with regard to the issue-area in question. Alternatively, the rising power can be seen to pose a threat to neighbors. In this case, they may be driven to try to balance against the rising power, either by banding together with other states within the region that feel threatened or by relying on a powerful outsider. In this case, regional participants in the global processes are more likely to pursue ad hoc coalitions based on issue-area interests, or perhaps even to subordinate their issue-area preferences to some extent to align with their external protector.

This logic has obvious implications for East Asia, in which there has been long-term ambiguity about the benefit or threat posed by China (or, previously, Japan) and deep ambivalence about the US role as (sometimes self-interested) guarantor of regional stability.

The Shape of East Asian Regional Financial Cooperation

Before addressing the empirical question of whether these hypotheses are supported by the evidence, I will briefly summarize developments in East Asian regional financial cooperation, as they are not widely known. Prior to 1997, there was essentially no meaningful regional cooperation at all in East
Asia with respect to either financial market development or balance of payments crisis management. The Asian financial crisis of 1997–8 triggered a series of proposals and counterproposals for such cooperation, including the famous Japanese proposal to create an Asian Monetary Fund separate from the IMF.\textsuperscript{28} While I will not review that history here, suffice it to say that within a couple of years, the ASEAN + 3 countries had agreed to a framework for supporting financial development, economic monitoring, and emergency liquidity provision that has been the template for cooperation ever since. Some of these efforts have accelerated significantly since the GFC began in 2008.

The best developed of the regional ventures is the CMI, created in May 2000 as a mechanism for emergency liquidity provision. Over the dozen years of its existence, CMI has grown from a network of bilateral swaps totaling $40 billion in commitments to a multilateral reserve pooling arrangement totaling $120 billion as of 2011. Perhaps the most important moment since the creation of CMI was in the spring of 2010, when “multilateralization” officially came into force. The new CMIM introduced specific voting shares, drawing rights, and procedures for disbursement of funds. At the same meeting where ASEAN + 3 finance ministers agreed to CMIM, they also agreed to enhance regional surveillance mechanisms, particularly through the creation of an autonomous monitoring unit called the ASEAN + 3 Macroeconomic Research Organization (AMRO).\textsuperscript{29} AMRO was originally scheduled to begin work by early 2011. In the event, a leadership dispute between China and Japan delayed AMRO’s actual establishment; however, with the agreement as of April 2011 that the organization would be headed by Wei Benhua, the deputy head of China’s foreign exchange reserves management office, AMRO was expected to begin operations in Singapore sometime in the autumn of 2011.\textsuperscript{30} (Obviously, the dispute over whose citizen would lead AMRO raises some doubts about how autonomous it is likely to be from regional governments.)

Despite the significant accomplishment represented by the creation of CMIM and AMRO, the current setup is far from being—or even necessarily presaging—an autonomous regional bailout fund. Disbursement of the bulk of CMIM funds remains linked to crisis countries entering into bailout negotiations with the IMF, making CMIM a supplement to rather than a substitute for the IMF. Moreover, it is by no means clear whether AMRO will be able to act as a politically independent monitoring agency, what standards it will use, or how competent it will be (absolutely or relative to the IMF).\textsuperscript{31} The woes of the eurozone in 2010–11 in dealing with Greece and other members that required large-scale bailouts have also significantly reduced the attractiveness to East Asian countries of counting on regional processes to monitor economic policies and conditions and to enforce appropriate policies.
Nonetheless, the implicit threat of exit from the global regime has been useful for the ASEAN + 3 countries. While there is a great benefit to CMI’s leading creditors in leaving the most difficult aspects of monitoring and conditionality to the IMF, the sheer size of CMI funds available to participating states (for most of them, far in excess of what they would be likely to receive directly from the IMF in a bailout) as well as the nascent CMI decision-making structure, provides a viable alternative if they are unhappy with the terms of IMF behavior in a crisis. Indeed, some authors argue that has already happened with regard to post-Asian Financial Crisis changes in IMF procedures and the creation and expansion of new facilities that offer faster and cheaper access to funds as well as fewer conditions for well-managed economies that get caught up in crises.32

Empirical Analysis

It is still early days both for East Asian states’ expanded participation in global financial governance and for CMIM and AMRO, so it is not yet possible to make definitive statements about the likely effects on East Asian regional financial cooperation. We do, however, have considerable evidence regarding preferences as well as preliminary evidence about behavior. So far, there appears to be little or no evidence of an East Asia bloc in the G20 on any of the substantive agenda items, let alone on the G20 agenda as a whole. While this constitutes a blow to the cherished wishes of regionalism advocates and constructivist analysts who have been predicting the emergence of a regional identity, it is not particularly surprising from the point of view of either economic interests or political rivalry.

Economically, Yves Tiberghien has argued in a preliminary analysis that the individual interests of the East Asian economies in the G20 agenda diverge significantly across most issue-areas.33 This reflects their varying levels of economic and financial development as well as their differing perspectives on each others’ currency management practices and current account positions. Tiberghien’s analysis is in accordance with the views of other analysts (including my own) of how East Asian governments perceive their interests in financial regulation.34 This is not to say that the ASEAN + 3 economies disagree on issues of financial regulation and macroeconomic policy across the board; indeed, regional economic integration has been built on the creation of extensive regional production networks, which have required a generalized openness to trade and foreign direct investment.35 But those are also the points of agreement within the G20 as a whole. The ways in which the general principles have actually been put into practice have varied among East Asian countries based on local needs, and these vary enormously among the
Divergence of interests is perhaps even greater if we focus on political rivalry. For example, many analysts have highlighted the phenomenon of “historical memory” (mostly related to Japanese behavior as a colonizer and conqueror) as a barrier to regional cooperation.

The remainder of this chapter examines the regional–global dynamic across the following dimensions: management of balance of payments crises, standards for financial regulation and supervision, global surveillance of current accounts, and currency politics. While there are some areas in which East Asian participants in the G20 appear to be working together, there is no evidence of more generalized cooperation, or of use of the G20 to strengthen East Asian regionalism.

Crisis Management

The element of global financial governance that is most immediately relevant to East Asian financial regionalism is crisis management. Since the Asian Financial Crisis, regional financial cooperation has been driven by the desire to prevent, or at least to more effectively manage, future crises. To date, and surprisingly to many observers, CMI and CMIM have delegated most of the decision-making about triggers and conditionality to the IMF through the mechanism of the “IMF link.” As C. Randall Henning notes, “Despite being inspired in substantial measure by antipathy toward the IMF in East Asia, the CMI and CMIM are more explicitly linked to the IMF than any of the other important regional facilities.”

The IMF link is made necessary by the reluctance of regional states to punish each other for economic mismanagement. It has been, nonetheless, a matter of considerable concern not only for potential CMI borrowers that they might face painful conditions, but also for likely creditors (i.e., Japan and China) that misguided IMF conditions may make matters worse, as they arguably did in 1997–9.

While regionalism advocates have called for enhancement of CMIM and regional surveillance as the way out of that conundrum, the leading states (particularly Japan, which has been in a position to affect the terms of the debate directly since CMI’s inception) have been at least as active in attempting to solve the problem by changing the way the IMF behaves instead of focusing on weakening the relationship between CMI and IMF. The IMF appears to have heeded these calls, with the establishment of a variety of facilities that offer much greater access to funds with far fewer conditions and less onerous monitoring than what were available in the late 1990s. Although neither Japanese “voice” nor the threat of “exit” that the CMI and CMIM represented can be given full credit for the changes, it does appear that they were important in focusing the attention of IMF staff and major participants. As it turned out, the successes of the IMF in addressing the GFC owed...
in no small part to the existence of those new facilities, and Japan and its ASEAN + 3 partners have continued to advocate for pushing the envelope of IMF-funding mechanisms, such as through expanding the Precautionary Credit Line (PCL) and supporting the establishment of the proposed Global Stability Mechanism.\textsuperscript{41} Both of these initiatives have grown from G20 discussions.

This is an example in which voice at the global level is clearly attractive to individual ASEAN + 3 governments, particularly likely creditors like China and Japan, as well as economically well-managed potential borrowers that would be harmed by entering into condition-laden bailouts, such as South Korea. For the borrowers, greater certainty and fewer conditions are attractive; for regional creditors, having the IMF fund bailouts rather than having to dip into their own resources is equally attractive. As long as CMIM funds are linked to the IMF, there is no obvious downside for the likely regional creditors from this point of view. If an autonomous regional fund were truly a major goal of the ASEAN + 3 members of the G20, it would make more sense to focus global efforts on relaxing the relationship between IMF and CMIM. This has not been an apparent priority at the global level. Nor has there been such a push by the leading CMIM states regionally.\textsuperscript{42}

As the Asian Development Bank (a major supporter of regional initiatives that tends to strongly reflect the views of key ASEAN + 3 governments) notes in a generally enthusiastic account of regional surveillance:

\begin{quote}
AMRO will allow the CMIM to rely more on its own assessments when making lending decisions—about both the amount and any conditionality—reducing moral hazard and mitigating concerns that problems leading to balance-of-payments difficulties may require structural adjustments.

However, the AMRO is not meant to replace the IMF, but to enhance economic monitoring, supplementing the IMF, especially given its new short-term liquidity facility, which enables certain countries to borrow without conditions.\textsuperscript{43}
\end{quote}

Japan and, to a lesser extent, China have also been very supportive of the IMF itself in the face of the global crisis. Japan’s proactive decision to lend $100 billion to the Fund in the fall of 2008 spurred similar pledges by the United States, European countries, and China (and other BRICs).\textsuperscript{44} The decision by Japan and China to augment global resources at a time when it appeared likely that their East Asian partners might need assistance was striking indeed.

\textit{Financial Regulation}

Financial regulation is an issue-area in which the ASEAN + 3 economies share only the most general of interests. Japan is big: it is the home of the world’s second largest stock exchange and is the world’s largest government bond issuer, and its banks, securities firms, insurance companies, investment funds,
and trading companies are massive users, issuers, and traders of all manner of financial products. Its markets are open, sophisticated, and liberal. China is also big, but its markets are at an early stage of development; there are significant barriers to cross-border financial flows and to the entry of foreign financial institutions, and the state is a dominant player throughout the financial system (although Hong Kong is an exception to each of these points). Indonesian markets are peripheral to regional and global markets, financial institutions are weak, and supervision is well below global standards. South Korea’s financial system is more like Japan’s than like Indonesia’s, but macroeconomic authorities remain wary of excessive liberalization, particularly in terms of international capital flows. All four are in favor of ensuring adequate financing for trade and cross-border investment and all four want to minimize the risk of hot money flows creating inflation, asset bubbles, and crashes. But this is pretty minimal common ground, to say the least.

The ASEAN + 3 economies have nonetheless been involved in regional cooperation on financial regulation for nearly a decade, primarily through the Asian Bond Markets Initiative (ABMI). However, the reality of ABMI has been that it is self-paced and voluntary. While Japan has sought to use the process to liberalize its neighbors’ financial markets and to lock China into global standards, China and other emerging market governments have gone at their own pace while taking advantage of ABMI’s working groups to work through specific problems and regulatory issues of their own choosing.

At the global level, Japan has been involved for decades in financial decision-making through the Financial Stability Forum (the predecessor to the FSB), Basel Committee, and other bodies, but there is no apparent evidence that it has ever sought to represent the interests of its neighbors. Now that China and other East Asian neighbors are more involved in the global process, there has still been only the most minimal of cooperation among them, and that cooperation has been mostly to try to carve out exceptions to global capital and liquidity rules on the basis of national differences. While this does in some ways seem to support regional interests, the East Asian participants are also working in at least tacit cooperation with other emerging economy participants like India, Brazil, and Turkey. And there appears to be no evidence at all that the East Asian governments are bringing their successes home to reinforce ASEAN + 3 regulatory cooperation. (In fact, it would be hard to do so, since their common premise is that there should be national exceptions to uniform global rules.)

**Payments Imbalances and Surveillance**

One of the major missions of the G20, particularly from the US point of view, has been to begin to address global payments imbalances. The justification has been that large, persistent current account imbalances are unsustainable for...
the economies involved and therefore unstable for the global economy. Many policymakers and economists point to the “Bretton Woods II” system, in which US deficits helped to fuel the development of economies such as China’s, as one of the factors that contributed to the GFC. Similarly, there have been a variety of concerns about the yen (and, following the Federal Reserve’s decision to implement quantitative easing, the dollar) carry trade as a destabilizing factor in the global economy. Imbalances have also been presented as having a negative effect on global growth, the argument being that US demand cannot remain the global engine of growth indefinitely, and so more rapid domestic demand growth in surplus countries like China, Japan, and Germany has become a necessity.

In principle, this would be an attractive opportunity for regional cooperation in the global sphere. ASEAN + 3 leaders have talked for years about the potential for macroeconomic policy coordination, and it is hard to imagine what such coordination would mean if not demand management. Decisions made about macroeconomic policy at the regional level could lead to common positions among ASEAN + 3 countries at the G20, and then the ASEAN + 3 process could take the resulting global actions into account in coordinating regional responses.

None of this is happening. Major surplus countries like China, Japan, and Germany are simply resisting the global current account indicator proposals without seeking to coordinate with regional partners back home. Meanwhile, there appears to be a consistent denial that the regional processes have anything to do with the global payments issues. This has been particularly evident in German actions, which appear to work to the detriment of the eurozone’s deficit countries; in East Asia, the goals of macroeconomic coordination have never actually been clearly stated, presumably because of unwillingness of any country to agree that it should not run a substantial surplus.

**Currency Politics**

Finally, one of the most controversial areas of G20 debate (not to mention global debate since well before the crisis began) has been currency politics. The major tussles have been over the value of the Chinese renminbi (RMB), ultra-loose monetary policy on the part of the developed economies (particularly the United States but also to a lesser extent Japan), and the legitimacy and efficacy of use of capital controls by emerging economies.

In the case of capital controls, there actually has been a general consensus among the East Asian countries for decades that capital controls are appropriate policies in some cases, as long as they are not used to unfairly manipulate currencies. During the Asian financial crisis and for several years thereafter, Japan was nearly a lone voice among the leading financial powers in favor of judicious use of capital controls. The inclusion of additional East Asian economies,
as well as other emerging economies, in the G20 appears to have broken the logjam in discussing capital controls. Thus, capital controls appears to be an instance in which the changes wrought by the financial crisis have strengthened East Asia’s regional voice.

The currency manipulation debate is a different story, however. Japan and other East Asian states have long been wary of US efforts to address imbalances by pushing for appreciation of trading partners’ currencies. There has also been a decade-long discussion among the ASEAN + 3 countries about currency cooperation and the creation of an Asian Monetary Unit (AMU), with Japan as the leading advocate. However, the AMU debate has led to no meaningful action. Nor have any major ASEAN + 3 governments joined the Chinese calls for de-emphasis of the dollar in favor of SDR or other synthetic currency instruments. Meanwhile, regional economies that have floating currencies (especially Japan and South Korea) are concerned about the undervaluation of the RMB, further reducing the possibility of commonality of interests. And Japan has been unwilling to join China and Brazil in criticizing US quantitative easing since it is attempting to do the same thing in a continuing effort to stimulate its own domestic economic growth. Given the limited degree of consensus on the issue-area and the fact that Japan has good reasons not to wholeheartedly support either China (its regional partner) or the United States (its global ally), it is not surprising that currency politics has not been a fertile area for regional cooperation in the global policy space.

Conclusions

The GFC has shaken the legitimacy and effectiveness of the existing global financial architecture, particularly the privileged position of the developed economies of the G7. At the same time, it has accelerated the relative “rise of the rest,” particularly China and its East Asian neighbors. Those states were already in the midst of an ambitious program to develop regional financial institutions. The most notable was the CMI, for which a roadmap to multilateralization had already been planned. Not surprisingly, soon after the arrival of the crisis, discussions began in earnest among the ASEAN + 3 countries to accelerate CMIM and the enhancement of regional surveillance efforts, and agreement followed quickly to establish CMIM and AMRO. Meanwhile, four of the leading ASEAN + 3 states found themselves in the center of global financial governance as members of the G20.

Despite the simultaneous rise of regionalism in East Asia and the rise of East Asian participation in global financial governance, however, there is little evidence to suggest that ASEAN + 3 governments are taking advantage of their global influence to reinforce financial regionalism. Rather, the evidence
suggests that East Asia’s G20 participants are pursuing their own individual preferences within the context of the evolving postcrisis global financial architecture. The pattern that we have seen to date fits well with the realist approach to financial regionalism, which emphasizes the possibilities for contest rather than just the potential collective goods that remain under-provided. Greater representation has made more apparent the differing preferences of the ASEAN + 3 states, and regional concord has moreover been undermined by increasing concern about the goals of a rising China.

The analysis in this chapter highlights the need to analyze in greater depth both regional dynamics and the interests of individual states before making any broad statements about the relationship between regionalism and global governance. For some regions, it is reasonable to expect greater cohesion in the aftermath of the GFC, but this is by no means assured. The problem of providing collective goods in the absence of clear leadership or a high level of confluence of individual states’ interests will be difficult to surmount, even where overall regional demand for such collective goods remains high.

With regard to regional financial cooperation, this analysis suggests that the attractiveness of decoupling from the global regime (in particular, the leading role of the IMF) will not be as attractive as it may first appear. And for a region like East Asia, where the lead states are also increasingly influential at the global level, it may well be more attractive for them to pursue their goals globally rather than locally.

Notes

2. Kirkegaard (2010) provides a nice exposition on the effects of the EU’s flailing attempts to manage and contain the Greek crisis. In response to such concerns, the Council of the European Union agreed in March 2011 to a reform of the Economic Growth and Stability Pact that would strengthen penalties on euro countries that violated budgetary and current account rules (EU Council, 2011).
3. Hufbauer et al. (2010) argue that protectionism did increase among the G20 countries between 2008 and 2010, but this tendency was not as dramatic as previous historical episodes might suggest.
4. Japan was also hit hard, albeit through the trade channel rather than by financial contagion. See, for example, Grimes (2009c).


13. For a more extended justification, see Grimes (2011a).

14. South Korea and Singapore are in an ambiguous position, while the smaller and/or closed financial systems of Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam are largely irrelevant to the story.


18. One example is the Indigenous Innovation Policy. See, for example, Ernst (2011).


23. Katada (2004); Grimes (2009a: ch. 3).


31. This case is made in detail in Grimes (2011a, 2011b). Henning (2011) does an excellent job of outlining and analyzing the technical, legal, and bureaucratic challenges to surveillance and coordination with the IMF.
34. Hiwatari (2003); Walter (2008); Grimes (2009a: ch. 5).
35. Munakata (2004); Baldwin (2006); Calder and Ye (2010).
37. This debate is effectively covered in Berger (2008, 2010). See also Narine (2003) and Rozman (2005) for discussion of the effects on regionalism per se.
38. The IMF link is the provision that only up to 20 percent of CMIM funds can be released without the crisis economy entering into bailout negotiations with the IMF. Even that money is not automatically available.
41. Henning (2011: 17–22). Japan was also a sponsor of the PCL’s predecessor, the discontinued Contingent Credit Line, which was created in response to the Asian Financial Crisis.
42. My own extensive interviews and conversations since 2005 with government officials involved in CMI suggest little appetite for eliminating the IMF link among creditor states. Surprisingly, I have also come across significant skepticism among officials from likely borrower states.
43. ADB (2010: 76).
47. See Gallagher chapter in this volume, as well as Ostry et al. (2010) and Magud et al. (2011).
49. Grimes (2009a: ch. 4).
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Introduction

A key characteristic of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) has been the mass swings of capital flows across the globe. Indeed, international investment positions now surpass global output. Developing and emerging markets were no strangers to these flows. When the crisis hit, capital rapidly left the developing world in a flight to the “safety” of the US market. In the attempt to recover, many industrialized nations, including the United States, have resorted to loose monetary policy with characteristically low interest rates. Relatively higher interest rates and a stronger recovery have triggered yet another surge in capital flows to the developing world. The result has been an increasing concern over currency appreciation, asset bubbles, and even inflation.

In a marked difference from previous crises, to tame excessive capital flows, many emerging markets have deployed capital controls. To John Maynard Keynes, Harry Dexter White, and the other architects of the Bretton Woods system, capital controls were seen as an essential feature of a well-functioning global financial system. Beginning in the 1980s, however, capital controls became shunned by the International Financial Institutions (IFIs), the private sector, and many Western governments. During the GFC, capital controls have regained their legitimacy in academic circles and in actual policy.

This chapter will examine the role that capital flows have played in the GFC, trace the political economy of capital controls from the Bretton Woods era to their resurgence during the financial crisis, and conduct a preliminary analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of the controls thus far deployed. Finally, the
chapter will sketch the challenges of managing global capital flows in the twenty-first century.

Beyond this short introduction, this chapter has four additional parts. The second part (“Great (and Not So Great) Transformations”) of the chapter traces the rise, fall, and resurgence in thinking about capital controls since Bretton Woods. Part three (“Capital Flows, Capital Controls, and the Global Financial Crisis”) outlines the specific use of capital controls by various governments during the GFC. In part four (“Just One Rock in a Swiftly Flowing Stream? A Preliminary Analysis”) is a preliminary analysis of the effectiveness of those controls. Part five (“Twenty-First-Century Challenges”) examines the challenges in terms of designing effective capital controls at the national and global level.

Great (and Not So Great) Transformations

During the Bretton Woods process that established a fixed but adjustable pegged exchange rate system, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank, Britain’s chief negotiator John Maynard Keynes and his US counterpart Harry Dexter White both agreed that a distinction should be made between “speculative” capital and “productive” capital, and that speculative “hot money” capital was to be scrutinized (Abdelal, 2007). Indeed, at those meetings, Keynes argued that, “control of capital movements, both inward and outward, should be a permanent feature of the post-war system” (quoted from Helleiner, 1994: 33). Capital controls (on capital account transactions) were made fully permissible under the Articles of the IMF and remain so, despite efforts to the contrary, to this day. As Keynes said, “What used to be a heresy is now endorsed as orthodoxy” (Helleiner, 1994: 25).

From the late 1970s until the GFC, thinking about capital controls was drastically revised, with neoliberal ideas about politics and economic organization dominating thinking about capital movements. In the wake of the GFC, there are a variety of perspectives on capital controls. This section of the chapter traces these swings in thinking and practice over the last seventy years. The parts that follow are organized around Figure 7.1.

Bretton Woods

Previous to the construction of the Bretton Woods system, the world economy was hinged by the gold-exchange standard. All that changed with the establishment of Bretton Woods, formalized immediately after World War II. Barry Eichengreen describes three significant changes in global monetary policy from Bretton Woods: pegged exchange rates became adjustable, capital controls were permitted to limit capital flows, and the IMF was established to
monitor the global economy and provide balance of payments financing for countries in need (Eichengreen, 2007).

Eric Helleiner convincingly argues that this decisive change was due to four political–economic factors. These are depicted in the first column of Figure 7.1 under “Bretton Woods.” First, the construction of the Bretton Woods system reflected the prevailing mode of thought (at least in the United Kingdom and the United States where the institutions were framed) of “embedded liberalism”—the dominant thinking about political and economic organization at the time that stressed that markets were imperative but they needed to be “embedded” in proper institutions for them to be welfare enhancing. “Embedded liberals argued that capital controls were necessary to prevent the policy autonomy of the new and interventionist welfare state from being undermined by speculative and disequilibrating international capital flows” (Helleiner, 1994: 4). Helleiner stressed that this thinking was backed by a coalition of Keynesian-minded policymakers, industrialists who gained from such policy, and labor leaders. In more recent work, Helleiner stresses how Harry Dexter White and John Maynard Keynes wanted to formalize this way of thinking about states and markets in the Bretton Woods agreements. Indeed, they “saw the goal of bringing international finance under greater public control as a central objective of their blueprints” (Helleiner, 2011: 2).

Second, by the time of the Bretton Woods era, the “Keynesian Revolution” was in full swing, with the US and UK governments both seeking a version of Keynes’s ideas at the actual Bretton Woods conference and in economic policymaking in general (Skidelsky, 2000).

Third, Helleiner argues that the United States remained permissive regarding capital controls, leaving policy space for nations to deploy them. The United States at the time endorsed an embedded liberal framework, and economists in the country also had concerns about the impossible trinity. Perhaps more importantly, however, the United States permitted capital...
controls in other nations because of Cold War concerns. Policymakers in Japan and Europe saw controls as essential to their growth strategies and the United States saw enabling growth and maintaining alliances with those nations as a high priority.

Finally, according to Helleiner, was the specter of 1945–7 when the United States pushed hard for capital account liberalization. This in part was seen as leading to the 1947 economic crisis in Europe. Immediately after Bretton Woods went into force, the Roosevelt Administration was replaced by Truman’s and led to some significant changes in policy. Truman brought in members of the New York banking sector who sought to gain more access in Europe and elsewhere for capital flows. The backfire put the United States back on a course that was more accepting of controls until the 1970s.

A number of criticisms have been levied toward the Bretton Woods system. However, for at least two decades after the agreements were signed, the system worked fairly well—though in large part because they were embedded in a broader institutional framework. To quote Eichengreen:

> Capital controls were the one element that functioned more or less as planned. Observers today, their impressions colored by the highly articulated financial markets of the late-twentieth century, are skeptical of the enforcement of such measures. But circumstances were different in the quarter-century after World War II. This was a period when governments intervened extensively in their economies and financial systems. Interest rates were capped. The assets in which banks could invest were restricted. Governments regulated financial markets to channel credit toward strategic sectors. The need to obtain import licenses complicated efforts to channel capital transactions through the current account. Controls head back the flood because they were not just one rock in a swiftly flowing stream. They were part of the series of levees and locks with which the raging rapids were tamed. (Eichengreen, 2007: 92)

In later years, it would come as a shock that an international agreement, let alone the articles establishing the IMF, unambiguously sanctioned capital controls. The coalition described by Eichengreen and others, along with its insistence on capital controls as an essential part of the global financial system, began to deteriorate in the 1970s.

**The Neoliberal Era**

Enter the neoliberal era, rising with the arrival of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher in 1979–80 and cresting with the “Washington Consensus” advocated by the United States, Europe, and the IFIs throughout the 1990s. In general, this era could be characterized as seeing an extremely limited role for the state in economic affairs, and the principal role of politics was to carry out...
that economic view. Corresponding with Figure 7.1, this period is characterized as a shift from embedded liberalism to neoliberal thought in general, and the dominance of a particular brand of neoclassical economics that supported a very limited role of the state in economic affairs in particular. In addition, whereas the United States and the IMF had seen it as advantageous to support capital controls in the earlier era, with the Cold War no longer driving US financial strategy, the United States was now gaining a comparative advantage in global financial services and saw capital account liberalization as advantageous to key constituencies in the United States. The very lucrative Euromarket, in hindsight, had served as a pilot project to show just how beneficial open capital markets could be for US financial services industries.

Perhaps Mark Blyth’s analysis of the rise of neoliberalism is most lucid. Blyth’s book, Great Transformations: Economic Ideas and Institutional Change in the Twentieth Century (2002), traces the shift from embedded liberalism to neoliberalism in the 1970s. He writes:

In sum, just as labor and the state reacted to the collapse of the classical liberal order during the 1930s and 1940s by re-embedding the market, so business reacted against this embedded liberal order during the 1970s and 1980s and sought to “disembed liberalism” once again. In this effort, business and its political allies were quite successful, and by the 1990s a new neoliberal institutional order had been established in many advanced capitalist states with remarkable similarities to the regime discredited in the 1930s. (Blyth, 2002: 6)

What makes Blyth’s analysis so insightful is that he shows how such a key role was played by the political uses of economic ideas by organized business. In significant detail, Blyth shows how the US business community, which in many ways earned its wings under the embedded liberal era, now sought to fly away from regulation, and from the United States. In addition to setting up offices in Washington DC and creating political action committees, Blyth traces how business funded think tanks to promote the neoliberal ideas. Together these efforts managed to almost completely erode the compact Helleiner discusses as uniting US economic politics and the international institutions that the United States helped form.

During this period came a rise in neoclassical economics in general and monetarist macroeconomic thinking in particular. Milton Friedman’s rival (to Keynesian) explanation of the causes of financial crises gave rise to a host of theoretical developments and corresponding policy recommendations that fed perfectly into the new regime described by Blyth. One such case was developments in neoclassical economic theory that saw capital account liberalization as beneficial. Drawing on the “law of variable proportions,” advocates for capital market liberalization argued that, by liberalizing the flows of international capital, developing countries would benefit by getting access to
cheaper credit and investment from developed markets, promoting growth and stability. Because poorer nations have less capital per worker, the law of variable proportions states that the real return on capital would be higher in the industrialized countries where capital is relatively more scarce. This new capital would deepen credit markets, diversify availability of credit (and thus reduce risk), and so forth. Indeed, conventional theory implied that investment tends to flow to developing countries, where the marginal returns may be higher (Barro, 1997).

US strategy changed as well. Whereas the Cold War drove US financial interests in this regard in the aftermath of the Bretton Woods agreements, the 1980s saw the emergence of US financial services firms as major global players. The United States, or New York in particular, was determined to become the world’s global financial capital. Cohen (2007) attributes the US’s stance as a combination of ideology and domestic politics. Regardless of the party in power in the United States, Treasury officials and Presidential advisors largely held neoliberal training and beliefs beginning in the 1980s. Perhaps more importantly, Cohen illustrates that while the costs of capital controls are directly felt by a handful of politically organized US constituents—Wall Street—the beneficiaries are diffuse and do not feel the direct effects. Thus, a collective action problem persisted where Wall Street organizes around capital account liberalization. Voices as diverse as Robert Wade (1998) and Jagdish Bhagwati (1998) went on to coin the term a “Wall Street-Treasury complex” (analogous to the “military industrial complex” coined during the Eisenhower era to describe politics of that time). These authors argued that the US Treasury and Wall Street investment houses pushed for the freedom of capital movements wherever possible, including forcing the IMF into pushing capital account liberalization worldwide and working to mint such a policy in the IMF articles.

It is true that the United States and the IMF were staunch advocates of capital account liberalization during this period. In the case of the IMF, however, some authors argued that IMF behavior was driven by more than just US pressure and veto power. Abdelal (2007) argues that this change was imported to the IMF from the French. French socialists were originally big advocates of capital controls. However, controls on outflows in 1983 adversely affected the middle class and led to a change in the party stance. When Michel Camdessus (a prominent French Socialist at the time) became IMF Managing Director, he began changing the culture at the IMF toward the liberalization of capital controls.

Chwieroth (2010) acknowledges that the French connection was important, but stresses how the agents—the IMF staff—were the key advocates that had the most influence on the change. In its early days, most IMF staff were Keynesians who supported capital controls, but slowly the IMF became populated with US-trained neoclassical economists who believed capital controls to be counterproductive. Chwieroth finds, however, that there were tensions
between “gradualist” and “big-bang” camps at the Fund. Gradualists advocated for gradual capital account liberalization and the selective use of capital controls, and big-bang advocates wanted rapid liberalization of the capital account. The IMF is largely seen as a big-bang advocate, especially to casual observers who saw the IMF looking to change its charter to mandate capital account liberalization and those who observed IMF country programs where capital controls often had to be eliminated on condition of an IMF loan. Chwieroth shows that this was not necessarily the case. Gradualists and big-bang advocates at the IMF struck a compromise on capital controls. By the end of the 1990s, the IMF was pushing for capital account liberalization but tacitly supporting limited and temporary controls as safeguard measures in crisis mitigation on the road to liberalization.

If the example of the adverse affects of attempted capital account liberalization between 1945–7 was the reason why the United States and IFIs backed off from prohibiting capital controls during the Bretton Woods era, the lucrativeness of the Euromarket in the 1970s was a pilot project pointing to the need to accelerate financial globalization—from a US standpoint at least. In part to circumvent US controls on outflows in the 1960s, US banks fled to the Eurodollar market—the “offshore” market where US dollars can be used to invest in Europe. New York banking firms lobbied hard to ensure that foreign currency loans of foreign branches of US banks were exempt from the capital controls, as were offshore dollar loans (Helleiner, 1994). The entry into the Eurodollar market by US banks and multinational corporations not only became lucrative for individual firms but also “Transformed the Eurodollar market from a short-term money market into a full-fledged international capital market” (Helleiner, 1994: 89). US firms saw this example as something that should be imported home to secure the US as a capital for global finance.

**Global Financial Crisis**

It is clearly too early to provide a full characterization of thinking about capital controls during the wake of the financial crisis, as it is still in flux. This section therefore discusses what the present is not relative to the previous two periods rather that what is. It is true that the ideas surrounding neoliberal political economic organization and neoclassical interpretations of capital flows have come under great scrutiny given the central role that both played in the crisis. However, the political forces that played such a strong role in transforming thinking about capital controls during the neoliberal era are still intact and regaining political and economic strength. Nevertheless, numerous countries have deployed capital controls in the run-up to and in the wake of the crisis, including Brazil, Colombia, Indonesia, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and
others. Moreover, the G20 and IMF have proposed creating a new global regime to regulate capital flows.

Corresponding to Figure 7.1, this section of the chapter argues that there are now a variety of liberalisms that have political weight in the global economy; that there is new thinking in economics regarding capital controls, not the least of which is empirical evidence from neoclassical economists themselves on the efficacy of controls; that the United States has softened its stance on capital controls and has less standing on the issue than before; and of course that the GFC, and the Asian crisis before it, looms large in terms of capital flows.

First, there are now a variety of models of liberalism that have gained dominance and that may pose an alternative to the US brand of neoliberalism. The most obvious examples are China, along with India and Brazil. These three emerging markets have had remarkably strong economic growth rates for a decade and after a temporary shock have been able to recover from the crisis more robustly, at least for now. These countries, to varying degrees, could be classified as “neo-developmental states.” The developmental state is the variant of embedded liberalism for developing countries, whereby developing country states embedded markets in a national drive toward industrialization and higher standards of living (Woo-Cummings, 1999). All three of these nations have been reluctant to liberalize their capital accounts and frequently (or permanently in China’s case) deploy capital controls. These nations are now key parts of the G20, have more voting rights at the IMF, and so forth. They thus present a variant of liberalism that is somewhat balancing the view of capital account regulation and capital flows in the development process.

In economics, there has been less of a pluralization in thinking than there has been the need to confront the overwhelming evidence presented by neoclassical economists themselves on capital account liberalization and capital controls. The East Asian financial crisis and the economics literature put an end to discussions on changing the IMF’s articles of agreement to include capital account liberalization. The Asian crisis was seen by many to be in large part due to too rapid a liberalization of Asian capital accounts. Moreover, open capital accounts allowed the crisis to spread deeper and wider. At the same time, numerous economic studies including the IMF’s own World Economic Outlook began to show that capital account liberalization was not associated with economic growth (Eichengreen, 2004; IMF, 2005; Ocampo et al., 2008).

There is a near consensus among empirical neoclassical macroeconomists that capital market liberalization in developing countries is not associated with economic growth (Prasad et al., 2003). Indeed, the most recent research has shown that capital market liberalization is only associated with growth in nations that have reached a certain institutional threshold—a threshold that most developing nations are yet to achieve (Kose et al., 2009). This is partly due to the fact that the binding constraint for some developing country
growth trajectories is not the need for external investment, but the lack of investment demand. This constraint can be accentuated through foreign capital flows because such flows appreciate the real exchange rate, thus reducing the competitiveness of real economy goods and reducing private sector willingness to invest (Rodrik and Subramanian, 2009).

Capital controls have been found to stabilize short-term volatile capital flows; can give policymakers additional policy instruments that allow them more effective and less costly macroeconomic stabilization measures; can promote growth and increase economic efficiency by reducing the volatility of financing and of real macroeconomic performance; and can discourage long-term capital outflows (Ostry et al., 2010). The literature on capital controls generally discusses at least six core reasons why nations may want to deploy them (Magud and Reinhart, 2006). To summarize, say Magud and Reinhart, “in sum, capital controls on inflows seem to make monetary policy more independent, alter the composition of capital flows and reduce real exchange rate pressures.” In terms of outflows, say Magud and Reinhart, it is clear that such provisions were successful in Malaysia, but it is not so clear about the case of other nations.

In a February 2010 Staff Position Note, the IMF staff reviewed all the evidence on capital controls on inflows, pre- and postcrisis, and concluded: “capital controls—in addition to both prudential and macroeconomic policy—are justified as part of the policy toolkit to manage inflows. Such controls, moreover, can retain potency even if investors devise strategies to bypass them, provided such strategies are more costly than the expected return from the transaction: the cost of circumvention strategies acts as ‘sand in the wheels’” (Ostry et al., 2010). To come to this conclusion, this recent and landmark IMF study reviews the experiences of post-Asian crisis capital controls. The IMF also conducted its own cross-country analysis in this study, which also has profound findings. The econometric analysis conducted by the IMF examined how countries that used capital controls fared versus countries that did not use them in the run-up to the current crisis. They found that countries with controls fared better: “the use of capital controls was associated with avoiding some of the worst growth outcomes associated with financial fragility” during the GFC (Ostry et al., 2010: 19).

The IMF’s stance on capital controls has gone beyond research. In addition to the staff position note, the IMF has reiterated its support for the careful use of capital controls in its Global Financial Stability Report and in its flagship World Economic Outlook. In the wake of the crisis, the IMF has recommended that nations such as Brazil, Colombia, and India deploy capital controls. Such advice has also been put forth by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the United Nations, and even by the World Bank (Grabel, 2010).

Advice has not been limited to inflows controls. There has even been some attention by prominent economists on the need for restrictions on outflows. And the IMF began to endorse controls on outflows in its country programs.
Calvo (2009) argues that capital controls could be deployed to dampen the impact of capital flight during crises. Even in “normal” times, however, Calvo argues that prudential regulations should sometimes be coupled with foreign exchange restrictions to reduce capital flight. Indeed, during the GFC, the IMF actually recommended or at least sanctioned controls on outflows in Iceland, Latvia, and the Ukraine (IMF, 2009; Grabel, 2010).

What explains this shift in thinking, especially at the IMF? Part of the answer lies in the emerging plurality of the global system. As noted earlier, China, India, Brazil, and other nations are now part of the G20 (which has played the key role in the crisis rather than the G-7), have more voting power at the IMF and World Bank, and generally more sway given their market power and dynamism. Many of these nations deploy controls and see them as part of preserving autonomy for domestic objectives.

Another factor is the IMF leadership. Dominique Strauss-Kahn has been angling to reshape the tattered image of the IMF, which had been significantly stigmatized after the Asian financial crisis. Many developing nations accumulated reserves, deployed capital controls, and set up regional financial arrangements in order to avoid the IMF in times of crisis. Projecting a “kinder,” IMF has been part of Strauss-Kahn’s objective—which has become all the more important as he pursues the French Presidency. Many emerging markets were deploying controls; the IMF was not about to pick a fight (Grabel, 2010).

Inside the IMF, the staff continued to labor at rigorous econometric analyses of the impacts of capital controls. Following the Asian crisis, economists such as Kenneth Rogoff (Harvard) and Carmen Reinhardt (Maryland) formed the top leadership of the IMF’s research department. Both these economists have done enormous research on financial crises and have shown how capital flows can be disequilibrating. Reinhardt (along with Magud who also went to the IMF) was the author of a definitive National Bureau of Economic Research survey of the most rigorous studies on capital controls. The staff not only produced a sheer mountain of evidence but such research was legitimized because it was overseen by some of the most well-known and highly regarded academic economists as well.

The United States has been ambivalent on one level, and quietly against controls on another. The United States saw it that early G20 communiqués called for nations to allow capital to continue to flow freely across borders. However, at the 2011 G20 summit in Seoul, the United States endorsed a communiqué where, while not mentioning capital controls explicitly, G20 leaders called on the IMF and others “to do further work on macro-prudential policy frameworks, including tools to mitigate the impact of excessive capital flows” (G20, 2010). US Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner also endorsed Brazil’s capital controls in a February 2011 speech there (Winter, 2011). In conversation with senior officials at the US Treasury Department in preparation
for this chapter, the US “lenience” on this issue at the G20 marks a shift from the Bush administration and shows that “the door is ajar on capital controls.” That said, among the chief objectives of the Treasury Department is global rebalancing. Thus, the United States, if it ever were to explicitly acknowledge the usefulness of capital controls, would not treat them equally. To the United States, nations such as China have undervalued currencies that have contributed to global imbalances. Capital controls to tame currencies in those nations would thus garner less support than say nations like Thailand that have been attempting to stem asset bubbles (DOT, 2011). In February of 2011, the US Treasury Secretary was said to have tacitly endorsed Brazil’s capital controls when he said that countries such as Brazil “may need to adopt carefully designed macroprudential measures to stem inflows” (Winter, 2011).

While the door for capital controls may be ajar in terms of global economic governance, it remains shut with respect to US trade and investment treaties. Whereas US trade treaties granted nations (like Mexico under NAFTA) safeguards to use controls to prevent balance of payments problems, treaties under the administration of George Bush eliminated such safeguards. Capital controls and trade treaties became a highly controversial issue in negotiations with Chile and Singapore in the early 2000s. Chile has been well known for its unremunerated reserve requirement, whereby a certain percentage of capital inflows need to be deposited in the Central Bank for a minimum period of time. This measure has been econometrically shown to have buffered Chile from the acute crises that struck the region in the 1990s. Singapore saw that Malaysia successfully deployed controls on outflows in the wake of the Asian financial crisis and wanted to reserve that option. The United States adamantly opposed such proposals and both treaties left capital controls actionable—though investors have to wait one year before suing for damages. The Bush Administration negotiated similar deals with Peru, Panama, South Korea, and Colombia. The Obama Administration has not gone back to the more permissive NAFTA model but ironically is working hard to pass the Bush era deals. In response to a letter where more than 250 economists urged the Obama Administration to provide flexibility for controls in US trade deals, the United States replied that they did not intend to change treaties to that effect (Drajem, 2011). The GFC, with its origins in the United States, has changed the thinking and practice of many a nation and the IMF, but is yet to fully hit home on this matter (Gallagher, 2011).

Capital Flows, Capital Controls, and the Global Financial Crisis

This section of the chapter shows how the GFC has been characterized by enormous swings in global capital flows and how some nations have
attempted to stem such flows with capital controls. First is a discussion of the role of capital flows in the crisis. Second is a short discussion of the types of capital controls that have generally been deployed by nations over the past fifteen years. Finally, a discussion of the capital controls used by various emerging market nations since 2009 is presented.

**Capital Flows During the Global Financial Crisis**

Capital flows, defined as non-foreign direct investment flows, were pro-cyclical during the GFC. There was too much capital during the boom(s) and too little during the busts. Between 2002 and 2007, there were massive flows of capital into emerging markets and other developing economies. After the collapse of Lehman Brothers, there was capital flight to the “safety” of the US market, wreaking havoc in emerging markets. As interest rates were lowered for expansionary purposes in the industrialized world between 2008 and 2011, capital again began to expand into emerging markets where interest rates and growth were relatively higher. The carry trade was a key mechanism that triggered these flows. Increased liquidity induced investors to go short on the dollar and long on currencies in nations with higher interest rates. With significant leverage factors, investors gained on both the interest rate differential and the exchange rate movements.

Figure 7.2 shows non-FDI capital flowing to Asia beginning with the third-quarter of 2008. During the fourth-quarter of 2008, there was capital flight amounting to 10 percent of GDP and a corresponding depreciation of the currency. Beginning in 2009, however, capital flows resurged into Asia, reaching precrisis levels. Figure 7.2 juxtaposes the surge in capital flows with the South Korean won, which appreciated over 30 percent during the period. In South Korea, and throughout the region, currency appreciation and asset bubbles were a significant worry throughout 2010 and into 2011. The carry trade can be destabilizing for four reasons. First, if capital flows are large enough, such speculation can cause undue volatility of exchange rates and asset prices in developing economies. Second, relatively small interest rate or currency changes can trigger an unwinding of (highly leveraged) positions which can cause sudden stops and capital flight. Third, a sudden unwinding of positions where the investment entity is highly interconnected with other parts of the financial system to the extent that its demise might cause systemic risk, the carry trade can threaten general financial stability (Brunnermeier, 2008).

Fourth, in an environment where nations have open capital accounts, the carry trade can have further destabilizing effects in terms of policy space for independent monetary policy. The dominant tool to stem asset bubbles or inflation is the interest rate. However, because of the carry trade, the intended result can be the reverse if interest rates are low abroad. Given that rates were
over 10 percent in Brazil and less than 1 percent in the United States, raising interest rates to curb asset bubbles and inflation would actually attract more capital flows, not less.

Keynes saw this as a fundamental concern:

In my view the whole management of the domestic economy depends on being free to have the appropriate rate of interest without reference to the rates prevailing elsewhere in the world. Capital controls is a corollary to this. (Quoted in Helleiner, 1994: 34)

Paul Davidson, elaborating on Keynes’ rationale for capital controls, said:

If there is a sudden shift in the private-sector’s bull–bear disposition, what can be called the bandwagon effect, then price stability requires regulations constraining capital flows into and/or out of the market to prevent the bears from liquidating their position too quickly (or the bulls from rushing in) and overcoming any single agent (private or public) who has taken on the responsible task of market maker to promote “orderliness.” (Davidson, 2009: 100)

The carry trade has become highly utilized by shadow banking entities such as hedge funds. In the run-up to the crisis, it was the United States that was affected by such activity. By 2004–5, hedge funds became major players in the carry
trade, often borrowing in the Japanese yen market where rates were relatively high, and investing in the United States (D’Arista and Griffith-Jones, 2010).

In the wake of the crisis, hedge funds have begun to short the dollar and go long on currencies from countries with healthier economies and higher interest rates. The carry trade can be lucrative in at least three ways for investors. First is the interest rate differential. If the US interest rate is 0.025 and Brazil’s is 10.50, then the differential could be 10.25 (minus transaction costs). The real profits come from leverage and the exchange rate movements. Hedge funds speculate that the higher rate currency is going to appreciate in addition to earning the interest rate differential. Profits can ramp up depending on the leverage factor. A leverage factor of 5 on a 10.25 differential is a profit of 50.25 percent and a ratio of 10 on a 10.25 differential could be 100.25 percent. Third, those profits come when exchange rates stay stable, but can be magnified when the currency shorted depreciates and the long position appreciates. Given the more robust growth and higher interest rates in emerging markets, the carry trade resulted in another mass inflow of capital to the developing world in 2009–11.

Brazil is a case in point with interest rates of over 10 percent in 2009 and 2010 and the US interest rate of close to zero. Brazil saw an appreciation of over 30 percent due in part to the carry trade. Indeed, it was Brazil that was most vocal at the 2010 G20 summit in Seoul where the Brazilian finance minister declared the surge in capital flows, the subsequent appreciations, and the myriad reactions to the surges as the beginning of a “currency war.” As Figure 7.3 shows, Latin America has also seen a resurgence of capital flows, and currency concerns have plagued nations such as Brazil, Chile, and others.

In an attempt to throw a wedge between the interest rate differential and its detrimental effects on financial stability, many nations resorted to capital controls in 2009 and 2010.

**Capital Controls and Other Capital Management Techniques**

Capital controls are deployed to help buffer from a number of risks that come with financial integration. Chief among those risks are currency risk, capital flight, financial fragility, contagion, and sovereignty (Grabel, 2003). All of these risks have been accentuated during the GFC. As previously noted, the uptick in the carry trade from 2009 to 2011 put pressures on currency and financial fragility, and made it more difficult for nations to have sovereignty over monetary policy. Capital controls are seen as macro-prudential regulations that can help manage those risks (Ocampo et al., 2008).

Economists usually differentiate between capital controls on capital inflows and controls on outflows. Moreover, measures are usually categorized as being “price-based” or “quantity-based” controls. Figure 7.4 lists examples of controls.
on inflows and outflows, though sometimes the distinction can be murky (Ocampo et al., 2007; Epstein et al., 2008). Examples of quantity-based controls are restrictions on currency mismatches, and minimum stay requirements and end-use limitations. Many of these have been used by nations such as China and India. Examples of price-based controls include taxes on inflows (Brazil) or on outflows (Malaysia). Unremunerated reserve requirements are both. On one hand they are price-based restrictions on inflows, but they also include a minimum stay requirement which can act like a quantity-based restriction on outflows.

Controls are most often targeting foreign currency and local currency debt of a short-term nature. Foreign direct investment is often considered less volatile and less worrisome from a macroeconomic stability standpoint. Inflow restrictions on currency debt can reduce the overall level of such borrowing and steer investment toward longer term productive investments and thus reduce risk. Taxes on such investment cut the price differential between short- and long-term debt and thus discourage investment in shorter term obligations. Outflows restrictions and measures are usually deployed to “stop the bleeding” and keep capital from leaving the host nation too rapidly. A variety of these techniques have been used during the GFC. Indeed, as previously noted, the IMF found that those nations that deployed controls were among the least hard hit by the crisis (Ostry et al., 2010).

**Figure 7.3** Capital Flows and the Crisis—Latin America

*Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2011.*
Capital Controls and Capital Management Techniques

### Inflows

- Restrictions on currency mismatches*
- End use limitations**
- Unremunerated reserve requirements***
- Taxes on inflows
- Minimum stay requirements
- Limits on domestic firms and residents from borrowing in foreign currencies
- Mandatory approvals for capital transactions
- Prohibitions on inflows

### Outflows

- Limits on ability of foreigners to borrow domestically
- Exchange controls
- Taxes/restrictions on outflows
- Mandatory approvals for capital transactions
- Prohibitions on outflows

* Borrowing abroad only allowed for investment and foreign trade.
** Only companies with foreign currency reserves can borrow abroad.
*** Percent of short-term inflows kept in deposit in local currency for specified time.

**Figure 7.4 Capital Controls: Illustrative List**

*Sources: Ocampo et al. (2007) and Epstein et al. (2008).*

**Capital Controls and the Global Financial Crisis**

While currency appreciation, asset bubbles, and inflation became a concern across the developing world in 2009–11, not all nations deployed capital controls. Some nations, such as Chile, Japan, and Mexico, intervened in currency markets by purchasing dollars in order to weaken their own currencies. Another interesting case was that of Turkey, that actually lowered interest rates to stem asset bubbles and inflation. Citing the carry trade, Turkey lowered rates hoping to shorten the spread between US and Turkish interest rates and thus cool off the economy. Figure 7.5 exhibits an illustration of a number of nations that have deployed some sort of capital management technique on capital inflows during the crisis.

This list is only illustrative of changes in capital control regulations in 2009 and 2010. According to the IMF’s Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 2010, 144 countries report capital controls on capital market securities, 124 on money market instruments, 94 on derivatives, 86 on commercial credits, and 120 on financial credits (IMF, 2010). This stands in contrast with 1995, where only 119 nations reported capital controls of any kind to the IMF (Helleiner, 1998). The list in Figure 7.5 exhibits some of the major nations that have instated controls during the 2009–11 period, but
does not list nations such as India and China that have had controls throughout.

With the exception of Brazil, the nations that have received the most attention for deploying capital controls are in East Asia. Brazil, South Korea, and Taiwan have been the most aggressive in deploying controls. As the figure shows, those three nations “fine tuned” their controls in a number of instances.

By October of 2009, Brazil’s exchange rate pressures became acute, and on October 20, Brazil resorted to capital controls. Brazil deployed a tax on inflows, referred to as the “IOF tax” (IOF is Imposto sobre Operações de Crédito, câmbio e Seguro, ou relativas a Títulos e Valores Mobiliários in Portuguese). The initial tax rate was 2 percent that applied conversion of foreign currency into Brazilian reais related to equity or debt investments by foreign investors on the Brazilian stock exchanges or the over-the-counter derivatives market, as well as private investment funds (FIP), Brazilian treasury notes, and other fixed income securities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>20-Oct-09</td>
<td>Inflows tax (2 percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19-Nov-09</td>
<td>ADR tax (1.5 percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-Oct-10</td>
<td>Inflows tax (4 percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-Oct-10</td>
<td>Inflows tax (6 percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-Jan-11</td>
<td>Reserve requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27-Jul-11</td>
<td>Tax on derivates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>16-Jun-10</td>
<td>Minimum stay (1 month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1-Jul-10</td>
<td>Currency controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-Jul-10</td>
<td>End use limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19-Dec-10</td>
<td>Outflows tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>10-Nov-09</td>
<td>Controls on inflows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-Dec-10</td>
<td>Currency controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-Dec-10</td>
<td>Reserve requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>13-Oct-10</td>
<td>Inflows tax (15 percent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.5** The Return of Capital Controls

*Sources: Bloomberg, various dates, Financial Times, and IMF World Economic Outlook, October 2010.*
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While the exchange rate cooled upon announcement of the controls, the controls were seen as ineffective partly due to evasion. Brazil determined that foreign investors were circumventing controls by disguising short-term capital as foreign direct investment, through currency swaps and other derivatives, and by purchasing American depository receipts (ADRs). ADRs are issued by US banks and allow investors to buy shares of firms outside the United States—enabling investors to purchase Brazilian shares but in New York and thereby skirt controls in Brazil. Therefore, on November 18, Brazil moved to put a 1.5 percent tax on ADRs to stem speculating around the October controls. A year later, Brazil’s exchange rate continued to appreciate and Brazil increased the IOF tax to 4 and then 6 percent. In interviews with private investors, the Financial Times reported that the tax did not factor into investor decision-making given that the interest rate differential between the United States and Brazil was so wide. However, when the tax was raised to 6 percent, some investors began to see the trade as less profitable and shied away (Jopson, 2011). Nevertheless, in early January of 2011, Brazil made yet another move. Starting on January 6, Brazilian financial institutions had to begin to deposit the equivalent of 60 percent of any short dollar position with the central bank to curtail betting against the domestic currency.

Nations across Asia deployed controls in 2009. Indeed, they were told to do so by the ADB. In April of 2010, the President of the ADB said: “With the possibility of resurgent capital inflows, it is essential that they are managed effectively. An appropriate mix should address currency flexibility, clear and stable monetary and fiscal policy, an appropriate regulatory and supervisory framework, and even temporary capital controls” (Yong and So, 2010).

South Korean saw some of the largest appreciation in its currency, the won. Starting in July of 2010, South Korean banks had to limit their currency forward and derivatives positions at 50 percent of their equity capital. For foreign banks, the ceilings were set at 250 percent of their equity capital, against the current level of around 300 percent. Furthermore, South Korea tightened the ceilings on companies’ currency derivatives trades to 100 percent of underlying transactions from the current 125 percent. Also, at that time, South Korea sought to steer investment away from speculative capital by requiring that (with some exceptions) bank loans in foreign currency be allowed solely for the purchase of raw materials, FDI, and repayment of debts. Following skirmishes with North Korea, South Korea also taxed outflows in December of 2010.

Taiwan has also introduced controls on numerous occasions. Interestingly, in the Taiwanese case, they would signal to markets that capital controls were coming a few weeks or sometimes months before each move. Indeed, Taiwan’s Central Bank Governor urged other nations across Asia to use capital controls as well (Chang, 2010). Taiwan’s moves followed the timing of others. In November of 2009, Taiwan put in place bans on foreign funds from investing...
in time deposits in a move aimed at deterring bets on currency appreciation. Twice at the end of 2010, Taiwan limited the percentage of currency that could be held by banks.

Of course the other significant Asian nation that received mass inflows of capital during this period was China. From 2009 to 2011, there were daily reports in the English-language press that China was experiencing a housing boom and inflation (stocks do not trade freely in China and of course its exchange rate is pegged to the US dollar). China has deployed controls for quite some time, and the majority of those controls would be considered quantitative controls. For instance, China does not permit foreigners to invest in China’s money markets or derivatives markets, and an intricate approval process is involved for foreigners to take part in stock and bond trading. Similar measures apply for outflows. Given China’s pegged exchange rate, it suffers from the “impossible trinity” described above and China sees it as important to have an autonomous monetary policy. Numerous studies have shown that China’s capital controls continue to be effective to this end, though there has been some weakening (Ma and McCauley, 2007). In 2011, China relaxed some of its outflows controls to take the pressure off extreme inflows of capital. Before January of 2011, Chinese exporters used to have to turn over the majority of their US dollar (profits) to the Chinese government in exchange for yuan. To stem asset bubbles and inflation, China moved to allow foreigners to keep their money abroad (Xin and Rabinovitch, 2011).

Just One Rock in a Swiftly Flowing Stream? A Preliminary Analysis

This section of the chapter performs a preliminary analysis of controls in three countries that have resorted to controls since the crash of Lehman Brothers in 2008. A full econometric analysis is in order along the lines of a chapter I did that tested the impact of capital controls in Colombia and Thailand in the run up to the crisis in 2007 (Coelho and Gallagher, 2010). At this writing, however, the data needed to compile a comprehensive database of independent variables from which to complete such an analysis is not yet available. Nevertheless, this preliminary analysis can shed light on how the dependent variable behaved in general. A number of minor statistical tests and counterfactuals are presented to interpret the data.

The stated goal of capital controls on inflows is to create a space for independent monetary policy, and to stem the appreciation of the currency and the rise in asset prices. In this section of the chapter then, I examine trends in interest rate differential, currencies, and asset prices in Brazil, Taiwan, and South Korea—three nations in Figure 7.5 that have been most aggressive in their use of controls in the wake of the crisis. If we are to see an effect of
controls anywhere, it would be in these nations. Figure 7.6 summarizes the results of these exercises. All data for these analyses are from Bloomberg (Bloomberg, 2011) (full statistical results can be found at http://www.peri.umass.edu/236/hash/143733ae92ce3b8ab9c2ab0a3ced57c4/publication/444/).

**Interest Rate Differentials**

Given that the surge in capital inflows is in large part due to the carry trade, the logical place to start a preliminary examination is by looking at interest rates. As shown in Figure 7.6, the cases of Brazil, South Korea, and Taiwan all provide some evidence that interest rates between the United States and each of these nations have become less correlated and that the interest rate differential have widened. This indicates that the controls in each of these nations have to some extent met their objective of allowing a nation to have a more autonomous monetary policy.

The spread on interest rates via the carry trade is one of the key incentives to move capital to emerging markets. Standard theory indicates that capital will flow from nations with lower interest rates to those with higher rates, eventually equalizing the two. The covered interest rate theorem states that in an environment of perfect capital mobility, interest rates should converge (Stein, 1962; Alibert, 1973). According to the interest rate parity theorem (equation 1):

\[
(1 + r) = (1 + r^*)(F/s),
\]

where \(r\) and \(r^*\) are interest rates in two different countries and \(F\) is the forward exchange rate between the two countries' currencies, and \(s\) is the spot rate. The differential should be zero or moving toward zero with free movement of capital between both nations.

In Brazil, South Korea, and Taiwan, the interest rate differential eventually widens after successive controls are put in place, and the interest rates between each country and the United States eventually become less correlated.\(^1\) Figure 7.7 exhibits comparable interest rates for Taiwan and the United States for illustrative purposes. Different instances of capital controls are noted with text boxes and arrows. It appears that the controls on inflows had no real impact on interest rate differentials in November of 2009, but after currency controls and reserve requirements at the end of 2010 there was indeed a move away from parity.

However, there is also some degree of consensus in the literature that interest parity examinations must also adjust for the future expectations of interest and exchange rates. If expectations are that an interest rate will decrease, such expectations will be reflected in futures prices and the differential would need to be adjusted downward. Interest rate differentials are adjusted upward in cases where the interest rate is expected to increase. Therefore, it is common to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>South Korea</th>
<th>Taiwan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interest Rates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rates correlation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Slightly less correlated</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average interest rates differential (–)</td>
<td>Gradually widens</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Wider differential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate differential (Adj) (–)</td>
<td>Initially narrows but widens by 6 percent tax</td>
<td>(–)</td>
<td>Narrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exchange Rates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of spot rate appreciation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Appreciation slows</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of spot rate appreciation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Rate of appreciation slows</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset Prices</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock market appreciation level</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Index continues to rise but less so between each measure and less than regional average</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock market appreciation rate</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Rate fluctuates between measures but always better than regional average</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“+” refers to increase, appreciation etc.

**Figure 7.6** Effectiveness of Capital Controls: Summary Table
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examine the interest rate differential by adjusting for the forward discount. To calculate the extent to which there is deviation in the adjusted interest rate differential, the following calculation is made (equation 2):

$$d = [(1 + r) - (1 + r')] - (F - s), \quad (2)$$

here $d$ is the deviation from the parity condition. One common test to analyze the extent to which controls are effective is to examine whether the interest rate differential adjusted for the forward discount is more or less correlated (or deviating) before and after a control is deployed. If a policy measure was meeting its stated goal, the interest rates would be less correlated. This would indicate that the nation would be able to deploy more independent monetary policy.

Interest rate differentials and interest rate differentials adjusted for the forward discount are computed for Brazil, Taiwan, and South Korea’s controls. In each case the average interest rate differential is examined before and after a control is deployed. Here, the results are more mixed. In Brazil, the adjusted interest rate differential does not widen until after Brazil strengthens the IOF tax to 6 percent. This is consistent with anecdotal evidence reported in the Financial Times: “But the bond tax, known as the IOF, can take a large chunk of

![Figure 7.7](https://example.com/figure7.7.png)

**Figure 7.7** Capital Controls and Monetary Autonomy: Taiwan

any profit flowing from that gap, especially for investors trading on timescales of less than a year. Several fund managers told beyondbrics, the FT’s emerging market blog, the appeal of the carry trade had diminished considerably as a result” (Jopson, 2011). In Taiwan, there was also an eventual widening of the adjusted interest rate differential, but in the case of South Korea the differential narrows. Figure 7.8 exhibits the trend for Brazil.

**Exchange Rates**

Another key goal of capital management techniques is to stem the rise of the exchange rate. If capital controls were to have any effect on the exchange rate, we would expect to see a depreciation or at least a slower rate of appreciation after a control was deployed. For this chapter, the absolute level of exchange rate appreciation or depreciation before and after a control is measured, as is the rate of appreciation. Again, in the cases of Brazil and Taiwan, there is some evidence that controls are associated with a lower level of appreciation and an eventual slowing of the rate of appreciation. However, in the case of South Korea, currency appreciation continues and the rate of appreciation increases after controls are initiated.
Asset Prices

Capital controls are also established in an attempt to cool overheating of asset prices, namely stock and real estate markets. There is some, but more limited, evidence that controls are associated with the desired effects in stock markets. For this chapter, a preliminary analysis of stock markets was conducted. If we were to observe a positive impact of controls on asset prices, we would expect that prices would either decrease or increase at a lower rate. Unfortunately, the real estate market was not available for this analysis, and only stock market indices are analyzed. As a counterfactual, results are juxtaposed with regional averages. Thus, if controls were to meet their stated goals, they would be associated with a decrease in the stock index (or a slower increase) that was also more of a decrease than the regional average. In Brazil, the stock market index continued to rise after each measure was introduced but the total amount of appreciation after the measure was introduced was less than in the period before the measure and in each case the rate of increase was less than the regional average. However, the rate of stock market increase fluctuates between each measure, though it always seems to be better than the regional average. For this chapter, I also examined exchange rates and stock market indices indexed to 100 on January 1, 2008. In South Korea, the index continues to rise after each measure but the total amount of increase is lower than in the period previous to the measure and is less of a rise than the regional average. After the final measure is introduced, there is an actual decrease in the stock market index and a decrease that is sharper than the regional average. In Taiwan, the results are similar, with lower levels of increase after each measure with an eventual decrease but one that is less so than the region as a whole.

Twenty-First-Century Challenges

This chapter has traced the reemergence of capital controls as effective tools to promote financial stability, in both theory and practice. There has been great rethinking of capital controls, so much so that a number of nations deployed them in the wake of the GFC and that the global community is now poised to consider a global regime. The chapter examines capital controls in three countries: Brazil, South Korea, and Taiwan. The preliminary analysis conducted reveals some evidence that controls were eventually effective in Brazil and Taiwan, but less so in South Korea.

It is quite remarkable that capital controls continue to have some positive effect, given the sheer level of capital flows in today’s global economy, the lack of national effectiveness in governing controls, and foremost the lack of
international cooperation (and even acceptance) with regards to capital flows. To echo the IMF, capital controls are now an essential part of the financial stability toolkit. However, to ensure that capital controls are fully effective, they will have to be buttressed by national and global level compliance and cooperation. There are at least five challenges to achieving full effectiveness: designing stiff regulations, creating effective compliance of regulations, harnessing global coordination of regulation, and perhaps most challenging is the political–economic context of decision-making.

First, at the national level, capital controls will need to be designed with more strength and be accompanied by significant levels of surveillance mechanisms. One of the reasons why some of the more recent uses of controls appear to be lackluster in their effectiveness is that they are weak relative to the spread in the carry trade. In the 1990s, Chile and Colombia each deployed unremunerated reserve requirement (URRs). A URR is a mandatory noninterest-bearing deposit in foreign currency at the Central Bank for a certain period in an amount proportional to the size of the capital flow (30 percent for Chile, 47 percent for Colombia). The tax equivalent of Chile’s controls averaged 4.24 percent and was as high as 7.7 percent. Colombia’s ranged from 6.4 to 13.6 percent (Ocampo and Tovar, 1999). Each of these tax equivalents is almost two to seven times stronger than Brazil’s initial IOF tax controls.

A second challenge for national governments is the ability of nations to circumvent controls. One of the most profound ways that controls have been circumvented in Brazil’s past has been through disguising short-term capital as FDI. In Brazil, investors would create a public company and list it on the BOVESPA. The investor would own all the company’s shares and manipulate their price by arranging purchase and sale at low liquidity. The foreign investor would then invest in the public company as a foreigner and deem the investment an FDI investment because it acquired more than half of the shares and then performed interfirm loans that are considered FDI (Carvalho and Garcia, 2006).

China has an intricate and notable surveillance system. In August of 2008, China instated a new regime that gives numerous authorities the power to verify foreign exchange flows. Indeed, among other measures, numerous ministries have linked computer systems that check and track the “authenticity” of foreign exchange transactions to “eliminate the discrepancies between the true proceeds from exports and the reported receipts of foreign exchange” (Yu, 2009: 9).

Third, national efforts alone cannot solely be relied on to regulate capital flows. As Keynes and White articulated when framing the Bretton Woods system, global coordination is the key to effective capital flow management. Coordination is needed in three ways. First, nations need to help each other
cooperate on policing capital controls. Helleiner quotes Keynes as saying controls will be more difficult to make work “by unilateral action than if movements of capital can be controlled at both ends” (Helleiner, 1994: 24). According to Helleiner (1994), Keynes and White saw nations cooperating to share information about financial holdings within their countries that might have been disguised to circumvent controls, helping to repatriate capital that left a nation illegally, and even blocking flows of capital seen as illegal in a sending nation.

In the wake of the GFC, some authors proposed coordinated imposition of capital controls. For instance, to mitigate the effects of the carry trade, to place controls on outflows in nations with a low interest rate corresponding with controls on inflows in nations with a higher rate (Griffith-Jones and Gallagher, 2011). Indeed, this occurred to some degree of success in the 1960s. In the late 1960s, the United States experienced balance of payments difficulties due to expansionary monetary and fiscal policies (which included relatively low interest rates). Meanwhile, European governments had grave concerns over capital inflows due to higher rates and anti-inflationary policy.

The United States put in place outflows controls. US outflows controls took the form of the Interest Equalization Tax that taxed US residents investing in foreign securities, and Europe controlled inflows (Block, 1977). Econometric evidence has shown that the US controls on outflows were effective in allowing the United States to maintain an independent monetary policy despite the fact that the controls exempted banks who wanted to speculate in the Euro-dollar market (Obstfeld, 1993). In an act of coordination, in 1971, France convinced the United States to maintain its outflows controls and West Germany to tighten them. The French went on to advocate that the powers of the IMF be extended to facilitate such coordination (Helleiner, 1994).

Another area for cooperation will be to strip away the patchwork of legal barriers to capital controls that are found in trade and investment treaties. Many treaties now cover financial instruments and investment, and prohibit nations from deploying capital controls even on a temporary basis. At minimum, a uniform safeguard exception to all trade agreements would need to be crafted, but would run against many vested interests.

It is clear that a new era has arisen in terms of capital controls. Institutions such as the IMF have come to recommend the national use of capital controls and many nations are following suit. In December of 2010, the IMF also recognized the need for cooperation on capital controls, and proposes that it fill that role. The IMF proposes to engage in helping nations to design effective capital controls, in bilateral and multilateral surveillance of controls, and to help create the policy space in trade and investment treaties for safeguard clauses to allow for controls (IMF, 2010). It is not clear that the IMF has the legal standing to actually play the role it wants, and it is also not
clear that the institution has the political legitimacy in many nations to carry out such a task.

Reflecting on the early discussion of the Bretton Woods system when capital controls were seen as a core of the global financial system, political obstacles may be the biggest challenge for twenty-first-century capital controls. It is clear that there has been a change in general thinking regarding states and markets, developments in economic evidence that support capital controls, and a change in the level of global hegemony. It remains to be seen if such change is enough to create a level of twenty-first-century embedded liberalism to enable a stable financial system.

The political obstacles to global coordination and national effectiveness for capital controls would have to overcome significant collective action problems. While all nations and actors within them benefit from financial stability, there are individual financial sectors that will have to bear short-term costs. These “losers” of a capital control regime are highly concentrated and very powerful politically. The “winners” in terms of the general public are diffuse across the entire system and may suffer from information externalities where they cannot “connect the dots” between capital regulations, financial stability, and personal welfare to the extent that they would mobilize politically. Second, there are free-rider problems. If all nations do not enact cooperation and control, then hot money can cascade where regulations are most lax. One nation’s strong regulation could trigger speculation among its neighbors. Though it is increasingly becoming understood that capital controls help markets “get the prices right,” a bigger challenge is “getting the political economy right.”

Notes

* The author would like to thank Elen Shrestha for diligent research assistance in the preparation of this chapter.
1. For the full statistical tables relating to Figure 7.6 and further calculations, see: http://www.peri.umass.edu/236/hash/143733ae92ce3b8ab9c2ab0a3ced57c4/publication/444/
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Institutional Failure and the Global Financial Crisis

Timothy J. Sinclair

Who could have imagined the obscure, arcane business of debt rating would become—in the context of the worst economic and financial crisis since the Great Depression—a matter for serious public comment by presidents and prime ministers? Rating agency officials are used to their work being discussed at length in the financial press, often with a mixture of awe and contempt. The awe is derived from the influence rating has had on the interest premiums paid by corporations and governments and by the cash-rich nature of the rating business prior to the financial crisis. The contempt seems to be driven by a view on Wall Street that the people who work in the agencies are second-raters, not good enough for the once-mighty investment banks. Raters are, however, not used to being the subject of mainstream media attention.

The often vitriolic public debate about the role of the rating agencies in the generation of the subprime crisis has revolved around an idea which now seems deeply entrenched in popular, financial market and academic understandings of the agencies and their incentives. A major element of this thinking is that how the agencies are regulated generates problems for the quality of the ratings they produce. In this chapter, I argue that the concern with regulation of the rating agencies is largely mistaken. Regulation is concerned with the “rules of the road,” not with the design of the road itself. The road is the problem, not the rules we invent to govern it, as I show in what follows.

I begin this chapter with a short review of the agencies, their history, and how they function. This is followed by an examination of the role the rating agencies play in the New Global Finance (NGF). The chapter then considers financial crisis: perspectives on crisis, a history of crises, and the current crisis that began in the summer of 2007, including the issue of blame. I follow this
with some discussion of the regulatory response, such as it has been. I then argue that the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) is not a result of rule transgression, but is a crisis at the level of the social relationships which make global finance possible. This is why the crisis is so deep and why it is so hard to develop a response by policymakers and market actors. The nature of this crisis transcended the very definition of crisis as understood by these actors.

Where Do Rating Agencies Come From?

The energetic reaction of European financial regulators to the perceived culpability of the agencies in the generation of the subprime crisis points to the increasingly important job done by wholesale credit rating agencies in global markets. In fact, it was not too many years ago that rating agencies were little known outside the United States. Until the mid-1990s, most European and Asian companies relied on their market reputations alone to secure financing. But this changed when the pressure of globalization led to the desire to tap the deep American financial markets and to a greater appetite for higher returns (and thus risk). In these circumstances, the informality of the traditional old boys’ networks is no longer defendable to shareholders or relevant to pension funds half way around the world. The result is that an essentially American approach to market organization and judgment has become the global norm in the developed world, and increasingly, in emerging markets as well.

Ratings have become increasingly central to the regulatory system of modern capitalism and therefore to governments. Getting credit ratings “right” therefore seems vitally important to many observers. But in pursuing improvement in the rating system we need to appreciate the challenges and limits to rating. The increasingly volatile nature of markets has created a crisis in relations between the agencies and governments, which increasingly seek to monitor their performance and stimulate reform in their procedures. Given the inherent challenges in rating it must seem paradoxical that rating is growing in importance as an approach to information problems in a variety of contexts outside the financial markets (Sinclair, 2005). This form of regulation is increasingly important in health, education, and many other commercial activities.

Rating agencies emerged after the Civil War in the United States. From this time until World War I, American financial markets experienced an explosion of information provision. The transition between issuing compendiums of information and actually making judgments about the creditworthiness of debtors occurred after the 1907 financial crisis and before the Pujo hearings of 1912. By the mid-1920s, 100 percent of the US municipal bond market was rated by Moody’s. The growth of the bond rating industry subsequently
occurred in a number of phases. Up to the 1930s, and the separation of the banking and securities businesses in the United States with passage of the Glass–Steagall Act of 1933, bond rating was a fledgling activity. Rating entered a period of rapid growth and consolidation with this separation and institutionalization of the securities business after 1929, and rating became a standard requirement to sell any debt issue in the United States after many state governments incorporated rating standards into their prudential rules for investment by pension funds. A series of defaults by major sovereign borrowers, including Germany, made the bond business largely a US one from the 1930s to the 1980s, dominated by American blue chip industrial firms and municipalities (Toffler, 1990: 43–57). The third period of rating development began in the 1980s, as a market in junk or low-rated bonds developed. This market—a feature of the newly released energies of financial speculation—saw many new entrants participate in the capital markets.

Two major American agencies dominate the market in ratings. Both Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s (S&P) are headquartered in the lower Manhattan financial district of New York City. Moody’s was sold in 1998 as a separate corporation by Dun and Bradstreet, the information concern, which had owned Moody’s since 1962, while S&P remains a subsidiary of publishers McGraw-Hill, which bought S&P in 1966. Both agencies have numerous branches in the United States, in other developed countries, and in several emerging markets. S&P is famous for the S&P 500, the benchmark US stock index listing around $1 trillion in assets. Other agencies include Fitch Ratings and the Dominion Bond Rating Service.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, rating agencies began to charge fees to bond issuers to pay for ratings. Both firms have fee incomes of several hundred million dollars a year, making it difficult for even the largest issuer to manipulate them through their revenues. Moreover, issuing inflated ratings would diminish the reputation of the major agencies, and reputation is the very basis of their franchise. Rating agency outputs comprise an important part of the infrastructure of capital markets. They are key benchmarks in the marketplace, which form the basis for subsequent decision-making by participants. In this sense, rating agencies are important not so much for any particular rating they produce, but for the fact that they are a part of the internal organization of the market itself. So, we find that traders may refer to a company as an “AA company,” or some other rating category, as if this were a fact, an agreed and uncontroversial way of describing and distinguishing companies, municipalities, or countries.

A rationalist way to think about what rating agencies do is to see them as serving a “function” in the economic system. In this view, rating agencies solve a problem in markets that develops when banks no longer sit at the center of the borrowing process. Rating agencies serve as what Gourevitch
calls “reputational intermediaries” like accountants, analysts, and lawyers, who are “essential to the functioning of the system,” monitoring managers through a “constant flow of short-term snapshots” (Gourevitch, 2002: 1, 11). Another way to think about the function of the agencies is to suggest rating agencies establish psychological “rules of thumb” which make market decisions less costly for participants (Heisler, 1994: 78).

But purely functional explanations for the existence of rating agencies are deceptive. Attempts to verify (or refute) the idea that rating agencies must exist because they serve a purpose have proven inconclusive. Rating agencies have to be considered important actors because people view them as important, and act on the basis of that understanding in markets, even if it proves impossible for analysts to actually isolate the specific benefits the agencies generate for these market actors. Investors often mimic other investors, “ignoring substantive private information” (Scharfstein and Stein, 1990: 465). The fact that people may collectively view rating agencies as important—irrespective of what “function” the agencies are thought to serve in the scholarly literature—means that markets and debt issuers have strong incentives to act as if participants in the markets take the rating agencies seriously. In other words, the significance of rating is not to be estimated like a mountain or national population, as a “brute” fact which is true (or not) irrespective of shared beliefs about its existence, nor is the meaning of rating determined by the “subjective” facts of individual perception (Ruggie, 1998: 12–13). What is central to the status and consequentiality of rating agencies is what people believe about them, and act on collectively—even if those beliefs are clearly false. Indeed, the beliefs may be quite strange to the observer, but if people use them as a guide to action (or inaction) they are significant. Dismissing such collective beliefs misses the fact that actors must take account of the existence of social facts in considering their own action. Reflection about the nature and direction of social facts is characteristic of financial markets on a day-to-day basis. Rating agencies are important in investment most immediately because there is a collective belief that says the agencies are important, which people act upon, as if it were “true.” Whether rating agencies actually add new information to the process does not negate their significance, understood in these terms.

Rating agencies operate in a specific context. The NGF is a form of social organization in which rating agencies and other reputational intermediaries assume a new importance. Bank lending is familiar to us. Banks traditionally acted as financial intermediaries, bringing together borrowers and lenders of funds. They borrowed money, in the form of deposits, and lent money at their own risk to borrowers. However, in recent years, disintermediation has occurred on both sides of the balance sheet. Depositors have found more
attractive things to do with their money at the same time as borrowers have increasingly borrowed from nonbank sources. The reasons for this development seem to lie in the heightened competitive pressures generated by globalization, and the high overhead costs of the bank intermediation infrastructure. Disintermediation is at the center of the NGF. It is changing what banks are, and creating an information problem for suppliers and users of funds. In a bank-intermediated environment, lenders depend on the prudential behavior of banks, which are regulated and required to maintain a certain proportion of reserves. However, in a disintermediated financial environment, those with funds must make their own judgments about the likelihood of repayment by borrowers. Given the high costs of gathering suitable information with which to make an assessment by individual investors, it is no surprise that institutions have developed to solve the information problem in capital markets by providing centralized judgments on creditworthiness.

The growth of rating has a number of central features. Globalization is the most obvious characteristic. As noted, cheaper, more efficient capital markets now challenge the commercial positions of banks everywhere. The New York-based rating agencies have grown rapidly to meet demand for their services in newly disintermediating capital markets. Second, innovation in financial instruments is a major feature. Derivatives and structured financings, among other things, place a lot of stress on the existing analytical systems and outputs of the agencies, which are developing new rating scales and expertise in order to meet these changes. The demand for timely information is greater than ever. Third, competition in the rating industry has started to accelerate for the first time in decades. The basis for this competition lies in niche specialization (e.g., Fitch Ratings in municipals and financial institutions) and in the “better treatment” of issuers by smaller firms. The global rating agencies, especially Moody's, are sometimes characterized as high-handed, or in other ways deficient in surveys of both issuers and investors.

How Do We Understand Financial Crisis?

It is possible to distinguish two main ways of understanding financial crises that compete for scholarly and political preeminence. The first of these has dominated economic thought about finance for thirty years and has had a major influence on policymakers. This stream of thought I call the exogenous approach to financial crisis. Although invoking Adam Smith, this tradition’s modern founders include Friedrich von Hayek and Milton Friedman. Their views are associated with attacks on the mixed economy model of state intervention popular in much of the developed world after the Great Depression of the 1930s. These thinkers took it as axiomatic that markets, when left
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to their own devices, are efficient allocators of resources. For them, financial crisis is a deviation from the normal state of the market. Given they assume markets work efficiently, this tradition focuses on “external” causes, especially government failure, as the cause of crisis. Friedman, for example, blamed the Great Depression of the 1930s on what he considered to be incorrect Federal Reserve policy in 1929 and 1930, rather than the effects of the stock market crash in October 1929 (Kindleberger and Aliber, 2005: 72).

Exogenous accounts of financial crisis assume market participants are constantly adjusting their behavior—for example, whether they buy or sell financial instruments like bonds and stocks—based on new information from outside the market. In this context, market prices are assumed to always reflect what other market participants are prepared to pay. If this is the case, reason exogenous thinkers, prices are never inflated or false. They must always be correct. So the idea of a “bubble economy,” in which assets like houses, stocks, and oil futures deviate from true value to a higher, false value, is rejected. There can be no “true value” other than what the market is prepared to pay.

The endogenous account, with which I am sympathetic, says that financial crises begin primarily inside finance. For Marx and Polanyi, crises are caused by the internal “laws of motion” of capitalism. These produce constant change and upheaval, not equilibrium between demand and supply. For Keynes, the “animal spirits” or passions of speculation give rise to risky behavior. Typical of the endogenous perspective is the idea that market traders do not merely integrate information coming from outside the markets in the wider, real economy, but are focused on what other traders are doing, in an effort to anticipate their buy/sell activities and thus make money from them (or at least avoid losing more money than the market average). Given this, rumors, norms, and other features of social life are part of their understanding of how finance works. On this account, finance is subject to the pathologies of social life, like any other activity in which humans engage. This is an image of finance far from the self-regulating conception that characterizes the exogenous view.

Keynes provided what remains perhaps the best intuitive illustration of the importance of this internal, social understanding of finance and financial crises in his tabloid beauty contest metaphor, first published in 1936 (Akerlof and Shiller, 2009: 133). Keynes suggested that the essence of finance is not, as most supposed, a matter of picking the best stocks, based on an economic analysis of which should rise in value in future. Anticipating what other traders in the market were likely to do was actually more relevant. Keynes compared finance to beauty contests that ran in the popular newspapers of the time. These contests were not, as might be assumed, about picking the most attractive face. Success was achieved by estimating how others would vote and voting with them, although as Keynes pointed out, others would be trying to do the same, hence the complexity and volatility of financial markets.
More specifically, in a useful synthesis of some of the writings that fall within what I have termed the endogenous approach to global finance, Cooper has argued that the traditional assumptions made about markets and their tendency to equilibrium between demand and supply do not work for assets like houses, art, and financial instruments like stocks, bonds, and derivatives (Cooper, 2008: 9–13). In the market for goods, greater demand can be met with greater supply or higher prices. But this simple economic logic does not work for assets. Instead, demand often grows in response to price increases for assets. The “animal spirits” identified by Keynes and elaborated upon by Akerlof and Shiller do not produce stability in the market for assets like they do in the market for goods. In the absence of equilibrium, there is no limit to the expansion of market enthusiasm for financial assets or houses, producing what we have come to call a “bubble” economy. Unfortunately, as we know, bubbles tend to deflate in an unpredictable manner, with very negative consequences for economic activity.

What is the History of Financial Crises?

The history of financial crises shows that they are always shocking events, as they typically occur after long periods of affluence. The reversal crises represent seems incomprehensible to those at the center of things, never mind the general public. The standard against which all financial crises are measured is, of course, the Great Depression of the 1930s. At the height of the Depression, a quarter of American workers were unemployed (Galbraith, 1997 [1955]: 168). The New York Stock Exchange did not return to its summer 1929 value until the early 1950s, almost a quarter century after the crash of October 1929 (www.djindexes.com). However, financial crises did not start in the twentieth century. The Dutch “tulip mania” of the 1630s, in which tulip bulbs greatly appreciated in value, is usually cited as the first boom and bust. At the time, tulips were exotic imports from the eastern Mediterranean. “Mass mania” for the bulbs led to massive price inflation, so that some tulip bulbs were worth the equivalent of $50,000 or more each. When the crash came and the bubble deflated, “not with a whimper but with a bang,” many who had invested their life savings in tulips lost everything (Galbraith, 1993: 4). Mass default ensured a depression in the Netherlands in the years after 1637 (Galbraith, 1993: 26–33). More recently, the 1907 financial panic came about after the failure of a trust company at the center of Wall Street speculation (Bruner and Carr, 2007). Calamity was avoided by cooperation between major banks, led by J.P. Morgan.

After the Great Depression and World War II, the Bretton Woods system was created to bring greater order to the global financial system. As much a
political as a financial system, Bretton Woods was intended to avoid rapid and unsettling economic adjustment within countries. The hope was that this would avoid the sort of economic problems which contributed to World War II and which would, no doubt, increase support for the communist system in Russia. Although the intent behind Bretton Woods was to avoid crises and the political conflict that followed, despite US assistance, it had few resources at its disposal. Given considerable protectionism in trade after World War II, countries were frequently either in considerable surplus or deficit in the national accounts that measured their trade and payments with the rest of the world. This led to crisis-driven efforts to restore balance, often aggravating relations with other states.

The Bretton Woods system, fixed exchange rates, and controls over the movement of capital were gradually abandoned in the developed world during the fifteen years after 1970. What emerged was a new system in which floating exchange rates were increasingly the norm at least in developed countries, and in which capital could flow freely around the world to find the highest returns. Although a floating exchange rate regime should rapidly and effectively adjust to reflect the changing economic conditions in a country (real interest rates, inflation, profit margins, regulations, political stability), this system proved less than perfect. The 1980s was marked by a series of currency crises, as the values of major currencies like the Japanese yen appreciated, causing trouble for their trade partners. Perhaps the most dramatic of these crises was the ERM (Exchange Rate Mechanism) crisis of 1992, in which currency traders, especially George Soros, placed bets on the ability of the British government to keep pound sterling within the European ERM. At the end of the crisis, the British government abandoned defending sterling, which depreciated substantially and had to be removed from the ERM.

The Asian Financial Crisis of 1997–8 was the culmination of a boom in East Asia that led to what in hindsight turned out to be excessive short-term lending and risky pegging of national currencies to the US dollar, a problem also for Argentina in 2001. Like Holland in the 1630s, the result of the crisis was economic depression in some countries, notably Indonesia, where the price of basic foodstuffs increased dramatically. The Asian crisis, like the financial crisis that began in 2007, led to criticism of lax regulation, fraud, and corruption. In Malaysia, despite a barrage of criticism, controls on the movement of capital were reintroduced until the panic pressures eased.

Who is to Blame for the Current Crisis?

The subprime crisis that began in the summer of 2007 should rank as one of the most traumatic global developments of the last hundred years. It caused dismay
and panic throughout elite circles in developed countries as efforts to reignite confidence in the financial markets were frustrated again and again. Given that the subprime securities market was worth only $0.7 trillion in mid-2007, out of total global capital markets of $175 trillion, the impact of subprime assets is out of all proportion to their actual weight in the financial system (Bank of England, 2008: 20). The “subprime crisis” is not a direct consequence of subprime mortgage delinquencies. The paralysis that came over global finance is a consequence of the social, intersubjective nature of markets, rather than the logical result of relatively minor problems with lending to the working poor. But this analysis of the subprime crisis is difficult to incorporate in a rationalist view of markets, in which events have logical causes. In a rationalist world, panics, crises, and collapses have to be explained as a result of specific failures rather than understood as a consequence of the interactions of social life.

Since the 1930s, financial crises have almost always been accompanied by public controversy over who was at fault. Before the 1930s, governments were not generally held responsible for economic conditions, but since the 1930s the public have increasingly expected governments to manage problems in the financial system. Inevitably, efforts to defuse or redirect blame develop. During the Asia crisis, corruption in Asian governments and among their business leaders was held responsible, even though just a few years before “Asian values” were supposedly responsible for the unprecedented growth in the region. During the Enron scandal of 2001–2, auditors were blamed for not revealing the financial chicanery of the corporation. The subprime crisis has been no different, with rating agencies, mortgage lenders, “greedy” bankers, and “weak” regulators all subject to very strong attacks for not doing their jobs.

The rating agencies have been subject to unprecedented criticism and investigation. Congressional committees, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), the European Parliament and Commission, and the Committee of European Securities Regulators all conducted investigations. A very senior rating official has indicated that the crisis over subprime ratings is the most threatening yet experienced by the agencies in their century of activity. This effort to blame the agencies is a curious reaction, given that the rating agency business is now open to greater competition since passage of the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of 2006. It suggests that the movement from regulation to self-regulation—from “police patrol” to “fire alarm” approaches—has not eliminated the role of the state. Governments are still expected by their citizens to deal with market failure, and when necessary act as lenders of last resort, and they know it. What we see is a serious disciplining of the agencies by a regulatory state, intent on improving their performance (Moran, 2003: 1–11).

The agencies are not in a position to offer the capital markets a solution to the information problem about the underlying assets of these securities, as they are on their home turf of municipal, corporate, and sovereign rating. The
agencies, like market participants, cannot know about the circumstances of each homeowner. The markets are able to apply the same financial tools to the structured offerings that the agencies use. Because of this lack of information in the case of structured bonds, all the agencies were doing was lending their reputation or brand to securities where they do not have a comparative advantage in information.

Will Regulating the Agencies Change Anything?

Concerns about the role of rating agencies in the subprime crisis have generated renewed interest in regulating the agencies. The activities of rating agencies have been largely free of regulation. Starting in the 1930s, the ratings produced by the agencies in the United States have been incorporated into prudential regulation of pension funds so as to provide a benchmark for their investment. This required pension funds to invest their resources in those bonds rated “investment grade” and avoid lower rated, “speculative grade” bonds. Regulation of the agencies themselves only starts in the 1975 with the SEC’s Net Capital Rule. This gave a discount or “haircut” to issuers whose bonds are rated by “National Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations” (NRSROs). No criteria were established for NRSROs at the time, and this status was determined by the SEC informally. NRSRO designation acted as a barrier to entry until the Rating Agency Reform Act of 2006, passed in the wake of the Enron scandal, created criteria and a recognized path to NRSRO recognition.

Two major sets of concerns dominate discussions about the rating agencies in the wake of the GFC. The first is to do with the competence of the agencies and the effectiveness of their work. The second set of concerns relate to broader, structural issues. Critics have frequently attacked the timeliness of rating downgrades, suggesting that the agencies do not use appropriate methods and fail to ask the sort of forensic questions needed to properly investigate a company. Concerns about staffing, training, and resourcing are associated with these problems. Recently and increasingly stridently, critics have attacked what are perceived to be broader, structural problems in how the agencies do business. These problems, suggest the critics, create poor incentives and undermine the quality of the work the agencies undertake.

The first of these broader structural issues is the legacy of weak competition between rating agencies as a result of the introduction of the NRSRO designation. Although several new agencies were designated NRSRO after passage of the Rating Agency Reform Act, many critics would like NRSRO status abolished, removing any reference to ratings in law. The view implicit here is that weak competition has led to poor analysis, as the rating agencies have had few
incentives to reinvest in their product. In this view, the revenues flowing to rating agencies are rents from a government-generated oligopoly.

Concerns about how the agencies are funded became widespread with the onset of the subprime crisis. The idea was that the issuer-pays model, although established for forty years, was a scandalous conflict of interest because it means that the agencies have incentives to make their ratings less critical than they would if they were paid by investors, the ultimate users of ratings. Like NRSRO status, many critics called for an end to the issuer-pays model of rating agency funding.

A vigorous—if often poorly informed—debate about the merits of regulating rating agencies has taken place since the onset of the crisis in spring 2007. Behind the rhetoric, it is very clear that both American SEC and European Commission officials are reluctant to either regulate the analytics of the rating process itself or the business models of the major rating agencies. In amendments to NRSRO rules announced in February 2009, SEC enhanced required data disclosures on performance statistics, methodology, and prohibited credit analysts from fee setting and negotiation or from receiving gifts from those they rate (SEC, 2009). How ratings are made and who pays for them are materially unaffected by these changes. This is also the case with the Dodd–Frank Act, 2010, which mandated further SEC reporting.

Much the same can be said for European efforts. Hampered by the reality that Moody’s and S&P are both headquartered in the United States, for many years rating agencies were little more than “recognized” in European states by local regulators who were free-riders on American regulatory efforts. With the Enron crisis, concern about rating agencies grew and the IOSCO code of conduct was increasingly referred to as a useful form of self-regulation. With the onset of the GFC, European Commission officials have sought to regulate the agencies in Europe with proposed new laws recently passed by the European Parliament for referral to the Council of Ministers (EU Commission, 2008; European Parliament, 2009). This legislation, which is premised on local enforcement, creates a registration process like the NRSRO system, addresses the limited issues of transparency, disclosure, and process (Kessler, 2009: 11). But it does not change rating analytics or challenge the issuer-pays model of rating funding.

What is More Important?

Two impulses seem to dominate responses to major crises. The first is to search for and attach blame to those who are alleged to have brought the crisis about, the culprits. This provides material for the media and incessant chatter in blogs. This impulse gives rise to panels of bankers who are forced to apologize...
for their alleged errors in front of Congressional and British Parliamentary committees.

If this first impulse is politically useful, embarrassing to a few, and somewhat satisfying to many others, the second impulse is, in the circumstances of this crisis, more likely to damage collective welfare. The second impulse is to create—typically in haste—a framework of regulative rules that are “heavier” or “harder” or somehow more “serious.” The impulse to regulate is derived from a failure to understand what is it that the rating agencies did that was actually in error, and a failure to accept the social nature of finance and the circumstances that brought this crisis into being in the first place.

The prevailing understanding behind the impulse to punish and regulate seems to be that the people involved were doing things wrong. It is as if the mechanic fixing your car has downloaded the wrong software updates to the car’s computers. No tip for him then and perhaps a remedial visit to mechanics school or the sack when the next round of layoffs comes. But this mechanical analogy will not do for global finance. Finance is not, contrary to the financial economists and their Efficient Markets Hypothesis, a natural phenomenon. While financial markets may display regularities in normal times, these regularities are not law-like because change is an ever-present feature of all social mechanisms.

John Searle made a useful distinction relevant to this problem. He suggested it is possible to distinguish regulative rules that “regulate antecedently or independently existing forms of behavior . . .” from a much more architectural form of rule (Searle, 1969: 33). These other “constitutive rules do not merely regulate, they create or define new forms of behavior.” He goes on to suggest that chess and football are only possible with rules. The rules make the game. The point here is that the public and elite panic has focused on regulative rules and those who allegedly broke them. But this is not the problem with rating agencies or what has brought about the GFC. Constitutive rules have been damaged, and this is why the crisis is so deep and so obviously challenging to the powers that be.

In the case of the rating agencies, what I would term regulative issues are insubstantial and no more than a useful rhetorical device to address poor forecasting. What are important and little commented upon are the constitutive issues. The major problem has been going on since the early 1980s and the rise of structured finance. Structured finance is important because it has been the major means through which financial innovation has made illiquid debts like credit card receivables, car loans, and mortgages into tradeable, liquid securities. In a context of low interest rates and the hunt for yield, structured finance has grown into around 40 percent of total global debt securities of around $30 trillion.
When people think of financial innovation, they inevitably think of computers and highly educated “rocket scientists” developing quantitative techniques for managing risk. But that is not at the heart of this matter. Lawyers are at the heart of this issue. The real essence of structured finance is the legal rights to revenues organized in the contracts and trusts which underpin the securities. This documentation can run into thousands of pages. The point is that these legal underpinnings give different rights to different tranches of a security. Some, such as the AA tranche, have the right to be paid first, while others have had to wait in line. This is how a mass of not very creditworthy subprime mortgages could produce some AAA bonds. These investors had first right to pay revenue and the expectation was that even if some subprime mortgage holders defaulted as expected enough would pay so that those with highly rated securities would be paid in full. Unfortunately, when expectations are upset and people are full of uncertainty as in 2007–9, this model does not work and the securities of this type look dubious. Add recession and perhaps depression to this picture and you can imagine a wholesale write-down of the global market in securities.

But as disastrous as this is, the rating agencies’ real failure was something else: their move into the markets themselves. For decades, Moody’s and S&P had played the role of a judge or referee, standing back from the action and making calls as necessary. This role is what they were valued for and it is this which allowed them to build up reputational assets. The problem is that structured finance is only possible with the active involvement of the rating agencies. The agencies and their ratings actually make the distinct tranches of structured finance possible. Because of the complexity of the legal documentation and protection necessary for these tranches, the raters did not operate as neutral judges here. In structured finance, the raters increasingly acted as consultants, helping to construct the securities themselves, indicating how they would rate them if organized in particular ways.

Conclusions

It is intriguing that despite the worst financial crisis since the 1930s and the identification of a suitable culprit in the rating agencies, proposed regulation should be so insubstantial, doing little to alter the rating system that has been in place in the United States since 1909 and Europe since the 1980s. Part of this can be put down perhaps to a lack of confidence on the part of regulators and politicians in the efficacy of traditional solutions to market failure. It may also recognize the weakness of ostensibly heavily regulated institutions such as commercial banks and an understanding that the financial system is, despite the rating crisis, likely to continue to move in a more market- and
rating-dependent direction in future. Indeed, the rating agencies have been major beneficiaries of the bailout program, reporting substantial returns during the crisis (Ng and Rappaport, 2009).

The GFC was a crisis at the constitutive level. It reflects a deep loss of confidence in the basic infrastructure of the capital markets. This loss of confidence is a social rather than a technical process and tinkering with regulative rules, while tempting and politically distracting, will not address the heart of the matter. Like the Great Depression, it seems likely that the damage done to the social relationships which underpin global finance, such as the reputational assets of the rating agencies and the trust financiers have in each other, may take many long years to rebuild and could be wiped out again by renewed crisis perhaps stemming from sovereign debt default. It is tempting in these circumstances to prescribe a simple fix, but institutions, contrary to some, develop over time and, like communities, do not heal instantly. Encouraging institutional diversity and restraining hubris about alleged cures is advisable. For the rating agencies, attending to the relationships and the expectations that built their reputations in the first place is their best course of action. The extent of substantial change is likely to be limited.

As noted, two very different understandings of financial crisis compete. The first, the exogenous view, sees finance itself as a natural phenomenon, a smoothly oiled machine that every now and then gets messed up by the government, or events that nobody can anticipate, like war or famine. The other perspective, the endogenous, argues that the machine-like view of finance is mythic. Like all other human institutions, finance is a world made by people, in which collective understandings, norms, and assumptions give rise periodically to manias, panics, and crashes. On this account, financial crises are normal. What is not normal, concede those who support the endogenous perspective, is the expansion of financial crises into global events that threaten to destabilize world politics, as did the Great Depression of the 1930s.

Whether you adopt an exogenous or endogenous view of financial crises, the necessity for international cooperation to combat them is essential. In the first instance, this probably amounts to no more than ensuring that governments and central banks communicate about their efforts to support vulnerable financial institutions, especially when those institutions operate, as so many do, in multiple jurisdictions. While there is evidence of this in recent times, there was also much unilateral, uncoordinated action intended for national advantage, such as the Irish government’s guarantee of all funds deposited in domestic banks. Building up the institutional capacity for cooperation between finance ministries and central banks should be a priority. Political management will remain at the center of financial crises. Governments, whether they like it or not, know they have responsibility for financial stability and they have become adept at identifying and disciplining
institutions that do not seem to serve their purpose within the financial system. As a result, “witch hunts” will continue to be a key feature of the fallout of financial crises, as governments attempt to offload as much of the liability for crises as possible. Substantive regulatory change is likely to be muted by the lack of confidence among law makers in the United States and Europe in the efficacy of regulation in the face of rapid financial change. The weakness of the regulatory response is already evident in the character of the initiatives developed to “regulate” the credit rating agencies.

While truly global financial crises are rare, we understand so little about the mechanisms that cause crises that much greater modesty about how finance works seems sensible. I argue we should abandon our assumption that finance is natural like the movements of the planets, and instead embrace the lesson of Keynes’s beauty contest and the valuation crisis of 2007 that financial markets are social phenomena in which collective understandings, especially confidence, may be more important than ostensibly technical considerations. Although many academic assumptions remain resilient to change, it is apparent that, at least for now, the GFC of 2007–9 has created a greater sense of uncertainty in the world, and challenged the idea that globalization will deliver us all from want in a riskless way. It turns out that globalization is something that is unpredictable, that lurches in ways we cannot guess, and that even at the very heart of the global system can imperil great fortunes.

The relationship between global finance and politics has changed over the past hundred years. Before the twentieth century, governments had an interest in the smooth working of finance to fund the activities of the state, especially in relation to war. After 1929, governments, especially in the developed world, had a new role in preserving financial stability. After World War II, because of the absence of leadership between the wars, the United States assumed the central role in the design and implementation of a new global financial architecture of rules and institutions in support of an increasingly liberal order, but also one that at least in principle valued stability. After the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates came to an end in the 1970s, the United States played a strong coordinating role in response to the increased financial volatility that went with renewed international capital mobility, especially in relation to exchange rate fluctuations. Given the unprecedented circumstances of the GFC that started in 2007, it is likely that a more activist stance on the part of the United States could be evident in future. Whether US leadership and interstate cooperation will be as effective today as they were in the 1940s and the 1980s remain to be seen.

Unfortunately, the pressure to return to asset price booms (and thus busts) remains strong. People seem attached to the empirically false proposition that property values only increase in real terms. But given the degree to which western governments promoted homeownership as a route to prosperity after...
World War II, it is no wonder that people think this way. When we take the likelihood of future asset price bubbles into account, add in perennial developing country crises, and note the uncertain nature of market response at the top of bubbles and in busts, it seems almost inevitable that we will be dealing with financial crises on a regular basis in future, as in the past. Only through cooperation between major governments can we hope to ameliorate their worst effects and minimize their duration.
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What Happened to the State-Influenced Market Economies (SMEs)? France, Italy, and Spain Confront the Crisis as the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

Vivien A. Schmidt

All European member-states have been hit by the economic crisis, but some have been harder hit than others. The “liberal market economies” (LMEs) of Anglophone countries, consisting of Britain and Ireland as well as the United States, long the darlings of the markets and the pundits, have this time been hardest hit, with their credit-fueled finance-driven model of growth having been at the heart of the crisis itself. The “coordinated market economies” (CMEs) of Continental and Nordic Europe, encompassing Germany and the smaller European countries in these two regions, have in contrast seemingly sailed through, with their balanced model of export-fueled growth jeopardized mainly by the exposure of their banks to bad loans picked up in the LMEs. The other countries of Western Europe, generally left unlabeled by the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) school of political economy but which I call the “state-influenced market economies” (SMEs) of Continental and Mediterranean Europe because of the defining role of the state, including France, Italy, and Spain along with Greece and Portugal, have had varied responses. While France has had a pretty good crisis, Italy’s has been bad and Spain’s has been ugly, although it has so far been nothing like the sovereign debt disaster that struck Greece and then overtook Portugal as well as Ireland.

To provide a clearer profile of SMEs and their responses to the crisis, this chapter takes a closer look at the three most advanced and industrialized of the SMEs: France, Italy, and Spain. The chapter begins with a theoretical discussion of the political economy literature on the VoC to demonstrate the value
of adding the classification of SMEs as the third variety of capitalism. It next focuses on the political–economic institutions and policies that are generally the focus of the VoC literature, offering brief accounts of the changing role of the state and its interrelationships with business and labor as it liberalized at different critical moments as well as incrementally with different degrees of success in the different countries. It then follows with a consideration of such factors as political institutions and politics—understood not only in terms of parties and interests but also ideas and discourse—as well as the European Union (EU). Next, the chapter examines the period from 2008 to 2010 more closely, beginning with a comparative overview of the state of these countries’ economic fundamentals during the crisis. It subsequently takes each country in turn, distinguishing between the initial period consisting of response to the spillover effects of the meltdown of the US financial markets in 2008 and 2009, when European countries first saved the banks in 2007–8, then the real economy in 2009, and then in 2010 when confronted with the sovereign debt crisis linked to the contagion effect of the Greek debt crisis.

The main argument of the chapter is that despite a set of political economic characteristics centered on the state as the main driver of capitalism, SMEs nonetheless differ greatly. And this depends not only on political economic setting but also policies, polities, and politics. The chapter also demonstrates that the neoliberal reforms through which states in all three countries had reduced their interventionist capacities since the 1980s have made a difference to their responses to the crisis, in particular for France. As a result, although all three countries remain classifiable under the rubric of SMEs when it comes to the general configuration of business, labor, and state relations, during the crisis, state influence is better characterized by what leaders proposed and publics expected (as in the politics of ideas and discourse) than what governments actually could do (in terms of policies), given limits to their capacity to act as a result of previous reforms to national political economic institutions as well as of constraints imposed by EU institutions and global markets.

State-Influenced Market Economies

The only thing that France, Italy, and Spain have in common in the theoretical literature in political economy is their absence from the list of countries that fit into the two ideal types of the VoC school, whether LMEs encompassing Anglophone countries or CMEs consisting of most smaller Continental European countries plus Germany, all Nordic countries, and Japan (Hall and Soskice, 2001). As outliers, France, Italy, and Spain tend to be grouped by VoC with other nonconformers in the category of “mid-spectrum economies”
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(Hall and Soskice, 2001) or “mixed market economies” (Hall and Gingerich, 2004; Molina and Rhodes, 2007), which are by definition plagued by intrasystem contradictions, misfits, and perverse spillovers. Other outlier countries include Portugal, and Greece in Western Europe, while in Asia they encompass South Korea and Taiwan. Notably, these are all countries in which the state plays and has in the past played a much more active role than in the ideal-typical LME or CME—whether it was termed “state capitalism” for France or the “developmental state” for South Korea and Taiwan (Schmidt, 1996, 2002; Weiss, 2003)—and in which today the state continues to intervene more, for better or for worse.

The VoC literature fails to take account of one overarching similarity between France, Italy, and Spain: In all three, the state has played and continues to play a greater, and different, role in organizing economic activity for business and labor, whether it acts in a positive, “enhancing” manner, mostly the case of France and recently Spain, or in a negative, “hindering” one, long typical of Italy. I have argued (Schmidt, 2002, 2003, 2009) that this makes these three countries part of a third variety of capitalism, as SMEs. These countries are distinctive not just because of the greater importance of state action—all countries, after all, have states that make and shape the markets, a reality which is undertheorized in VoC but has been the focus of recent scholarship that brings the state back in (e.g., Weiss, 2003; Leibfried and Zürn, 2005; Levy, 2006; Schmidt, 2009). It is also because of how this affects the whole logic of interaction of business, labor, and the state. In SMEs, not only is the state more “influencing” than in the “liberal” state of LMEs and the “enabling” state of CMEs but relations between firms, labor, and the state are also characterized by a more hierarchical logic of interaction than in market-reliant LMEs and nonmarket CMEs. In SMEs, adjustment is firm-led in those domains where business exercises autonomy—in business strategy, investment, production, and wage bargaining (in France). But adjustment is still state-driven in those domains where neither business nor labor can exercise leadership—in financial market rules, labor regulations, pension systems, wage bargaining (in Spain and Italy in the 1990s), and the like—or where the state sees a need to reshape the general economic environment to promote competitiveness (e.g., in mergers and acquisitions or state aids). In either case, the logic of interaction is one of hierarchical authority rather than CME joint-decision between management, labor, and the state or LME unilateral action by autonomous firms (Schmidt, 2002: ch. 3, 2009).

Seeing three VoC has a long history, going back at least to Shonfield’s division of capitalism (1965) into liberalism, corporatism, and statism, which was later picked up by Katzenstein (1978) among others. But both corporatism and statism as explanatory categories were dropped by the 1990s under the influence of ideas that presented capitalism as converging
on a single neoliberal ideal type, in which the retreat of the state and the
decline of labor in favor of unfettered markets, engineered via liberalization,
deregulation, and privatization, spelled the end of any other models (e.g.,
Cerny, 1994; Strange, 1996). Whereas scholars impressed by the merits of
the economic management systems of “corporatist” Germany and the smaller
countries of Continental and Nordic Europe fought back, vigorously opposing
the monism of the convergence theorists by arguing that “managed capital-
ism” or “coordinated market economies” constituted an alternative model—
or even a normative ideal—to the neoliberalism of Anglophone countries, no
one was defending statist countries. This was not only because their state-led
model fit neither the neoliberal nor the coordinated capitalist normative ideals
but also because their statist approach to economic management appeared
bankrupt by the mid-1970s and underwent major transformation thereafter.
To say that statist countries’ capitalisms were changing, however, does not
mean that statism as a third variety of capitalism was dead, just that it too has
been transformed—to SMEs in which the state continues to act, but in a less
directly interventionist manner, picking up ideas about policies and processes
from the other two models but implementing them in their own manner.

Increasing numbers of scholars have in recent years highlighted the
continued existence of a third variety of capitalism as one in which the state
plays a crucial role. In addition to Schmidt’s three varieties, with Britain the
ideal-typical LME, Germany the ideal-typical CME, and France the ideal-
typical SME, Coates (2000) identifies a third state-led model of capitalism
associated with Japan, while among Boyer’s four varieties (2004: ch. 2), the
third is “state-driven” capitalism, and among Whitley’s four empirical typol-
gies (2005), the third is the “dominant developmental” state. Moreover, for
France specifically, while Levy (1999; see also Clift, this volume) sees France as
“post-dirigiste,” Thiberghien (2007) calls it an “entrepreneurial state” along
with Korea and Japan, and I have charted the move from “state-led” to
“state-enhanced” capitalism (Schmidt, 2002, 2003). For Italy, whereas Barca
“dysfunctional state capitalism.” And for Spain, whereas Molina and Rhodes
(2007) persist in calling it a “mixed market economy” along with other
Mediterranean countries like Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Greece, Royo (2008)
splits the difference by calling it a “state-influenced mixed market economy.”
The definition of Molina and Rhodes (2007), however, fits closely with SMEs,
given the defining role of the state and the “top-down conflict governance”
logic of adjustment which is very close to the logic of hierarchical authority we
defined for SMEs, once we add into the equation the conflictual politics that
such hierarchical authority often generates (see Schmidt, 2009).

Also problematic in the VoC literature, however, is the fact that the particu-
lar methodological mix, which combines rational choice institutionalist
attention to coordinative logics among system components with historical institutionalist emphasis on path-dependent regularities, is static. Because the components are theorized as in equilibrium—and need to be for a rationalist game-theoretic logic to work—it makes it difficult to explain actual change in countries’ VoC over time (Schmidt, 2002, 2009; Crouch, 2005). And it also makes one forget that countries have long institutional histories that do not just establish historical institutionalist “path dependencies” that change only at critical junctures (e.g., Pierson, 2000). They may instead change incrementally, through “layering,” “drift,” or “conversion,” following the revisionist historical institutionalist arguments of Streeck and Thelen (2005). But such change, whether crisis-driven or incremental, also cannot be explained without considering the political economic agents of change, and the ways in which they engage with such institutional histories. This may be as ideational “imprints of the past” (Merrien, 1997) or “collective memories” (Rothstein, 2005) that are reinterpreted over time in response to the needs and considerations of the moment or, as discussed by Clift (this volume) for France, as actors are engaged in “acting out change” (O’Sullivan, 2007) against a background of national traditions of economic thought, shaped by state traditions, and decades of lived economic practice. Such ideational imprints, collective memories, and economic practices are what make the state the legitimate (or not so legitimate) driver of business and labor in the eyes of everyone, elites and general public alike, for our three countries. This helps explain why all three countries could have gone through a long period of liberalization and retreat of the state—at critical junctures and incrementally—but not converge on the liberal model of LMEs (pace Hall, 2006—see Clift, this volume). It also helps explain why, once the economic crisis hit, France in particular was able to return quickly to the ideas and discourse of state leadership of national economies and of global regulation, although this did not affect the practice. And it additionally suggests that alongside a historical institutional framework of analysis that focuses on the rules and regularities in political economic institutions and interactions, we should use a discursive institutionalist framework that considers agents’ ideas and discursive interactions that give meaning to political economic institutions and dynamics to political economic change (Campbell, 2001; Schmidt, 2008, 2009, 2010; see also Hay, 2006).

By considering France, Italy, and Spain as SMEs, then, we identify a third variety of capitalism distinctive for the role of the state in the economy. This said, despite overall similarities in political economic institutions, such countries exhibit significant differences across time, and not only in their different histories, policy legacies, political institutions, and politics. Importantly, even some of the defining characteristics for SMEs, such as high levels of state regulation across business, banking, labor markets, and social systems, nonetheless
correlate differently with a range of other variables, such as administrative capacity, corruption, and economic inequality— with France generally scoring most virtuous, Spain less good, Italy bad. With regard to equality, to take only one example, France tends to sit with other Continental European countries like Germany in terms of reasonably high levels of income equality—nothing like Sweden, but much better than the United Kingdom—by contrast with the high levels of income inequality in Spain and even more so in Italy—putting them in the same class as the United Kingdom (see Blyth and Hopkin, 2011). To explain this and other issues, the chapter points not only to the structural factors but also to ideational ones as these countries developed and changed over the long term as well as during the crisis.

**Political Economic Institutions and Policies over Time**

Although in all three countries the state has always played an influential role, the role it has played and the influence exerted has changed significantly over time. In the postwar period to the 1970s in France, the *dirigiste* state predominated through its leadership of business activity and its control over labor. It promoted economic growth by acting *in loco mercatis* where it deemed necessary, by taking the place of the markets through nationalized industries, by orienting the markets through planning and industrial policies, or by replacing the markets with regard to wage-coordinating mechanisms (Schmidt, 2002: ch. 3; see also Hayward, 1973). In the other two countries, the postwar state also led, but mostly to the detriment of the country. Italy’s political economic institutions, by comparison with those of France, fell far short of the ideal, making for a kind of failed state capitalism in which the state was unable to provide leadership to business; to run its nationalized enterprises effectively; or to control the unions, making it “state-led by misdirection” (Schmidt, 2002: 109). Spain was the antithesis of France, with an authoritarian state capitalism in which the fascist state predominated through its corporatist organization of business and labor, and stunted as it controlled economic growth.

Since the 1980s, however, much of the state’s relations with business and labor have changed in all three countries. In France, the state itself engineered a “*dirigiste*” end to *dirigisme* (Schmidt, 1996), ushering in the “*post-dirigiste*” state (Levy, 1999; Clift, this volume). The French state no longer leads business as a result of privatization and deregulation, and no longer imposes wage bargains, since state withdrawal in the 1980s led to its radical decentralization. Nonetheless, the state continues to influence business and labor by intervening where and when it sees fit—something that is taken as a right by state officials and is accepted as legitimate by the public and even those most affected, even when they contest the actions. For business, such state action
generally involves ad hoc decisions, say, to “rescue” companies from bankruptcy or foreign takeover, as in cases of government blocking foreign takeovers of energy companies and banks. It has, however, also often led to a highly laissez-faire approach to the regulation of major firms, such as in the banking sector, which ensures greater control not to the markets, as in LMEs, but to the bankers through their oligarchic relationships (Massoc and Jabko, 2010; Clift, this volume). For labor, state intervention takes the form of efforts to liberalize the labor markets—as in the case of the de Villepin government’s abortive attempt in 2006 to increase flexibility with a two-year probationary contract for youth employment—or to “moralize” the labor markets, as in the initiative of the Jospin government on the 35-hour work week in the late 1990s (Schmidt, 1996; Levy, 1999; Schmidt, 2002: ch. 4). Both point to the paradox of the state which, having been the main architect in the dismantling of centralized labor market regulation, nevertheless remains a central actor in the reconstruction of the industrial relations system (Howell, 2009) as well as in the maintenance of the “social anesthesia state” when it comes to welfare and social assistance (Levy, 2008).

French business has also been transformed, having become highly autonomous. Having been mostly state-led through planning and industrial policy or state-owned in the postwar era, French business was then subject to massive nationalization in the early 1980s, then progressive privatization, in which noyaux durs, or hardcore shareholdings, of strategic investors took their place (Schmidt, 1996). The resulting strategic hardcore share ownerships made French firms much less vulnerable to the vagaries of the financial markets than the firms of LMEs—despite a high level of foreign (mainly North American) institutional investors in the French Bourse. This is because French firms have been protected by network-based relationships that somewhat resemble those of CMEs, albeit a lot less stable once the noyaux durs began to dissipate in the mid-1990s, leaving interlocking directorships (Schmidt, 1996; Goyer, 2003; Clift, this volume). But in place of strong, formal networks, French firms retain significant interconnectivity through informal networks based on corporate elites’ state-related education and experience—a by-product not only of long-standing practice but also of a privatization process in which the retreat of the state actually entailed the colonization of business by the state, through its civil servants named to head the privatized firms (Schmidt, 1996). These networks are also a source of greater interfirm coordination, sharing of information, and cooperation on corporate strategies than that found in LMEs, even if they are no substitute for the deep network linkages of CMEs (Hancké, 2002; Schmidt, 2002: ch. 4). But the deep public–private interpenetration makes for a very different kind of market competition among big French firms than in LMEs and CMEs (Massoc and Jabko, 2010; Clift, this volume). Moreover, despite a massive increase in the size of the
financial markets, firms are not market-driven in the manner of LMEs. They are able to set their own corporate strategies because they go to the markets mainly to underwrite mergers and acquisitions, having developed internal sources of funding once the state privatized them. And the state itself can no longer exert any systematic influence (O’Sullivan, 2007), although it does intervene where it sees the need, for example, to promote mergers or to scuttle foreign takeovers in industries it deems strategic (Schmidt, 2002).

Labor relations have also changed dramatically in France. Traditionally, fragmented and weak labor unions have only become weaker, except in a few strategic areas of the public sector. Union membership has gone from over 25 percent in the postwar period to below 7 percent today. When the Socialist government withdrew from the organization of labor relations, having passed laws establishing direct management–labor dialogue in the early 1980s in the hopes that a CME-style coordination would take its place, radical decentralization of wage-bargaining ensued instead (Howell, 1992). But thanks to the state’s continued involvement, despite the resulting lowest union density among advanced industrialized economies, French workers benefit from a dense—almost “micro-corporatist”—network of institutions of social dialogue, bargaining, and worker representation, while almost all are covered by collective bargaining and the great majority has some type of nonunion labor representation inside the firm. In other words, although French wage bargaining has become more decentralized and the labor market more flexible, thanks to the state, the state continues to regulate management–labor relations by establishing and/or legitimating who represents workers and how, and to organize the labor market by generalizing to an entire sector agreements made by only a fraction of firms and labor (Howell, 2009: 230–2). These kinds of labor protections, however, along with measures taken to buy labor peace through generous early retirement plans during the restructuring of major industry in the 1980s and 1990s, have meant that France has a rather inflexible labor market; high levels of unemployment even in boom times; and low levels of labor market participation, in particular for older workers—all of which taken together makes for a very expensive welfare state (Levy, 2008).

In Italy, the “paralyzed” state of the postwar period that lasted until the 1990s had neither the centralized authority of the French executive nor its administrative capacity, given a weak executive; an incompetent if not also corrupt civil service; a strong but ineffective parliament; and partitocrazia, or the politicization along party lines of all aspects of political and administrative life—including the appointments of managers of nationalized enterprises along party lines proportionate to parliamentary representation. In this context, business actors ignored the state when they could or, when they could not, bought it off (DiPalma, 1977; Pasquino, 1989). Only regional governments, especially in the north central and western regions, played an
“enhancing” role for the “third Italy” of small interconnected business (Locke, 1995). Things got better with the inception of the “Second Republic” in the early 1990s, when the fall of the Berlin Wall led to the collapse and subsequent renewal of the Italian party system. Privatization and deregulation began for real under technical and center-left governments, as did reforms of pension systems and labor markets—in particular in the run-up to Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). But all such reforms slowed once Berlusconi came in as of 2001; and this did not change during the hiatus provided by the Prodi government of 2006–8. Nonetheless, big business outside of the nationalized sector, more autonomous than state-led French business, given a predominance of family-owned private firms, and the state’s lack of leadership, only increased its autonomy with privatization and deregulation. Business relations with labor also improved significantly—but in this case followed a completely different course from that of France, and more like in Spain.

Instead of the radical decentralization of the labor markets, as in France, both Italian and Spanish states stepped in to help ensure greater business–labor coordination in a kind of macro-concertation between employers, unions, and governments (Royo, 2002; Regini, 2003; Hancké and Rhodes, 2005). Not only have business and labor in both countries been more organized than in France, labor has even greater capacity for disruption given its much higher union membership, and it has also had a stronger political role. Deregulation was therefore not a real option, as it was in France (Molina and Rhodes, 2007). But concertation was also not easy—as the postwar Italian failure to attain corporatism attests. The more recent “state-led corporatism,” therefore, was completely unexpected, given the traditional lack of organizational capacity; but it has been very different from the traditional corporatism of the CMEs. Not only have the social pacts mainly been focused on reforming labor markets—to make them more flexible, to reduce labor costs, and to increase competitiveness—but they have also been arrived at by much more fragmented, weakly organized economic interests. Most importantly, state action to organize labor has played a greater role than in CMEs, with much less predictable results (Ebbinghaus and Hassel, 2000).

Although both Italy and Spain engaged in such social pacts, Spain’s were arguably more successful over the long term. Whereas in Italy, success in sustaining social pacts came only in the 1990s, in Spain, social pacts worked from the late 1970s to the mid-1980s, collapsed after 1986, and reemerged in the mid-1990s. Moreover, while in Italy social pacts have always depended on positive government action to promote them—explaining the success of center-left governments in the 1990s, the failure of the Berlusconi government in the 2000s—this has not always been the case in Spain, where a number of pacts have been signed without the government (Royo, 2008). Where the state has been involved, it did more to hinder than to enhance,
as evidenced by the fact that it was the failure of government-imposed reform from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s as well as its inability, along with employers, to impose wage moderation and curb inflation, that acted as a spur for employers to seek the renewal of social pacts (Perez, 2000; Royo, 2008).

Spain’s businesses also bear strong resemblances to those of Italy, where strong strategic coordination in financial markets resulting from networking and family financing also makes hostile takeovers rare, in growing contrast to France (Royo, 2008). But leaving hostile takeovers aside, all three countries are closer to one another with regard to the informal network-based ties of business than they are either to the arms’ length LMEs or the formally networked CMEs. In France, ties among big business elites based on state-related training and experience creates a closeness that has its equivalent in the family-based ties of big business in Italy and Spain.

Finally, it is probably no accident that the main countries accused by the EU Commission of “economic nationalism” even before the economic crisis (other than Poland) have been France with regard to energy and banking; Italy, which after protecting against French blocking of an Italian energy company’s attempted takeover, sought to block French takeovers in banking and energy; and Spain, which blocked the takeover of an energy company. And it should come as no surprise that more activist state involvement at the national level has its equivalent at the supranational level, as these are the countries that tend also to be most in favor of EU and global regulation of the markets, in particular in the case of France (Clift, this volume).

Political Institutions and Politics in Time

The state, then, remains central to the historically developing political economic patterns and junctures as well as to the evolving ideational constructs and discursive interactions in SMEs’ political economic institutions. But political economic institutions and policies are only two of a number of factors necessary to explain change (and continuity). Also important are political institutions and politics—meaning not just party-based coalitions and strategic interests but also guiding ideas and communicative practices.

While the political economic setting centers attention on the different institutionalized patterns of interaction among political economic actors, the political institutions shift the focus to the governmental structures that frame those political economic interactions. These may be stylized as “simple” polities in which governing activity is channeled through a single authority as a result of a unitary state, majoritarian representation system, and statist policymaking or “compound” polities in which governing activity is dispersed through multiple authorities as a result of a regionalized or federal state,
proportional representation system, and corporatist or even clientelist policymaking (Schmidt, 2006). Differences in political institutions shape the ways in which the political economic actors interact, with those in “simple polities,” like France, much more likely to find the state imposing policies—as the state acts and society reacts (Schmidt, 1999)—than in more “compound polities,” like Italy or Spain, in which state negotiation with business and labor or subnational governments is generally necessary.

Such political institutional differences also affect the discursive processes of interaction involving political economic actors’ coordinative discourses of policy construction and their legitimating communicative discourse to the general public. Although both kinds of discourse are present in all polities, the coordinative discourse tends to be more elaborate in compound polities, the communicative in simple ones. Thus, because France is a “simple” polity, French leaders need at the very least to legitimate the policies they impose through a persuasive “communicative” discourse to the public, or risk sanction via elections or protest in the streets (Schmidt, 2002). Because Italy and Spain are instead “compound” polities, the state needs to negotiate widely through an elaborate “coordinative” discourse with the social partners and regions or risk not only not gaining agreement on reform but also generating protest in the streets. Note, however, that in recent years, while governments in Italy and Spain have also come to rely on a communicative discourse to the general public—in particular where the coordinative no longer works and/or needs reframing—governments in France have also begun to improve their coordinative discourse with the social partners—especially since the communicative is often no longer enough to push through reform.

Politics also matter. Here, we need to consider the politics surrounding policies and how governments politically succeeded (or not) in instituting policies that served to alter the postwar patterns. For France, the critical juncture came in 1983, with the Socialists’ great U-turn in macroeconomic policy, which was followed by liberalization, privatization, and labor market decentralization. But regarding these policies, while the cognitive elements in the communicative discourse about the necessity of rising to the challenge of globalization were convincing, the normative arguments seeking to legitimize reform were not, and continued not to be, so much so that their absence has engendered a continuing political crisis for the country, as reflected in the constant turnover in governments (Amable and Palombarini, 2010).

For Spain, the critical juncture came earlier, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the democratizing push associated with the end of the Franco era and the liberalizing reforms related to accession to the EU, while incremental changes followed with regard to the liberalization of the financial markets, deregulation of business, and increasing flexibility of the labor markets. Here, the legitimizing discourse was largely successful, as it was set
against the fascist past and in favor of promoting democracy and modernization. But it took a while to develop, and there were naturally significant differences between the conservative right, a more neoliberal right, and the social-democratic left.

For Italy, the critical juncture only came in the early 1990s—although there was some incremental change before—with the collapse of the frozen postwar political system that followed the fall of the Berlin wall. The most significant and arguably only moment came with the country’s herculean effort to join the EMU on time, which succeeded largely because of political leaders’ ability to use the threat of not acceding to EMU to overcome the seemingly irreversible “path dependence” of state paralysis, adversarial labor relations, and out-of-control welfare spending. Success came through a mix of coordinative discourse with the unions that went all the way down to the rank and file (Locke and Baccaro, 1999), and communicative discourse to the general public focused on intergenerational justice with regard to welfare reform and questions of pride with regard to joining EMU in the first round, especially if Spain were to join (Radaelli, 2002).

The EU has played an important role in the policy domain as well, if only because the increasing competition related to economic Europeanization pushed all European member-states to modernize and adjust to globalization as well. Europeanization has also exerted increasingly strong pressures for policy reform, in particular since the 1990s, with the push toward further deregulation in a wide range of business sectors, with more strict enforcement of competition policy and limits on state aids, and with the liberalization of public service utilities and procurement. Differences between the three countries with regard to the EU are numerous: On leadership, Italy and Spain have mostly been followers, while France has led the EU in reform, in particular in the early years until the 1990s and since 2008 in the EU response to the economic crisis. On regulatory compliance, Italy has consistently been a laggard with regard to following EU prescriptions and implementing directives, largely as a result of a lack of political and/or administrative capacity. Although France has not had a much better record, this has been more a question of political will, since when pressed it has the capacity to implement quickly and effectively (Falkner et al., 2005; Schmidt, 2006: ch. 2). Spain, by contrast, has a better record in many areas, with better administrative capacity than Italy and greater political will to implement than France. It tends to encounter problems mainly where domestic politics are at issue, in particular where the regions and/or the social partners have concerns (Börzel, 2002; Falkner et al., 2005).

Levels of Europhilia also differ somewhat. Italy has had a consistently high level of enthusiasm for the EU until recently, with a strong communicative discourse about the EU and its benefits that helped it enter the EMU, as
noted above. Although the French too maintained a high level of political support for the EU over time, if not quite as high as the Italians, political leaders since the mid-1990s have generally not engaged in much communicative discourse about the EU at all—other than blame-shifting on policies. The results of the French referendum on the Constitutional Treaty in 2005 are testimony to the problems with the lack of any such positive discourse, as well as to the public’s concerns with the national impact of the EU’s policies and institutions (Schmidt, 2006: ch. 4, 2007). Spain, it should be noted, is one of the few countries that also held a referendum on the Constitutional Treaty, with a 76 percent yes vote, but with an extremely low turnout of 42 percent of the electorate.

It is perhaps not surprising that, in response to a Eurobarometer survey in May 2010 at the very moment that the EU was taking action to try to resolve the sovereign debt crisis, the Spanish tended to be much more positive about the EU’s ability to take effective action against the effects of the financial and economic crisis, at 33 percent, than just six months later, when they dropped 10 points, to the EU average of 23 percent. Italians scored as positively on the EU’s ability in May, but dropped much less, only 4 points by November 2010, to 29 percent, while the French remained steady and low, at 22 percent (Eurobarometer eb73 2010, eb74 2011). Notably, in November 2010, a majority of Spaniards (58 percent) rated the EU’s as ineffective in combating the crisis, as did a smaller majority of French (51 percent), by contrast with a majority of Italians who rated the EU as effective in combating the crisis (Eurobarometer eb74 2011)—arguably because they had not been as severely attacked by the markets for their sovereign debt, by contrast with Spain and despite predictions to the contrary. With regard to the impact of the crisis on poverty, however, all three countries’ populations felt that it was increasing in the areas where they live, with 83 percent in France (despite the fact that it has been least hard hit), 75 percent in Italy, and 69 percent in Spain against an EU-27 average of 60 percent and the United Kingdom at 36 percent—suggesting for the latter that the crisis simply had not registered as yet, and credit was still flowing (Eurobarometer flash eb289, wave 4, 2010).

Economic Profiles at the Time of the Crisis

All three countries were hit by the crisis, but France largely sailed through by comparison with the other two across a wide range of economic indicators (see Table 9.1). Italy came into the crisis in worse shape on most of its economic fundamentals than France or Spain, but surprisingly it fared better than Spain in the end, despite the fact that the latter had its house in better order economically just before the crisis.
Once the economic crisis hit, Italy experienced the most dramatic drop in economic growth, France the least, and appreciably less than the EU’s average. Moreover, while Italy’s debt was out of sight, making it second only to that of Greece in 2009, France’s was respectable at slightly higher than the eurozone’s average, while Spain’s was the lowest. Spain’s problem was its deficit, at a dangerous high, by contrast with Italy’s comparatively modest level, and France’s marginally higher one (see Table 9.1). On the positive side for Italy, in contrast, have been the levels of business and household indebtedness and the leverage of the banking system, which continue to be lower than in other European countries—for example, household debt was 57 percent of disposable income in 2008, compared to an EU average of 93 percent, while a high percentage of government bonds are held by Italians. The liquidity ratio of Italian banks was not worrisome either. All of this helps explain why at the inception of the financial crisis, Italy was not in the kind of trouble of some of the Central and Eastern European countries, other PIIGS (the acronym for Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, and Spain) like Ireland and Spain, or the United Kingdom. And in 2010, it also explains why, despite its high level of public debt, the UK was not threatened in the sovereign debt crisis in the way in which Spain was as a result of its high deficit and slowing economy.

On almost all measures related to competitiveness, moreover, France has notably been in the best shape, while Spain does marginally better than Italy. This includes relative unit labor costs in manufacturing, in which France’s were highly competitive by contrast with those of both Italy and Spain (see Table 9.1). On foreign direct investment, moreover, both inward and outward, France has done significantly better in volume and upward trajectory over

### Table 9.1 Italy, France, and Spain Compared on a Range of Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Spain</th>
<th>EU 27</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP 2009 growth</td>
<td>–2.6</td>
<td>–5.0</td>
<td>–3.7</td>
<td>–4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt as % GDP, 2009</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>115.8</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>73.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit as % GDP, 2009</td>
<td>–7.5</td>
<td>–5.3</td>
<td>–11.2</td>
<td>–6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative unit labor costs, 2009</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment, 2010 (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary employment, 2010 (%)</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth unemployment, 2009 (%)</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>39.2*</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female employment, 2009 (%)</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-risk-of-poverty rate after social transfers, 2009 (%)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of doing business, 2009 (ranked from 1 down)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption perception, 2009 (top score 9.4 out of 10)</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitiveness perception ranking, 2009 (1 = best)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Figure for August 2010.

time, while Spain has had a higher volume and better trajectory on outflows since 2006 than Italy (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2).

In addition, on a number of indexes ranking business competitiveness, France was way ahead of both Italy and Spain, while Spain was ahead of Italy (see Table 9.1). On the ease of doing business, for example, while France was not so good at number 31, by contrast with the United Kingdom’s ranking of 5 and Germany’s ranking of 25, but this was still a lot better than Spain’s 62, let alone Italy’s 78, which was a least better than Greece’s 109 (World Bank “Doing Business,” 2010). On corruption perception, France, at 6.9 out of 10 (with 10 the best score), came below the United Kingdom’s 7.7 out of 10, but it was still marginally ahead of Spain, at 6.1, and again both were way ahead of Italy, down at 4.3, which was again ahead of Greece’s 3.8 (Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index, 2009). On competitiveness, finally, France was 25 to Denmark’s 5 and the United Kingdom’s 21 (where 1 is the top score), while Spain came in at 39 while Italy at 50 was only just above Greece’s 52 (World Competitiveness Yearbook, 2009).

On the labor side, moreover, workers were in much worse shape in Italy and Spain than in France in terms of growth in their real wages over time—and France was itself not very good—making the effects of the crisis even worse for workers in the two other countries (see Figure 9.3). Whereas in France, growth in real wages was flat, at around 1 percent on average from 1986 on, Italy’s was close to double that between the mid-1970s and 1990, but then dropped to
negative growth in the early 1990s, to no growth through the rest of the decade, and then up by only a quarter of a percentage point in the 2000s. The story was similar in Spain, although here the drop in wage growth began in the second half of the 1990s.

The most important cause for concern for all three countries, however, is in the labor market. Unemployment has been the most serious problem, although not as serious for Italy or even for France as it was for Spain, which hit a fourteen-year high of 21.3 percent at the end of March 2011 (see Table 9.1). Confirming this reality is a September 2010 Eurobarometer study that found that whereas in Spain, three-quarters (75 percent) of respondents knew someone who was neither related nor a colleague who had lost a job and a quarter (24 percent) of respondents had either themselves or their partner lost a job, fewer than half of Italians (40 percent) knew someone who had lost a job and a quarter (24 percent) of respondents had either themselves or their partner lost a job, fewer than half of Italians (40 percent) knew someone who had lost a job and less than a tenth (8 percent) had had that experience themselves, while only slightly above a quarter (27 percent) of French knew someone who had lost a job and only slightly over a twentieth (6 percent) had themselves had the experience, by contrast with an EU-27 average of 40 percent and 11 percent, respectively (Eurobarometer special eb741, 2010).

Spain’s unemployment problems are aggravated by its high rate of temporary work (albeit down over 8 points from a high of 33 percent due to the destruction of 1.44 million temporary jobs since fall 2007—Bentolila et al., 2011), which is way above the French and Italian rates (see Table 9.1). Youth unemployment is
even worse, with Spain again way beyond the other two countries, while Italy is the worst on female employment, at more than 13 points below the Lisbon target, and even farther behind France (see Table 9.1). The differences between the three countries in terms of social cohesion can also be seen in the indicators on levels of inequality and generosity of social transfers. The ratio of inequality of income distribution in 2009 in France was significantly lower than in Italy and Spain. Moreover, the at-risk-of-poverty rate after social transfers in Italy and Spain was a good deal higher than in France (see Table 9.1).

Considered together, these figures alone tell us a lot about the differences among these SMEs. While France can be seen to have “embedded liberalism,” with strong state regulation that seeks to promote equality along with markets that work efficiently, Italy and Spain have “embedded illiberalism” in which strong state regulation undermines both market efficiency and equality, by hindering market performance in favor of powerful social groups (Blyth and Hopkin, 2011).

When the economic crisis hit, then, all three countries faced significant challenges. But the problems of Italy and Spain were a lot more serious than
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those of France, and therefore their need for reform. This was clear also in public opinion. In May 2010, 91 percent of Spaniards agreed that their country needed more reforms to face the future as opposed to 78 percent of Italians and only 58 percent of French, rather accurately reflecting the depth of the Spanish crisis as opposed to the still serious Italian and minimal French crisis (Eurobarometer eb73, 2010). By September, however, the Italians had shot up to 90 percent in agreement that their country needed more reforms to improve performance, just behind 92 percent of the Spanish, but the same 58 percent of the French (Eurobarometer Flash eb36, 2010).

As for action, by the end of May 2010, the governments of all three countries had agreed, however reluctantly, to follow the German and EU lead in imposing major budgetary austerity, which was to be particularly bad in Italy and absolutely draconian in Spain, thereby further reducing their margins of maneuver with regard to addressing problems of inequality, social exclusion, and unemployment. Public response to the reforms suggests that citizens were for the most part not happy with them. Interestingly, however, the Italians on average saw themselves as more positively affected by the reforms than the Spaniards, and the Spaniards more than the French, who saw themselves as much more negatively affected than the Spaniards, let alone the Italians (see Table 9.2). These differences may, of course, have less to do with the actual reforms than negative views of government leadership, in particular in France but also in Spain, or positive views when any reform occurs, arguably the case in Italy, where there had been so few real reforms for over a decade that any reform at all was seen as an improvement.

The Crisis in France, Italy, and Spain: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

France, Italy, and Spain were all differentially affected by the crisis, largely due not only to their economic fundamentals going into the crisis but market perceptions of their capacity to cope with the crisis as they went along. All three countries responded quickly to the call for stimulus packages but then all did relatively little in the way of structural reforms until the 2010 sovereign debt crisis hit, at which point each instituted austerity packages. France, all in all, had a pretty good crisis, Italy had a pretty bad crisis, and Spain's was downright ugly.

France 2008–10: A Pretty Good Crisis

France could be said to have had a pretty good crisis. Not only were the economic repercussions not as dire as those of Italy, let alone Spain, but French policy responses were also swift and largely effective, with France’s
reasonably generous welfare state acting as an “automatic stabilizer” to cushion the impact of the crisis. France also exercised real leadership in European and global forums. In response to the financial market meltdown in 2008, French President Sarkozy, as President of the EU, pushed for strong state intervention and international as well as European coordination. In response to the sovereign debt crisis in the first half of 2010, he was most active among European leaders in arguing for a bailout for Greece and was himself largely responsible for overcoming Chancellor Merkel’s opposition to the Greek bailout as well as to the €750 billion loan guarantee mechanism, the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF), designed to shore up other vulnerable member-states in danger of contagion. But Sarkozy was unable to maintain his neo-Keynesian resistance to imposing budgetary austerity across Europe, and failed at that time in his push for “economic governance” by the eurozone countries. At least partial success soon came with regard to economic governance, however, since by fall 2010 the eurozone had agreed to a “European semester” for the vetting of national budgets along with other measures to police one another’s finances, and not just those needing a loan bailout (see Schmidt, 2010).

Sarkozy’s activism is all the more interesting for our purposes in that he had won election in 2007 on a campaign platform as close to market liberalism—or the “Anglo-Saxon model” of capitalism—as imaginable for a French presidential candidate. But once the crisis hit he changed his discourse entirely, becoming the champion of renewed “state capitalism” through calls for greater interventionism at the national level and his push for coordinated state regulation of the market at the international. In the end, he produced neither the extreme market liberalism of his campaign promises nor the old-fashioned state dirigisme of his initial crisis discourse, although he did produce both liberalizing reforms and statist actions.

Table 9.2 Perceptions of the Effects of Sectoral Reforms on Respondents’ Personal Lives by Country and by Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>France</th>
<th></th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th></th>
<th>Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affected rather negatively</td>
<td>Affected rather positively</td>
<td>Affected rather negatively</td>
<td>Affected rather positively</td>
<td>Affected rather negatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor market</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pension system</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security system</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market reforms</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education systems</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reforms in general</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to neoliberalism, he neither held to the pure market ideology of a Margaret Thatcher, to whom he was initially compared by the British press, nor to her intransigence, given his willingness to negotiate deals, and the fact that those deals often undercut the substance of his pledged labor and social policy reforms. This said, Sarkozy did manage to institute a number of liberalizing reforms in the social arena, although this came at great political cost to him, without necessarily much in the way of cost savings for the economy. Most notable was pension reform, debated and passed in fall 2010. The bill, which raised the minimum retirement age from 60 to 62 and from 65 to 67 for a full pension, was greeted by “days of protest” that brought millions into the streets for mass demonstrations and strikes—including at oil refineries, which closed down 25 percent of gas stations in October. But although passage of the law in November was a major victory for Sarkozy, demonstrating the inefficacy of France’s labor unions, it did nothing for his political support. Nor did it do wonders for the economy, since the reform itself is little more than a stop-gap measure—without a new pension reform bill in 2018, France will face a deficit of 100 billion euros by 2050. Moreover, a number of other policies meant to reform the labor markets were dropped, such as the proposal to create a “single labor contract” to fix the insider/outsider problem, while his pledge to put public finances in order through cuts in public expenditure and debt could not be met. The big fiscal stimulus in 2008 on top of the tax reforms, such as creating the bouclier fiscale (fiscal shield) to cap at 50 percent the maximum tax payable by any individual (itself eliminated in 2011), also did nothing but increase the deficit.

As for his dirigisme, Sarkozy was no de Gaulle, nor even a pre-1983 Mitterrand. Even though his denunciations of free-market capitalism were a U-turn in terms of discourse, they did not result in sustained dirigiste policies. This is not because his discourse was mere rhetoric. It is because he was constrained in his policy initiatives, first and foremost, by the absence of state capacity to lead, given the elimination of the policy instruments of the past—for example, macroeconomic instruments like its own currency and microeconomic ones like coordinated planning and industrial policy—as well as the lack of money to fund any serious industrial policy, given how much was being spent on the “social anesthesia” welfare state (see discussion in Levy, 2011). A second reason was that the EU was very watchful, and objected to any French policy that smacked of “economic nationalism” or looked to undermine the “level playing field” of the internal market—as when Sarkozy threatened to prevent the sale in France of Peugeot cars made in the Czech Republic in early 2009 or urged Renault to repatriate its operations to France. A third reason has to do with the fact that government not only lacked the capacity on its own to lead business but also the ability to impose on it, as was clear in the banking and automotive sectors (see Clift, this volume).
Nonetheless, Sarkozy did engage in a number of statist actions, in particular with neo-Keynesian demand management and fiscal stimulus early on in the crisis as well as with a number of targeted interventions in the economy, such as ones to promote mergers among national companies and to halt foreign takeovers.

Sarkozy’s quick response to the crisis enabled France to avoid the bankruptcies of the United Kingdom, the collapse of entire economic sectors as in Spain, and the dithering of the Germans. As of October 2008, he produced a 360 billion euro package in bank debt guarantees and capital injections for French banks and in February 2009 announced a further 26 billion euro stimulus package to protect the construction and automobile sectors, along with tax credits for the poorest families and 8 billion euros for spending on infrastructure. To deal with the deficit, moreover, his government passed a number of stimulus measures, including a clunker buyback scheme, tax relief for small companies taking on new employees, tax credits for public–private partnerships, tax reductions for lower incomes, and various investment credit schemes, amounting to over 1 percent of GDP. As for those most hard hit by the crisis, the government introduced a new welfare scheme, the *Revenu de Solidarité Active* (RSA), which provided the most disadvantaged with monthly payments of between €500 and €1000. All of these measures together produced the desired effects on the economy, with a rise in household consumption as well as a large increase in new car sales by the end of 2009, although it did little for unemployment, which increased from 7 percent to closer to 10 percent by mid-2010.

Sarkozy had also promised to “protect the French people in globalization,” insisting that the EU needed to protect Europeans and act against the “delocalization,” or offshoring, of jobs. This is a theme that resonated with the French, who are also afraid of “insourcing,” at least when it came to the infamous—and nonexistent—“Polish plumber,” whose invocation just prior to the 2005 referendum on the Constitutional Treaty helped doom it to failure (Schmidt, 2007). A recent Eurobarometer poll (eb73 2010) suggests that the French have not changed their views on globalization, since only 29 percent of French felt that the EU protected them against the negative effects of globalization, as opposed to a whopping 50 percent of Italians, and 42 percent of Spaniards, on par with the EU-27 average. But although much of Sarkozy’s activism was focused on reassuring the French that he can and will protect them, they are not convinced.

Sarkozy himself was at the very bottom in popularity, in 2011, and at the lowest for any President of the Fifth Republic (at 30 percent), having started his presidency on a high in his early months in office (67 percent in summer 2007) to very low a year later (36 percent in May 2008). But even though the public has been less and less pleased with the government’s performance, the
Socialists have offered little alternative—in particular since Dominique Strauss-Kahn had to drop out of the presidential race and his job at the International Monetary Fund (IMF) because of his indictment in the United States for attempted rape. Most worrisome is the rise of the extreme right under the seemingly more moderate daughter of the founder, Marine Le Pen, who has managed to hit many of the issues of concern to workers toward the bottom of the ladder, such as unemployment, immigration, and the EU.

Italy: A Pretty Bad Crisis

Not surprisingly, no praise of the kind heaped on Sarkozy for his leadership in the crisis was forthcoming for Italy or its leaders. Not only did Berlusconi seemingly spend his time on nonpolitical distractions, while Sarkozy exercised leadership in the EU, but the Italian economy also contracted a lot more than the French, and the government did a lot less to try to counteract this in its stimulus package. This said, Italy was not in as dire straits as many other European countries in 2008, including Spain, because it did not suffer from a housing bubble. Its high public debt, however, was a time bomb that endangered it increasingly during the sovereign debt crisis of 2010.

The Italian government’s discourse in response to the international crisis oscillated between saying on the one hand that little needed to be done, with optimistic appeal to the inherent virtues of the economic system, and repeated calls to austerity and sacrifices on the other. Berlusconi’s communicative discourse shifted between “It’s a dramatic crisis” (Il Corriere, November 23, 2008) and “We will get out earlier from the crisis; we have a strong banking system, our banks have not been involved in toxic securities, Italian families are high savers and each Italian who loses his job gets a 70 percent compensation . . .” (La Stampa, February 23, 2009). But while the talk was reasonably positive, the action was not: the structural problems and inefficiencies inherited from the past were not tackled at all between 2008 and 2010. Moreover, what few measures that were taken were done with no coordinative discourse with the social partners—unlike in the 1990s—nor with the Parliament because of the “command and control” decision-making style of the Premier on the one side, and the rigid European budgetary constraints on the other.

Soon after the elections, in 2008, Berlusconi did fulfill some of his electoral promises, such as abolishing the municipal tax on the first property, reducing taxes on overtime work, introducing a “social card” for poor citizens; passing a reform of the public sector in an effort to spur competitiveness and control performance; and introducing a larger fiscal burden for rich companies, like banks, energy, and oil companies. These measures were part of Berlusconi’s plan to communicate to the public a new image of the government as an “active and tireless player” (as opposed to the inertia of the left)
and as defender of “national interests,” in tune with the values of the right-wing components of his coalition. An emblematic example of this was the state rescue of Alitalia, by blocking the takeover by Air France and then facilitating Alitalia’s takeover by a group of Italian private companies led by the bank Intesa San Paolo, at immense cost to the state (300 billion euros plus the financing of unemployment benefits), with uncertain results, since it is unclear whether the new company will be able to compete internationally.

Other measures undertaken to shore up the banks involved the emission of secure bonds (the “Tremonti bonds”), government entry into the capital of some banks, and the assurance of emergency liquidity assistance by means of the Bank of Italy. As for the welfare state, in 2008, some special social shock absorbers (ammortizzatori sociali in deroga) were introduced. Moreover, regional governments were granted the power to “complement” state intervention with their own social shock absorbers “in departure” from national legislation (Curzio, 2009; Jessoula and Alti, 2010). These subsidies were focused in particular on small firms, especially in the regions of the Third Italy, which were hurting as a result of the crisis and global downturn, many of which have closed as a result of it—with 9,255 in 2009, 23 percent more than in 2008 (Cerved—Le Monde, March 9, 2010).

Only in 2010, as the Greek crisis unfolded, did Berlusconi move beyond his domestic focus and attempt to be more present on the international stage. This may be explained in part from the fact that his popularity, traditionally quite high, had diminished from 57 percent to the historical minimum of 39 percent by spring 2010. This is when his pronouncements on the crisis multiplied in all the media, especially by emphasizing the robustness of the household and private sector, such as: “By putting together the public and private debt, we are the richest country in Europe, slightly above Germany . . .” (Corriere, May 2001). At the end of May 2010, after the historic resolutions of May the 9th on the Greek crisis, when EU Commission President Barroso came to Italy, Berlusconi switched discourse, now speaking of the “syntony of ideas and values” with the President of the Commission and on the shared belief that European countries had lived up to then beyond their means and thus needed to be profoundly reformed financially.

For all this, however, Berlusconi had only reluctantly agreed to the turn to austerity designed by the Minister of the Economy Tremonti. The anticrisis legislation included a special “fiscal shield” to encourage the return of financial capitals illegally kept abroad (providing to pay a flat rate tax of 5 percent) which was to be used to finance special measures against the effects of the crisis. In addition, 24.9 billion euros of cuts were to be obtained in 2010 by draconian reductions in government transfers to subnational governments; stricter rules on eligibility for invalidity pensions; the increase of pensionable age for women in the public sector; the abolition for three years of the
automatic wage increase for all public employees’ and a job freeze; a wage reduction for top public managers and magistrates; the reduction of benefits and reimburses for ministers, top politicians, and political parties; stricter controls on pharmaceutical expenses on behalf of the regions; a special tax for tourists staying in Rome and the extension of toll motorways; and more.

Although these measures were greeted by a series of strikes while local governments sought to negotiate revisions, the government ignored them and pushed the measures through again via a double call for the vote of confidence. But however unpopular the government may have become—in particular in light of the bunga-bunga scandal (parties in which Berlusconi and his guests cavorted with young women, one of whom was 17)—the opposition seemed to provide no alternative, at least up until the local election of 2011, when the left took Milan and held Naples in what was generally seen as a referendum on Berlusconi himself. The center-left’s main party, the Democratic Party, is internally fragmented and unable to reorganize around a clear political identity, and the unions are divided. Moreover, the center-right itself has become increasingly divided, although attempts to reform or to bring the coalition down—mainly by President of the National Assembly Fini—did not succeed until the eurozone crisis intervened, with market pressures precipitating the replacement of the Berlusconi with the technocratic government of Mario Monti. The question for the future is whether the Monti government will be able to break the paralysis, or whether Italy will simply continue as before, by muddling through with incremental strategies, now molded by a new austerity ideational paradigm imported from the EU, and without any clear strategies to reverse the downward trend in economic growth and competitiveness.

**Spain: A Pretty Ugly Crisis**

If France’s crisis was pretty good and Italy’s pretty bad, then the only label we could attach to Spain’s crisis is ugly. This is a country that seemed to be doing everything right just before the crisis hit, with its economic fundamentals in great shape—low debt, low deficit, a comparatively high growth rate, and a government surplus. The very sources of economic growth, however, turned out to be the causes of precipitous decline once the financial market crisis hit. Spain, like Italy, suffered from a lack of competitiveness, aggravated, in its case, by the fact that it was much more of a draw for foreign investment. This encouraged wages to grow much faster than actual productivity, and a massive decline once foreign capital pulled out in the wake of the crisis. Moreover, much of private sector investment went not into areas that would have made the economy more productive but rather into housing. Spain experienced a massive construction boom and housing bubble fueled by easy credit that burst with the global crisis. The real pain, however, was to come in 2010, once
contagion from the sovereign debt crisis in Greece spread to all the PIIGS, and in particular to Spain, forcing very painful austerity measures.

At the onset of the economic crisis, aside from the usual stimulus package and bank bailout fund, the Spanish government did very little—other than to extend unemployment benefits—and had little sense of how bad things would get two years down the road. Spain, like Italy, had a high level of household savings and comparatively low levels of household debts. Moreover, it did not have the kind of exposure to the toxic US subprime market of some French banks, due to the Bank of Spain’s prudent supervision, which had also ensured that as of May 2010 it had yet to spend any of the money set aside for bank bailouts. The result was complacency in the face of toxic domestic paper, in particular that held by the smaller savings banks, the cajas de ahorros, the forty-five lenders that account for about half of the Spanish financial system. These are the banks that were highly vulnerable to the crash in the real estate market, in particular as the bad loans and defaults on mortgages rolled in in the wake of increasing unemployment, as it climbed to over 20 percent (Royo, 2011). Moreover, Spain was much more in jeopardy in the bond market than Italy because foreign investors held a much higher percentage of its bonds. All of this came to a head in 2010, once the Greek-related sovereign debt crisis hit, as Spain became the next target of the markets, which were concerned about the weakness of Spain’s banking sector and its excessively high deficit.

By mid-July 2010, however, the market pressures seemed to have eased, when Spain’s auction of fifteen-year bonds yielded a relatively favorable rate of 5.1 percent. The markets appeared to have been calmed by austerity measures introduced by the Zapatero government that included a 5 percent pay cut for the civil service and a pledge to cut public spending down to 6 percent of GDP in 2011 from a 2010 high of over 11 percent and down to 3 percent by 2013—a freezing of pensions as well as a plan to raise the retirement age from 65 to 67. Its plan to restructure the cajas, by reducing them by at least a third, and efforts to reform the labor markets, also seem to have brought back some confidence. The fact that five of the seven banks that failed the stress test in August 2010 were cajas did not cause Spain problems, since this had been expected. And the drive to recapitalize the banks with 16 billion euros in state loans was deemed sufficient. The ongoing problem for Spain has been that every time another country needs to get a loan bailout, the cost of its own refinancing needs through the financial markets goes up, along with worries about its ability to withstand the onslaught.

All this was very difficult for the Zapatero government. Zapatero’s government is very weak, having been reelected without an absolute majority, and because Zapatero himself had become very unpopular. Moreover, having been first elected in 2004 on a pledge to reform the country by making it more socially democratic, and having passed a whole range of expansionary social welfare measures, the government then found itself having to institute
austerity measures with cuts across the board. Pushed in mid-May 2010 by the IMF, the EU Commission, and even President Obama to take “resolute action” to avoid a meltdown that could have jeopardized the eurozone in a way that a Greek default could not, since Spain really was “too big to fail,” Zapatero finally did go for a vote on a radical austerity budget, which he won by only one vote. In the process, he was criticized on all sides—former allies as well as the right wing opposition—for confused handing of the economy. And this continued through 2011, as he instituted even more austerity measures in response to pressures from the markets and fellow EU member-states. Moreover, he was very much between a rock and a hard place, since he needs to balance the need for austerity with the need to use public spending to promote economic growth—which helps explain his decision in 2010 to restore 500 million euros in abandoned state infrastructure spending. Politically, the opposition made the most out of this. But whether they can do better, having won the election in December 2011, is open to question. As it is, public disenchantment has grown tremendously, so much so that beginning in late spring 2011 a day in, day out sit-in movement by the young unemployed had started in the main squares of Spanish cities that had shown no signs of abating.

Conclusion

The SMEs of France, Italy, and Spain, in conclusion, have all suffered from the crisis, but at varying levels of discomfort. France had a pretty good crisis economically, with its growth rate hit less hard than other European member-states and its industry in decent shape, although unemployment has risen significantly. Its main problem has been political, since although the government was capable of exercising leadership outside of the country, this has been less and less the case inside the country. Italy’s crisis was by contrast pretty bad, with the slowdown in economic growth, hitting in particular the small and medium-sized enterprise, and the rise in unemployment. Here too, however, a large part of the problem remains political, as the Berlusconi government has exercised little leadership inside the country, and did not even try to promote better business–labor coordination, a necessity in this compound polity. The question for Italy is whether the technocratic government of Prime Minister Monti will be able to do better. Spain’s crisis was quite ugly by comparison with that of either France or Italy, given the bursting of the housing bubble that was responsible for much of the economic growth of the country, and that brought with it rising unemployment and increasing mortgage defaults. The question here is whether the Rajoy government will be able to exercise the leadership necessary to maintain the social peace while gaining parliamentary agreement for the draconian austerity measures.
assumed needed to calm the markets without destroying economic growth. This is a very tall order indeed!

In these three SMEs, then, what defines them in terms of their political economic institutions in contrast to LMEs and CMEs is the central role of the state, and how business and labor depend upon the state to solve their coordination problems. Otherwise, business is generally even more autonomous than in LMEs at the same time that it is also more network-connected through state-related or family-based ties, bringing it closer to CMEs. And labor is more dependent on the state for coordination than in CMEs, whether the state leads corporatist concertation where unions are high in membership and organization (as in Spain and Italy in the 1990s) or acts on its own to liberalize/moralize the markets where unions are weak in membership and/or organization (France and Italy in the 2000s).

The state, then, matters a lot in SMEs, and much more so than in LMEs and CMEs, as a state of mind as much as the state in action. Moreover, when the state reforms, it is itself as much the object of reform as anything else—in the way in which it itself regulates business, organizes labor, or manages the economy. Moreover, the state impels reform in business and labor since societal actors are generally more reactive than proactive in SMEs. But for reform to be accepted, state leaders need not just good ideas but a persuasive discourse, although in simple polities like France this demands a stronger communicative discourse to the general public and in more compound polities like Italy and Spain it also requires a stronger coordinative discourse with the social partners and the regions (especially Spain). With all this attention to the state, however, it is clear that political leadership—meaning the quality of political leaders—matters along with the probity and competence of state officials. The chapter also demonstrates that the neoliberal reforms through which states in all three countries had reduced their interventional capacities since the 1980s have also reduced their margins of maneuver with regard to responding to the crisis, in particular for France.

Why France’s crisis was pretty good, Italy's pretty bad, and Spain’s pretty ugly cannot of course be explained solely by reference to differences in political economic institutions, or even with the addition of political institutions, policies, or politics. Economic realities, historical trajectories, policy legacies, and pure dumb luck—as in why the markets chose to worry about Spain rather than Italy until late 2011—are all equally important. This is why we have provided a qualitative discussion of the wide range of issues in play during the crisis in each of these countries. This should also demonstrate that however useful it is to identify countries in terms of their institutional or even ideational characteristics, there is no substitute for in-depth, country-specific analysis.
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Social Solidarity in Scandinavia after the Fall of Finance Capitalism

Cathie Jo Martin

Introduction

The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2008 initially seemed to mark the bankruptcy of neoliberal deregulation and a transition to a new era of renewed faith in government, yet the stranglehold of the budgetary constraints of slow economic growth, and the rising fortunes of parties and populist movements on the right have belied this easy lesson. To date, nations and regimes seem to have learned vastly different lessons from the crisis. For example, in Liberal Britain, the David Cameron coalition government has made incisive cuts (albeit contested) into the welfare state and has sought to reverse Blair’s decade-long human capital investment experiment. Moreover, the touchstones of liberalism—government deregulation—have enjoyed a resurgence of enthusiasm among significant constituencies (think Tea Party) within Liberal countries. While the Nordic countries have also experienced postcrisis economic malaise, the global meltdown prompted comparatively limited changes to the welfare state and governmental controls, and much blame has been placed on neoliberal deregulation, for example, in the implosion of the Danish housing market. Finally, the Scandinavian countries have attempted to use the crisis to redirect investment into emergent green technologies.

Perhaps these differences are not surprising, as Scandinavia has been something of an outlier in the past quarter-century of liberalism. Despite some disorganization among workers and some penetration of neoliberal ideology, continuing high levels of labor market coordination prevented the soaring rise in inequality—so ubiquitous among other advanced countries—and strongly organized social partners negotiated comparatively solidaristic pacts in
response to the challenges of globalization and deindustrialization (Martin, 2004). Yet after the crisis, countries faced a different set of challenges such as the reduction in global linkages and decline in major service sectors; and it was not certain a priori that the recipe for success before the crisis would be equally attractive or deliver felicitous outcomes thereafter. At this critical juncture, then, economic and political choices seem somewhat open and fluid; in this state of uncertainty, one wonders how countries settle on their future paths and what will happen to coordinated and relatively egalitarian capitalism.

The task of this chapter is to consider why nations have diverged in their responses to the GFC and, in particular, to examine the impact of the financial crisis on the Scandinavian brand of coordinated capitalism and social democratic welfare state. I argue that nations’ differential responses reflect, in part, the varying societal capacities of countries to adapt to new challenges—to arrive at and to enact new solutions to economic malaise. Scandinavian employers, in particular, diverged from their compatriots in liberal countries in the past by joining political coalitions to sustain welfare state spending, to invest in the human capital of marginal workers, and even to support redistribution (Martin, 2004). It is possible, of course, that the financial crisis would reduce support for solidaristic coalitions, because the rules of the game have changed with the recent economic upheaval. Yet, I find that the strong state-society relations found in the Nordic countries have persisted; that the social partners have jointly struggled to articulate nonzero-sum solutions (e.g., job sharing to cope with unemployment); and that these efforts have helped to preserve greater social solidarity.

This discussion has a bearing on larger questions about institutional and policy change at critical junctures, namely processes of collective political engagement are particularly important to redirections in public policy in response to seismic economic transformations. While scholars widely ascribe to the importance of policy legacies in the evolution of welfare states, path dependencies are less salient and informative at acute transitional moments, when profound economic shocks call into question the prior-ruling paradigms. At such critical junctures, redirections in public policy depend less on ideas about the appropriate new course of action (as ascendant ideas are often shared by decision-makers across the political and geographical landscape) than about the societal capacities for adjustment. Organized social partners—acting in conjunction with state leaders—have differing collective capacities for redefining problem and solutions, and these cross-national differences in societal capacities are profoundly important in shaping a country’s transition to a new order. While these processes of collective political engagement, themselves, evolve when confronted with new challenges and do not always deliver functional solutions, nations’ characteristic modes of engagement in social deliberation have a somewhat enduring quality. The Scandinavian
mode—while battered and stressed—remains in evidence at this critical juncture (see also Martin and Swank, 2012).

The chapter proceeds in three parts. First, I consider broad cross-national differences in the negotiating capacities of social partners, and discuss the linkages between high levels of labor market coordination and high levels of equality and social solidarity. This enables us to understand why the Scandinavian regimes sustained higher levels of social protection and equality throughout the neoliberal period and why we might expect similar policy outcomes in these countries after the financial crisis. Second, I identify the economic and ideological impacts of the financial crisis and consider their potential impacts on views about neoliberal ideology, government intervention, and social investment. Third, I explore how Denmark and Sweden have dealt with the crisis and reveal how the high levels of labor market coordination and capacities for adjustment have enabled this distinctly Scandinavian response.

**Business Coordination, Social Protections, and Equality**

In the decades before the financial crisis, deindustrialization and globalization in most countries prompted at least some measure of neoliberal attacks on the state, the deregulation of governmental controls, diminished support for national Keynesian macroeconomic stabilization policies for demand-led growth, and rising inequality. Technological restructuring shifting production from industrial to services pressures welfare states, because service sectors typically have lower rates of productivity growth (Iversen and Wren, 1998). The impact of globalization has been somewhat mixed: social spending may add to labor costs, pressuring countries to scale back welfare provision to protect against imports from newly industrializing countries. Yet, states with open economies may also be motivated to expand social expenditures in order to protect workers from the insecurities of trade exposure (Cameron, 1978; Katzenstein, 1985).

Yet the Scandinavian model enjoys a high level of coordination that resists a full embrace of neoliberalism and that sustains high levels of social investments (especially in skills for low-skilled workers), relative equality, and redistribution against postindustrial threats. As Martin and Swank (2004, 2012) argue elsewhere, cross-national variations in labor market coordination and the organization of the social partners contribute significantly to the different levels of defense against neoliberal invasion. Firms in a well-organized business community are more likely to join coalitions to sustain welfare state spending and skills investments, and employers are crucial actors in determining distributive outcomes. Highly organized corporatist business
associations aid government policy entrepreneurs in their efforts to reintegrate marginal groups into the core economy and make firms more likely to support social protection, redistribution, and relative levels of equality. Corporatist associations, in particular, have political economic, collective action, and cognitive effects that are lacking in their fragmented pluralist counterparts. The political economic effects under macro-corporatism are such that highly coordinated, centralized bargaining produces wage compression and a narrow wage gap between the most and least skilled blue-collar workers. Wage compression motivates employers to eliminate low-skilled jobs and provides a rational for business to support high levels of vocational training and unemployment insurance to encourage workers to invest in specific skills. Macro-corporatist associations also have collective action effects: only some employers will provide collective benefits such as skills training on their own, but encompassing employers’ and labor associations can foster collaboration on the provision of these benefits and the development of highly coordinated vocational training systems. Support for social protections for core workers have quite a different logic than support for redistributive policies geared to address the needs of marginal workers; therefore, it is also important to note the cognitive effects of macro-corporatist associations. Employers have a range of possible interests, and highly organized business associations help employers recognize the profit-maximizing benefits of social policies and bring them into contact with policy experts from other realms.

A large public sector also works to sustain high levels of labor market coordination that, in turn, contributes to continuing support for social protection and equality. While we might expect countries with large public sectors to be more pressured by deindustrialization and to endorse neoliberalism, countries with large and capacious public sectors have higher levels of employment. Low-skilled workers are more likely to avoid social assistance, and this reduces distributive conflicts between skilled and unskilled workers (Martin, 2004; Martin and Thelen, 2007). While a large public sector is feared to be a drag on private investment, high levels of public spending create higher levels of employment with a multiplier effect. This mitigates tax increases to balance the budget during times of slow growth, that threaten to constrain GDP and employment growth (Riedl and van Winden, 2001). Bureaucrats in countries with large public sectors need to improve productivity within the state sector and enhance the skills of low-skilled workers, many of whom end up working within government. Because public sector workers are predominantly female, both women and their employers recognize the special needs for welfare state services for women and prefer that these services not be linked to employment status. A large public sector also gives the state the means to push social groups into coalitions for social solidarity, because public sector unions and sectoral employers’ associations give state actors
greater political power in collective bargaining forums. Private employers and workers, in fact, may become more willing to cooperate to preserve their jurisdiction against the intrusion of a large state: they are loathed to lose their own policymaking authority, and tend to participate in these state campaigns to stay in charge. Thus, a representative of a Danish peak association told me that “business and labor are like Siamese twins” in seeking to preserve their jurisdictional authority against the state (see also Martin and Swank, 2012).

Both Denmark and Sweden experimented with neoliberal reforms in the decades leading up to the crisis, raising questions about the persistence of social democracy in both countries; however, both ultimately negotiated a pragmatic response to deindustrialization that preserved high levels of social investment and equality, and the highly organized social partners were an important part of the policymaking process. For example, Denmark moved toward neoliberal reforms when a bourgeois government gained power after 1982 and continued, in a more diluted form, with a social democratic government in the 1990s. Denmark was confronted with unemployment problems before many other coordinated market economies (CMEs) with rates of 8.3 percent by 1978 (Scharpf and Schmidt, 2000: 46–7). In a context in which generous unemployment benefits came close to full income replacement on a rather long-term (four-year) basis, the state found itself supporting a growing population of welfare recipients (Scheuer, 1992). Yet, the solution was a blend of some fiscal retrenchment, largely in the end to indexing of wages and social benefits, combined with greater universalization of the Scandinavian welfare state; consequently, renewed growth was accompanied by continuing equality.¹ The major welfare state reforms, active labor market, and social policies were viewed as a profound deviation from the past: the object was to move the unemployed into compulsory jobs and training programs, and observers interpreted this as a move toward liberalism (Campbell and Pedersen, 2007). A leader in “decommodification,” Denmark was suddenly at the forefront of efforts to recommodify the unemployed (and potentially strip citizens of their social rights by taking away unconditional legal claims to support) (Abrahamson, 1998).

Yet the active labor market reforms were negotiated in strongly consensual, tripartite bargaining, which contributed to their positive benefits for social solidarity. The Social Democratic government asked the social partners to accept responsibility for the long-term beneficiaries of social assistance, a group that had been left to the state in the past. Social Democratic politicians also took measures to incorporate the major business and labor organizations into national negotiations that both strengthened the organizational power of the peak associations and augmented their resolve to remain crucial actors in the negotiations (Martin, 2004). Even after a bourgeois coalition gained power
in 2001 (with support from the far-right Danish People’s Party), both the employers’ associations and unions defended the system of social protections and worker retraining against threatened cutbacks. The rightist coalition government, under the leadership of Anders Fogh Rasmussen, sought to engineer a neoliberal makeover. To this end, the government sought to create greater freedom in the labor market (and to erode the social partners’ control of industrial relations), to create more private social benefits (and expand dualism), and to cut back the amount spent on activation (“Regeringsgrundlag 2001, Vækst, velfærd—fornyelse”). Resenting an erosion of their jurisdictional authority, the social partners resisted these neoliberal reforms; for example, both the peak union (LO) and the Confederation of Danish Employers (DA) strongly objected to budget cuts in active labor market policy, fearing that this would result in bottlenecks (“LO og DA enige i kritik af besparelser,” LO Aktuelt, January 10, 2002). The bourgeois government sought legislation to give individuals a statutory right to work part time, which would not fall under the rules of collective bargaining (“Regeringsgrundlag 2001, Vækst, velfærd—fornyelse”). The DA testified to the parliament that such law is acceptable only if it is built on a negotiation by the labor market partners (Muntzberg, January 10, 2002). Dansk Industri joined LO in signing an open letter to the parliament, protesting that politicians had no right to legislate when collective agreements had already been concluded and LO applauded Dansk Arbejdsgiverne’s criticism of the reform (LO tilfreds med DA’s kritik af deltidsforslag, March 11, 2002).

Sweden seemed poised to abandon core social democratic commitments after a dramatic financial crisis in the early 1990s allowed the bourgeois parties to gain power in 1991. The right—and even the social democrats before them—began a campaign to decentralize wage bargaining (to allow the export-oriented sectors to raise wages consistent with productivity gains without comparable wage increases for less productive public sector workers). The Swedish Employers Association (SAF) decentralized collective bargaining to its member associations and, periodically, also drew back from participating in some tripartite commissions advising government agencies. Moreover, the bourgeois government implemented cuts in social entitlements, cut taxes, created user fees, deregulated financial markets, and embraced non-accommodating monetary policies (Pontusson, 1997).

Yet, Sweden also avoided a dramatic turn toward neoliberalism in the decades leading up to the 2008 financial crisis. Sweden had gone far in deregulating the financial sector in the 1980s, with the reduction in lending ceilings and government bond requirements; however, a rapid decline in asset values in the early 1990s caused a crisis of the banks’ bottom line, when the large banks could not meet their regulatory capital requirements, and a liquidity crisis ensued. Sweden rather dramatically interrupted its trajectory of financial...
deregulation after this banking crisis and brought together a group of financial experts and major stakeholders across the political spectrum to put into place a new regulatory system. These consensual negotiations—with broad societal support—permitted a very rapid response in which the needs of the banking system were placed above the interests of bankers and shareholders, and transparent rules were implemented to protect against future financial instability (Bayram et al., 2011). The Swedish state assumed control over banks, in exchange for an influx of emergency cash, and then sold off its holdings after the crisis had passed (Jackson, 2008), and later implemented a bank “stability” fee to help banks manage their own recovery (Saltmarsh, January 21, 2011). Moreover, while collective bargaining was decentralized, Sweden has retained high levels of coordination and unionization (Pontusson, 2009). As in Denmark, the Swedish social partners were deeply involved in the development of national action plans for employment, in expanding active labor market policies, and in other aspects of working life (Berg, 2002; Pontusson, 2009).

The New Logic of Post-Finance Capitalism

Coordination may sustain social solidarity (and a large public sector may shore up coordination) under globalization and deindustrialization, but what happens with de-globalization and the collapse of major service sectors (in particular, finance and retail)? Will the havens of security gain the upper hand, or will the coordinating capacities of egalitarian countries be scaled back? When the rules of the game change, will the old logic still apply?

The financial crisis seems to have created somewhat mixed incentives for future trajectories in public policy. First, the financial crisis initially seemed to have had a positive impact on conceptions of regulation and big government and negative implications for neoliberal assumptions about economic growth. The decades before the crisis were dominated by a new growth model based on the deregulation of finance capital, which enabled major restructuring of the economy and deindustrialization. Finance capital drove growth through successive assets bubbles—in shares, housing, and commodities such as oil; moreover, this was facilitated by an expansion in credit, decline in savings ratio, and conspicuous consumption (Gamble, 2009: 7–15). Before 2006, there was a consensus about central bank autonomy; fighting inflation was the most critical goal, while fiscal and regulatory policies were seen as failures. Yet, since the crisis, these assumptions and priorities have been significantly altered (Gieve, 2009).

The crisis of finance capitalism raised questions about the legitimacy of the growth model, the validity of neoliberal ideology, and the appropriate role of the state in the economy, and many initially celebrated the death knell to deregulation and neoliberalism in the wake of the downturn. The crisis
pointed to the need for systemic solutions, and the sense that the state must intervene to solve market externalities seemed poised to usher in another era of big government. The prior financial regime put a high priority on depoliticized economic management, but its crisis encouraged revisiting debates on the appropriate role of states and a return to repoliticized forms of financial management (Burnham, 1999). One had only to look at Iceland, whose aggressive experiments with rampant deregulation led to its bankruptcy: the country was destroyed by its banking liabilities of about 10 percent of GDP, mostly in foreign currency (The Economist, February 14, 2009: 65–7). The Warwick Commission observed a greater need for systemic regulation due to the interdependence of institutions; the verdict was that old forms for monitoring individual financial instruments were insufficient. Immediately after the financial crisis, public opinion seemed to be rejecting neoliberal ideology and espousing greater controls. Obama’s victory seemed to signal a rise of progressive ideas in political circles. Seven out of ten Americans said government should do more for people who cannot care for themselves, and 68 percent wanted major firms to have less influence than they currently have—up from 52 percent in 2001. Newsweek (February 16, 2009) declared that “Big Government Is Back—Big Time.”

In the wake of the crisis, there was a huge rise in the use of expansionary fiscal policies and government stimulus programs, and a seeming break with the monetarist policies of Thatcher and Reagan. In a moment reminiscent of Nixon’s famous declaration “We are all Keynesians now,” Sarkozy remarked, “Am I a socialist? Perhaps.” Gordon Brown proposed a 37 billion pound deal, in which the British government would assume shares in order to recapitalize the Royal Bank of Scotland and the newly merged HBOS and Lloyds TSB banking group, and this prompted the United States to develop its own $700 billion bank bailout plan (The Economist, February 21, 2009: 56).

Yet, the failures of finance capitalism have ultimately delivered a rather mixed ideological legacy. Deregulation was not the only negative lesson learned from the era of finance capitalism, and despite lip service to supply-side economics, economic growth in the past decades has been fueled by stimulating demand with consumer debt. If attention is focused on the failings of debt-driven consumption rather than failure of deregulation, the resurgence of big government is in trouble. There has been a decoupling of economic policy from other policymaking realms; consequently, macroeconomic stabilization policies with strong commitments to enhancing employment are unlikely to emerge with this crisis as they did during the Great Depression (Lindvall, 2009). The past thirty years are better characterized as an era of “reregulation” rather than “deregulation,” because altering regulations allowed firms to renege on worker commitments and to create new risky derivatives markets (Block, 2009).
The political implications of the crisis are rather unclear, beyond augmenting the general mistrust of politicians. Even before the crisis, many victims of deindustrialization and globalization embraced the populist right, and the GFC has fortified their sense of vulnerability. In response to a Guardian poll asking whether people trusted the government to deal with national problems, 66 percent of people in Britain, 80 percent in Germany, 82 percent in France, 78 percent in Spain, and 82 percent in Poland responded “not very much” or “not at all” (Guardian, 2011). In the United States, the right has tried desperately to deny ownership of the problem; for example, the Republican opposition in the House of Representatives cast not a single vote for Obama’s stimulus package and Tea Party members of Congress are determined not to vote for a compromise measure to raise the debt ceiling.

Second, the financial crisis has had profound budgetary impacts, and while the failures of finance capitalism may have undercut neoliberal ideology, they also have undercut social investments. Bubble economies created fiscal slack for social solidarity and high rates of employment created a labor market need for low-skilled workers; yet after the fall, financial woes both reduced funds available for social investment and increased unemployment. The magnitude of the economic problems is overwhelming and a year after the crisis, The Economist (September 26, 2009: 29–32) announced that “a leaner and fitter state should emerge” from the crisis, and recommended various forms of “liposuction” to cut away the fat. Generous welfare states have coexisted with large international financial markets for years, but even in normal times these markets discipline governments in rich countries that run up deficits and debt. After the crisis, welfare states may well face extremely lean years for the foreseeable future.

Coping with the Financial Crisis in the Scandinavian Cases

Our essential concern is to pinpoint how institutional characteristics of state-society relations might protect against or exacerbate national exposure to the crisis. How do institutions shape collective responses that sustain or erode social solidarity and prepare nations for future growth paths? This section evaluates whether the institutional characteristics of the Scandinavian model—and especially macro-corporatism—have sustained some measure of social solidarity against the new challenges, at least from a comparative perspective.

It is immediately apparent that the financial crisis had a powerful negative impact on economic growth and employment in Scandinavia. With a sharp contraction in private consumption, GDP growth in 2011 was projected to be 3.2 percent in Sweden, 2.0 percent in Denmark, and 2.5 percent in Finland,
compared to 3.2 percent in the United States and Canada and 2.5 percent in the United Kingdom. Celebrated as employment miracles a few years before, unemployment also increased precipitously in Scandinavia, although the new levels were comparable to postcrisis rates of unemployment among liberal countries as well. Unemployment was projected in 2011 to be 6.9 percent in Denmark, 8.7 percent in Sweden, 9.0 percent in Finland, 8.9 percent in the United States, and 7.9 percent in the United Kingdom. The continental countries—with the worst rates of unemployment in the precrisis part of the decade—did not fare significantly worse during the downturn: Germany was projected to have rates of 8.0 percent in 2011, France, 9.5 percent, Italy, 8.7 percent, and Austria, 4.9 percent (OECD, 2010).

Denmark, for example, enjoyed very high rates of economic and employment growth until the summer of 2008, but after the crisis, it endured a sea change from being noted to be one of the most vibrant among advanced industrialized economies to joining other countries in having much slower rates of economic growth and much higher rates of unemployment. Exports fell dramatically in Denmark, in part, because Sweden, Norway, and the United Kingdom engaged in currency devaluation; however, exports began to stabilize after the initial percent drop. Sweden’s export economy initially also suffered greatly with the crisis and youth unemployment significantly exceeding the EU average in 2009 (Loven, 2010).

The severity of the economic crisis in Denmark and initial problems in Sweden does not mean that the Scandinavian welfare state is doomed to wither away. First, in Denmark, while the immediate figures on economic growth and unemployment inspire pessimism, many of the country’s specific economic problems harken back to neoliberal policies rather than to its signature social democratic programs or to underlying structural problems. These neoliberal reforms were largely imposed by the bourgeois government since 2001, although the problematic credit policies began even earlier under the social democratic government in the 1990s. Most importantly was the massive expansion of credit and creation of interest-only loans that propelled the biggest housing bubble in Europe, as housing prices went up 60 percent from 2004 to 2006. Danish citizens came to lead in debt-equity ratio among the industrialized world. In addition, the bourgeois government introduced an expansionary fiscal policy composed of unfunded tax cuts targeted at the highest income brackets, which did little to expand consumption in the wake of the crisis (Goul Andersen, 2011: 30–7; Madsen, 2011). Faith in government reached a thirty-year low in 2011 and the social democrats are strongly projected to regain government in the next election.²

In comparison, Sweden has rebounded from the GFC much more quickly than Denmark (or in fact than most other European countries) and its growth rate is projected to be as high as 6.4 percent in the first quarter (The Economist, 2011).
June 11, 2011). Sweden’s vitality partly reflects its very strong export manufacturing sectors and, like Germany, countries that retain strong manufacturing are more likely to show stronger productivity and growth rates. Sweden also parts ways with Denmark because financial deregulation was much more muted. Sweden went through a major banking crisis in the early 1990s and introduced a strong financial regulatory system thereafter, which served to protect the Swedish economy in the recent downturn (Bayram et al., 2011).

Second, the Scandinavian countries with the largest public sectors and reliance on Keynesian macroeconomic interventions have surprisingly fared the best. The crisis prompted budgetary deficits everywhere with the ubiquitous use of stimulus packages and automatic stabilizers, yet countries have been affected in disparate fashion. One might surmise that because their currencies are separate from the euro, Denmark and Sweden had a greater freedom to utilize deficit-producing macroeconomic stabilization policies; however, these currencies are firmly fixed to the euro which accords them de facto eurozone membership (Goul Andersen, 2011). Rather, these countries had small crisis-inspired deficits due to their fiscal positions in advance of the crisis and to the size of their public sectors. High support for the tax state meant that the Scandinavian countries largely enjoyed budget surpluses before the crisis; therefore, the budgetary implications were not as severe as they were elsewhere. For example, Denmark had an estimated surplus of 3.3 percent of GDP in 2008 (EIU Views Wire, March 12, 2009). In 2011, Sweden was projected to have a deficit of −1.7 percent of GDP; Denmark, −4.8; Finland, −3.8; the United States, −8.9; the United Kingdom, −10.3; Germany, −4.5; and France, −6.9 (OECD, 2010: Economic Outlook 87). European countries with deficits of less than half the EU average (of around 9 percent) include Norway, Finland, Denmark, Sweden (as well as Switzerland and Hungary), and these are not expected to have any fiscal consolidation after they have ended temporary fiscal stimulus packages. In comparison, neoliberal countries comprise many OECD countries with more than the EU average: these include the United States, the United Kingdom, Ireland, and Spain, and these are expected to require seven years of fiscal consolidation. Finally, the countries with a medium-level of coordination tend to have a medium amount of financial deficit (defined as greater than 4.5 percent but less than 9 percent) and are expected to require three years of consolidation: these include countries such as Germany, France, the Netherlands, Austria, Italy, as well as Australia and Canada (OECD, 2008: Economic Outlook 85, 231).

This is not to say that taxes are universally loved in these countries, but the distribution of the taxes—with reliance on a broader base and fewer loopholes—means that individuals tolerate the costs and benefits of a large public sector more readily and public support for the welfare state remains very high (Svallfors, 2004). Both Denmark and Sweden have engaged in substantial
reform of their tax systems in recent years. Danish reforms have broadened the tax base while reducing marginal taxes and its marginal rates are now well below those of most European countries except for the very high income people (Goul Andersen, 2011). Sweden has engaged in wealth and inheritance tax reform, causing some observers to declare that the country “no longer stands out for welfare state excesses” (The Economist, June 11, 2011).

Yet, public sectors in these countries remain large and the welfare state remains robust (Bergh and Erlingsson, 2009). For example, between 2004 and 2007, Sweden devoted 54.4 percent of the GDP to public spending; Denmark, 52.5 percent; France, 52.9 percent; Germany, 45.8 percent; the United Kingdom, 43.9 percent; and the United States, 36.7 percent (Dewan and Ettlinger, 2009: 5). The above statement in The Economist fundamentally misunderstands the importance of capacious public sectors to Scandinavian economies and the beneficial impacts of public investment to economic growth. According to Sweden’s chief economist, investments by municipalities were an important economic stimulant, especially important as this export economy is so vulnerable to international markets. Local governments managed to engage in economic stabilization policies without excessive deficits, so that only 26 of the 290 municipalities produced deficits for 2009 (Chefekonomens Blogg, 2010.) Moreover, if one takes into account the value of postponed taxes in pension funds, Denmark has no debt whatsoever (Goul Andersen, 2011: 50–1).

Third, while employment has declined, the Nordic countries offset the pain with training interventions and the Danish model of “flexicurity” was intended to work precisely as macroeconomic events have predicted. In a flexible labor market with very few labor market regulations, firms can hire and fire at will: this flexibility tends to elevate employment during periods of rapid economic growth, but depresses employment more rapidly during recessions (Kongshøj Madsen, 2011). Granted, the active labor market policies put in place in the 1990s, which sought to take individuals off of the passive welfare roles and to reintegrate them back into the core economy, have a more difficult time working in an economy dominated by high unemployment. Moreover, there has been some erosion of unemployment coverage, most significantly in May 2010, when the bourgeois coalition partner, the Danish Folk Party, suddenly recommended cutting the length of unemployment benefits from four years to two (Goul Andersen, 2011). But because most individuals are activated long before four years in any event and can go on active social policy when their insured benefits end, this change in the law is less significant than one might assume.

The big picture illustrates that many Danes have continued to receive high levels of worker retraining and the safety net remains comparatively strong. Indeed, in the face of the economic crisis, Danes are much more optimistic
about getting another job than citizens of other countries; therefore, brief periods of unemployment have a more limited significance. Danes feel more secure in their work; even though they lack job security, they have broader employment security, according to economist Per Kongshøj Madsen, a major proponent of Danish “flexicurity.” A full 67 percent of Danes believe that they would find a new job within six months if they got laid off, compared to only 45 percent of all EU citizens (Hansen, 2010.) Thus, Steen Bocian, the chief economist of Den Danske Bank, noted that while employment in Denmark fell more rapidly than the EU average in 2009, production levels fell in other countries at a similar rate, but labor market rigidities prevented the layoffs (Elmer and Hansen, 2010).

Sweden has had a somewhat more rigid labor market than Denmark (Pontusson, 2009) and has privatized the welfare state more than Denmark (especially in pensions and child care), but these policy changes have been characterized as “liberalization without [welfare state] retrenchment” (Bergh and Erlingsson, 2009). In the past decade, both employers and workers have been fascinated with the Danish flexicurity model. Thus, the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise called for “more Danish design” in the construction of the economy (Ludvigsson, 2006). Since the crisis, the Swedish bourgeois government has moved toward greater centralization of the labor market board, in an explicit recognition of the failed experimentation with private service delivery, a central principle of the neoliberal new public management philosophy. Thus, while devolution to private service providers was once considered a way to improve the efficacy and efficiency of the welfare state, centralized government control came back into fashion after the crisis (Niklausson, 2011).

Fourth, Scandinavian economies are also making the most of the crisis with industrial restructuring. A movement has been afoot in Denmark to take advantage of the crisis in restructuring the economy by making the economy more “green,” both to cut back damage to the environment and to boost the economy by achieving more efficient use of energy. The social partners have, in fact, been more proactive in this regard than the bourgeois government. Thus, the government issued policy packages to spur lending, which had no “green” aspect, and an environmental bill (“Green growth—a green vision of growth for nature, environment, climate and agriculture”) which set a priority on environmental protection but largely ignored energy concerns and economic growth. In sharp contrast, much more aggressive interventions were advocated by The Environmental Economic Council (Det Miljøøkonomiske Råd), an advisory board made up of business, labor, environmentalists, and government representatives, which felt that the government’s interventions were insufficiently ambitious and largely covered by EU directives (Jørgensen, September 18, 2009).
The Swedish government has also been criticized by the social partners for failing to integrate sufficiently the tasks of jump-starting the economy, with a stimulation package for immediate job creation, and advocating for green industry, with its extensive environmental plans. These two ambitions have been most successfully unified in the Swedish automobile industry, where the state invested €273 million in a joint-stock company for auto R&D, and offered credit guarantees for loans by the European Investment Bank to firms who would adopt green technology (Olsson, 2009).

Fifth, while the significant industrial restructuring prompted by the crisis has certainly put stress on industrial relations, the social partners have largely managed to sustain processes of negotiated bargaining and have advocated creative nonzero-sum policy solutions to the new climate of economic scarcity. The countries’ greater capacities for coordination have continued to aid in adjustment postcrisis. In Sweden, the stresses of the financial crisis and subsequent restructuring appeared in the most recent collective bargaining round; for example, the Swedish Service Employers’ Association charged that the Swedish system for resolving industrial conflicts is outdated and industrial relations should become more flexible (Loven, 2009). The Association of Swedish Engineering Industries left the bargaining round, which deeply angered both employers and workers in other parts of the economy. Ultimately, however, the peak associations on both sides made serious concessions to cope with the economic crisis: the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (the peak employers’ association) accepted about half of the wage increases demanded by the LO and a broad collective agreement was achieved, and survived despite fiscal stress and industrial restructuring. Analysts concluded that the greatest victor was the model itself (Kullander and Henriksson, 2010).

In Denmark, the most recent collective bargaining round was also more stressful than the prior one concluded during economic prosperity, but the centralized bargaining model also endured and the social partners have struggled to find creative ways to cope with the reductions associated with recess (Jørgensen, 2010). Employers and workers have been exploring job-sharing arrangements rather than advocating major welfare state cutbacks. Two of the leading socially responsible Danish companies, Grundfos and Danfoss, began job-sharing arrangements in 2009. The National Labour Market Authority (Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen) reported that 107 companies issued pink slips in early 2009, compared with 21 in 2008; however, job sharing had increased from 33 cases in 2006 to 500 in the first two months of 2009. The social partners, DA and LO, jointly asked the government to take the lead in developing more flexible work-sharing rules, so that companies could be protected from making deeply invasive cuts. In March 2009, the government proposed faster access to training, a national alert system, expanded monitoring of labor market trends, and more flexible rules for work sharing; for example,
employees would be permitted to work for two weeks and then take one- or two-weeks leave. But both employers and workers expressed dissatisfaction that government’s efforts to create more flexible work-sharing rules did not go far enough. Peter Norman (Danfoss HR Manager) explained, “We have reached a point where it is almost impossible to fire without hurting the company deeply. Only core competences are left and if they are lost it will be very difficult to recover when the recession turns and the capacity of the industry will be needed again” (Jørgensen, June 1, 2009).

Thus, macro-corporatism has contributed to the capacities of these countries to stay the course against the ideological attacks by the right. Since the crisis, peak employers and labor organizations have been quite involved with the government in offering innovative and nonzero-sum solutions to the unemployment generated by the financial crisis, such as the aforementioned job-sharing arrangements, and in warding off the political assaults on the welfare state by neoliberal forces on the right. Danish firms are benefitting from strong institutions for business–government coordination during these troubled times; thus, the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs declared the crisis good for Danish energy companies because the vibrant public–private cooperation would improve firms’ competitive positions (“Financial Crisis is Good for the Danish Energy Companies,” October 28, 2008).

Conclusion

This chapter reflects on the distinctive response of Scandinavian countries to the recent financial crisis, and suggests that the Nordic policy actions have been shaped, in part, by the high levels of coordination among the social partners and the state. Prior to the crisis, high levels of coordination seemed to help Scandinavia to sustain social protection and equality against the threats of deindustrialization and neoliberal ideology. While we might expect the financial crisis to alter the logic of cross-national distinctions that held true during the golden age, it would appear that the Nordic high level of coordination, positive attitudes toward the state, and solidaristic policies endure. Social democratic, continental, and liberal countries seem to be learning rather different lessons from the crisis; thus, while the new British government has attempted to cut spending to the bone, the Scandinavians believe that Keynesian anti-cyclical spending continues to be the appropriate course of action and their strong fiscal positions enable them to hold on to this policy course. Rather than seeking to prevent private employers from laying off excess workers, these countries are permitting much higher rates of unemployment, but are trying to ease the burdens of those temporarily cast out of the labor market with continuing high levels of training and generous
unemployment benefits. While the jury is still out, it is likely that model countries will continue to diverge in their chosen policy paths after the crisis in much the same way that they did before.

The financial crisis, thereby, seems to confirm our beliefs about the institutional benefits of coordinated capitalism and a large, vibrant state: coordinated countries with high levels of macro-corporatism, infrastructure-bolstering social investments, and large states enjoying certain advantages in making the transition to a new economic order. Social partners joined the struggle to find solutions to the GFC and this effort has helped to shelter these countries from the economic storm. Yet, at this moment of transition, a big question about the persistence of social solidarity concerns solidarity for whom? Are we only concerned about the insular countries of Western Europe or should we worry about a broader cross-section of humanity? Perhaps the financial crisis reinforces our beliefs about the benefits of coordination and a strong state, but one wonders what will be the impact of the end of finance capitalism on the truly disadvantaged.

Notes

1. The introduction of a nearly universal, fully funded occupational pension together with the active labor market policies discussed below contributed to the growing equality of the Danish welfare state (Goul Andersen, 2011: 13).

2. Synovate/Mandag Morgen (2011). “1971–2007: Valgundersøgelserne” (June 27, 2011). Thanks to Jørgen Goul Andersen for providing this to us. It is important to note that the bourgeois coalition gained power in large part because of its alliance with the Danish People’s Party, a far-right anti-immigrant party that grew in popularity after the tragedy of 9/11.

3. There is also some evidence that egalitarian societies have lower compensated elasticities of taxable income (Slemrod and Kopczuk, 2002).

4. One saw in the strongly corporatist Netherlands a similar joint effort by the social partners to weather the storm. For example, the Dutch government was requested by the social partners to expand more flexible regulations and benefits regarding unemployment insurance (over the opposition by some conservative politicians) (Grünell, 2009).
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French Responses to the Global Economic Crisis: The Political Economy of “Post-Dirigisme” and New State Activism

Ben Clift

Introduction

When the crisis within financial institutions and global markets hit in 2008 and 2009, the only thing more striking than the vertiginous hikes in public expenditures to prop up the financial system and its institutions was the enormous range and scope of the new interventionism. The credit crunch thus brought the tensions within liberal international economic governance into sharp focus. After decades of triumphant neoliberalism, where policymakers put their faith in self-regulating markets, suddenly, the coordinates of economic policy rectitude were thrown into flux. This was true across the advanced economies, but in this chapter we focus on French responses and ask how, in the wake of these seismic events, should we interpret French state market relations?

Assessing France before the crisis struck, some operating within the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) (Hall and Soskice, 2001) frame of reference noted liberal shift or drift within French capitalism, and used as appropriate comparators the liberal market economy (LME) model, or the British economy (Culpepper, 2005; Hall, 2006). Others placed more emphasis on the institutional and historical legacies of French capitalism, calling the current phase “post-dirigiste” (Levy, 1999; Cole, 2008; Howell, 2009; Massoc and Jabko, 2012). Such a characterization recognizes the substantial liberalization within the French political economy over the last thirty years, but notes nevertheless that “the post-dirigiste French economy continues to be strongly influenced by its
dirigiste history” (Massoc and Jabko, 2012: 11). This analysis of France in the wake of the current financial crisis argues that this “post-dirigiste” interpretation captures better the qualitative shift in state intervention in France, incorporating as it does the understandings of how the French dirigiste tradition continues to influence outcomes by generating anticipation of state action to shape the market.

As we demonstrate in analyzing French responses to the crisis, the “post-dirigiste” interpretation is at odds within the entire VoC frame of reference, predicated as it is upon an expansive notion of the state as actor in and enactor of markets not captured by VoC’s parsimonious account (Schmidt, 2002, 2009; Jackson and Deeg, 2008), with its silence on the state (Levy, 2006a, b; Hancké et al., 2007). Furthermore, in contrast to the rational choice underpinnings of VoC (see Hay, 2005), ideational factors, such as the mindset of French economic elites across the public and private sector and in particular their understanding of market rationality, are identified as crucial explanatory factors within the post-dirigiste account. These micro-foundations, the different conception of economic rationality operating in France, intervening between individuals and their material circumstances, were important aspects of French crisis response. Thus, the post-dirigiste critique of the liberal convergence thesis is both theoretically and empirically grounded.

One important theme of this chapter is how to understand the state’s role in advanced economies in the wake of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). This is a broader, general issue for comparative political economy, with a range of scholars exploring “new state activism” in a more liberalized twenty-first century, noting that ideas of state retreat, erosion, and roll back are deceptive. In truth, as national economies and international markets liberalize, “the state also rises” (Cohen, 1996; Wright, 1997; Levy, 2006). In rethinking the French state and its place and role within the French political economy in the wake of the financial crisis in terms of “new state activism,” this chapter explores the French state as a “midwife” of change (Howell, 2009: 251), looking at institutional innovations in crisis response.

French crisis responses in banking and finance have involved new financial institutions and further internationalization, in a domain where France and its firms are well placed to compete, and the structure of the domestic market is shaped to facilitate their successful competition. Yet the upshot of this new activism may be reduced state influence over French finance, and indeed over France’s international financial champions. In the first section, we elucidate the notion of post-dirigisme by specifying its conditions of possibility, highlighting a number of key shifts within the French political economy and state market relations since the 1980s. The next section situates this account within extant interpretations of the evolution of the French political economy in the last twenty-five years. Thereafter, we spell out post-dirigiste
processes of market-making before exploring the explanatory purchase of post-
dirigisme through analysis of the specific modalities of French interven-
tion within the banking and automobile sectors.

The Condition of Post-Dirigisme

The twenty-first-century French state retains an ambition to exert influence
over how French capitalism evolves, just as its postwar precursor did (Shon-
field, 1969). However, the French state has, since the 1980s, presided over
dramatic domestic and international, institutional, and structural changes.
Taken together, these saw the French state orchestrate and facilitate a thor-
ough-going internationalization and substantial liberalization of French capi-
talism. The consequence of this is considerably reduced leverage for the
French state over French political economy. This is Howell’s “paradox of
French state intervention”; “the French state has used its powers to under-
dirigisme and reduce state capacity” (Howell, 2009: 231, 249–53). The
constraints of this new international and domestic context are the crux of
post-dirigisme. Although the term has been evoked before (Levy, 1999; Cole,
2008; Howell, 2009; Massoc and Jabko, 2012), here we spell out the key shifts
which brought about this new phase of French state–market relations, and
offer a new ideationally attuned take on the term.

The partial retreat from the postwar model of dirigisme in the 1980s heralded
a shift toward liberalization, deregulation, and privatization (Hall, 1986;
Schmidt, 1997; Levy, 1999). In macroeconomic policy, the 1983 U-turn aban-
doned Keynesianism for the neoliberal competitive disinflation strategy (Lor-
don, 1997). These changes instigated a protracted period of French capitalist
restructuring. In the late 1980s, adjustment remained somewhat insulated
from international competitive pressures by vestiges of dirigisme’s “protected
capitalism” (Schmidt, 1996) logic. However, in the mid-1990s, this unraveled
amid four key transformations within French capitalism which resulted from
the profound changes begun in the early 1980s. These came to constitute the
condition of post-dirigisme.

Firstly, ongoing large-scale privatizations changed the state’s size, its dis-
placement within the economy as a whole, and its relation to the private
sector (counterintuitively, increasing interpenetration of public and private
elites). Secondly, the internationalization of French capitalism proceeded
apace as large French firms engaged in transnational mergers and acquisitions,
foreign subsidiary acquisition, and international joint ventures. This was a sea
change from earlier French state antipathy, indeed hostility, toward foreign
ownership of or participation in French firms (Michalet, 1997: 319–20). Some
large French firms evolved in this period into highly internationalized
multinationals. Thirdly, there was a move to increased reliance on equity finance by French firms. Within this, partly fueled by French corporations’ overseas acquisitions, foreign equity ownership of French companies, especially by UK and US institutional investors, rose sharply (O’Sullivan, 2007: 426). The extent to which French equity is in foreign hands has become a distinctive feature of French capitalism. Fourthly, capital markets, and in particular corporate bond markets, were reinvigorated and profoundly reformed in the 1980s by a French state creating a more market-funded economy and a noninflationary national financial system (Lordon, 1997: 92–3). French bond markets were initially dominated by public and state activity, but by the early 2000s they had come of age and hosted extensive private activity by larger French firms. As a result, first the state and then the banks have progressively ceased to play their formerly central roles in financing French corporate capitalism.

These four shifts constitute the condition of post-dirigisme in France, which marks out a very different landscape from the postwar French capitalism mapped so expertly by Shonfield (1969). In their wake, French interventionism involves using more subtle, often informal, and sometimes novel modes of influence of private firms. Its character is today more “permissive,” helping the big financial players to help themselves, rather than the “directive” approach of earlier phases of French industrial policy (Hall, 2006). The logic of post-dirigisme involves the search on the part of French authorities for new modes of influence—both formal and informal—over economic development. This can be seen in comparative terms as part of a broader phenomenon of “new state activism” wherein the state acts partly as a “midwife” (Howell, 2009), enabling, facilitating, or orchestrating the creation of new institutions and practices within capitalism in pursuit if its “evolving” but not “eroding” missions (Levy, 2006b: 368). It still seeks to shape market outcomes and structures to advance the interests of French international champions, but contemporary French interventionism has had to become more sectorally selective. The historical characteristics of the French model of capitalism are important explanatory factors in determining where post-dirigiste activism takes place. The post-dirigiste activism of the French state operates along more market-conforming lines, although it is important to be mindful of the kind of market it is increasingly in conformity with.

Post-dirigisme, as deployed here, entails appreciation of the ideational conditions within which change is animated by French corporate and state actors. This connects to O’Sullivan’s notion of “acting out change” (O’Sullivan, 2007) within French capitalism, which focuses on “the users of the financial system” who “play a crucial role in enacting the rules” (O’Sullivan, 2007: 394). Such nuanced attention to how French corporate and state actors respond to changing economic conditions contrasts with VoC’s tendency to “emphasize
rational, strategic behavior within a set of fixed institutions” (Jackson and Deeg, 2008: 688, see also Hay, 2005: 111–12). Post-dirigisme involves “a more contingent view of institutions” (Jackson and Deeg 2008: 694), and its ideational approach is built on assumptive foundations which involve two important departures from the convergence thesis within a VoC framework. Firstly, actors are not “bearers” of institutions following preprogramed scripts, but autonomous reflective actors able to reinterpret and recreate their environment (Campbell, 1998; Hay, 2005). They are “thinking actors,” as Schmidt’s discursive institutionalist approach contends, and their actions “make sense,” and need to be made sense of “within a given meaning context” (Schmidt 2009: 532–3). Such a view is consistent with recent ideational scholarship in political economy, which highlights how understandings of economic phenomena reflect agents’ “background ideational abilities,” and are consistent with “the ideational rules or ‘rationality’ of that setting” (Schmidt, 2008: 314; see also Campbell, 1998: 384–92).

Second, drawing on Polanyi, our account sees markets, firms, and the actors who run them in socially embedded terms wherein “economic action takes place within social contexts and is mediated by institutional settings,” recognizing that “socially embedded institutions produce a nationally specific logic of action,” and thus “common pressures may be refracted through different sets of institutions, leading to different sorts of problems and calling forth distinct solutions” (Jackson and Deeg, 2008: 683; see also Hay, 2004; Abdelal et al., 2010: 2). Here, we emphasize the ideational, as well as institutional, dimensions of this “refracting” process. Rather than there being a single, universal notion of economic rationality, this account differentiates between diverse ideational national traditions of economic thought, which are shaped by state traditions and decades of lived economic practice.

Thus, at its boldest, post-dirigisme involves a distinctive French conception of economic rationality, rooted in the nature of the social order in which the market is embedded. In France, elitist oligarchic networks continue to impart coherence to French capitalism, and this social milieu informs a distinctive French economic rationality. Massoc and Jabko, for example, note that the interpenetration of public and private in French capitalism inhibits the possibility of economic rationality or free competition being brought to bear (Massoc and Jabko 2012: 10–11). Economic rationality is socially constructed, and how firms “make sense of their economic interests” depends on “the historical and structural embeddedness of the relations they maintain with governments and competitors” (Woll, 2008: 8). Post-dirigisme incorporates in its explanation how French economic rationality is predicated upon an enduring anticipation of state action to shape market outcomes. As a result of these “background ideational” conditions, List’s key insight into political economy, that political intervention and the shaping of market outcomes are inextricably part of
capitalism, even liberal or free market capitalism, is more keenly appreciated within France than in some other European contexts. For List, “free trade” is not really free: “As long as some nations will persist in regarding their special interests as of greater value to them than the collective interests of humanity, it must be folly to speak of unrestricted competition between individuals of different nations” (List, [1841] 1974: 261).

French interventions reveal a distinctive economic rationality underpinning them, and this feeds through into the conception of the market, in turn shaping activism and intervention in state–market relations. There are, it is assumed, no such things as level-playing fields. There are consequently, compared to British neoliberal norms, or German ordo-liberal norms, far fewer scruples surrounding trying to structure market institutions and processes on terms favorable to key French players within international markets. Thus, a significant degree of partiality can be, and is expected to be, infused into post-dirigiste market-making.

**The French State and French Capitalism**

In seeking to characterize accurately the contemporary French political economy, given the historically particularly sizeable role for the state in the postwar economy of France’s trente glorieuses, comparisons to the dirigiste state of the golden age are inevitable. These can be illuminating, but it is important to be clear what we are comparing it to, and to avoid the “same as it never was” pitfall (Blyth, 2003). The coherence of the postwar dirigiste paradigm has been questioned by revisionist interpretations. An extensive literature questions the coherence of the picture advanced by Zysman, and a debate remains as to how much “glorious” growth was really due to indicative economic planning and strategic interventionism in industry creating “national champions” (see, e.g., Hayward, 1973: 180–7, 213–26; Guyomarch et al., 1998: 161–8; Loriaux, 1999: 241–7, 251–2; Levy, 1999: ch. 1; Hancké, 2001: 309–12; Clift, 2009).

Whether we are talking about historic, heroic dirigisme, or contemporary French state activism, the assumed coherence and cohesiveness of the French state actions is questionable. In the golden age as well as in the contemporary period, the state was not one and indivisible but deeply fragmented (Hayward, 1973, 2007). Furthermore, the dirigiste technocrats were often not steering the tiller but being “captured” by sectional interests within French industry (Hayward, 1986: 13, 16, 101; Loriaux, 1999: 264–5). While allowing politicians to avoid hard choices, this “agency capture” ultimately restricted the French state’s much vaunted autonomy. These are important qualifications to bear in mind when considering French state activism.
As Howell rightly points out,

there are obvious dangers in emphasizing both the centrality of the state in this
process of institutional reconstruction and the coherence and intentionality of its
reform projects... states are rarely unitary actors... competing projects may exist
in different state agencies, nor are they omniscient... there are dangers to attribut-
ing remarkable powers of omniscience, coherence, and effectiveness to the French
state. (Howell, 2009: 250)

Thus, evidence of these characteristics in today’s state activism indicates
continuity, rather than decisive rupture. We should not allow a rose-tinted
caricature of French dirigisme during the “golden age” to induce an overstate-
ment of the erosion of the state’s role and significance within French capital-
ism (see Schmidt, 2003, 2009).

Such an exaggeration of dirigiste coherence in the 1950s and 1960s, combined
with an overstatement of state retreat in the 1990s and 2000s, underpins the
interpretation of French capitalist evolution since the early 1980s which sees it
as emulating the liberal market economies of Britain and the United States. Peter
Hall charts a shift from “state-led modernization” in the 1950s and 1960s to
“market-led modernization” from the 1980s onward (Hall, 2006: 7). He sees the
1983 U-turn as a decisive “repudiation of dirigisme in favour of economic strate-
gies oriented to market competition” (Hall, 2006: 6). With the state unable to
dictate pace and outcomes of change, “what France has been experiencing is not
dirigisme in disguise, but something quite different” (Hall, 2006: 8). Hall notes
that France has liberalized some domains more fully than some European
neighbors, and “in doing so, it has dismantled the most forceful system of
dirigisme in Europe” (Hall, 2006: 21). Hall goes so far as to claim that French
capital markets are becoming tolerant of hostile takeovers, and that “France has
come to resemble a liberal market economy more than the coordinated market
economies on its borders,” such that “the nation has moved somewhat closer to
the modalities of the British economy” (Hall, 2006: 21).

This chapter takes issue with the liberal convergence interpretation, and
argues that more of the dirigiste edifice endures than meets the eye. Contrary
to Hall’s interpretation, dirigisme’s vestiges and legacies, notably the
interpenetration of public and private elites (Cohen, 1996), continue to
exert powerful influence over French state–market relations. This, as noted
above, profoundly effects conceptions of the market and economic rationality
within French capitalism. Hall may be correct to note that “industrial policy is
more diffuse and less directive than it was 30 years ago,” that it operates more
with the grain of market, and that “there is a more pronounced market logic to
the processes whereby public resources are distributed” (Hall, 2006: 13). Yet, it
is crucial to bear in mind the kind of “market logic” with which French state
activism exhibits increased conformity. It is a distinctively French version of
the free market, infused with partiality, and reproducing market dominance for big French players domestically and internationally.

In this way, the ideational take on post-dirigisme provides the underlying micro-foundations of the rejection of the idea that the French economy now approximates an LME model, or British capitalism. While it may be true to say that ideas of freer competition and operating with the grain of the market and following economic rationality are more acceptable and prevalent in France today, it is a mistake to extrapolate from this—as Hall does—that the French economy approximates the modalities of the British economy (Hall, 2006). This is because these terms and themes have different meanings in each context.

**Post-Dirigisme and New State Activism**

The French state retains a degree of influence over the economy unusual among the advanced economies, even as liberalization has been unleashed within the French political economy. These pathologies of state activism were amply demonstrated in responses to the current crisis, even if the nature and form of state intervention has evolved. The reasons for anticipating “new state activism” coexisting with liberalization, internationalization, and freer markets before, during, and after the current crisis are familiar. The model of the pure, free, or self-regulating market, in the twenty-first as in the nineteenth century, is built on a myth (Vogel, 1996; Crouch, 2005; Levy, 2006a, 2006b). Polanyi’s *Great Transformation* demonstrated how “regulation and markets, in effect, grew up together” (Polanyi, 2001 [1944]: 71), and the nineteenth-century “liberal state” which he described was in many ways the architect and author of the misnamed “self-regulating” market, and central to the processes of regulation without which it could not have existed (Ibid. 146–7).

Free market capitalism, even of a liberal or neoliberal kind, requires extensive and continuous state intervention, albeit constrained by the rules sustaining the market order, what Wilks terms the “economic constitution” (Wilks, 2010: 731–5), including, in the UK case, elements such as the “Green Book.” The present crisis and the multiple and highly visible forms of state interventionism it has provoked have made this more obvious, but the underlying causes of political interventionism in the economy have roots that extend far beyond the “subprime crisis” and the ongoing turbulence it has unleashed within financial markets. Indeed, the GFC and the dramatic responses to it merely put a magnifying glass on a permanent feature of liberal market capitalism. From a Polyanian perspective, which emphasizes the state’s role in setting the rules and framework for market activity, state intervention is necessary for the governance of, indeed the existence of, markets. “No market economy separated from the political sphere is possible” (Polanyi, 2001 [1944]: 205;
Krippner and Alvarez, 2007). State intervention, as Levy puts it, “is not just a one-shot deal,” the state “does not simply set up” market regimes, “it also helps them to adapt” (Levy, 2006b: 374).

We noted above the centrality of embeddedness of markets to a post-dirigiste account. Taken seriously, embeddedness makes the dichotomizing separation of state and market of “state-economy dualism” impossible (Block and Evans, 2005: 505). This is a useful corrective to the dichotomous opposition of the ideal types of state and market. As Krippner and Alvarez note, “the mutual constitution of state and economy” means that, “for Polanyians, the notion that markets could exist outside of state action is simply inconceivable” (Krippner and Alvarez, 2007: 233; see also Block, 2003). Thus, state and market are co-constitutive, and it simply does not make sense to think in terms of either state or market given the “ubiquity of state intervention” (Perraton and Clift, 2004: 209). Block’s notion of the “always embedded market economy” underlines how markets are always politically embedded and require rules and institutions, such that “it becomes impossible to imagine how the economy would run if only the state would cease its unnecessary meddling” (Block, 2003: 301). This was very well demonstrated by the statist dimension to crisis responses across the advanced economies, including the most liberal ones.

Thus, there is no contradiction between the coexistence of new and even rising levels of state activism and market liberalization at both the international and domestic levels. As Jonah Levy puts it, “while old forms of state intervention may be discredited and cleared away, new interventions often emerge to take their place. The state also rises” (Levy, 2006a: 2). Levy identifies “new missions” of state activity. These missions, moving from “market direction” to “market support,” may be “corrective” or “constructive”; in each case, what is at hand is “the state’s innovative capacity . . . forging new state policies and regulations for a new competitive environment” (Ibid. 3). Thus, “market support is not synonymous with state withdrawal,” rather “the move towards the market has generated a raft of new state missions” (Ibid. 3).

Deregulation, of course, involves not simply removing restrictions but active reregulation; the huge raft of legislation and directives required to institute the Single European Market exemplifies this (Vogel, 1995). More fundamentally, market-making is often casually associated with neoliberalism and ordo-liberalism, and assumed to equate to policing competition through antitrust measures. However, market-making is not one-dimensional, but a differentiated and varied set of processes and activities, going well beyond regulating competition. All “free” markets are deeply politically conditioned by pervasive, almost ubiquitous market-making regulation over wages, pollution, product and process standards, and so on (Polanyi, 2001; Fioretos, 2009, 2011; Farrell and Newman, 2010), to the extent that “virtually no price . . . is
free from politics” (Chang, 1999: 197). After all, “market construction is an active undertaking” (Levy, 2006b: 380).

This has always been a facet of markets and capitalism. What the “new state activism” approach throws into relief is the qualitative change in these market-making interventions. They are today less “market-steering” and more “market-supporting” and include “making labor markets and systems of social protection more employment friendly,” “recasting regulatory frameworks” and “expanding market competition” (Levy, 2006a: 3). The character of this new state activism and market-making interventionism in each national case is likely to vary according to national institutional and ideological particularities. This chapter shares Levy’s “dynamic and activist perspective on state intervention” (Ibid. 4), and seeks also to “see the changing place of the state in a more variegated light” (Ibid. 10) than standard “retreat of the state” arguments. It identifies, through exploration of the French case, more missions of new state activism.

French post-dirigisme and New State Activism: The Bank Bailout

The current financial crisis and global economic downturn provide a contemporary example of the strength of new state activism as a policy reflex within the French “post-dirigiste” political economy. In this section, we explore how French financial capitalism has been reconfigured in the wake of the crisis. It is noticeable that the “new state activism” of which the banking bailout is an example is highly selective, and is only viable in certain sectors of the economy, given their particular and contingent institutional configurations and historical conditions. In the case of banking, these include the long and very well established habit of French state intervention in the banking sector which is subject to a high degree of regulation (Shonfield, 1969; Zysman, 1983; Massoc and Jabko, 2012: 12). This has left its imprint in the form of intimate links between the French financial elite and the state. Thus, some rather “old” features of French capitalism—the small number of key players involved, combined with the well-established modalities of interaction in this sphere, made banking ideally suited as a site for “new” state activism.

First announced by Sarkozy in October 2008, the bank rescue plan aimed at restoring confidence and liquidity into the French financial system, as well as recapitalizing and restructuring some troubled banks. After some angry exchanges with the European Commission, who initially vetoed the plan, proscribing the use of state aid to allow banks to increase their lending books, a revised plan was approved. The final rescue plan allowed banks to issue preferred shares as collateral to government money in addition to subordinated debt, and to convert already issued debt to shares. Recapitalization

There was certainly a highly statist dimension to the France banking bailout, and from a “new state activism” perspective, it is important to delineate what is novel, and what is more familiar within French responses to the GFC. One or two aspects recall the postwar heyday of dirigisme, others are consistent with the practice of post-dirigiste restructuring in the 1990s and 2000s. On the reminiscent of postwar dirigisme side of the ledger are practices of “pantouflage,” or the seamless transition from senior political to private sector office (Suleimann, 1978: 226–30). This was demonstrated by Sarkozy putting place-men into key positions in newly merged and restructured banks (Pérol at CEBP, Mariani at Dexia). More broadly, the small number of key players involved in shaping the plan shared close personal ties, forged at France’s “grandes écoles.” In this respect, the French banking bailout demonstrated the ongoing oligarchic elitist and networked character of French capitalism. It is clear from this that, despite claims to the contrary (Hardie and Howarth, 2009), the “financial network economy” described by Morin a decade ago (Morin 2000) is still present in France.

A second familiar element was the logic of international champion creation and advancement, an instance of what Levy terms “constructive” new state activism (Levy 2006b: 368). However, unlike postwar dirigisme, the means to this end included bank-rolling further international mergers and acquisitions, indicating that the international champion advancement at hand within the bank bailout is of a decidedly post-dirigiste character. The internationalization of the French financial sector since the 1980s has been built upon the initial historical conditions and the regulatory context of the French banking sector which inhibit foreign competition. This logic of selective, perhaps “neo-mercantilist,” liberalization continued in the bank bailout of 2008–9. A concentrated banking sector, which got off relatively lightly in the crisis (due to historical conditions of French capitalism—low household debt, universal banking, limited investment banking), was well placed to compete internationally, and exploit opportunities for international expansion presented by the crisis.

The clearest example of the French state’s international champion-building ambition, co-opting private interests in the pursuit of dominance in the lucrative financial services industry, is BNP-Paribas. This is the largest French bank, and it plays a key role along with AXA at the heart of France’s reconfigured networks (partial remnants of an earlier “protected capitalism” logic) which provide coordination and some protection from hostile takeover for
large French firms. BNP-Paribas asked that the second bailout tranche be brought forward. In the spring of 2009, the state became the largest shareholder in BNP, holding 17 percent of nonvoting shares. The day after the hastily advanced refinancing, BNP announced its takeover of sections of Fortis Bank (Hardie and Howarth, 2009: 1033; Massoc and Jabko, 2012: 28). Thus, the French government was actively providing financial assistance enabling BNP-Paribas to exploit the crisis in pursuit of aggressive external expansion as hard-hit German and British banks retreated. This state-sponsored international champion advancement made BNP-Paribas the largest bank in the eurozone (EIU, 2010: 13).

The bank bailout also involved the French state in new modes of interventionism, creating new kinds of institutions to facilitate its ongoing influence.

In a post-dirigiste age, the role of the French state has changed, but it is no less important... the state no longer directly organizes economic activity and its direct regulatory role has lessened... the importance of the French state now is its capacity to reform institutions in such a way as to encourage different practices... the state has acted as a midwife. (Howell, 2009: 251)

Illustrative of the state’s role as “midwife” of new institutions and practices, the French government’s banking bailout involved inventing new kinds of financial bodies to transfer funds to struggling banks. Lurking behind this was a desire to create new mechanisms of influence over large financial firms. There were two key institutions corresponding to the two key elements of the economic and financial relaunch plan—the Société de Prise de Participation de l’Etat (SPPE), which was to provide capital to troubled banks, and the Société de Financement de l’Economie Française (SFEF), whose role was to assist credit creation in the wider economy. Thus, the French post-dirigiste state was the midwife of some novel financial institutions which enabled it to continue its informal influence in the French banking sector and French financial capitalism.

Amid the global economic crisis stymieing international credit markets, the French state’s influence was briefly augmented. French banks needed state finance to restore their credibility and their balance sheets. This was a slight return for the institutionally allocated credit logic of earlier dirigisme (Zysman, 1983), with the French state acting as gatekeeper—controlling access to credit for large firms who, under the conditions of the crisis, had nowhere else to go. However, the changed context of heightened international capital mobility and the expansion and deepening of international financial markets since the 1970s (i.e., the condition of post-dirigisme) meant that the terms of engagement were very different. Gone are the days of the French state as dirigiste “gatekeeper” pulling all the strings and inducing big French firms to do its bidding.
The post-dirigiste state was reinventing the means by which it supported its key strategic sectors. Distinct from all the other bank rescue plans in Europe, the SFEF is a mutual institution; its funds are held in common, 66 percent by the big banks and 34 percent by the French state. This enabled using global financial markets, and the state guarantee which backed the bonds issued, to reduce the price of borrowing on the international money markets. This novel mutual structure, incorporating the state guarantee backing the activity, was a way to finesse the propping up of banks to avoid falling foul of state aid prohibitions (EC, 2008). This made for inexpensive and much needed financing for the banks which had nowhere else to turn. The mutual structure idea originated with the bankers who were the key authors of the rescue plan—as a means not to individualize the share issues, and thus to help protect the most fragile banks and to destigmatize resort to the funds (Massoc and Jabko, 2012: 12). It served bank interests—the state guarantee which the SFEF delivered came cheaper for French banks than for any other in Europe (Massoc and Jabko, 2012: 25). The state for its part could use 20 percent of the funds created to lend to struggling industries.

The SFEF was instrumental in providing credit and funding in French banking and the wider economy—with the state guarantee providing the confidence that private actors and international markets could not, at the time, deliver. However, the return to prominence of the state as institutional allocator of credit proved short-lived. The SFEF was mothballed as international credit and financial markets recovered and then bounced back after the seismic shocks of 2008–9. The ongoing search for “new missions” (Levy, 2006) is all part of new state activism and post-dirigisme. This is partly because some new missions—such as this one—prove to be transitory.

Another novel dimension of the bailout was the “permissive” quality of the regulation, and the extent to which the inspiration for institutional innovation originated not with French state actors but with the key financial elites. This all reflects a state not dictating to but seeking the cooperation of big financial players. For all Sarkozy’s postcrisis bluster about the need for a re-moralization of capitalism, and the need to tame the morally bankrupt excesses of finance capital, in practice, no sanctions and few conditions were imposed on French banks in the context of the bank bailout. In relation to remuneration, where Sarkozy had much to say on bankers’ bonuses, there was a one-off “exceptional” tax, but no rules or regulations were forthcoming as a quid pro quo for state support. The nature of state participation in bank refinancing, taking up exclusively nonvoting shares, reflected this. This is even true in the Franco-Belgian bailout of Dexia, where the Belgian state got voting shares. What is more, the state did not seek any board level representation within the rescued banks. In general, the bailout involved a lack of obligation on the big French banks.
The French state was acting in concert with the big banks, demonstrating how the French state’s role in the economy had changed compared to the postwar period. Even at the height of the crisis, the state was not dictating to the big banks. The amount of money distributed by the SPPE, the two tranches of €10.5 billion, and how that money was divided up followed very closely the recommendations of the big bankers. This gives us an insight into what kind of institutions, and market structures, French post-dirigiste market-making delivers. The whole process is predicated upon the ongoing intimate interpenetration of public and private elite spheres (Massoc and Jabko, 2012) which has undergone successive phases since liberalization began in the early 1980s (Cohen, 1996: 233–4). The “permissive” interventionism and selective liberalization approach to international champion creation captures the paradoxical essence of French post-dirigisme and its intervention in, but not control of, the market economy. The new balance between state and market involves more autonomy for private actors. The French state was helping the big financial players to help themselves.

**Automobile Industry Rescue Package**

The other sector singled out for intervention amid the crisis was car production: Sarkozy’s February 2009 *plan de relance* rescue package for the French economy in general and the car industry in particular (in the face of delocalization by Peugeot of French car production to Czech factories). The channeling of funds here reveals another instance of the post-dirigiste state as midwife. The financial architecture of the French state was reconfigured in 2008. This involved a reorganization of the *Caisse des dépôts et consignations* (CDC), the large state-owned bank, which runs, among other things, state pension funds, has for decades invested on behalf of the state in infrastructure and development projects (EIU, 2010: 9, 12–13). The very substantial financial assets of the CDC have long been deployed strategically by the state, investing to buy up stakes in large French firms deemed in the national interest. This role was enhanced and revamped in November 2008, when the CDC acquired a €20 billion French Sovereign Wealth Fund (FSI) to “support strategic [French] firms during the crisis.”

Intervention in the car industry is partly explained by the place of the automobile industry in the French economy. The car industry is one of France’s key manufacturing industries, important in terms of employment, exports, and the balance of trade (nearly one in two French cars are exported, with 85 percent of exported French cars going to other EU countries). It is also a significant hub of private R&D in France, crucial in its own terms and for the positive technological externalities (OFCE, 2009: 2).
Sarkozy’s “car pact” had three key objectives. It sought to offer, in the short term, support for demand and jobs in the car industry. The second, longer term aim was to form part of an industrial policy geared toward ensuring the future of a strategic hi-technology industry. Thirdly, and related to the second, it sought to encourage the production of cleaner cars. The total funds dedicated to the package amounted to €9 billion. It involved a €6.5 billion commitment to help Renault and PSA Peugeot-Citroën (with innovation and clean technology R&D). This financing of large development programs to develop cleaner cars took the form of cheap five-year loans at 6 percent (not 10+ percent market rate), offered in return for commitments on “doing everything possible to avoid redundancies” while in receipt of state funds. The significant increases in funding support, Sarkozy made abundantly clear throughout the negotiations, were conditional upon commitments to preserve jobs, not to close any factories in France. Furthermore, he intimated a further conditionality that supported firms could not delocalize production outside France for products to be sold on the French market. The EC raised its eyebrows at some of Sarkozy’s comments, and reigned in French aspirations to blatantly flout the EU internal market rules, but nevertheless authorized the French scheme in February 2009 (Wilks, 2009: 279–80).²

A further €600 million, channeled through the FSI, was earmarked to fund new equipment through a modernization fund, thus doubling financial support for subcontractors. The fund to help equipment suppliers rise to the competitive challenge of low-cost producers was jointly financed by the French state, Renault, and PSA. Sarkozy’s pact also entailed a doubling (to €2 billion) of financial support channeled through the SFEF designed to boost consumer lending to increase car purchases. This built on December 2008 measures to offer refinancing to PSA and Renault, and to incentivize buying cleaner French cars.³

However, if the institutions to channel the funds were novel, the logic underpinning the automobile bailout appeared less so. There was talk of exploiting the opportunity of a move to greener technologies in car production, and the exploitation of positive externalities from investment in cutting-edge technologies of the future—with the French automobile sector leading a shift to new growth areas of green technology. Yet, skepticism remained as to whether this involves strategic long-term investment, or propping up an industry locked into overproducing unwanted and insufficiently green cars. Car sales were particularly hard hit by the financial crash, partly because most cars are bought on credit, so the credit crunch dried up demand. Trends in the European car markets suggest a long-term decline in demand. The car pact presupposed a sharp rise in demand for cars which was not likely, partly because the kinds of cars they want are not those coming off production lines and filling inventories. In recognition of these market difficulties, the credit rating agencies downgraded Renault and PSA in February 2009. Firms
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cut production, and cut R&D as well as long-term investment. PSA planned to shed 11,000 workers (two-thirds in France) in 2009.

Too many of the wrong kind of cars being produced reflect that large car firms are slow to respond to changing consumer taste. Furthermore, more efficient smaller cars are predominantly produced in Renault and Peugeot’s Eastern European plants, with production of less in vogue models concentrated on French soil. Thus, the funding perpetuated, rather than solved, the industry’s problems. The lending was conditional upon nonclosure of factories in France and job security; yet, given the changing market conditions, car-producing firms arguably needed to cut fixed costs to improve their internal balance sheets, so sites arguably needed to close (OFCE, 2009). Sure enough, once the scrappage scheme elapsed, French car sales dropped significantly in early 2011.\(^4\) A different set of initial conditions and historical, institutional, and market factors explain why this kind of state activism was not “new” enough. For all the aspiration to achieve long-term industrial policy goals, the car industry is a highly “delocalized” hi-tech industry. This undermines ambitions for supporting national champions and building up national R&D capacity in the new knowledge economy. Schumpeterian investment in innovation is likely to leak out and creates jobs abroad. This all smacks of the French post-dirigiste state “picking losers” as the revisionist literature criticized the earlier dirigiste state for doing.

**Conclusion**

The GFC of 2008–9—the vulnerabilities it revealed and the instabilities it unleashed within the advanced economies, and most importantly the responses it provoked from states—is a very revealing episode in seeking to understand contemporary state–market relations within twenty-first-century capitalism. In France, governmental crisis responses, especially in the banking sector, were revealing of Howell’s “paradox of French state intervention.” Today, the post-dirigiste French state is more of an enabler, helping big French business to help themselves; yet, it remains distinct from the UK enabling state in its comfort with highly oligopolistic competition, its nonattachment to notions of level-playing fields. The French economic constitution reflects these different conceptions of the market. The French state is also distinctive in the interpenetrated public and private networks through which its intervention is enacted. The transient state institutions created to help the big banks exploit international champion advancement through internationalization in the context of the crisis served only to make them stronger still. Gone are the days of the French state as dirigiste “gatekeeper” of strategic finance pulling the strings and inducing big French industrial firms to do its bidding. The upshot of further
internationalization of French finance and French capitalism is that the French state will have still less direct influence and control in the future.

The crisis and its aftershocks underlined another important feature of post-dirigiste intervention: its highly selective nature. The banking and car bailouts analyzed here operated according to very different dynamics. State activism is differentiated according to particular conditions in different sectors, and this tells against an internally homogenous account of French capitalism of the kind traditionally associated with comparative capitalism analysis. The source of those initial conditions is, more often than not, the historical and institutional particularities of French capitalism—reflecting the influence of past practices which “post-dirigisme” identifies. The legacies of dirigisme, notably enduring elitism, and habits of state “tutelle” were crucial to the banking and financial sector interventions.

But what kinds of market structures does the French state, acting as “midwife” in pursuit of its “new missions,” assist the birth of? While Hall may be correct to highlight the emergence in France of state policies “in favour of economic strategies oriented to market competition” (Hall, 2006: 6), the more interesting question is: what kind of market competition? The condition of post-dirigisme gives rise to a variant of large-scale corporate capitalism where markets are highly consolidated, impervious to foreign penetration, and dominated by a small number of large French players. In the bank bailout, French state market-making regulation and intervention has continued to infuse the financial sector with a degree of partiality which favors large French financial firms. This reflects the French post-dirigiste variant of economic rationality, which involves two key elements. Firstly, it rests upon a conception of appropriate market configuration dominated by a few national or international champions wielding significant market power. Secondly, that market is embedded in a social context of close-knit elitist networks and an interpenetration of public and private spheres at the summit of French capitalism. Both these important elements inform the post-dirigiste restructuring of French financial capitalism. All this is indicative of the kinds of markets the French make. As the financial crisis hit France’s financial sector and its big banks, Sarkozy recruited his close political confidants to run large rescued French banks whose merger he orchestrated, and bank-rolled international expansion for other friendly banks. In this way, the ideational particularities of post-dirigiste market-making left their imprint on the crisis responses enacted by the French state.

Notes


4. http://uk.reuters.com/article/2011/05/02/uk-autos-france-idUKTRE7412FO20110502
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Paradigm(s) Shifting? Responding to China’s Response to the Global Financial Crisis

Shaun Breslin*

Introduction

Identifying clear epoch-changing events and dates is a difficult task, so we need to exercise caution when considering the direct impact of the crisis on the distribution of global power. What Mahbubani (2008) called an “irresistible shift in global power to the East” was identified before the onset of the crisis, and as Nye (2010) argues, we have not come to the end of US global power just yet. It will also take many years before we know the long-term consequences of the crisis—recoveries might turn out to only be temporary, debt problems might continue and spread, and bubbles might appear that need to be deflated (if not burst).

Nevertheless, the crisis has thrown ongoing processes of change into the spotlight, accelerating some of them and through crisis in the heartlands of the neoliberal capitalist world, has arguably added a new dimension to the dynamics of this power shift. For very good reasons: China is widely considered to be the major “beneficiary” of these shifts. The crisis has shown the robustness of the Chinese economic system and the state’s ability to mobilize resources to support national goals, has increased China’s relative financial power, and has firmly established China at the center of global politics and as a key actor in any attempts to reform the structure of global governance. China already had the world’s largest stock of foreign currency reserves before 2008, and emerged from the crisis with the three biggest banks in the world (measured by market capitalization) (Wines and Wong, 2009), as the world’s biggest exporter, and as the world’s second biggest economy, increasing its contacts with economies across the world in the process. Whatever happens
domestically over the coming years, the sheer size and scale of China—its population, its economy, and its resource needs—will inevitably impact on individual countries, and the global political economy as a whole.

This chapter begins with a consideration of the way in which the Chinese authorities responded to the crisis with a range of measures that resulted in the totemic target of 8 percent growth being achieved with something to spare. While many outside China see this success as an example of the benefits of following a Chinese “model” of development, within China itself the assertion that the crisis actually highlights the key deficiencies of this model has considerable purchase (Yao, 2010). So too does the argument that the response to the crisis has actually exacerbated some of the preexisting structural problems in the Chinese economy (Ding, 2010). So at the same time as China seems to be shifting the dominant global development paradigm, China seems to need its own domestic paradigm shift. But three decades of economic change have created a political economy that seems to have growth (rather than development) impulses written into its DNA. Moreover, while the Chinese state remains a crucial actor, interests and dynamics have been created that restrict the central leadership’s freedom of action and their ability to shape China’s economic future as they would like.

There is no necessary contradiction in thinking of the crisis as increasing China’s global power while also highlighting domestic fragilities. To be sure, much of the popular writing on China tends to congregate around polarized extremes—either China’s inevitable superpower status or an impending implosion and collapse. But this chapter echoes the broad consensus within the Chinese studies community that China’s continued rise and what this means for the world will be largely determined by how it handles these “obstacles, deficiencies, and uncertainties” (Wang, 2009: 156).

**China’s Response to the Global Financial Crisis**

*China’s Response to Whose Crisis?*

In September 2008, the British journalist and historian Max Hastings (2008) referred to the then unfolding crisis in the United States and parts of Europe as a “Western” one. That this crisis subsequently came to be known as a global crisis is more than just a matter of semantics and is important here for two main reasons. First, the nomenclature of the crisis is important in establishing and/or accepting who or what is to blame. This takes on an even greater importance in light of the widespread feeling in Asia that the United States used its power in global institutions to “unfairly” attack East Asia, or punish the region for following illiberal forms of non-Western capitalism after 1998 (Stubbs, 2011). It forms part of what Chalmers Johnson (1998) termed a “clash
of capitalisms”; a clash that seemed to have been decided in favor of the West in 1997, but given the rise of China and crisis in the neoliberal model has (at the very least) been reignited.

To make matters worse, there was an increasing feeling in China and other parts of Asia that the West was looking to externalize blame for the crisis. As some analysts began to conclude that the real cause lay in systemic global imbalances between deficit and surplus economies (Dunaway, 2009), attention turned from the occident to the orient, focusing in on the consequences of maintaining “managed exchange rate policies” (Astley et al., 2009: 180). Not surprisingly, China’s exchange rate policy came under close scrutiny, with calls for the United States to label China a “currency manipulator” and take punitive action through the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Trade Organization (WTO) (Bergsten, 2010). Perhaps China’s mercantilist strategy was even the real root cause of global imbalances (Wolf, 2008).

So the idea of a “global crisis” was taken as a means of deflecting attention away from failings of the Western way of doing things. As Mahbubani (2011) argues:

Most crises are known by their origin, from the Mexican peso crisis of 1994/5 to the Asian crisis of 1997/8. Given there is no doubt who caused our world’s latest troubles, it should adopt its logical name: the Western financial crisis.

China’s top leaders, including Wen Jiabao (2009), were also quick to assert that the origins of the crisis were not just Western, but specifically rooted in the failure of American economic regulation and the “blind pursuit of profit.”

Second, while the crisis has had a clear global reach, impacting on the economic fortunes of economies across the globe, it is not a global financial crisis as such. As we shall see, in the longer term, China’s response to the crisis has generated financial problems that need to be dealt with. But while these problems are serious, the nature of the Chinese political economy makes them somewhat easier to deal with than might otherwise be the case. Returning to the idea of clashing capitalisms, those states like China that had not undergone full financial and currency liberalization and had large foreign currency reserves fared relatively well and had a “good” crisis. It was a specific form of financial regulation (or lack of it) that was in crisis—this was a “transatlantic financial crisis” (Terada and Ong, 2011) with global economic implications.

**China’s Response: Dealing with Declining Demand**

So China, responding to the crisis in 2008 and 2009, did not deal with impending financial collapse, but instead utilized a strong financial situation to deal with “real economy” challenges caused by a collapse in exports. Chinese exporters had already complained about narrowing profit margins
in early 2008, as the impact of a rising renminbi (RMB), cutbacks in tax rebates, and rising wages hit low-tech processing export industries. These challenges were exacerbated as declining demand in the West turned a 21.9 percent year-on-year growth in exports in October 2008 into a 2.2 percent reduction in November—not a reduction in the rate of growth as had happened in the 1997 Asian crisis, but actual negative figures. This was followed by eleven months of continued falls with the overall figure for 2009 showing a 16 percent decrease on 2008. Around 20 million migrant workers are thought to have returned home as factories closed; and though some of these were subsequently reemployed, and the scale of China means the percentage of the overall workforce affected was relatively small, in numerical terms no other country got close to the loss of jobs that the crisis caused in China in 2008 (Zhao and Liu, 2010: 14).

With such factory closures increasing concern over the relationship between unemployment and social stability (Wong, 2008), the government announced an RMB 4 trillion stimulus package on November 9—at the time just under US$ 590 billion. The announcement was rather short on detail and subsequently appeared to be less impressive than at first sight; some of the funding had already been pledged as part of the Sichuan earthquake recovery strategy, and most of the money was meant to be provided by local governments from unspecified sources (Dyer, 2008). But it served an important role in signaling a rather dramatic about-turn in policy. Up to the onset of the crisis, the main aim of macroeconomic policy was to control inflation and slow rates of growth to more manageable and sustainable levels and bring local authorities under closer central government control. This had not proved to be an easy task—for example, despite increasing the bank reserve ratio ten times in 2007, investment in fixed assets actually increased, and Wen Jiabao’s targeted growth rate to 7 percent was exceeded by almost half as much again. The announcement of the stimulus package brought this strategy to an abrupt halt—for the time being at least—and the subsequent Central Document 18 effectively gave the green light to authorities at all levels to do whatever it took to promote growth (Naughton, 2009).

In addition to the central government initiative, China’s local governments announced their own stimulus plans that collectively amounted to RMB18 trillion (Yu, 2009: 10). As this was roughly 53 percent of the GDP figure that China finally achieved in 2009, it might be that symbolism was more important than statistical accuracy in some of these announcements as well. But while the actual fiscal stimulus figures might be a bit “fuzzy,” what is clear is that huge amounts of money were pumped into the economy through government-led initiatives of various kinds focusing on infrastructure developments (particularly, but not only in rural China), environmental protection, support for cheap housing, and increased provision for health,
education, welfare, industrial and rural innovation, and R&D. Domestic consumption was also supported through subsidies for rural dwellers, tax breaks on some purchases, and unofficial encouragement for state entities to not just go out and spend, but to “buy Chinese.” And support for exporters was also stepped up with China’s exchange rate policies once again coming under close international scrutiny and criticism.4

The expansion of bank credit played a key role in funding much of this expansion. Controlling the spending of local authorities had been a key component of macroeconomic prudence prior to the outbreak of the crisis. Indeed, throughout the post-Mao era, there has been a tension between local governments and the center over how best to arrange financial authority and responsibility—some might even argue through the whole history of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). With local governments being told to take their share in boosting the economy, and with banks not only being allowed to lend more money but also incentivized by the interest rate system to do so (Lardy, 2010: 1), then the conditions were ripe for an expansion of loans to local governments. Standing in the way were legal restrictions that prevented local governments from formally taking such loans—so they did it indirectly via various forms of locally owned companies known as Local Investment Platform Companies (LIPCs) (difang rongzi pingtai gongsi 地方融资平台公司). The exact number of such companies is not clear; when the National Audit Office (NAO) surveyed the combined debt of local governments in 2011, it investigated 6,576 of them (NAO, 2011), but the People’s Bank of China’s (PBOC) analysis of development in China’s different regions reported 10,000 in total at provincial, city, and county levels (PBOC, 2011: 6).

By the end of 2009, new bank loans in China had reached more than double the stimulus package at RMB9.6 trillion, with a further RMB7.96 trillion of new loans lent in 2010 (Osborn, 2011). LIPCs spent 62 percent of their collective money on infrastructure projects and 11 percent on land purchases (NAO, 2011). Given that they received about 80 percent of their money directly from the banks, this means that roughly half of the new loans disbursed in 2009 funded local government infrastructure projects via these LIPCs (Wang, 2010).

Responding to China’s Response: China’s Achievements and Challenges

In as early as January 2009, Wen Jiabao felt confident enough to proclaim that “we have achieved initial success from the policies we adopted to counter the financial crisis” (Waldmeir, 2009). Although export growth continued to fall, growth had slowed but not collapsed, and a sense of cautious optimism began
to emerge as the dominant sentiment (supported by the way in which the statistics were reported in the media). Although the first quarter growth rate of 6.1 percent was the lowest ever recorded in China (such quarterly records were first reported in 1992), the fact that it was higher than most expectations reinforced this “glass half full” way of looking at things (Rabinovitch and Zhou, 2009). With the growth rate rising each quarter, exceeding 10 percent in Q4, the much touted target of 8 percent annual growth was ultimately achieved (and surpassed) with relative ease.

China’s leaders identified a problem, put in place measures to deal with it, and attained their immediate objectives; in these terms the response was a great success. As we shall see, this success subsequently generated a number of challenges—pumping so much money into an economy so quickly without generating any problems at all would be all but impossible. But before moving to consider the consequences in more detail, it is important to repeat Lardy’s reminder (2010: 3) that “the alternative to the massive stimulus program was an even sharper drop in economic growth.” Such a decline might potentially undermine confidence in the leadership’s ability to deliver on its promises; 8 percent growth simply had to be achieved. So the costs of responding to the crisis have to be balanced against the costs of not acting.

Even before the impact of the global crisis began to be felt in China, there was a growing consensus that it was time for a paradigm shift as the existing mode of growth promotion was neither economically nor environmentally sustainable. Even in the short term, the way that growth had been attained had resulted in increasing economic polarity the separation of economic activity from the social base of society; as the economy grew, so did the number of officially recorded mass demonstrations (Chung et al., 2006). In 2004, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) central committee came up with a rather damning assessment of the party’s own ruling capacity (zhizheng nengli) (Central Committee, 2004). The following year, a special Central Party School report concluded that inequality had reached the “yellow alert” level, and was still rising toward a “red alert” level threatening serious political disorder (People’s Daily, 2005). The existing “model” was thus reaching the limits of its useful life with the danger of a slide into a Latin American-style experience of economic stagnation, domestic social polarization, and dependence on the global economy (Zha, 2005). The solution was to move away from the mode of growth promotion that had dominated for many years toward a new “scientific” concept of development (科学发 žèn xue fazhan guan) and a new political paradigm that reconnected the party with the people as “a matter of life and death” (生死存亡 shengsi cunwang).

“Scientific” here refers to the application of guiding principles to develop strategies that start from considering the actual impact on real people rather than simply the contribution to raising gross national product (GNP). So, for
example, policies that might lead to a higher GNP but which also lead to environmental degradation and perhaps exacerbate inequality are not scientifically derived. Three features of this “unscientific” development model are worth considering in more detail here. The first is the consequences of the way in which China had reengaged with the global economy. The last two, the role of local governments as managers/regulators of Chinese economic activity and the problem of bank debts, are very much intertwined and dealt with below in a single section. All three were important in changing thinking on long-term development trajectories, and to varying degrees the global crisis undermined (initially at least) attempts to bring about fundamental change.

**Dependence on the Global Economy?**

The global crisis was not the starting point for thinking of the long-term benefits of global engagement in China—it was a debate that had been ongoing for a number of years. But as exports dropped in 2008 and 2009, the consequences of the crisis brought these debates back to the fore, questioning not just the wisdom of China’s global economic strategy but of the very basis of economic activity. Part of the perceived problem is what we might term the low quality of production in export sectors. With foreign producers in China still sourcing the majority of their components from overseas, neither the tax take nor the upgrading of domestic industries had been anywhere near as large as the leadership expected or hoped for when they embarked on opening China. Other criticisms of China’s global role were bound up with considerations of nationalism and the national interest (particularly during the negotiations over WTO entry in 2001). While some intellectuals searched for an “indigenization” of thinking to develop a distinctly Chinese conception of modernity that went “beyond the tunnel vision of a Eurocentric concept” (Zhang, 2002), the more basic idea that China was doing too much to accommodate the diktats of foreign capital gained considerable popular attention (Han, 2000). This idea that liberalizing reforms had made China vulnerable to external economic forces and shocks, and also less capable of responding to potential crisis, became a common theme in the emerging literature on the evolution of new (economic) security issues in Chinese international relations thinking (Yeung, 2008).

Such vulnerability was identified across a range of issues including the ability to get hold of the resources that China will need in the future to meet its developmental needs. While the search for industrial and food resources might emerge as the most important of these challenges in the long run, in the short term the focus was on a form of double dependence on the global economy—one foreign investment to producing goods for foreign markets. Or put the other way round, a consensus of sorts began to emerge that
domestic consumption was playing too small a role in generating growth. For example, figures for 2007 showed domestic consumption accounting for 38.6 percent of growth, domestic investment 37.7 percent, and net exports making up the remainder. This meant that domestic consumption was about 36 percent of overall GDP (not to be confused with its share of GDP growth)—a considerable drop from figures of around 60 percent in the 1980s and 1990s—with exports at just under 40 percent of GDP.

However, these are only headline figures, and the extent to which Chinese growth has become dependent on exports has been the subject of considerable debate. UBS Managing Director Jonathan Anderson (2007) argues that the high level of imported components in many “Chinese” exports exaggerates the contribution they make to the economy. Thus, we should strip out the value of imports which typically brings the figure down to 15–20 percent of GDP (Akyüz, 2010: 7), though Anderson (2007: 3) gets an even lower figure of 10 percent. Critics argue that Anderson’s approach ignores the increasing significance of local content and “capital goods and parts and components” in Chinese exports (Cui and Syed, 2007: 7). More important, export industries are themselves key drivers of “domestic” sources of growth like investment and consumption (Cui et al., 2009). Indeed, for Akyüz (2010: 7), when you add these resulting spillovers into the domestic economy, then exports are even more important than previously thought, and account for at least half of Chinese GNP.

And while the academic picture is somewhat murky, the debate in China itself seems to be somewhat more straightforward. Exports and fixed assets investments had come to dominate Chinese growth, with domestic consumption playing too small a role. Or in the words of the People’s Daily (2008), as the crisis began to have a real impact on growth and jobs in China:

> Although the economy has maintained double-digit growth for years, fixed-asset investment and exports have dwarfed consumption as the two pillars of expansion. With global recession clearly in view, China must sustain itself by exploiting the domestic market to offset weaker demand abroad.

**Financing Growth**

Identifying the need to change tack is one thing; having the ability to do it is another matter altogether. And here the distribution of economic power within the political system is particularly important. In the 1980s, the decentralization of power from central to provincial governments interacted with the emergence of new forms of economic activity, the switch from plan allocation to bank lending as a key source of finance, and the opening of new sources of finance to result in an important tip in the balance of authority...
from the center to localities. This move, while not wholly intentional in the way it occurred, proved highly successful in spurring economic growth—particularly in those provinces that were able to locate themselves in global production networks. However, the numerous individual (and at times competing) policies of local governments often resulted in the duplication of production and overcapacity, and made it difficult for the national government to exercise macroeconomic control. In particular, during periods when the central government was trying to slow economic growth, its efforts were often undermined by local governments continuing to pursue expansionist policies.

From the mid-1990s, the central government set about trying to restore economic control and coordination through a range of fiscal and financial reforms that gradually reduced local governments’ abilities to fund their own projects. These included the abolition of the agricultural tax in 2006, and preventing local authorities from levying ad hoc fees for government services which were both thought to be at the root of some of the increased incidents of rural unrest (Kennedy, 2007). As a result, it was now local governments that found themselves on the wrong end of a power transition with insufficient funds to meet their development commitments at a time when they were being pressed to expand access to health, education, and welfare. Indeed, one of the reasons that local governments have not always been responsive to calls for slower growth is their reliance on the fruits of growth to fund their projects—their “reliance on value-added tax...and business tax means they tend to encourage investments that maximize their fiscal incomes regardless of the overall market situation” (EUCCC, 2010: 11).

As the banking system replaced the plan as a major source of funding in the mid-1980s, production (and therefore employment) in many state-owned enterprises was maintained by the provision of bank loans—many of which were never going to be repaid. Local governments also used their relationship with local branches of banks to support favored local producers. By the time the Asian financial crisis broke out in 1997, the Chinese banking system was, by Western/market conventions, “insolvent” (Harding, 1997) with nonperforming loans that would never be repaid exceeding the capital of the four main state banks—perhaps collectively as high as 50 percent of GDP at the start of the new millennium (Shih, 2008: 3). The extent of bad loans in the thousands of small-scale urban and rural cooperatives simply exacerbated the problem. Through refinancing, debt to equity swaps, the eradication of local branches of the PBOC, stronger regulation of banking activities, and tighter monetary policy, the bad debt problem was gradually eased. This was an expensive project. Chi Lo calculated in 2006 that “China has spent US$ 260 billion on cleaning up its banking system. The amount is about twice as much as Korea spent on restructuring its banks after the 1997–8 Asian
But with financial crisis averted, these costs were deemed to be well worth paying.

**The Response to the Crisis: Back to the Future**

By mobilizing all efforts to offset the impact of the global downturn, policy in 2008 and 2009 entailed a reversal of much that had gone before. As concern with reducing the rate of growth and tackling inflation was replaced by an emphasis on growth and an expansion of finance, this was most clearly and immediately seen in increasing prices in a number of sectors. For example, real estate prices (which had been rising prior to the crisis despite attempts to slow growth) rose by 24 percent across the board in 2009 with much higher increases in some cities (*China Daily*, 2010), raising fears that asset bubbles were being created which could have damaging consequences if the bubbles simply burst. The expansion of credit also exacerbated the problems of overcapacity and oversupply that policy up to the autumn of 2008 was trying to resolve (EUCCC, 2010).

The growth of debt which might turn into nonperforming loans also came back on the agenda after years focusing on reductions and restraint. The total debt that local governments accrued in responding to the crisis is difficult to pin down. The official NAO investigation in 2011 put the combined debt of all levels of local governments including their affiliated LIPCs at RMB10.71 trillion (30 percent at the provincial level, 26.5 percent at county level, and 43.5 percent at city level). Of this, just under half or RMB4.971 trillion is in the LIPCs (NAO, 2011). Moody’s argued that the audit underestimated the extent of local government debt by RMB3.5 trillion because it only included those debts formally guaranteed by local governments and not those that would eventually fall on local governments to repay irrespective of their official designation. An overall figure of RMB14 trillion was widely reported (or guessed at) in the financial press (Zhao, 2011), with Victor Shih (2011) combining a number of top-end estimates to get to the highest end estimate of RMB20.1 trillion.

This highest figure would put combined local government debt in 2010 at over 50 percent of GDP. The lower NAO figure is about 27 percent, which, when added to the debt of central government organizations (banks, ministries, etc.), would generate an overall debt to GDP figure for 2010 of around 60 percent. Crucially, this debt is not equally spread across the country. Ten cities and provinces reported that their local investment companies’ debts were over 100 percent of local GDP in 2010, with the highest reporting a figure of 400 percent (Wang, 2010). And one of the conclusions of both the NAO and PBOC reports is that the debt to revenue ratios are much higher, and local governments are less likely to generate the money needed to pay off their debts in central and western China than is the case in eastern provinces.
As China went into the crisis in a strong fiscal position supported by massive foreign currency reserves, it has been in a stronger position than most. As Chi Lo (2011) argues:

one should not forget that the government has enormous financial resources, owns the country’s land and controlling stakes in many listed companies. These assets can be privatised, if necessary, to raise funds to fend off any fiscal or debt crisis. In the worst case, even when China had to monetise its debt, its huge current account surplus (a reflection of China being a net creditor to the rest of the world) would ensure that no external-driven crisis would crush the domestic system.

So the focus on debt here is not to suggest that China is moving headlong to a financial crash, but rather to show that the response to the crisis was far from cost-free, and will continue to have repercussions for a number of years. And in responding in this way, government agencies at various levels now face some of the same financial problems that they might have thought that they had dealt with and solved.

However, there is one area where China does face potential problems that add a rather unique dimension to the attempt to deal with the longer term consequences of the crisis. Hsing (2010: 5) argues that as land become commodified but not privatized after 1988, it has “reconfigured the power dynamics” of Chinese politics. What she calls “the urbanization of the local state” (Hsing, 2010: 6) resulted in land and housing bubbles appearing in parts of China long before the onset of the crisis, defying attempts to control growth. Not surprisingly these trends were exacerbated by the postcrisis growth in liquidity with investment in real estate equaling roughly 11.5 percent of GDP in 2009 (Ma, 2010).

Provincial level governments get just under half of their income through transfers from the central government—44 percent in 2010. Of the remainder that they raise themselves, fees from selling state land usage rights (国有土地使用权出让收 guoyou tudi shiyongquan churang shou) has become the major source of income. Such revenues increased by over 40 percent in 2009 (Naughton, 2010: 32), and then more than doubled in 2010 to account for 72 percent of locally collected revenues, doubling the total revenue controlled by local governments in a single year (Ministry of Finance, 2011). Moreover, the loans of local investment platforms are typically underwritten by expectations of rising prices in the future, creating an even stronger link between local government finances, debt and land prices, ownership, and usage. So while rising house and land prices contribute to inflation which Wen Jiabao argues “affects social stability” (Xinhua, 2011), reducing land prices too quickly would impact on local governments’ ability to raise revenue and possibly increase the number of bank loans that become nonperforming (as well as leading to the other “normal” consequences of burst bubbles).
The response to the crisis, then, has once more turned the focus back onto many of the problems that economic policy before 2008 was designed to resolve. Local governments were once more able to fund preferred projects with little attention paid to the overall pattern of national economic growth. The problem of a relatively large number of bad loans in the banking system reemerged, exacerbated by the umbilical cord that connects land prices to local government finances. And the (in)ability of the central state to control and moderate growth when necessary was also brought into focus again as inflation continued to grow “despite a series of measures taken to cap price rises” (Xinhua, 2011). Indeed, perhaps more than anything, the response to the crisis, when considered in a little bit of historical contextualization, suggests that it is much easier to facilitate rapid economic growth in China than it is to control it and rein it in. The attempt to begin to move from a growth to development paradigm had already been partly undermined by the policy responses to the drop in exports in early 2008. But the response to the crisis saw the pendulum clearly swing back to growth promotion.

Within this growth promotion, there were elements intended to help the shift in emphasis toward domestic growth—for example, support for rural consumption, support for clean energy technology projects, and infrastructure projects that should facilitate increased economic actability in central, southwest, and northern China. The value added by exports were also less significant in promoting growth in 2009 than before the crisis leading some to assert that China has “decoupled” from the global economy because of the value (Rabinovitch, 2010)—though given the amount of money that China poured into the economy in 2009, it would have been astonishing if this were not the case. And as we have seen, they have also resulted in a return of excess investment and overcapacity and possible debt problems. So perhaps ironically, while the crisis might have further undermined confidence in the existing growth “model,” the immediate solutions meant a turn back to that model rather than a transition to a new paradigm. Or at the very least, the response entailed putting the transition on hold and revisiting (and in some cases exacerbating) financial problems that the leadership had been trying to deal with for some time.

Given the advantageous fiscal position China was in 2008, the degree of autonomy provided by a relatively closed financial sector, and the residual strong hand of the state in the economy, these are far from insurmountable problems. Perhaps of more fundamental importance in the long term is that the response to the crisis shows that making the transition toward a new “scientific” paradigm built on slower but more sustainable growth is no mere speech act—simply saying it does not make it real. It is difficult to see how such a switch will not lead to dislocations; some people will inevitably lose out even if the long-term consequence is an improvement for the country.
as a whole. The way in which the leadership responded to the crisis suggests that there may not be the political will to push forward in the short term with what in is seen to be desirable for the long term.

**Responding to China’s Response—Global Power Shift?**

But if the crisis has generated problems for the Chinese leadership, they are problems that other world leaders might well prefer to their own challenges. And to say that China’s response was not cost-free does not mean that it was unsuccessful—far from it. Indeed, as it began to appear that China’s response to the crisis seemed to be working, there was an upsurge in interest within China to the idea of a “China model” that might act as an alternative to Western modes of development. Qian Gang (2010) has traced the phenomenal rise in what he calls “the discourse of greatness” in 2008 and 2009, reflecting a growing national pride in China’s apparent increase in global economic power vis-à-vis the existing (crisis hit) powers. Of course, this seems to contradict the apparent move toward a consensus that the Chinese model has run its course. But it can be reconciled by thinking about what the Chinese model means in most of these discourses.

Identifying what the China model actually entails is a difficult exercise that generates conflicting conclusions. While most analyses point to the importance of a strong state guiding the economy, it is possible to make the counter-argument and point to the process of economic liberalization and the emergence of private sector activity in the 1980s as the root cause of China’s success (Huang, 2011). But what the China model actually might be is less important than what it is perceived to be—and it has largely come to be seen as an example of what you can do if you do it on your own terms rather than following the “Western way.” So the China model has become a standard bearer for what it is not; it is not big bank shock therapy liberalization, it is not economic liberalization accompanied by political democratization, and it is not doing what the international liberal global order wants—for example, liberalizing financial sectors and allowing free-floating market exchange rates (Breslin, 2011).

Of course, this does not mean that all developing countries are in a position to simply copy what China has done. But China’s experiences in not just this crisis but also the Asian crisis of 1997 have served to give succor to those who prefer various forms of stronger state controlled versions of capitalism over more (neo)liberal forms (Wade, 2010; Stubbs, 2011). Conversely, according to the man who developed the “somewhat unhappy term of the ‘Washington Consensus’,” one of the main consequences of the “crisis has been to discredit Western views of development” (Williamson, 2010: 1). The crisis also helped...
accelerate shifting patterns of economic interactions and the changing balance of economic power. Trading with China instead of the developed West has also been a key reason why resource-rich developing countries like Brazil have been able to recover from the impact of the crisis with apparent speed and ease (Whalley and Medianu, 2010), while developed economies like Spain, Greece, and Portugal have all benefited from increased investment and trade relations with China (Anderlini and Spiegel, 2010).

China also emerged from the crisis as a key player in any attempt to create new mechanisms of global governance—be that in partnership with the existing global powers through the G20 and reform of the IMF, or in new “blocs” like the BRICS. While Chinese officials remain committed to proving that China is a responsible great power, this does not mean that they are satisfied with the (liberal) norms that underpin the existing order, and the distribution of power within it. But this should not mean that the rest of the world should be concerned by this power shift. China’s developmental needs require access to markets and resources that would be made more difficult to attain if China was to destabilize international relations and/or antagonize key players; it is a responsible, dissatisfied, great power (Breslin, 2010). Ultimately, what is depicted (or more correctly, constructed) as China’s historical and cultural predilection for peace and harmonies is promoted as being more appropriate for the promotion of global harmony than the existing “Western” system (Su, 2009). For other developing countries, China’s rise is depicted as being only a good thing, as China will not behave like previous great powers that treated their colonies as unequals to be exploited. China’s rise also benefits developed states, as China has emerged not only as a potential major source of much needed investment, but also, through the development of its own domestic demand, as a potential alternative to declining Western consumption. China has become a “stabilizer” of the global economy (People’s Daily, 2010).

But not everybody is convinced of the ultimate pacific conclusion of this ongoing power shift—not least because China’s leaders seem to have found themselves in a position to be more forceful in articulating Chinese positions. As Wang Jisi (2011: 68) puts it:

In recent years, China’s power and influence relative to those of other great states have outgrown the expectations of even its own leaders. Based on the country’s enhanced position, China’s international behavior has become increasingly assertive.

This assertiveness extended to economic affairs, with calls from the Governor of the PBOC for a new “super-sovereign reserve currency” to replace the dollar (Zhou, 2009). In 2010, an online article suggesting that China should use its foreign currency reserves to cause economic problems in the United States (Xu, 2010) was widely reported and circulated outside China as a reason for
fearing China’s financial clout. Such a move is unlikely—causing problems for the dollar when you hold US$2.8 trillion dollars worth of reserves, are a major trading nation, and are trying to keep the value of the Renminbi relatively low through a “managed” exchange rate could “cause more harm to China” than the United States (Gagnon, 2010: 1). But the debate illuminates both the new confidence and assertiveness of some voices in China, and also the concern that some external observers have about the consequences of the apparent ongoing power shift.

**China’s Economic Power—Communicating Deterrence, Managing Expectations**

Whether China’s leaders are able to operationalize its economic power to force others to fall in line with China’s interests remains open to question. A number of states did follow China’s call to boycott the awarding of the Nobel peace prize to Liu Xiaobo—but the prize was still awarded, the United States still sold missiles to Taiwan, and President Obama still met with the Dalai Lama. Nevertheless, China at the very least seems to have a deterrent power (Drezner, 2009) to prevent others from trying to unduly influence its “core interests” (核心利益 hexin liyi) defined as the “state system and national security,” “sovereignty and territorial integrity,” and “the continued stable development of China’s economy and society” (Swaine, 2010: 4).

China’s leaders seem to have no great appetite to use their economic power for anything other than serving what they perceive to be China’s interests. Despite its aggregate size, the official message seems to be that China is still a relatively poor country (in terms of per capita income) with over 150 million people still living in absolute poverty and hundreds of millions more lacking the basic standards of living that are enjoyed in the developed world (Dai, 2010). Thus, it is far too soon to expect China to take a leading role on environmental issues, for example—it is the existing global powers that should continue to take the lion’s share of global responsibilities for many years yet. Moreover, the task of reducing poverty and inequality is so great that other countries should not try and pressure China for change (e.g., on exchange rate policy). Not only is this good for China but ultimately good for the rest of the world, meaning that “developing its economy and improving its people’s welfare” is China’s “first and foremost international responsibility” (Chen, 2009: 12).

**Conclusion**

In some respects, China seems to be the latest in a line of Asian challenges to the dominance of a “Western” world order. China’s material and ideational
influence over large parts of the world has clearly increased; over its neighbors in East Asia in particular and increasingly over resource-rich developing states. The political economy of developed states is also increasingly influenced by what happens in China: not just through the flow of exports from China that has been a feature of global trade for some time now, but through the price and allocation of key resources; through increasing investment flows from China to the West in the search for technology, knowhow, and brands; and as an important market for some producers (though still frustrating the ambitions of many). But it is salient to remember that neither the Japanese challenge nor that from the Asian Tigers ultimately overturned the global order. And despite some of the hyperbole that has accompanied China’s rise, it seems somewhat premature to be writing off the West or seeing China as having the same levels of global power as the United States just yet (Nye, 2010).

The crisis did not mark the start of the rise of Chinese power, but it certainly accelerated it in some areas, and helped undermine the legitimacy of the neoliberal model that China stands as an alternative to (in some minds at least). The crisis also played a similar “catalyst” role in the domestic sphere. In the short term, it has meant a probable return of some of the financial problems that considerable time (and money) had previously been devoted to clearing up. As a result, while China does not face a financial crisis akin to the one that hit transatlantic economies in 2008–9, a number of financial challenges will have to be handled with care and skill as the longer term consequences of the response to the crisis gradually become clear.

More fundamentally, the crisis has highlighted the need to change the drivers of economic growth, and move from a preoccupation with rapid growth to a slower, more sustainable developmental paradigm. But at the same time, the way in which the leadership responded to the crisis suggests that they are not ready, prepared, or perhaps even politically able to face the possible consequences of making the transition just yet. How the leadership manages the next stage of China’s economic transition while simultaneously managing the relationship between the party-state and the people will go a long way to establishing whether the Chinese mode of governance really is something that others will look to as something to emulate in the long run.

Notes

* This chapter was revised while I was Macarthur Visiting Senior Research Fellow at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore, and I am grateful for their help and support.

1. In currency exchange rate dollars. It is widely assumed that China had long occupied second place in PPP calculations.
2. Of course, identifying what the “West” actually is remains a tricky task—it often seems to be shorthand for simply the United States and at other times the neoliberal preferences of the international financial institutions. The use of the term in this chapter is not meant to refer to any fixed idea of what the West is or might be, but instead simply reflects its usage in popular and academic discourses including all the inconsistencies and vagueness that this entails.

3. By around 20 percent in the three years from the end of the currency peg in July 2005.

4. For more details on how the money was spent (and when), see Nicolas (2009), Zhang et al. (2009), Zheng and Chen (2009), and Snyder (2010).

5. Private unpublished paper cited with author’s permission.

6. As around a quarter of this debt came due for repayment in 2011, about 30 percent in and after 2016 (and the rest at various points in between), these debts had not turned into extensive nonperforming loans at the time of writing.

7. Though much of this reporting seems to have been the repetition of previous reports which appear to have been based on a misreading of the PBOC (2011) report.

8. The NAO divides China into Central, West, and East, whereas the PBOC also has a separate Northeast grouping.

9. This piece was posted on the Qiushi discussion page and was erroneously credited with being published in the Qiushi Journal, which is the official theoretical journal of the CCP, and was thus mistakenly taken to represent official policy.
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In August 2011, the global economy experienced the most serious aftershock since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Triggered by concerns about the ability of the United States to cope with its debt, which led to the loss of its triple A (AAA) rating from one credit rating agency, but more immediately by the continuing crisis in the eurozone, it led to the biggest losses on global stock markets since the aftermath of the Lehman collapse in 2008. The FTSE Eurofirst 300 and the FTSE 100 both fell more than 10 percent in the week ending August 6, 2011, and the S&P 500 fell 7.2 percent over the same period. Investors fled to what they perceived to be safe havens such as gold and the Swiss franc. What had started as a banking crisis had been transferred on to the balance sheets of countries and become a sovereign debt crisis.

It was forecast that there was at least a 50 percent chance of a double-dip recession in the United States and elsewhere by the end of the year. Growth prospects for the world economy looked poor and there were even concerns that the effects might spread to its one thriving area, Asia. China complained vociferously about the failure of the United States to deal with its debt problems, but it was essentially a voice from the sidelines.

One common theme in the period since 2008 in both the United States and Europe was political failure to cope with the crisis, despite the success of the immediate stabilization efforts at the time of the initial collapse. Politicians always seemed to be behind the curve, reacting to events as they happened rather than developing any coherent plan of action, so that the markets increasingly lost confidence in their ability to cope and responded dramatically to any sign of trouble. Political leaders insisted that the economic fundamentals were sound, but market sentiment is not necessarily driven by anything substantive. If nothing else, the renewed crisis revealed the weakness
of democratic political leaders, even if they did contrive to act collectively, in
the face of the power of globalized financial markets.

However, politicians on both sides of the Atlantic showed a worrying
inability to agree. In the United States, the problem was polarization between
the Republican and Democratic parties with many moderate centrists forced
out of Congress by ideological mobilization in an electoral system where the
real contest was often in the primary. This was reflected in the emergence of
the Tea Party Republicans who, although a minority in their own party, were
able to set an agenda of no tax increases and public expenditure cuts. How-
ever, it should be noted that those cuts did not tackle entitlements in the form
of Medicare, Medicaid, and social security which are at the heart of the US’s
fiscal problems. Moreover, most of the actual cuts will take place well in the
future when they could well be reversed by a new Congress. The agreement
that was produced took a long time to emerge, which is one reason why the
US’s credit rating was downgraded, reflecting attempts to secure electoral
advantage in relation to the Congressional and presidential elections to be
held in the fall of 2012.

In many respects, however, it was the crisis in the eurozone that posed the
greatest threat to the recovery of the global economy. The measures taken in
July had stemmed the immediate crisis in Greece, but the focus now turned to
Italy, Spain, and even Belgium and France. The €440 billion European finan-
cial stability facility simply did not have the funds to deal with a default by a
large country with Italy at the greatest risk, but Germany was unlikely to
sanction a sufficient increase. The European Central Bank (ECB) was initially
reluctant to buy Italian and Spanish government bonds but eventually started
to do so, bringing interest rates on them down to tolerable levels.

The problems that the Europeans faced were in part structural and in part
ones of agency. The structural problems arose from the fact that the eurozone
was not an optimal currency area and had too many divergences within it to
function effectively. This implied either a smaller eurozone focused on North-
ern Europe or moves toward a fiscal government for Europe such as the issue of
Eurobonds. However, the question was how one managed the transition in
conditions of considerable turbulence. This was not helped by decision-
making procedures so that all seventeen eurozone governments and their
parliaments had to endorse the package of measures agreed in July.

Agency concerned the leadership of German chancellor Angela Merkel
during the crisis. Admittedly, she faced some difficult choices against the
background of a German electorate increasingly concerned about the costs
of bailing out what to them seemed to be weak and mismanaged economies.
She seemed to follow a strategy of prevaricating and seeking to muddle
through in the hope that the crisis would resolve itself which only made
problems more difficult to solve: saying no until she said yes as the Taoiseach
of Ireland put it. German taxpayers were increasingly exasperated at having to bail out countries like Greece where there had been chronic mismanagement of their economies, a sentiment shared by other northern European countries. However, German banks would be badly hit if southern European economies defaulted. Even more significant, German exports would be hard hit by the demise of the euro and the effective collapse of the single market.

There were, however, even deeper structural forces at work, the consequences of which were dimly perceived or at least only debated in a partial form. Major economic imbalances resulted from a tectonic shift in economic power from west to east. Not only was there competition from cheaper labor but emerging economies were forcing up the price of oil, minerals, and food as they grew and became more prosperous. The accumulation of private and public debt on a massive scale had permitted those living in the west to maintain their living standards, but it was doubtful how long this could continue, particularly given the challenges posed by an ageing population. A paper by the Centre for Economic and Business Research suggested that living standards in the United Kingdom could fall as much as by 25 percent over the next quarter century.

We have emphasized the fact there was no fundamental reform of the financial system; the edifice created in the previous few decades needed shoring up with vast quantities of taxpayer money. Surprisingly, little was given in return. The fundamental structure of the banking industry was unchanged and regulatory institutions were not significantly strengthened. As Crouch (2011: 1) notes of the banks, “They were considered so important to the early twenty-first century economy that they had to be protected from the consequences of their own folly.” The failure to initiate fundamental reforms of the financial sector has been paralleled by a lack of innovation in economic policy more generally. Governments have opted for policies of austerity rather than being seduced by Keynesian calls for expansion. The Occupy movement provided a focus for discontent about those perceived to have caused the crisis and the failure to act against them. However, it could not offer a coherent set of proposals or an alternative paradigm.

One of the mechanisms used to try to contain the aftershocks of the GFC was the stress test in which banks were required to conduct simulations of crises and assess what would happen to their financial viability. In a sense, the GFC has subjected the political economies of the world to a stress test that has revealed the tensions, fault lines, and strengths of the world’s political economies.

The stress test of the GFC raised questions about both the capacity of governments to respond to it in terms of their ability to decide on and implement policies to address it. Some of these stress tests have shown...
unexpected strengths. In the United Kingdom, for example, a rigorous pro-
gram of public spending cuts was adopted quickly but only because the first
peacetime coalition government in eighty years was assembled to support it;
coalition government in the United Kingdom had been a remote possibility
previously. Whether or not the spending cuts were wise or just is debated; the
point we make here is simply that the stress test of the GFC revealed a capacity
in the UK political system to address challenging issues that was unexpected.
The Chinese authorities also seem to have been able to adapt to the GFC
effectively. Although vast numbers of workers were sent home to their vil-
lages, the regime introduced a very effective stimulus package. In contrast, the
near default of the United States in 2011 showed up the incapacity of the
American political system to deal with difficult and challenging issues coher-
ently. After months of deadlock, a financial crisis was averted by hours largely
through a combination of bizarre procedural moves (the creation of a special
committee and the threat of truly unpalatable automatic budget cuts if in
failed to reach agreement) and by pushing decisions on the details of major
budget cuts into the future. The most striking case of the GFC exposing
weakness was Greece where decades of incompetence, corruption, and, most
importantly, deception in national accounting were brought to the fore.

The GFC also provided a stress test for political economies more broadly
defined. This was a stress test not only of the capacity of political institutions
to make policy but of the resilience of the broader political economy. Here, the
conclusion has to be not surprisingly that those political economies that went
furthest down the path of financialization have had the most difficulty
recovering. The US economy has stagnated; in the last thirty years, the finan-
cial sector has become as large a share of the economy as manufacturing once
held while manufacturing has declined in significance to the share of the
economy then accounted for by finance. A similar story can be told of the
United Kingdom. It is interesting to note, however, that the US government
acted more vigorously than the UK’s to prop up its manufacturing sector after
the GFC, particularly through the rescue of General Motors.

Changing Places? The GFC and the Global Distribution of Power

It has been common during the GFC to link it to a shift in global economic
power. Although it might seem odd to suggest that there were any “winners”
from the GFC, two countries seemed to have gained in relative power during
the crisis, namely China and Germany.

China replaced Japan as the world’s second largest economy (meaning of
course that two of the top three economies were in Asia) and were trends to
continue, China would replace the United States as the world’s largest
economy within twenty years. Regular news stories brought home aspects of this development. In August 2011, for example, one of the great hopes of new green technology in the United States, a manufacturer of solar power panels called Evergreen, went into bankruptcy citing its inability to compete with China. Simultaneously, Vice President Biden visited China, the largest purchaser of US Treasury bonds, and attempted to convince skeptical Chinese officials that the United States would do a better job of managing its government budget and economy in the future.

The GFC did not cause the rise of China but served to highlight and accentuate change in relative economic power. As China emerged relatively unscathed from the GFC while the United States stagnated, the long-term power shift was accentuated and made more visible. Breslin (this volume) points out, however, that “There is no necessary contradiction in thinking of the crisis as accentuating China’s global power while also highlighting domestic fragilities.” Breslin highlights many of these current or threatening fragilities. China is dependent on the economies over which it has no control both in trade and finance; a continuing downturn in the United States and Europe would hurt growth unless domestic demand is boosted while the huge holdings of US Treasury bills would lose their value if the dollar collapsed. A faltering in the growth rate in the view of China’s own leaders would threaten political and social stability. Continuing confusion between the power of central and local governments and between being open to foreign capital and yet favoring domestic producers—especially state-owned enterprises—mean that there is as yet no stable “China model” as there was once a Japan model. Perhaps typically, we failed to diagnose the weaknesses of the Japan model until its failure was long evident. The contradictions and instability of power and roles within the Chinese political economy make it even more difficult for us to sense what its limitations might be. It would seem reasonable, however, to assume that unilinear projections of current trends would be incorrect.

Events in Europe also dramatized the importance of Germany as the continent’s one economic success story. In essence, the crisis of the euro turned on the willingness of Germany to spend the money required to prop up the weakest members of the eurozone. Strong economic growth in Germany in 2010 fostered hopes that it could lead the continent out of recession. We might, however, rephrase Breslin’s comment about China cited above to apply to Germany; “There is no necessary contradiction in thinking of the crisis as accentuating [Germany’s] global power while also highlighting domestic fragilities.” As one of the world’s great exporters, Germany was also very dependent on the state of economies over which it had little or no control. Moreover, its own political economy, regarded as great a success in the second decade of the twenty-first century as it had been regarded as a moribund failure at the start of the century, also had its problems.
German Exceptionalism?

Germany represents a particularly interesting case as it is believed by many to be the only major European political economy to have emerged well from the GFC. Does this represent yet another demonstration of the strength of “Modell Deutschland,” a “label [that] refers to a particular constellation of institutional practices, workplace practices and normative values in the management of Germany’s economy and industrial relations”? (Green et al., 2012: 139)

Does it show once and for all the superiority of Rhineland or coordinated capitalism over the Anglo-American liberal model, a claim which has long been at least an implicit message of the VoC school? For Hay (2011: 14), the crisis is one “of the Anglo-liberal growth model” that has exposed the “endogenous frailty at its heart.”

Matters are more complex than a simple comparison of a virtuous German model with the Wicked Witch of the West of Anglo-American capitalism would lead one to suppose. How one interprets the German recovery depends on where one starts from. There is a positive story that can be told about the German model, but it also has weaknesses which receive less attention.

Perceptions of the performance of the German economy have certainly changed. As the German Council of Economic Experts (GCEE) put it in their 2010/11 annual report (German Council of Economic Experts, 2011: 1):

Less than a decade ago Germany was widely seen as the sick man of Europe, lagging behind more dynamic economies and heaving under the strain of excessive business taxation, an ossified labour market, an overgenerous social security system and, above all, a chronic incapacity to implement radical reforms. The tune has changed now. Germany’s negotiation of the crisis has elicited respect and admiration from all quarters, especially on account of its robust employment trend. Many countries currently look to Germany as a driver of growth.

However, the picture is not quite as rosy as a 3.7 percent increase in German GDP in 2010 or a jobless total that fell below the still high figure of 3 million for the first time in eighteen years in October 2010, not all of which can be explained away in terms of the challenges resulting from the absorption of the former Deutsche Demokratische Republik (DDR). It would be wrong to explain the blight of “unemployment as a purely ‘eastern’ problem: there are significant pockets of it in western Germany too, either in such economically peripheral areas as the ports of Wilhelmshaven and Bremerhaven or in the old industrial heartlands of North Rhine-Westphalia” (Green et al., 2012: 144).

It should also be remembered that the rebound of 2010 occurred after an appalling year in 2009 when Germany felt the full force of the global recession with exports falling by over 14 percent and the economy as a whole shrinking by nearly 5 percent, a 1930s depression era figure, although there was none of
the accompanying hardship. “When assessing the dynamic progression of the upturn to date, it should be remembered that the level of GDP reached in mid-2010 merely matched that achieved back at the turn of 2006/7. The GCEE’s projection for Germany indicates that the fall in output caused by the crisis will finally have been cancelled out by the end of 2011. This means that the German economy will have taken three years to recoup the GDP losses that ensued from the crisis” (German Council of Economic Experts, 2011: 8).

The German economy is also highly vulnerable to a disorderly sovereign default by Greece, given the exposure of German banks, and the negative consequences that could be exacerbated by contagion effects elsewhere in the eurozone. Even if there was a relatively orderly default, as an export-oriented economy, Germany is still vulnerable to the economic consequences of austerity policies being pursued by other EU member states such as Spain and the United Kingdom. Moreover, substantial structural problems remain and efforts at reform are often derailed by political compromises. Nevertheless, many other countries would be happy to have Germany’s problems rather than their own.

**Sozialmarktwirtschaft (Social Market Economy)**

What are the key elements of the German economic story since the World War II? In essence, effective skill formation and renewal has permitted the development of an export-oriented manufacturing sector which specializes in value-added quality production in key industrial sectors such as autos, chemicals, and precision engineering. Such an economy has been able to take full advantage of the European single market, and the accession of East European states such as the Czech Republic has provided proximate low-cost settings for some industrial production by German firms. Good industrial relations, themselves facilitated by generally low rates of inflation, have helped human and physical capital formation. In particular, the system of industrial unions rather than multiple unionism, as in the United Kingdom, obviated the “hold-up problem” for investments in fixed capital (Crafts and Torlino, 2008).

Institutions have been effective in terms of the social market philosophy adhered to by successive governments, their relations with well-structured industry associations and trade unions and the historic role of the Bundesbank whose values it was hoped would be transmitted to the ECB in Frankfurt. Germany also had “an ‘insider’ financial system that fostered relationship-specific long-term investments” (Crafts and Torlino, 2008: 11), although this is a more complex story than is sometimes admitted (Grant et al., 1988), and convergence with other financial systems has increased recently. One should not underestimate the importance of having an effective competition policy in comparison to the notoriously defective (until recently) competition policy
in the United Kingdom which preferred to prioritize industrial policies that propped up declining sectors and collapsing firms. Proximate factors have helped such as the undervaluation of the deutschmark for the earlier part of the postwar period, and more recently success in driving down relative wage costs have been important. By 2005, German companies had some of the EU’s lowest labor costs per unit produced, although this has restrained domestic demand.

The adoption of the “ordo-liberalism” of the Freiburg school in Germany was no accident, while the social aspect of the social market economy chimed with the philosophy of the Christian Democrats in postwar Germany who drew inspiration from papal encyclicals on social responsibility. Both elements of the model can be seen as a reaction to the economic and political failure of the Weimar Republic (Carlin, 1996) and as a strong motivation to not replicate the conditions which gave rise to right-wing extremism in the interwar period. Thus, “the state would be anti-interventionist following rule-based macroeconomic policies, it would use anti-cartel legislation and free trade to combat rent seeking by interest groups, and it would deal with market failures by using ‘market-conforming’ instruments” (Carlin, 1996: 483).

In general, the Bundesrepublik Deutschland (BRD) has stayed true to that model, notwithstanding occasional bouts of intervention, even in the recent crisis. Admittedly, the BRD did adopt countercyclical stimulus packages for the first time in more than twenty-five years. “ Nonetheless, these packages cannot be seen as signifying a complete reversal of the course of German economic policy” (Zohlnhöfer, 2011: 233). The government did rush through a law in 2008, setting up the Sondersfonds Finanzmarktstabilisierung (SoFFin) to provide emergency credits and loan guarantees to the financial sector. “In practice, only a small number of institutions have actually availed themselves of its provisions, and by mid-2010, around one-third of the total available support had been committed” (Green et al., 2012: box 7.2). The government did nationalize the major property finance company Hypo Real Estate and take a 25 percent stake in Commerzbank, but although it attempted to broker a sale of the Opel branch of General Motors, it refused to take a stake in Opel or in the troubled retail and travel conglomerate Arcandor which was obliged to file for bankruptcy. This response was “much more in keeping with the tenets of ordo-liberalism” (Green et al., 2012: 149).

It should not be imagined, however, that the German financial sector was left unscathed by the GFC, although that impression is sometimes given by the “alles ist in ordnung” school of commentators on Germany. Apart from Commerzbank and Hypo Real Estate, the Landesbanken (regional wholesale banks) which are co-owned by individual federal states came close to the brink of collapse in the cases of Sachsen LB, HSH Nordbank, and West LB. These challenges are by no means over: “In the German banking system, especially
in the Landesbanken . . . the process of balance sheet repair and restructuring is progressing at a snail’s pace” (German Council of Economic Experts, 2011: 13).

From the mid-1990s onward, Germany moved toward a greater emphasis on short-term shareholder value. Much of the initiative came from banks who wanted to shed their traditional responsibilities and focus on what they saw as their “core business of financial services and investment banking” (Green et al., 2012: 145). There were even hostile takeovers, exemplified by the acquisition of Mannesman by the UK company Vodafone in 2000. Share ownership became a more popular form of saving and the numbers of chairs of supervisory boards from Deutsche Bank reduced from 29 of the 100 largest companies in 1996 to zero just five years later.

Nevertheless, the heart of German comparative advantage remains in place through the training that is provided in companies and educational establishments through the duales Ausbildungssystem and is exemplified by the role of the well-qualified Meister who is a member of the junior management team with a wider range of responsibilities than the foreman in Anglo-Saxon enterprises. The Mittelstand of small and medium-sized companies makes a key contribution to training, a practice which extends to the Handwerk enterprises which are responsible for artisan skills in industries such as construction. Production-related skills have been highly valued and accountability skills less so than in Anglo-Saxon systems (Lawrence, 1980). It is perhaps no accident that German Mittelstand companies remain viable in niches such as high-quality upmarket shoe production, largely abandoned in countries such as Britain.

**Structural Weaknesses**

Nevertheless, the German economy does display some structural weaknesses which may become of increasing significance over time. A major weakness of the economy has been in exploiting the IT revolution and gaining productivity advantages from it, an area in which the United Kingdom has done quite well often with relatively small firms, for example, note the number of games and other software development companies in south Warwickshire or the Silicon Roundabout area in London’s unfashionable EC1. Intangible capital with a high knowledge content is an area where Germany does less well than its competitors. Intangible investment is 11.5 percent of GDP in the United States and 10.5 percent in the United Kingdom, but only 7.2 percent in Germany. Investment in computerized information accounts for 1.6 percent of GDP in the United States and the United Kingdom, but only 0.73 percent in Germany which is behind France and Spain and only ahead of Italy among major European countries (van Ark et al., 2009: 69).
This may in turn be related to “the general level of education in Germany, which is currently merely middling by international standards” (German Council of Economic Experts, 2011: 5). As far as university teaching is concerned, it may be free, but that does not mean that it is well provided for. The system of “habilitation” or a second doctorate arguably exerts a stultifying influence on German higher education. Significant research and development activities take place outside the university system. The Max Planck institutes have a strong international reputation and the Federal Government is seeking to boost research in the universities through its “centers of excellence” initiative. The sixty Fraunhofer institutes which engage in application-oriented research play an important role: they are 70 percent funded by contract research and 30 percent by the federal and Land governments.

In the BRD, the number of welfare recipients now exceeds those in wage-earning employment. Given that they are quite generously supported by international standards, certainly compared with the United Kingdom, this makes any reduction in entitlements very difficult (although it is not easy even in the United States). The welfare benefit regime was nevertheless changed through the Arbeitslosengeld II reforms in 2005, thus tilting “the relative attractiveness of gainful employment and subsidized idleness back in favor of the former” (German Council of Economic Experts, 2011: 2). An attempt is being made to increase the retirement age to 67 to reflect changing demographic profiles, but this is being resisted.

Die Übersicht

Anyone who had the misfortune to watch the evening news in the former DDR would be greeted by the words, “Guten Abend, meine Damen und Herren, zur Aktuelle Kamera! Die Übersicht.” (“Good evening ladies and gentleman, Topical Camera, the overall view.”) Of course, what one never got from this program was a balanced overall view of anything. But what overall view can one take of the response of the German economy to the GFC? In many respects, it has been a very strong response and one that is very different to that identified in the chapter on France by Clift. Both countries have responded in ways that are consistent with the principles that govern their approach to economic issues, even though France has flirted with liberalism and German has dipped its toe in the waters of interventionism. Germany has, however, generally adhered to an approach in which “The state has relatively little direct influence in economic governance, and devolves significant responsibilities to powerful, centralised societal actors (especially in wage bargaining), as well as to parapublic institutions, for example in the form of the Bundesbank/European Central Bank and the Federal Labour Agency” (Green et al., 2012: 141).

In some respects, the German model has become less distinctive. Britain has repaired its system of industrial relations, at least outside the public sector, and
the German financial system has moved toward, although not converged with, the Anglo-Saxon model. However, the central core of the German model, effective investment in human and physical capital leading to an export-oriented economy, cannot be easily translated elsewhere, even though the United Kingdom is trying to use a depreciated pound and a squeeze on domestic incomes to rebalance the economy in the direction of manufactured exports, a policy that will probably not fully succeed without additional policy instruments. The institutions and practices of the German economy are deeply embedded, interrelated, and have been built up over a long period of time, in many cases before the existence of the BRD.

Moreover, the German model is vulnerable. As we have seen, it is not without structural weaknesses. There is a decline in confidence in the leading political parties (not confined to Germany). There are tensions between the CDU and FPD in the coalition, the latter party having been seen to be a much less effective “on message” partner for the conservative party than the Liberal Democrats in the United Kingdom. As the government’s stock has fallen, the BRD government has resorted to popularity-seeking measures, either with particular interests (as in the case of a preferential VAT rate for overnight stays in hotels) or to public opinion (an accelerated shutdown of nuclear plants which may pose real electricity supply and cost problems, especially in southern Germany). An export-oriented economy is highly vulnerable to a second wave of the GFC. Above all, the eurozone crisis is both posing difficult choices for the German government and threatening to undermine the European project in which the BRD has invested so much political capital and which has done much to facilitate its economic success.

The Twilight of the Models?

As we noted in the introduction, previous crises have ended with the diffusion of new policy paradigms such as the Keynesian Welfare State (KWS) or the neoliberal Washington consensus. As Crouch argues, the KWS model offered a means of incorporating the manual workers in an economic and political settlement based on a capitalist system of production at a time when they were powerful, but was ultimately undone by its inbuilt inflationary tendencies. The ideas of neoliberalism were also associated with a particular class, “the class of financial capitalists, geographically grounded primarily in the USA and UK, but extending across the globe” (Crouch, 2011: 111). The initial impact of the GFC was to damage the credibility of the neoliberal project. Governments rushed to adopt Keynesian stimulus packages, to nationalize failing banks, insurance companies, and auto companies. Central banks threw out the monetarist rule book and pumped money into economies through a
mixture of previously unknown mechanisms—quantitative easing, the purchase of toxic assets, and deliberately driving down interest rates.

Yet, we have also stressed that if the previously prevailing policy orthodoxies have been dented, they have not been replaced. The American right-wing wants a return to what we might call neoliberalism on steroids, not merely returning to the faith of the late twentieth century but, through undermining New Deal programs such as Social Security, returning to the public philosophy of the 1920s. Stepping away from political rhetoric, however, what is striking is the messiness of contemporary political economy. For all the howls of protest from the Tea Party, important precedents have been set in the United States. Some financial institutions are too big to fail. The same might (more controversially) be said of giant manufacturers such as General Motors. Yet, if the American free enterprise model looks incoherent in practice, much the same can be said of other major economies. There is no “China Model” in the way that there was a Japan Model from the 1950s to the 1990s. Instead, the Chinese political economy is composed of a fluctuating mix of state-owned enterprises and foreign multinationals, and national-level attempts at economic strategy but with regional industrial policies that are often more important. France has abandoned formal dirigisme but in practice elite coordination still continues. Even the Scandinavian models are not what they were, except perhaps in Denmark, but even there inequality is increasing. Foreign-owned auto companies (Volvo, Saab) now operate where once Swedish capital reigned supreme. Sweden and Denmark have adopted their own versions of welfare reform and a center-right government rules in Stockholm, once the prime example of democratic one-party (Social Democratic) dominance.

There has always been complexity and contradiction in governance. Neither Ronald Reagan nor Margaret Thatcher was the consistent ideologue as presented in left-wing rage and right-wing adulation. Thatcher, for example, subsidized bankrupt coal mines and automobile companies for longer than most remember. For much of the three decades after World War II, politicians were not expected to outline grand strategies for the political economy; they simply tried to run it and claim that people “never had it so good” as Macmillan said in 1959. Admittedly, there were embarrassing legacies from the past that encumbered political parties. The Labour Party in the United Kingdom remained tied to a constitution that (Clause IV) promised the nationalization of manufacturing, finance, and retailing. Yet, Clause IV, long before it was abolished, was for Labour leaders rather like an Episcopalian bishop being reminded of the long history of Christians believing in damnation and the fires of Hell; we no longer believe in it but it was hard to repudiate the doctrine. (One of the original sins of Tony Blair in the eyes of the Labour left was making the Party be honest about itself.)

One might argue, therefore, that the period of the last thirty years in which politicians espoused visions of how the political economy might be
reconstructed—Thatcherism, The Third Way, etc. was unusual. Poor President George H. W. Bush who spoke contemptuously of “the vision thing” had the misfortune to be a politician in the wrong period. Perhaps in this view, the period after the GFC will be one not of a new “vision thing” but of muddling through.

It is perhaps important before reaching that conclusion to try to identify the reasons why recent decades have seen so much discussion of “isms.” Any discussion of this topic is bound to be highly speculative but a number of factors were probably at work. First, in almost all democracies, traditional bonds between parties and their supporters frayed. Politicians needed a means to distinguish themselves from opponents. Second, the crisis of the KWS not only gave birth to the new neoliberal policy paradigms but thereby obliged opponents ultimately to define their own response to both the economic and political problems that had brought it about. “Ultimately” in the case of the British Labour Party was a long time, almost twenty years before the triumph of New Labour. However, painful and therefore slow adaption was evident on the left in most countries. All of this inevitably involved more ideological debate than had been the norm previously. The downfall of the Soviet Union, the associated demise of socialism as a popular doctrine, and the shrinking of the traditional working class have all created puzzles for the left on how to proceed.

Will such conditions facilitating ideological debate continue in the future? The detachment of voters from parties will certainly continue. The signs are currently that we shall suffer a long period of low growth and high unemployment. Neoliberalism survives as the dominant paradigm but dented and damaged by events. Asking “what remains of neoliberalism after the financial crisis” Crouch (2011: 179), “the answer must be ‘virtually everything.’ The combination of economic and political forces behind this agenda is too powerful for it to be dislodged from its predominance.” Only populist far right movements such as the Tea Party can muster enthusiasm rather than resignation. However, their success will require the center-left in the United States to define a potentially successful appeal in order to avoid it seeing that only the far right has a solution to current problems. In short, there is a tremendous market for the next “vision thing.” The political entrepreneur who can produce a new vision untarnished by events has a great opportunity. As is always the case, before an entrepreneur succeeds in producing it, the exciting new vision is hard to imagine but the political rewards for producing it are high.

Crouch (2011) argues that we need to move away from an outdated obsession with the confrontation between state and market. Social democrats in particular need to abandon their preoccupation with a centralizing state. He puts considerable faith in civil society, although he is well aware of its weaknesses, contradictions, and limitations. He sees the future in a creative “tension among a quadrilateral of forces, each of which is needed to make a good society: state, market, corporation, civil society.” But he admits that such a
model “is likely to proceed under the shadow of continued dominance by corporate wealth” (Crouch, 2011: 179).

It can be hard to distinguish aftershocks from new earthquakes and an aftershock can even be followed by a new one. There may yet be massive aftershocks from the GFC. It is clear, however, that whatever the aftershocks of the GFC might be financially, a number of political buildings are badly damaged. The surprise is which buildings have been damaged.

We have emphasized the fact there was no fundamental reform of the financial system; the edifice created in the previous few decades needed shoring up with vast quantities of taxpayer money. Surprisingly, little was given in return. The fundamental structure of the banking industry was unchanged and regulatory institutions were not significantly strengthened. The most surprising outcome has been the establishment of one of the most conservative sets of fiscal policy in recent history. While the economies of the United States and most of Europe stagnate, their governments have committed to fiscal policies of retrenchment, not expansion. Far from the upsurge of populist anger at banks and financial institutions evident in the Occupy movements pushing politics to the left, the GFC has seen the center-right politicians come to power or strengthen their position in the United Kingdom, United States, Sweden, and Germany.
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